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Abstract 

Archival Frictions: The Arab and Arab American as Image in Literature, Film, 

and Other Archives is organized around two central questions: how do archives imagine 

the past and present and what do we do with the “history” they contain? Traditionally, we 

consider archives places where the past is collected and comprised, and where official 

history are stored and maintained by governmental bodies and institutions. In this project, 

rather than maintain this institutional definition, I instead take a cue from Jacques 

Derrida’s Archive Fever, where he proposes that “nothing is less reliable, nothing is less 

clear today than the word ‘archive’” In this project, I expand the term “archive” to 

include individual literary texts and films as well as collections of work by particular 

authors and artists. However, I also look at various official collections and “archives” to 

problematize the identity construct and qualifier, “Arab,” and to read across two distinct 

moments—the early 1900s and post-1967—of Arab discursive and historical 

representation and identity after a prolonged encounter with the west and western media 

in the twentieth century.  
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Introduction 
Frictions or Fictions? The Archive as Image 
 

Nothing is less reliable, nothing is less clear today than the word “archive.”  
    

—Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression1 
 

The first appearance of the term “Arab,” according to historian Bernard Lewis, is 
in an Assyrian inscription of 853 B.C. It refers to one “Gindibu the Aribi,” who 

contributed 1000 camels to an unsuccessful conspiracy to overthrow King Shalmanesser 
II. Since then, there has been no single, precise definition, but President Nasser’s “anyone 

whose  mother tongue is Arabic” is the most succinct.  
 

     —Peter A. Iseman, “The Arabian Ethos,” Harper’s2 
 

 In their traditional configuration, archives contain records: documents, 

photographs, letters, videotapes, film reels, audio recordings, books, and ephemera from 

the past. Archives collect and comprise the past, and they often function as the official 

register of history, maintained by governmental bodies and institutions. In this 

introduction, I interrogate and complicate one such archive, the Faris and Yamna Naff 

Arab American Collection housed at the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of 

American History (NMAH) and donated by Dr. Alixa Naff. Positioned as an official 

record of Arab Americans, contained within a space of American history proper, the Naff 

collection inserts what I call friction into the authoritative narrative of U.S. history by 

making a space for Arabs within it. However, much of my reading of Naff’s important 

contribution to the official records of American history critiques the narrative she 

imagines, the fiction she reproduces when viewing her documents and photographs 

                                                
1 Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression, trans. Eric Prenowitz  

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996), 36.  
2 Peter A. Iseman, “The Arabian Ethos,” Harper’s (February 1978), 37.  
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together, a story that elides the significance of the archive to depict and imagine the past 

as idyllic rather than transgressive. I argue that Naff’s process of archiving and writing 

history, which is meant to open a space for the marginalized registers of Arab Americans, 

sometimes flattens the invaluable utterances and images contained within her collection 

in favor of a palatable, imagined, and unimaginative narrative.  

In my reading of Naff’s methods and collection, I make use of Carolyn 

Steedman’s distinction between the archive as process and the archive as a collection of 

artifacts or pieces of the past. Steedman argues that “to interrogate that place,” the place 

of the archive in relation to the memories it catalogs, “we have to be less concerned with 

History as stuff (we must put to one side the content of any particular piece of historical 

writing, and the historical information it imparts).”3 Instead, according to Steedman, we 

must view the archive “as process, as ideation, imagining and remembering.”4 

Elaborating on what she sees as the relationship between “imagining and remembering,” 

Steedman intimates that the archive’s “process” often exceeds its “stuff,” and that 

understanding its function can help us to understand the ways in which “History has 

shaped Memory.”5 She suggests that in order to use the history presented in an archive’s 

various things, readers and researchers tend to give “an account that is itself historical, of 

how this happened, and what is happening now to the History that people do things with: 

think by, imagine by, remember with.”6 Interrogating the connection between “History” 

and “Memory,” between “imagining and remembering,” Steedman illustrates the ways in 

                                                
3 Carolyn Steedman, Dust (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2001), 67. Emphasis in the 

original.  
4 Steedman, Dust, 67. Emphasis in the original. 
5 Ibid.  
6 Ibid.  
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which the archive, like “History,” functions as an image—fragmented, incomplete, 

repetitive, and fictional—rather than merely a record. Her observations call attention to 

the ways we “imagine” history and how this “imagining” shapes memory and the archive. 

Arguing for a mode of engagement that underscores the archive’s meaning-making 

“process,” Steedman insists on the presentism of “History,” images of the past seen and 

remembered through traces that are recombined and remembered in the present moment. 

The “History that people do things with,” Steedman argues, is similar to memory; it is an 

“imagined” historical narrative, one that intersects with and creates individual memory 

and conceptual understandings of the past through the fragments of history. In 

Steedman’s articulation, this useful “History” presents the reader with a goal for archival 

space: it is a place where one might construct history and make connections across time. 

 In Archival Frictions, I read the archive not as a record of history but as an image, 

a projection or an “ideation” of the past that is constructed in the present. The archive 

does not account for the past, but instead, it creates an image of the past that is shaped by 

its encounter with the present—its anxieties, narratives, and epistemologies—and these 

various iterations of the present are then imprinted on the past by researchers, historians, 

and archivists. This past, in turn, “shapes Memory.” In this arrangement, history unfolds 

in the archive in an almost cinematic manner, where we forget the “stuff,” the content of 

history, and instead see within the archive a narrative that fills in the gaps of imagination 

and memory.7 The archivist’s and historian’s experience of the archive feels like an 

                                                
7 I use “cinematic” here to refer to the conventionally constructed, Hollywood narrative form, 

what Laura Mulvey calls “illusionistic narrative film”: a form of cinema that creates the illusion of a 
complete and coherent narrative and suppresses the awareness of its construction. See Laura Mulvey, 
“Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” Screen, 16, no. 3 (1975): 17. 
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encounter with the real “stuff” of the past, and she sees her work as an “eternal” marking 

on a scroll, something to be discovered, archived, and retrieved at any given moment that 

will be legible to the historian at any point in the chain of human progress that we call 

“History.” This historical process is characterized by what Walter Benjamin calls 

“homogenous, empty time,”8 which he describes in “On the Concept of History,” 

aphorisms that distinguish between history proper and the work of the historical 

materialist. In this work, Benjamin argues that “historicism offers the ‘eternal’ image of 

the past,” 9 where history is viewed as an unchangeable image projected onto human 

affairs, “establishing a causal nexus among various moments in history … that may be 

separated … by thousands of years.”10 In contrast, Benjamin suggests that “historical 

materialism supplies a unique experience with the past,”11 one that operates on a 

“constructive principle,” where the historian consciously acts from the present “to blast 

open the continuum of history.”12 Aware of the presentism of any historical narrative, the 

historical materialist’s practice aims to “blast a specific era out of the homogenous course 

of history … [and] blasts a specific life out of the era, a specific work out of the 

lifework.”13 The historical materialist does not view time as a continuum, but instead 

“seize[s]” specific moments and works from the past to view them in the present, 

recognizing the revolutionary possibility of viewing and actively reconstellating this past 

                                                
8 Walter Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, 4, 1938-

1940, eds. Howard Eiland and Michael W. Jennings, trans. Edmund Jephcott (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2003), 395.  

9 Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” 396. 
10 Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” 397. 
11 Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” 397. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid.  
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moment in the present day.14 Rather than viewing the past as “eternal,” the image of the 

past put forward by Steedman and Benjamin insists on a way of seeing the past and the 

present as mutually constitutive. 

Throughout Archival Frictions, the “archive as image” functions in both registers 

described by Steedman and Benjamin. I begin here with an interrogation of Alixa Naff’s 

invaluable, albeit fraught, “Arab American Collection,” because it provides an example 

of the tensions between historicism and historical materialism, and between the “stuff” of 

history, the stories we tell ourselves about the past, and the conscious process of 

“imagining” historical narratives from our own present. Naff uses her archive’s collective 

utterances to project an image of the present onto the history of early Arab American 

immigrants and their journey to and within the United States. As such, Naff stages a 

continuity between the past and present, reading time as a continuum, where unique 

events and distinctive years produce an historical narrative made up of interchangeable 

units of time. In this mode, the archive functions as an image and uncritically weaves 

together narratives in a way that suggests itself as the truth of the materials it houses. In 

this register, the “archive as image” appears not as a still image of the past, but as a 

cinematic image, in which segments of time and events are edited together from various 

fragments into what appears as a coherent, “eternal,” and natural image of the past.  

To clarify, I use the term “cinematic” in two distinct ways in regard to the 

“archive as image.” First, as it is used in the paragraph above, “cinematic” recalls what 

Laura Mulvey refers to as “illusionistic narrative cinema,” a film form that suppresses its 

construction in order to present a story that feels continuous and complete. Translating 
                                                

14 Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” 391. 
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this into Benjamin’s terms, this “cinematic” approach to archival study appears in the 

work of the historicist, one who looks to the past for a confirmation of some “eternal” 

history. Conversely, I use the term “cinematic” to invoke what Benjamin calls 

“montage,” a practice that more accurately describes the process of the historical 

materialist. According to Benjamin, the historical materialist also constructs a 

“cinematic” image of the past, but this image emerges as a function of “montage” rather 

than narrative continuity. Here “montage” is closer in meaning to the technique of Soviet 

filmmakers in the 1920s, like Sergei Eisenstein, whose use of “montage” differs from the 

familiar practice in Hollywood’s narrative cinema, because its “purpose requires … 

associations that produce … a similar (and often stronger) effect only when taken as a 

whole.” 15 Similarly, in The Arcades Project, Benjamin argues that  

the first stage in [the realization of the Marxist method, i.e., historical 

materialism] will be to carry over the principle of montage into history. That is, to 

assemble large-scale constructions out of the smallest and most precisely cut 

components. Indeed, to discover in the analysis of the small individual moment 

                                                
15 In his writings on montage, Sergei Eisenstein describes the process as a mode of cinematic 

expression that employs the audience’s tendency to make meaning through “comparison.” While montage 
in Hollywood cinema tends to connect similar events over a long period of time practicing a mode of 
continuity editing, Eisenstein’s montage uses “comparison” between often dissimilar events in space in 
order to incite a more potent political reaction from viewers. He proposes that the “juxtaposition and 
accumulation, in the audience’s psyche, of associations that the film’s purpose requires, associations that 
are aroused by the separate elements of the stated (in practical terms, in “montage fragments”) fact, 
associations that produce, albeit tangentially, a similar (and often stronger) effect only when taken as a 
whole” (See Sergei Eisenstein, “The Montage of Film Attractions,” Defining Cinema, ed. Peter Lehman 
[New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1997] 18). Montage in the Soviet practice is used to 
produce an “effect” on the audience by drawing a relationship between images; separate elements that are 
fused together to make a “stronger” meaning through comparison that functions “only when taken as a 
whole.”  
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the crystal of the total event. And, therefore, to break with vulgar historical 

naturalism. To grasp the construction of history as such.16   

For Benjamin, the practice of writing history requires that the historian “grasp the 

construction of history” as an “assemblage”—a piecing together of the “smallest … most 

precisely cut components” that might exhibit the total event. With a conscious reflection 

on the presentism in the past, Benjamin proposes an image of the past that sees itself as 

actively involved in a process of making meaning through montage. 

Naff’s archive presents the possibility for both images of the past, because her 

collection presents a prism through which the visibility of Arabs/Arab Americans might 

be constituted as an identity, and also reconstituted more generally, through an image of 

the past and present together. While I argue that her configuration of the past participates 

in creating one-dimensional understandings of the Arab in American history, I also 

present the counter-argument that Naff’s archive “blasts” the moment of early Syrian 

American migration out of the past in order to read it alongside the history of Arabs who 

traveled to the United States decades later. While she strives to tell a coherent narrative of 

Arab American history, her process deploys elements of cinematic montage in order to 

create a link between early and late Arab migrations to the United States. She creates a 

bridge in time by employing the “Arab” as image—as idea, as identity, and as a 

construct. Archival Frictions presents four case studies that illustrate what I call the 

“archive as image” as it overlaps with the “Arab as image,” examples that expose the 

limitations and repetitions of archival practice and open a space to imagine interruption, 

                                                
16 Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project, trans. Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 461. 
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resistance, and change. I look at various “archives,” outlined in detail below, to 

problematize the identity construct and qualifier, “Arab,” and to read across two distinct 

moments of Arab discursive and historical identity that Naff situates in her work—

roughly, pre-First World War and post-1967. I reflect on the ways that “archive as 

image” intersects with a notion of the “Arab as image,” where the projection of an image 

not only “shapes” history, but also identity and its various performances and constructs. I 

begin with an examination of Naff’s process here to interrogate and re-envision archival 

practice and to situate the incongruences that many archives, including Naff’s, maintain, 

complicate, and create through the fragmented historical narratives they present.   

Imagining Arab Americans 

“What an ideal time to hit Boston … Saturday! Boston’s official BAKED BEAN 

night!!”17 Margaret Alexander wrote this enthusiastic introduction in 1934 to open her 

weekly column “Peeps at Bostonians,” which appeared in the English-language 

publication The Syrian World, a journal published in the Syrian neighborhood of New 

York City from 1926-1935. In this particular column, Alexander appears to be writing 

about a convention attended by prominent Syrian Americans in Boston. However, the 

only context she provides for her reader is this initial reference to “Boston’s official 

BAKED BEAN night.” As a weekly piece in The Syrian World, Alexander’s column 

covered the comings and goings of Syrians worth knowing in Boston’s diasporic 

community and kept tabs on Syrian affairs in the community’s other east coast hub. The 

                                                
17 Margaret Alexander, “Peeps at Bostonians,” The Syrian World 8, no. 25 (1934), Box 196, 

Folder 1, Faris and Yamna Naff Arab American Collection, National Museum of American History, 
Washington, D.C., United States. Accessed April, 2016. Emphasis in the original. 
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title of Alexander’s column, “Peeps at Bostonians,” makes a possible reference to Henry 

James’s 1886 novel The Bostonians, which Jean Gooder argues takes up “the multiplicity 

of America’s ‘democratic vistas’” and represents “(with whatever ironies) ‘the voice of 

the people.’”18 Of course, James’s novel focuses on the political lives of Americans of 

European descent to signify a “multiplicity” of American voices, while Alexander centers 

the voices of a smaller segment of Boston life: the Syrian community that lived primarily 

in Boston’s South Cove neighborhood, then known, like its New York counterpart, as 

Little Syria and, sometimes, as Syriatown. Alexander’s column, though, takes a decidedly 

less political look at Syrian life in Boston than James’s novel; rather than focus on 

political agendas, her pieces focus on the budding socialites and the assimilated elite of 

Boston’s immigrant community, where Syrians began settling in the last two decades of 

the nineteenth century. 

In her column printed on October 19, 1934, Alexander begins with an animated 

“Ahlan wa Sahlan” (“Welcome” in Arabic) for her New York readership, before 

introducing the all-too-American “BAKED BEAN night!!” As mentioned above, she 

spends little time on the actual event, giving the reader no details about the convention 

she describes, not even whether or not beans were enjoyed, and, instead, introduces a cast 

of Syrian characters in attendance. First, there’s “Mrs. Joseph Nackley … Chairman of 

the Reception Committee … [who] had not a finger, but a fist, in the planning of this 

Convention.”19 Next, there is “Schoolmarm Rose Haddad (the kind you have crushes on), 

Newlywed Mrs. Thomas Hamsy, Mrs. Samuel Attaya (whose husband printed our 

                                                
18 Jean Gooder, “Henry James’s Bostonians: The Voices of Democracy,” The Cambridge 

Quarterly 30, no. 2 (2001): 99.  
19 Alexander, “Peeps at Bostonians.”  
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souvenir programs), Miss Rose Deraney (Mrs. Nackley’s sister), Beautician Adele 

Deraney, Mrs. Elias Malouf and her niece,” and the list of committee members 

continues.20 After sufficient praise for the women who contributed to the event, 

Alexander turns to the men who made it possible: “that distinguished looking gentleman 

with the intellectual brow is ATTORNEY FARIS MALOUF. He turned his law offices 

into Convention headquarters,” and “the young man on his right is the well-liked (and 

eligible!) SHUKRY KHOURY, President of the Boston Club,21 Arabic secretary of the 

Federation, General Chairman and Toastmaster of the Convention.”22 Dramatizing the 

Syrian experience in America, Alexander uses social success to signify the assimilation 

of Bostonians with Arabic-sounding names, and she presents a lovable cast of characters, 

a who’s who of Boston’s Syrian diaspora possibly out on a Saturday night to celebrate 

legumes. Moreover, the names of these prominent men and Boston’s “BAKED 

BEAN[S]” are given the same typographical treatment: both are presented in all capital 

letters. In the printed text, Alexander links these important Arab Americans to Boston’s 

all-American meal, and she further emphasizes and visually depicts the level of their 

assimilation. 

The community about which Alexander writes called themselves Syrian 

American immigrants, hence her column’s publication in The Syrian World. These 

immigrants likely came to the United States sometime at the end of the nineteenth 

century or the beginning of the twentieth, settling across the country, but in the largest 

                                                
20 Alexander, “Peeps at Bostonians.” Emphasis in the original.  
21 Shukry E. Khoury was an attorney who served as the president of the Syrian American Club of 

Boston from 1933 to 1935.  
22 Alexander, “Peeps at Bostonians.” 
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numbers in America’s east coast cities. This column, and the newspaper in which it 

appears, survives among the folders and boxes of American history collected in the Faris 

and Yamna Naff Arab American Collection, housed at the Archive Center in the NMAH 

in Washington D.C. In 2016, I spent the better part of six months on fellowship at the 

Smithsonian Institution, digging through the contents of this archival collection and 

piecing together the narrative its various documents, letters, interviews, and photographs 

contribute to the story of Arabs in American history. However, I soon became captivated 

by the archive itself, and the woman responsible for its existence: Dr. Alixa Naff, who 

donated its contents to the museum in 1984, and named it for her Lebanese American 

parents. One of the most frequently used collections at the NMAH, Naff’s Arab 

American archive remains the largest organized body of material related to early Arab 

American immigration. By early, I mean those who immigrated to the United States 

between 1890 and 1925, a particular set of immigrants who came from what was then a 

territory of the Ottoman Empire, Bilād al-shām (Greater Syria), and what is today known 

as the Levant. While many of these early immigrants called themselves “Syrian,” like the 

editors of The Syrian World, and not “Arab,” Naff’s Arab American Collection 

emphasizes the latter, reclaiming the qualifier while also incompatibly asserting in her 

scholarship that the early émigrés were not quite “Arabs” at the time of their migration.23 

Nonetheless, Naff applies the term “Arab,” in all its iterations and connotations, to her 

collection and makes a historical claim to the Arab dimension of the story she tells about 

early Syrian immigrants and their Syrian world in the United States. Thus, in order to use 

                                                
23 See Alixa Naff, Becoming American: The Early Arab Immigrant Experience (Carbondale, IL: 

Southern Illinois University Press, 1993); and Alixa Naff, The Arab Americans (Langhorne, PA: Chelsea 
House Publishers, 1999). 
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her collection and to read across the larger narratives Naff’s archive presents, it seems 

that one must understand the image of “Arabness” she projects, or the Arab as image. 

Because of the history that Naff’s collection and scholarship attempt to cover, that of 

Syrians, Lebanese, and other Arabs in American narratives, she often uses these terms in 

several different ways, sometimes interchangeably, and sometimes not. While I discuss 

the implications of such terms throughout Archival Frictions, it is worth noting here, 

however briefly, that these terms were always slippery, and their meaning is continually 

changing. 

To understand the version of the “Arab” Naff chooses as the name for her archive, 

it is worth delving into the origins of the term “Arab” and the figure conjured by its 

utterance. In the epigraph, Peter Iseman’s 1978 article “The Arabian Ethos” sheds light 

on the shifting use of the term “Arab” at the time that Naff would have been conducting 

her research as a historian and collecting the documents for her archive. This article 

appears in Naff’s collection, suggesting that Naff read Iseman’s definition of the “Arab” 

in “The Arabian Ethos,” written at a moment when the relationship between the United 

States and the so-called “Arab world” was in a state of redefinition.24 Fittingly, then, 

Iseman’s effort to historicize the category and the term “Arab” swings between vague 

essentialisms: the first implied by the story of a tribal leader in the desert with 1000 

camels to give, and the second located in the decolonized political identity of the Arab 

nationalist Gamal Abdel Nasser. However, Iseman’s definition seems to settle on a figure 

                                                
24 The phrase the “Arab world” marks a larger historical process, one that attempts to think about 

Arabic-speaking countries and people as a homogenous group with little variation, an approach that this 
chapter aims to problematize. While I will use the phrase “Arab world” in the discussion that follows, note 
that it is used as ironic gesture toward a critique of the discourses that have come to determine its 
meanings. 
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inextricably linked to the Arabic language, rendering Arabness as a linguistic identity, 

rather than a cultural category. While in Iseman’s description the connection between 

Arab identity and the Arabic language emerges from the mouth of a prominent Arab 

nationalist in the age of decolonization, this definition of Arabness, one that is 

inextricably bound to the Arabic language, recalls a much longer historical debate, one 

that is placed in the mouth of the Prophet Muhammad in a popular hadith, and reiterated 

by Islamic scholars of the Middle Ages, like Taqī ad-Dīn Ahmad ibn Taymiyyah. In its 

more contemporary registers, though, Iseman cites in a few short lines an Orientalist 

(Bernard Lewis), a “rebel” who may have contributed to the defeat of the Assyrians in the 

ninth century BCE (Gindibu the Aribi), and a twentieth-century Egyptian leader whose 

rhetoric contributed to modern projects of Arab nationalism and unity in the 1950s and 

1960s (Gamel Abdel Nasser). Iseman’s desire to keep the term “Arab” elusive gestures 

toward the rising tensions between the United States, the Soviet Union, and the Arabic-

speaking world. His sweeping history begins with an innocuous position, an attempt to 

think through what the term “Arab” means and has meant as well as the “ethos” it might 

purport, but his project indicates a hackneyed discussion of Arabness through a Western 

perspective. After centuries of Orientalism and imperial encounters, Iseman’s definitions 

are steeped in categories that have long inscribed Arab lands, peoples, cultures, and 

language. 

 In his landmark text Orientalism, Edward Said argues that the term “Arab” has 

almost always been used pejoratively in the West, even if its threatening associations 

emerge in more recent histories; in the past few decades, the threat of Arabness has 
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intensified and become inextricably linked to Islam in both the United States and Europe. 

Arabs historically have posed a threat to European dominance: during Europe’s “Dark 

Ages,” Islamic scholarship and prosperity stood in opposition to European war, disease, 

backwardness, and suffering; in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Arabs controlled 

trade routes in the Indian Ocean and along the silk road; and during the age of European 

imperialism in the fifteenth through nineteenth centuries, the Ottoman Empire, the spread 

of Islam, and the Afro-Arab slave trade appeared as competition for European colonial 

interests in Africa and Asia. Though Said argues that, before the twentieth century, the 

veiled threat of Arab competition for European dominance had been diffused by the 

“faintly outlined stereotype” of the Arab “as a camel-riding nomad … an accepted 

caricature as the embodiment of incompetence and defeat … [This] was all the scope 

given to the Arab.”25 Iseman’s definition reproduces a similar caricatured image of an 

inept desert dweller, and thus his “single, precise definition” of Arabness must contain 

reference to political traitors, numerous camels, and “unsuccessful conspiracies.” Said 

suggests that such “caricatures” of the “Arab”—as camel drivers, despots, traitors, and 

fanatics—maintain European hegemony and flatten any historical depth or complexity in 

Arabness to fit into Orientalist discourses.  

 In Archaeology of Babel, Siraj Ahmed makes a case for the colonial roots of 

philological inquiries and comparative methods, in part through a reading of the English 

Orientalist William Jones’s work with Arabic texts in the eighteenth century, and in 

particular, the Mu‘allaqāt, an important set of pre-Islamic Arabic poetic texts. While 

Ahmed’s use of Jones’s studies suggests an alternative interpretation of Arabness, this is 
                                                

25 Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1994), 285.  
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not Ahmed’s project. Instead, he focuses on Jones’s investment in the Mu‘allaqāt as a 

text that might illuminate Jones’s understanding of freedom and its relation to politics. 

Regardless, Ahmed reads Jones’s interest in the literary history of the Arabs through the 

Mu‘allaqāt, emphasizing the Western Orientalist’s articulation of “Arab society’s ancient 

spirit of freedom, that is, their willingness to rise up against the states and empires that 

surrounded them.”26 Offering an alternative to Iseman’s representation of the Arab 

through the figure of “‘Gindibu the Aribi,’ who contributed 1000 camels to an 

unsuccessful conspiracy to overthrow King Shalmanesser II,” Ahmed’s reading of 

Jones’s view on the ancient Arab past disrupts the narrative of depravity. Rather that 

highlight Gindibu’s conspiratorial nature, his “unsuccessful” attempt to overthrow a 

King, Ahmed’s narrative tells the story of the Arab’s desire for “freedom” from external 

oppression at any cost. However, couched within the larger discussion of Ahmed’s book, 

where he argues that “world literature does the same work as colonial law” and suggests 

that the concept of literature and the advent of print capitalism emerge from colonial 

jurisprudence, history becomes subject to the processes of Orientalism outlined by Said. 

Ahmed suggests that while “historical method promised to emancipate humanity from all 

preexisting forms of clerical authority,” it actually “extended the reign of such authority. 

It made itself the reigning form.”27 Sutured to the methods of historical analysis, colonial 

discourse and practice became embedded within the very structures of archival practice: 

collecting documents to record and reference official histories. 

                                                
26 Siraj Ahmed, Archaeology of Babel: The Colonial Foundation of the Humanities (Stanford, CA: 

Stanford University Press, 2016), 104. 
27 Ahmed, Archaeology of Babel, 20. 
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Turning back to Naff, then, it is important to locate the image of “Arabs” her 

archive collects: whose narrative is rehearsed within the folders of her archive’s 

authoritative voice? Does it conform to the colonial process of recording history? In 

contemporary parlance, the “Arabs” Naff’s archive cites would likely be referred to by 

their national affiliation, Lebanese. As noted earlier, what Naff calls the first wave of 

immigration—the period between 1890-1925—brought Arabs from villages and towns in 

an Ottoman territory that was then called Greater Syria, and encompassed what is known 

as present-day Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Israel, the Occupied Palestinian Territories, and 

parts of Iraq. Most of the early immigrants spoke Arabic, and when they arrived, they 

were often registered as Turks, Greeks, Armenians, Syrians, or Ottomans, and rarely as 

Arabs. As Naff insists in a lecture from 1995, they were never referred to as Arabs. 

Curiously, Naff’s contention that the early immigrants did not think of themselves as 

“Arab” contradicts her project’s attempt to reclaim the term when she names her archive. 

This move marks the tension between the “stuff” of her archive and her participation in 

“imagining and remembering” the history of Arab Americans, which takes the collective 

utterances of her archive as a one-dimensional image of the past and articulates the 

imaginary function of the archive. Revising the historical record, Naff argues that 

because the immigrants came from “Greater Syria,” until the end of the First World War, 

they largely referred to themselves as “Syrians.”28 Naff does not read “Syrian” as a 

political category or choice, but a term that more accurately described the identity of this 

                                                
28 Alixa Naff, “Becoming American” (presentation, St. George Maronite Church, San Antonio, 

TX, October 8, 1991) Box 287, Faris and Yamna Naff Arab American Collection, National Museum of 
American History, Washington, D.C., United States. Accessed May 2016. 
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group over other monikers, because they came from “Greater Syria.” Thus they lived in 

“the Syrian Colony” in New York and started “Syrian” newspapers, churches, and clubs.  

Later, they added “Lebanese” to the mix. Since many of the early immigrants 

were Christians from Mt. Lebanon, they began to identify as “Lebanese” or “Syrian-

Lebanese” after the First World War and the fall of the Ottomans. This moment is 

significant because after the First World War, the Middle East was divided between 

European powers, mainly France and Britain. France, now controlling both Syria and 

Lebanon, employed a technique of divide and conquer and enthusiastically created a 

Christian ally in the region by granting Lebanon its autonomy in 1920. In her book, Bint 

Arab, Evelyn Shakir writes of this moment and its effects on the “Syrian” community in 

the United States. She argues:  

as new states were formed in the region and political boundaries redrawn, more 

and more of us repackaged ourselves as “Lebanese.” It is an awkward thing to 

change one’s identity; it smacks either of duplicity or of stupidity. But we did it, 

we said, to avoid confusion––our ancestral villages were in Lebanon, once a part 

of Greater Syria but now an independent state. We had another motive, too. By 

the mid-1950s, it was more comfortable to be associated with Lebanon, a loyal if 

obscure American ally, than with Syria, a nation flirting with socialism and ever 

more bitterly at swords’ point with the United States. Beginning in the late 1960s, 

a good number of us––both Lebanese and Syrian––added the label “Arab.”29  

                                                
29 Evelyn Shakir, Bint Arab: Arab and Arab American Women in the United States (Santa Barbara, 

CA: Praeger Publishers, 1997), 1. 
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Focusing on the history of colonization that follows the First World War, Shakir 

discusses the emergence of a “Lebanese” identity, one that came to replace the early 

Syrian connection for many Christian Arab Americans who took pride in their origins on 

Mount Lebanon. Shakir also articulates a shift in identity that arises from changing 

political situations, like the decline of the Ottoman Empire and the reality of French 

imperialism after the First World War, and the growing distance between Lebanon and 

Syria in regard to each country’s relationship to the United States after the Second World 

War and the emergence of Cold War politics. The shift she cites was a result of changing 

political climates and geographical lines in the Middle East in relation to U.S. interests at 

the time, and Shakir’s brief history of terms highlights what Naff’s leaves out—the fact 

that identity is political.  

According to Naff, when Syrian immigrants arrived in the United States at the end 

of the nineteenth century, most did not come to escape religious or political persecution.30 

Instead, Syrians immigrated for economic opportunities promised by the images of 

                                                
30 Naff makes this argument in her book Becoming American, but many histories dispute the 

narrative that insists Syrians left for economic opportunity and not due to rising and ongoing tensions 
between the Maronites of Mount Lebanon, the Druze, and the Muslims. For alternative versions of this 
story, see Akram Fouad Khater, Inventing Home: Emigration, Gender, and the Middle Class in Lebanon, 
1870-1920 (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2001); Adel Beshara, The Origins of Syrian 
Nationhood: Histories, Pioneers, and Identity (New York: Routledge, 2011).  

In Syrian-Lebanese Mikhāyil Mishāqa’s (born on Mount Lebanon in 1800) memoir, the author 
tells a story that counters Naff’s narrative of a peaceful history in the Levant. He traces the sectarian 
violence between 1800 and 1873, arguing that religious divisions between Christians, Muslims, Druze, and 
Jews, and the role of the Ottoman empire and numerous rival clans, all contributed to a world of ongoing 
fighting and war in the Levant. In fact, when his book was originally published in Arabic, it was abridged 
and parts of the text removed lest they offend the competing factions in Greater Syria. In the preface to the 
English translation, the editor explains that in the Arabic text such details were “suppressed from 
publication” and “all portions of the text that might have caused offence to any religious community in the 
Lebanon” were expunged. “Since these portions are by and large the most interesting and of the greatest 
historical value,” the translator worked from a copy in the archives of the American University of Beirut to 
reconstruct these parts of the text in the English translation. See Mikhāyil Mishāqa, Murder, Mayhem, 
Pillage, and Plunder: The History of the Lebanon in the 18th and 19th Centuries by Mikhayil Mishaqa 
(1800-1873), trans. Wheeler M. Thackston (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1988), xvii. 
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“America” they heard in stories, and when they arrived, many peddled goods to make 

ends meet before opening their own businesses and settling into life in the United States. 

While some thought they would eventually return to Mount Lebanon or to Syria, most 

stayed and set up homes in the new country. Naff argues that while these early migrants 

were not politicized or nationalistic, they left their land with a strong sense of who they 

were. They came as Syrians, called themselves Syrians, and were known as Syrians, even 

though at the time of their migration there was no independent Syrian political entity with 

which to identify. “Arab,” to them, was a cultural reference, not a nationalistic one, and 

they were not identified by the outside world as Arabs, although their language was 

Arabic and they were fiercely proud of their Arab heritage, according to Naff. 

In a more recent assessment of Naff’s use of the term “Syrian,” Hani Bawardi 

counters her claims and addresses the exclusion of Syrian nationalism from the dominant 

histories of early Arab American production and life. Bawardi argues that  

the awareness of Syrian identity emerged from within a larger movement of Arab 

nahdah, a cultural awakening in the mid-nineteenth century that matured before 

large-scale immigration from the region to America commenced. The “Syria 

idea” materialized as the culmination of increased Arab self-awareness and after 

Western ideas of sovereignty had entered into the discourse of this immigrant 

cohort before large-scale emigration.31 

I would add that by evacuating the “Syrian” identity of any political or nationalistic 

determinations, many histories of early Syrian immigrants dismiss their diasporic 

                                                
31 Hani Bawardi, The Making of Arab Americans: From Syrian Nationalism to U.S. Citizenship 

(Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2014), 3. 
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relationship with a specifically Arab nationalism as it existed “before” their emigration as 

well, primarily in Syria and Egypt.  

 Lamia Rustum Shehadeh digs into the roots of Syrian nationalism through an 

analysis of the term “Syria,” which she suggests likely comes from the Greeks, who 

“coined the name ‘Syria’ by deriving it from that of ‘Assyria’ sometime in the sixth 

century BC.”32 Ironically, the origin of the name that causes much confusion in the 

history of Arab Americans was the result of “erroneous nomenclature,” which conflated 

the Mesopotamian empire of the Assyrians with those in the entire area “from the Euxine 

to Egypt.”33 Shehadeh argues that the confusion continued beyond the Graeco-Roman era 

and it followed the region into the time of Arab conquest of the area. Arabic sources 

“described the area as ‘Bilad al-Sham,’ [but] Western sources continued to refer to this 

part of the world as ‘Syria.’”34 Syrians did not enter into a straightforward debate about 

national identity when they were writing in the Ottoman or French territory, or when their 

descendants were writing in the United States. As Adel Beshara argues, “Syrians entered 

the battle of national struggle, not as a single people conscious of its true self, but as 

quarreling groups bidding against each other at a time when solidarity was paramount.”35 

Syrian identity in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth oscillated between 

commitments to Ottoman Turks, Arabs, and Syrians, as well as within complicated 

relationships with Lebanon and Palestine as the French tried to create a Christian state in 

                                                
32 Lamia Rustum Shehadeh, “The Name of Syria in Ancient and Modern Usage,” The Origins of 

Syrian Nationhood: Histories, Pioneers, and Identity, ed. Adel Beshara (New York: Routledge, 2011), 25.  
33 Shehadeh, “The Name of Syria,” 25. 
34 Shehadeh, “The Name of Syria,” 25. 
35 Adel Beshara, The Origins of Syrian Nationhood: Histories, Pioneers, and Identity, eds. Adel 

Beshara (New York: Routledge, 2011), 4.  
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the former, and as it became clear that the British mandate was linked to Zionist projects 

in the latter. Prominent Syrian intellectuals in America, like Amīn Fāris al-Rīḥānī (more 

commonly known as Ameen Rihani), whose life and works I discuss in more detail in 

Chapter 2, argued that as each nation formed in the wake of Ottoman decline, unity 

among the peoples of those nations was necessary to maintain strength against ongoing 

imperial rule; he feared that colonial projects and imperial sympathies would drive a 

wedge between the individual states––Syria, Palestine, and Lebanon––if France was able 

to create an independent, Christian state in Lebanon and Britain, a Zionist homeland in 

Palestine. He agreed with thinkers like the “Patriarch Maronite Antoine Arida,” who 

“campaigned for an independent Lebanon in alliance with Syria and close relations with 

the Arab homeland.”36 Rihani thought that defining unity through a connection to Arab 

nationalist movements would maintain the connections between Lebanon and Syria as 

each established its own national identity, because he saw each space as linked to a larger 

Arab history. However, French rule in both countries produced what Rihani feared most, 

and the two nations developed divergent alliances: Lebanon with the West and Syria with 

other Arab states, and later, the Soviet Union. Further, Lebanon’s inability to adopt a 

clear position on Arab nationalist projects in the 1940s and 1950s increased tensions 

between the country and its neighbor, Syria, tensions that would continue through the 

Cold War era into today.  

In the shifting identities of the United States, for Syrian Americans, particularly 

those writing about Syrian identity in The Syrian World, it became increasingly important 

                                                
36 Nijmeh Hajjar, “Ameen Rihani’s Vision for Lebanon and Syria,” The Origins of Syrian 

Nationhood: Histories, Pioneers, and Identity, ed. Adel Beshara (New York: Routledge, 2011), 174.  
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to highlight the accomplishments of the region that contributed to Western nations and 

their histories. For example, in an article titled “What Every Syrian Boy and Girl Should 

Know,” author Reverend W. A. Mansur, a regular contributor to The Syrian World, cites 

George Adam Smith’s Syria and the Holy Land to emphasize the importance of Syria to 

world history and Western civilization. Mansur argues that “‘Syria … includes Phoenicia 

and Palestine [and] has been of greater significance to mankind, spiritually and 

materially, than any other single country in the world.’”37 Here, he refers namely to the 

Phoenician invention of the alphabet and to Palestine as the historical homeland of 

Christianity. In the 1930s, when Mansur wrote for The Syrian World, the “Syrian” 

identity’s stake in world history signified a worthwhile project and cause. It was 

significant to teach the children of immigrants––every Syrian boy and girl––that they 

were part of the dominant and modern history they saw around them in the United States, 

but that their history also had deeper roots. With this pronouncement, he locates a place 

in modernity for Syria by drawing together the aspects of its history that are essential to 

Western civilization: Christianity and writing. Moreover, Mansur’s piece and the 

continued existence of The Syrian World into the 1930s demonstrate that even a decade 

after Lebanon was established as its own nation in 1920, many Arabs in the United States 

who came from Mount Lebanon continued to hold on to their Syrian name. 

Notably, the founder of NMAH’s “Arab American Archive,” Alixa Naff, claims a 

birth in Lebanon in 1919, before immigrating with her family to the United States as a 

                                                
37 Reverend W. A. Mansur, “What Every Syrian Boy and Girl Should Know: Timely Advice to 

the Syrian-American Generation,” The Syrian World 5, no. 4 (1930), Box 196, Folder 1, Faris and Yamna 
Naff Arab American Collection, National Museum of American History, Washington, D.C., United States. 
Accessed February 2016. 
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small child, young enough to assimilate into American culture and to lose her native 

tongue, Arabic. After trying several careers, Naff studied to become a historian in her 

thirties, and her archive began as a research paper for an undergraduate course in college, 

when she attempted to write an essay about Arab American history and Arab immigration 

to the United States. The budding archivist quickly realized that few studies existed on 

the topic prior to her inquiry, and this meant that little information was available on the 

subject. Recognizing this as a gap in the historical record, Naff decided to write the story 

of Arab migration to the United States herself, and in 1962, she took off across the 

country in a Volkswagen Beetle and began recording interviews with the remaining 

émigrés and their descendants. In the 1980s, she collected new data as she prepared to 

write her book Becoming American: The Early Arab Immigrant Experience (1985). In the 

1960s, she located those who identified as “Christian Syrians [and] who emigrated at the 

turn of the century.”38 She does not comment in her book about how she located her 

subjects, but her process suggests that she started with family and friends and located 

new subjects through the family and friends of the people she interviewed. In Becoming 

American, she discusses the method of using oral histories, all the while insisting that her 

interviews in the 1960s and the 1980s sought early immigrants that settled in 

communities—primarily in the Midwestern United States—that identified as “Syrian” 

rather than Arab. As Naff tells it, she was always interested in the history of “Syrian” 

Americans, yet she insisted on referring to these groups as “Arab” in the title of her 

collection and her book. In her own attempts to reconcile the histories of Arabs and 

Syrians, Naff’s research and archive highlight a tension between these two groups, one 
                                                

38 Naff, Becoming America, 7.  
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that her work tries to fuse through her choice of linguistic referent rather than the stories 

it foregrounds. Given her determination to revise the image of Arabs in the United States, 

Naff’s work curiously focused on the early Christian Arabs of Syrian and Lebanese 

origin, those who migrated to the United States from “Greater Syria” between 1890 and 

1925. Of course, Naff did not suggest in her work that immigrants from Arabic-speaking 

nations and territories did not travel to the United States prior to 1890, but she instead 

uses this timeframe to emphasize that the late nineteenth century marks the first moment 

when enough Arabs crossed the ocean and began building communities of Arabic 

speakers. Naff’s focus on these early migrations––often at the expense of those who came 

later––established the terms by which future researchers would study the history of early 

Arab American diasporic communities. 

When Naff donated her research materials to the Smithsonian in 1984, she 

accompanied the collection; she worked at the museum, mostly as a volunteer, with the 

help of some grant money and private funds, and she maintained, organized, and 

continued to add to the collection for over a decade, until 1996. While working with the 

collection, she reorganized it over a dozen times, proof of which lies in folders full of 

early finding aids that show different organizations of the archive’s materials. In some 

versions, she organized the collection according to who donated each item, and, in others, 

Naff structured the materials according to her original research, as she arranged the 

contents as an outline for her dissertation and book project, Becoming American. After 

Naff died in 2013 at the age of 93, the archivists at NMAH spent time reordering the 

collection yet again, organizing its contents according to industry standards—the content 
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is largely organized by publication or media type—to make the collection more 

accessible to a variety of researchers. While Naff was alive and working with the 

collection, the archivists who knew her suggest that she was an intense personality who 

took a very hands-on approach to the use of her collection; she often worked one-on-one 

with individual researchers and directed their research questions, disagreeing with their 

approach and interpretation of her archive and Arab American history if it did not align 

with her own. Hence, while managing her collection’s contents, Naff also influenced the 

narrative its various elements communicated to individual researchers.  

In her lifetime and in her scholarship, Naff promoted a rehearsed and repetitive 

version of Arab American history, one that mapped out a story of the provincial Arab 

peasant whose entrepreneurial spirit encouraged the early community’s success in the 

United States. Naff’s book, Becoming American, is largely concerned with the history of 

peddling, which was an important source of income for early Arab Americans that helped 

determine the shape of communities: peddling influenced where the immigrants lived and 

how they assimilated and supported themselves and their families. Naff frequently uses 

the peddling narrative to show how economic endeavors were part of cultural practice, a 

bridge in early immigration that connected some inherent quality of “Arabs” with their 

path toward “becoming American.” The story is simultaneously nostalgic and romantic, 

but also a function of its material conditions: men and sometimes women, supported by a 

network of Arab American peddlers, would go out on the road to sell notions, clothing, 

and trinkets to farm- and house-wives. They would also use their first-hand knowledge 

of, and seeming connection to, the Holy Land to peddle goods from the mother country, 
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which they obtained from suppliers, usually of Syrian descent, who had started out as 

peddlers themselves. As Naff articulates it, it is the story of the American dream, one she 

tells in her book in 1985, and repeats in subsequent lectures from the mid-1980s to the 

mid-1990s. In the narrative she constructs, early Arab immigrants were a “model 

minority”—inclined to succeed in the American economy because of their industrious 

entrepreneurial instincts. She claims that the early Arab immigrants left prosperous areas 

of religious tolerance in what is now Lebanon and traveled to America knowing “exactly 

what they would do upon arrival”: peddle.39 Unlike other immigrant groups, they chose 

peddling over factory or farm work because it took “no capital, no advanced training, 

language, or skills. [In addition,] it suited the individualistic nature of the Arabic-

speaking peoples and it also forced them to learn English quickly…. Quintessentially, it 

was a matter of honor to succeed in America. That was their strength. Their rigorous 

habits—hard work, thrift, self-denial—[which] alleviated despair and spared them 

entrapment at the bottom of the American economy.”40 Naff’s reading of these early 

Syrian capitalists neutralizes their ethnic identity and assimilates their foreignness 

through a story of “honor” and “rigorous habits” consistent with the Protestant work ethic 

valorized in the United States. Rather than signify some quality innate to Syrians, as Naff 

suggests with her claim that Syrian immigrants knew “exactly what they would do upon 

arrival,” the fact that many new Syrian arrivals peddled goods testifies to the existence of 

communication networks between “peddlers” in the United States and Syrians 

considering emigration.  

                                                
39 Naff, Becoming American, 3. 
40 Naff, Becoming American, 192. 
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It is important to note that Naff was writing in 1985, but she started her research 

in the 1960s, in the middle of clashes over civil rights and race riots in America. In the 

face of these events, Naff’s reading of Arabs as apolitical and assimilated upon their 

arrival situates this immigrant group as a model ethnic minority and a symbol for the 

viability of the American dream. Moreover, in her insistence that these Arabs were from 

Mount Lebanon, even though they may have called themselves Syrians, she intentionally 

links these early migrants to a contemporary space of Western influence. As Shakir 

suggests in Bint Arab, in the middle of the twentieth century Syrians in the United States 

felt “more comfortable” associating themselves with Lebanon, “a loyal if obscure 

American ally,” rather than with Syria, “a nation flirting with socialism.” Naff functions 

within the paradigm Shakir describes, one that wants to limit negative stereotypes of 

Arab Americans by downplaying their association with contemporary Arab politics; this 

impulse, of course, would only intensify as the decades passed. The story Naff tells 

reproduces dominant and emerging anti-Arab and anti-Muslim sentiments in the 1960s, 

1970s, and 1980s, because she insists on a difference based in religion between early and 

late migrants. In the introduction to her 1985 book, Naff contends that the “[early] 

migrants who discovered an entrepreneurial Eden in America … those who streamed out 

of the mountains and plains of Syria … [came] to make their fortune by pack-

peddling.”41 She juxtaposes these “pioneers” with later Arab immigrants who are  

characteristically … more educated and politicized. They are nationals of various, 

often competing, Arab nations … [and] most had experienced the deep and 

disturbing political events in their homelands which today underpin Arab 
                                                

41 Naff, Becoming American, 2.  
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nationalism and profoundly affected both the character and map of the Middle 

East. Moreover, most are Muslim. But whether Muslim or Christian, Saudi 

Arabian or Syrian, they wish to be called Arabs.42  

Naff insists that no matter their religion, national affiliation, or time of immigration, all 

groups “wish to be called Arabs,” a claim that complicates the historical trajectory and 

evidence she cites at various points in her own research. Throughout her career, Naff 

maintains a distinction between the two waves of migration, but employs the term “Arab” 

like a bridge that links the migrants, even though early immigrants never called 

themselves “Arab,” according to Naff herself. The awkward shift in the passage above, 

where Naff’s prose refuses the early immigrants political agency while insisting on later 

migrants’ saturation in political motivation, momentarily creates a bridge between the 

two groups by suggesting that they all “wish to be called Arabs,” while also implicitly 

emphasizing the failure of the term to properly identify such disparate groups. She 

embraces the “Arab” identity, but simultaneously evacuates the term “Arab” of historical 

and political contingency for early immigrants and imbues it with contemporary politics 

when she discusses later migrants. Naff’s use of the term “Arab,” and its inherent 

slipperiness as an identity construct, contradicts her project, while adding layers of 

complexity to the yarn she weaves. Perhaps her goal is to depoliticize the term “Arab” in 

her own present, so that both groups might claim an Arab identity without the myriad 

negative associations that come with it in contemporary representations. But if this is her 

goal, then she contradicts this reading by implying that later immigrants did not 

assimilate into American culture, because they were the product of “deep and disturbing 
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political events” and because they were Muslim. They did not stream from the idyllic 

landscape of the Holy Land, but instead from a much darker place, one that is not easily 

assimilated. Latent in this reading is a critique of the American dream, late capitalism, 

and U.S. foreign policy/neo-imperialism in the “Arab world,” but this is not Naff’s 

project.  

Naff’s conception of Arabness serves as a telling example, since her idea of what 

it means to be Arab is inextricably linked to what it means to be American. Moreover, 

because her research was linked to the moment in which she worked, the 1960s, 1970s, 

and 1980s, amidst racial tensions in America, alongside decolonization processes in the 

Middle East and North Africa, and in response to the increased visibility of Arab and 

Israeli conflicts in the lead-up to and after the 1967 war, Naff’s project attempts to 

redeem Arab history through a familiar story of success. Her story reflects present 

anxieties and influences, producing an image of history that reproduces the narratives it 

contests. Yet, reimaged by each researcher, her archive’s documents and photographs 

“actively create new ways of thinking about how we access our individual and collective 

experiences” through the histories latent in its material form.43  

The work of Arab Americans like Edward Said, whose prolific writings constitute 

an intellectual counternarrative to dominant and assimilable representations and archives 

of Arabness as they appear in U.S. media, also appeared in this same moment and offered 

a more complex response to the shifting political world Arabs inhabited. Offering a 

competing definition of Arabness and its representation, Said’s work occupies an 
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important space in the history of Arab diaspora, one that challenges the “deep and 

disturbing political events” that seem to define Arabness in global discourse. Naff 

attempts to control the contents of her archive by insisting on a narratively charged 

cinematic reading of her archive’s objects, one that declares and performs a history of 

Arabs as an apolitical category innately suited to the narrative of the American dream. 

Conversely, Said’s observations about “Orientalism” and representation highlight the 

long history of depoliticizing Arabs through stories that put the exotic and backward 

mystic on display. In both cases, control of the archive as image comes to determine the 

forms that figures of the Arab might take: forms of assimilation or forms of resistance. In 

his work, Said also responds to the same shifting discourses about the Arab threat to 

Western hegemony that Naff highlights in her periodization of Arab migration to the 

United States. In particular, Said responds to the images of the Arab as they change after 

the Arab-Israeli conflicts of 1967 and 1973. In 1967, Arab armies in Egypt, Syria, and 

Jordan lost portions of their lands—the Sinai Peninsula and Gaza, the Golan Heights, and 

the West Bank, respectively—after Israel launched an air attack on the three countries. In 

1973, Arab armies in Egypt and Syria, motivated by various interests, launched an attack 

on Israel, and a proxy war between the United States, which supplied arms to Israel, and 

the Soviet Union, which supplied arms to Egypt and Syria, ensued. It is in this moment, 

Said suggests, that “the Arab appeared everywhere as something more menacing,” and he 

contends that it became clear to the United States that at least some Arab nations were 

united and resistant to American and European control in the region through their proxy 

in Israel.44 In the 1973 Arab-Israeli war, Arabs appeared—most notably in Syria and 
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Egypt—willing and able to push back against the various mandates and treaties that 

supported Israel’s expansion and military occupations, and the United States felt 

pressured to deliver even more support to Israel to counter Soviet assistance to Egypt’s 

and Syria’s attempts to take back the occupied Sinai, Golan, and remaining territories of 

historic Palestine. 45 In the West, a contradictory figure of the Arab thus emerged, as U.S. 

and European representations of these two wars offered the occasion to reproduce, on the 

one hand, the stereotype of the inept Arab, unable to defeat Israeli forces in 1967, and on 

the other, the image of a unified, anti-colonial Arab nationalist front after 1973. Said 

suggests that after these two conflicts in the Middle East, if “the Arab occupies space 

[long] enough for attention, it is as a negative value.”46  

 The 1967 and 1973 wars and their representational effects also stirred up political 

activism within the Arab populations living in diaspora, in particular in the United States. 

Not only was there an influx of Arab nationalists and refugees from places like Palestine 

and Egypt flooding into the country, but the Arabs who already were living in the United 

States, Naff’s Christian Syrian peddlers who had assimilated decades prior and set down 

economic and cultural roots in the country, began developing a new political edge. As 

Hatem Hussaini argues: 

[t]he Arab-Israeli War of June, 1967, had a significant, but not decisive, impact 

on Arab communities in the United States. Psychologically, it led to the 

emergence of a new consciousness that left an imprint on some Arab communities 

and their organizations. The Syrian and Lebanese community, for example, began 
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to identify with the Arabs and with “Arabism,” and began to rediscover its ethnic 

nationalist background…. This psychological awareness generated a level of 

political activity which had not existed in Arab-American communities prior to 

1967.47  

Hussaini’s piece also appears in Naff’s collection, and its assertions illuminate what may 

have influenced Naff to name her archive an Arab American Collection in the first place: 

a “new consciousness” and a rediscovery of an “ethnic” and Arab “nationalist 

background” by the assimilated Lebanese Americans. While the history she purports to 

tell is a story of integrated Christian Syrians, Naff’s project in fact forges a link between 

early and late Arab migrations to the United States. Thus her collection occupies a unique 

position in relation to Arab American historiography. She works to recoup Arab 

American history from the clutches of the present moment, one in which the United 

States is increasingly at odds with Arab national self-determination, even as her process 

reduces the story of Arabs and Arab Americans to an oversimplified and palatable 

version of the American dream. Her contemporary moment, one that is saturated with 

Arab-Israeli conflicts, might also account for Naff’s avoidance of the story of the Jewish 

peddler in America. Given the growing discourse that aligned pro-Arab or pro-Palestinian 

sentiments with anti-Semitism because they offered critiques of the Jewish state in Israel, 

it is curious that Naff sidesteps the story of Jewish peddlers almost entirely in Becoming 

American. Rather than use her narrative to provide an example of the comradery and 

collaboration between Syrian and Jewish peddler communities in the United States, Naff 
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only mentions Jewish peddlers a handful of times in her book. Naff’s narrative and the 

documents in her archive produce an incongruous history: she imagines a story that might 

“bridge the chasm” between early and late Arab migrations to the United States, much of 

which transpires in the differences she classifies as religious and political, but the 

individual documents and oral histories contained within the Farris and Yamna Naff Arab 

American Collection gesture toward that which remains unwritten.  

By calling her archive an “Arab American Collection,” and donating its contents 

to the Smithsonian, Naff exposes her unspoken project, one that offers a counterweight to 

the assimilationist narrative she tells in her book and gestures towards a revision to the 

historical record by noting, even if obliquely, the present geopolitical conflicts raging 

across the Arabic-speaking parts of the world. By including the post-1967 Arabs in her 

story, Naff signals the possibility of reading these disparate Arab American histories 

together, a method for which her archive accounts, even if her research seeks refuge in 

the story of the depoliticized Syrian peddler. Naff’s project is central to any discussion of 

Arab immigration to America, but her desire to tell the tranquil narrative of assimilation 

of the early migrants makes it difficult to read the separate waves of migration that she 

classifies through a self-reflexive lens. In fact, it is hard to place the story of peddling and 

its realization of the American dream alongside the situation and experience of later Arab 

migrations to the United States, immigrations that are accompanied by negative and 

violent stereotypes of Arab nations and peoples. The story in Naff’s book retroactively 

asserts that the “Syrians,” only some of whom identified as Arabs, were actually Arabs 

all along, but they were too focused on Becoming American to see this. It strips the early 
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Arabs of agency and asserts that their identity is an apolitical fact that serendipitously 

allowed them to strive and succeed in finding economic freedom. While Naff’s work sees 

the later immigrants as significant players in the larger archive of Arab American history, 

her reading of the early groups makes it challenging to see the later diaspora as anything 

more than a foil to the political innocence of the first wave. And yet, by calling it an 

“Arab” collection, Naff shows an understanding of the present in the image her archive 

projects onto the past. 

No matter how she arranged it, the Arab American Collection’s numerous books, 

articles, journals, artifacts, papers, photographs, and various ephemera reach beyond 

Naff’s thesis, as the items in the Faris and Yamna Naff Collection generate a complex 

picture of Arabness as it exists in the American record. Naff donated her archive to one 

of the most recognizable institutions in the United States, the Smithsonian. Staking a 

claim for the significance of Arab American history, Naff pursued a museum that is 

partially funded by the U.S. government as the repository for her invaluable materials. 

Ann Laura Stoler argues that “to understand an archive, one needs to understand the 

institutions that it served.”48 While Naff was not an archivist by training, her choices in 

the Arab American Collection demonstrate the goal of that archive: to situate Arab 

American history on the National Mall in Washington D.C. and in the Smithsonian’s 

National Museum of American History, which is visited by millions each year. This 

highly visible space of public history places Naff’s collection within the official 

catalogue of American history. Naff’s Arab American archive enters into discourse with 
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the materials and exhibits that surround it, and the people, culture, language, and legacy it 

indexes are placed within the larger archive of what constitutes the prevailing narratives 

of American history. Arab American life, particularly the life of the Arabs that Naff 

highlights—mostly “apolitical” Syrian/Lebanese Christians—inserts itself into the canon 

and with it come numerous excursions and departures.  

In 2010, a group of scholars and artists gathered in Beirut to discuss the history 

and future of archival practices during a workshop entitled “Homeworks, Beirut.” The 

workshop resulted in a manifesto called “10 Theses on the Archive,” co-authored by 

Lawrence Liang, Sebastian Lütgert, and Ashok Sukumarana, members of Pad.ma.49 This 

manifesto re-conceptualizes the archive’s uses and objectives, prefiguring projects like 

Naff’s, which attempt to make space for marginalized voices in dominant narratives, like 

the ones told by the Smithsonian Institution. Presented as a series of theses with short 

explications, the manifesto of the Pad.ma collective lists, summarizes, and expands on the 

archival compulsion in the present and its creative and theoretical possibilities. The 

authors tackle the question and parameters of historiographic uses of the archive and the 

various attempts to undo dominant historical narratives that favor hegemonic stories 

about the past. In one of their theses, the collective suggests that bodies of material 
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histories are “not representational, [but] creative,” that “naming … something as an 

archive is not the end, but the beginning of a debate.”50 This notion of the archive 

presents a metaphor for the possibilities of the Faris and Yamna Naff Arab American 

Collection. While Naff’s own work often limits the narrative of Arab life in America, and 

Arab history in general, her archive produces knowledge that is performative and self-

critical—it exposes Arab identity as complex and political, rather than essential. While 

Naff documents early Arab American lives and establishes an irreplaceable source of this 

history, her archive is perhaps more valuable because of what it contains rather than what 

it says. In other words, the name of her archive is not the end, but the beginning of an 

exploration into Arab American history. While its placement in the NMAH forces its 

narrative hand, suggesting that the stories it contains prop up rather than counter 

dominant narratives of American history and Arab violence, and even as Naff’s own 

project approaches Arab Americanness from an Orientalist and essentialist perspective, it 

stands as evidence of another “debate,” a story of American intervention into Arab lives 

and its devastating and demoralizing effect. It provides a space for intellectuals like the 

Lebanese historian Philip Hitti, who questions whether or not Arabs of Lebanese origins 

are Arabs at all, to be read alongside Margaret Alexander’s gossip column about Arabs’ 

love for Boston baked beans. It creates a space for Ameen Rihani to dream of pan-

Arabism together with the detailed notebooks of his contemporary, Habib Ibrahim 

Katibah, who served as director of the Arab National League in New York and was a 

staunch critic of Zionism. It is clear that Naff had an agenda and she constructed a 

narrative of Arab identity and history with her archive, but it is also from within her 
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collection that alternative histories emerge. “Wedged within those folds of truth-claims 

emerges something else,” Stoler argues, “uncensored turns of phrase, loud asides in the 

imperative tense, hesitant asides in sotto voce. These register confused assessments, 

parenthetic doubts about what might count as evidence.”51 From the fragments and 

through the “uncensored” phrases, notes, “asides,” and photocopies that end up in its 

boxes and folders, Naff’s archive challenges her story. What is left in and left out makes 

up any history, but in an archive these choices are at once deliberate and contingent. The 

collector or archivist must make choices about what belongs where in a certain collection, 

and yet their process is completely dependent on what they have to work with. But, 

intentionally or not, Naff’s work is an attempt to forge continuity between what she sees 

as two very different moments of Arab immigration to America, and as a result, the 

archive is not merely a collection of materials, but a body of work that opens manifold 

questions about the narrativity of history in general and the history of Arab Americans in 

particular. 

The sheer number of photocopies in Naff’s collection demonstrates the role of the 

collector, who made deliberate choices about what to include and what to leave out. 

These photocopies present self-reflexive moments in the archive, where the collector 

emerges from within the documents and photographs to insist on a particular reading of 

the contents therein. As a researcher, one sees that the materials are intentionally 

organized and narrativized from these photocopies, reproductions of original sources, to 

complete the desired picture of history. For example, Naff photocopies journals like The 

Syrian World, but certain pages do not make it into the collection. A folder will often 
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include a photocopy of the front and back covers of the magazine, the table of contents, 

and all the pages in between. But on several occasions, after locating a reference to a 

piece by Rihani or others in the table of contents, I noticed those pages were missing 

from the journal’s reproduction. An oversight, perhaps, a hasty photocopy made by a 

volunteer who got sidetracked by another project before finishing their work. Yet 

regardless of whether or not such instances are deliberate or accidental, these fleeting 

encounters with a text offer an insightful metaphor on the construction of history and the 

contingencies, radical or not, that determine the fate of an event, an individual, and the 

words used to describe them.  

Naff’s archive demonstrates the possibility of the archive as image, where the 

practice of drawing together individual fragments of history emerges as a process of 

meaning making—both social and historical—involving the objects contained within, the 

“stuff” of history. The archive is a means to an end, the end is the image in the social 

imaginary, the image of history that is guided by the objects in the archive but also by the 

discursive forms that constitute the archive and the institutions it serves. Naff’s archive, 

an Arab American Collection, contains pieces of Arab and Arab American history, and 

while its objects are not static, the narratives imagined from this collection repeat the 

stories already associated with Arabness and with Americanness. Researchers and 

archivists participate in the production of this image, but their readings of the archive are 

limited by the image presented within the “folds of truth-claims,” narratives “wedged” 

within the actual texts of the collection.  Each archivist that reorganizes the collection, 

each researcher who locates information for their individual projects, represents a 
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practice of the archive as image, because both inevitably show the limitations and 

repetitions of “imagining and remembering” history. Yet, as Stoler argues, the archive 

also contains “uncensored turns of phrase, loud asides in the imperative tense, [and] 

hesitant asides,” stories that contend with and resist the colonial narrative, the colonial 

gaze. In Stoler’s project, she refers to a colonial archive proper, the archive of the Dutch 

East Indies and the records of their colonial settlements. For Naff, who writes and 

collects in order to make space for the colonized—the Syrian immigrant and the Arab 

national—her archive is folded into the dominant narrative of U.S. history and inflected 

by the stories of U.S. imperialism. But with each use of Naff’s archive, each reproduction 

of its narrative, the potential eruption/emergence of the “uncensored,” the “unwritten,” 

the unseen produces the possibility for contestation, change, disruption, and friction to 

the very narrative that maintains the Arab American Collection. 

In his work on museums and the images they produce for their viewers, Elliott 

Colla takes up Martin Heidegger’s major claims from “The Age of the World Picture” to 

produce a reading that resonates with what I call the archive as image. Colla begins with 

an investigation of a photograph from 1825 of the Egyptian Sculpture Room in the 

Townley Gallery at the British Museum. Colla’s evaluation stems from his observations 

of the gallery as “a space of visual exhibition,” one that puts objects on display and 

“privileges” certain senses, like sight, “while prohibiting others (such as touch).”52 Colla 

suggests that since touch is not permitted in the museum, the gallery “creates a palpable 
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sense of separation between the viewer and the objects.”53 Suggesting an unequal relation 

between subject and object created within the space of visual exhibition, which aims to 

imagine the past, Colla argues that this separation the museum creates between the 

viewer and the colossal Egyptian sculptures is “palpable”—one might not feel the stone 

of the Memmon head that stands prominently at the center of the room, but they do feel 

the distance the space of the museum places between the spectator and the object. What 

registers here is not an experience of the object itself, but instead a process that 

determines the “human subjects [that] stand not only separate from but also opposed to 

the objects on display. In the Egyptian Sculpture Room, this suggests that even if their 

bodies are dwarfed by the objects on display, the museum-goers stand against (and over) 

them, since they are offered for their gaze, their edification.”54 Colla comes to his 

analysis through “what Martin Heidegger once described in terms of ‘the world picture,’ 

meaning not ‘a picture of the world, but the world grasped as picture.’”55 In his 

formulation, Heidegger argues that the world itself is “grasped as a picture,” understood 

through its representation rather than through an access to the real. In the museum, 

human spectators understand themselves as subjects in relation to objects and human 

experience of those objects is mediated by the “separation” between one’s self and the 

objects on display. Colla argues that “the Heideggerian critique of the ‘world grasped as 

picture’ suggests that the relation obtained in the museum display in one of domination 

and control,” even though viewers might experience their encounter with Ancient 
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Egyptian artifacts as awe-inspiring.56 The viewers may feel “dwarfed” by the 

magnificently old and large objects, but it remains that the objects are on display only for 

their gaze, which in Colla’s analysis is the “civilized gaze” of the colonist. In this 

schema, the “script”57 presented by the curators and the exhibit emerges as if it naturally 

arises from the objects in the exhibit, not the fully-constructed space of the museum and 

all its associations. The viewer experiences the museum passively, and the story of each 

gallery and its objects unfolds cinematically, as a seamless narrative spectacle.  

Colla’s description of the Townley Gallery articulates a reading of the space in 

the museum in a way that echoes within the space of the archive. The archive also 

privileges sight over other senses, and often prohibits direct touch, insisting that 

researchers wear gloves or observe through plastic sheets when handling fragile 

materials. Lodged in institutional spaces, positioned as official records, the archive 

highlights the importance of the objects contained within its boxes and produces a sense 

of a natural and real experience of the historical past through the material remnants of its 

subject. It does not create a “picture of the world,” but instead, reproduces what 

Heidegger calls the “world grasped as picture,” a world understood through 

representation and human relation to external things. Thus, the “archive as image” 

reproduces a worldview constructed through representation and repetition, where the 

practice of producing the archive and using it for research performs the imaginary 

function of history by manufacturing meaning through the historical, social, and 

discursive practices suggested by the archive’s place and time. It repeats the image of its 
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objects, which have been shaped by their institutional affiliations and larger historical 

labels. As Steedman argues in Dust, archival practices unravel an attachment to the 

“stuff” of history in favor of “imagining and remembering,” a reproduction of the script 

generated from each encounter with the archive. For Steedman, to understand the archive 

we must understand that “History has shaped Memory,” we must account for archival 

practice and its imaginary functions.58 According to Steedman, one cannot be “shocked” 

by what is missing in the archive, as archives are constructed by the stuff that is left 

behind. In this way, the archive’s “condition of being deflects outrage: in its quiet folders 

and bundles is the neatest demonstration of how state power has operated, through 

ledgers and lists and indictments, and through what is missing from them.”59 In its “quiet 

folders and bundles” the limitations of the imaginary produced by the archive, those 

guided by discourse and institutional power, repeat the narratives that “shape memory.” 

Yet, “wedged” between those folders and bundles is also an opportunity to reimagine the 

past. 

Stoler argues that part of the process of colonialism involves creating, controlling, 

and maintaining categories of knowledge: groupings that refer to the people, places, 

things, and language that are part of the colonized space. Moreover, these categories 

contribute to the colonists’ notion of themselves and their position in the larger world, 

shaping and maintaining a kind of “us versus them” logic as part and parcel of daily 

operations on the foreign ground. In accordance, colonies functioned in tandem with  
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grids of intelligibility … fashioned from uncertain knowledge; disquiet and 

anxieties registered the uncommon sense of events and things; epistemic 

uncertainties repeatedly unsettled the imperial conceit that all was in order, 

because papers classified people, because directories were properly 

acknowledged, and because colonial civil servants were schooled to assure that 

records were prepared, circulated, securely stored, and sometimes returned to 

ash.60 

According to Stoler, in the mountains of paper and records kept during, before, and after 

colonial rule, secrets were destroyed; artifacts were commandeered, circulated, and 

stored; and “grids of intelligibility” for knowing the Other emerged. And these were 

organized, codified, distributed, and damaged. The documents forged under colonization 

were generated from “uncertain knowledge” and “uncommon sense.” Perhaps they were 

honest attempts at objective versions of events, but they were also a way of dealing with 

anxiety and unrest about the entire colonial affair. Record keeping was meant to give the 

colonists a sense that their project in the Others’ space functioned; it was meant to 

produce an image of colonial success. All the paper generated by the archive indexes and 

maintains power relations—a remembering that repeats itself and comes to define and 

transform “epistemic uncertainties” into knowledge, memory, and history. In-country, 

colonial conquest necessitates an “accumulation of paper and edifices of stone [which] 

were both monuments to the asserted know-how of rule, artifacts of labor duly 

performed, artifices of colonial state declared to be in efficient operation.”61 The methods 
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and military projects of colonialism and the “efficiency” of the colonist’s home country 

were bound to and in paper. The material produced during colonial rule is not “dead 

matter.” Rather, these records take on a kind of life their own; the archive’s afterlife 

transforms and reproduces that life, serving as the material evidence for sentiments 

behind European imperialism in all its iterations past and present: colonialism, 

postcolonialism, war, occupation, economic sanctions, cultural hegemony, and 

globalization.  

Naff’s photocopies, intentionally or not, thus demonstrate an anxiety of the 

moment in which the collection was donated, an anxiety that bends the history of Arab 

immigration to the United States into a palatable narrative: a story of simple, Christian 

people with an entrepreneurial spirit who strived toward the American dream. However, 

this collection also maintains an “us versus them” mentality, working within the 

discourses determined by geopolitics, imperialism, and progressive notions of history. 

Still, while Naff had a particular image of her archive, and often told researchers how to 

use its contents, she wasn’t able to control what it said, what the archive itself performs 

with its researchers and to history, what disruptions it produces through alternative 

images. In Along the Archival Grain, Stoler suggests that it is not merely the documents 

found in the archive that inform her study, but it is also that which was written “in the 

margins,” contributing to the “administrative apparatus as it opened to a space that 

extended beyond it.”62 The official documents of colonization, the “material force” 

behind imperial ideologies and practice, perpetuate occupation and oppression in 
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language; these papers codify its reign. However, imperial domination, it seems, was also 

confirmed and shaped by what was unwritten and what was imagined by the asides.  

In her discussion of the marginalia of the archive, a configuration that is both 

literal and metaphorical, Stoler distinguishes between that which is “unwritten,” that 

which is “common sense,” and that which is “unwritten because it could not yet be 

articulated.”63 Stoler determines that “these archives are not simply accounts or records 

of what people thought happened, they are documents steeped in uncertainty and doubt; 

accounts unable to imagine a framework for knowledge that might correspond with the 

changing imperial world. The records kept by colonists track their anxious efforts to 

‘catch up’ to emerging colonial conditions.”64 Applied more liberally, Stoler’s 

articulation offers a profound revelation of what lies within an archive’s untapped 

histories, even if those histories and archives have been read thoroughly by a multiplicity 

of researchers for decades. Hidden within the archive’s “truth-claims” is a story of 

collaboration and resistance, a history that has been well-rehearsed and a story waiting to 

“blast open the continuum” of the archive. Naff’s conception of Arabness serves as a 

telling example, as her idea of what it means to be Arab becomes inextricably linked to 

what it means to be American. In her research and archive, both a response to her own 

present, Naff attempts to control the narrative and redeem the history of Arabs in the 

United States. Her story reflects present anxieties and influences, producing an image of 

history that reproduces the narratives it contests. Yet, reimaged by each researcher, her 

archive’s recordings, documents, and photographs “actively create new ways of thinking 
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about how we access our individual and collective experiences” through the histories 

latent in its material form.65  

I begin with Naff’s collection because it sparked my interest in stories that present 

alternatives to the watered-down telling of Arab history as it is often represented in the 

United States, unconventional stories that counter the dominance of Naff’s historical 

narrative, some of which speak through the documents contained within her Arab 

American Collection. In Archival Frictions: The Arab and Arab American as Image in 

Literature, Film, and Other Archives, I examine alternative accounts of Arab American 

history through the writing of some of the most prolific thinkers of Naff’s entrepreneurial 

moment: writers like Jubrān Khalīl Jubrān (the famous Khalil Gibran) and Ameen 

Rihani. In the first two chapters of Archival Frictions, I focus on the ways that Naff’s 

reading of Christian “Syrian” and “Lebanese” identities as quintessentially “Arab” 

becomes imposed upon the work of writers like Gibran and Rihani. Each is often 

represented in the same apolitical guise that Naff applies to identity and Arab American 

history, utilizing narratives that evacuate these writers of their importance to Arab 

nationalism and the history of resistance, from Arabs, Christian and Muslim alike, to 

Ottoman rule in the Arabic-speaking world until its collapse at the end of the First World 

War. I argue that Naff’s history displaces thinkers like Gibran and Rihani in the 

Syrian/Lebanese/Arab American diaspora from their broader political context. Both 

authors participated in debates about Arab identity after the First World War as well as 

during the colonial projects of the French and British in Syria, Lebanon, and Palestine. In 

her archive and historical narrative, Naff chooses to include their literary works and 
                                                

65 Pad.ma, “10 Theses on the Archive,” 353. 
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articles about art and culture, but does not highlight the political resistance in their works 

about pan-Arabism and American politics. Even when they appear in her collection, these 

articles do not fit into Naff’s image of Arab American history. 

I look at images in a more literal sense in the second two chapters of Archival 

Frictions, which focus on visual representations that respond to the circulating political 

discourses about what it means to be Arab in the latter half of the twentieth century, and 

in particular, after the war of 1967. I focus on the use of visual media to define and 

archive Arabness across international lines, and I trace the ways that film and television 

have historically positioned audiences to engage with texts and images from the Arabic-

speaking world, archiving and codifying these images through networks of reception. To 

narrow the frame, I take Syria and Syrian national identity, broadly defined, as my 

primary focus, connecting with the particular examples of Syrian and Syrian American 

writing and its global visibility and circulation in Chapters 1 and 2. In Chapters 3 and 4, I 

interrogate the relationship between Syria and Lebanon as it plays out in the twentieth 

century in film and television projects of the United States, Lebanon, and Syria to 

demonstrate the ways in which these identities are historically linked by imperial rule 

from the time of the Ottomans to the French protectorate to U.S. and Soviet/Russian 

interventions. 

In my project, I use a more expansive definition of the archive to uncover the way 

in which the “archive” might function as an image that self-reflexively sees the past as a 

reflection of the present. For example, I position films, television shows, novels, poems, 

and political works not just as pieces of an archive, but as archives themselves, reading 
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each text not as a solitary object, but as a collection of intertexts and images. In this 

mode, the “archive as image” begins from a position of self-reflexivity, as films and 

television programs must contend with their present and offer an image of history that is 

always aware of the ever-shifting technologies that shape their practice as well as their 

reliance on other forms of media. As Siegfried Zielinski describes it, television and film 

“merrily and seemingly unselectively … re-cite, re-edit, and re-collage the reality of 

media representations—representations that used to be obviously distinguishable as 

secondary, but now appear to be gradually promoted to primary or, at very least seem to 

have equal rights in the competition of other realities.”66 Such visual media “merrily” 

stitch together “the reality” represented by the media that came before, “seemingly 

unselectively” borrowing from other visual sources as part and parcel of the process of 

making film or television. In this way, these media reflect not reality as such, but the 

reality of other visual media, or self-conscious representations of reality. Of course, 

Zielinski also gestures towards the way that such images come to supplant reality, once 

seen as “obviously distinguishable as secondary,” but over time “promoted to primary.” 

The images presented in film and television are in “competition [with] other realities.” 

Moreover, the process that Benjamin describes as “montage” appears to constitute film 

and television production, according to Zielinski, and the completed work is constructed 

by various representations of reality strung together to form some semblance of a 

narrative. For Arabs, though, as well as other marginalized identity groups, the link 

between representation and reality has roots that dig deeper than those of film and 

                                                
66 Siegfried Zielinski, Audiovisions: Cinema and Television as Entr’actes in History, trans. Gloria 

Custance (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 1999), 14.  
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television production: they emerge in the moment of colonial encounter and repeat 

through its various registers and archives into the present. 

I see my project as aligned with recent studies that forge new lines of inquiry into 

America’s fraught relationship with the figure of the “Arab” in the U.S. context. For 

example, I turn to the work of Jacob Rama Berman in American Arabesque, whose 

research “emphasize[s] the importance of recognizing alternative origin narratives in the 

formation of American national culture,” by reconsidering U.S. interactions with the 

Arabic-speaking world through specific textual and historical examples.67 I am also 

indebted to the research of Melani McAlister in Epic Encounters, whose focus on U.S. 

interest in, and media coverage of, the Middle East and North Africa in the latter part of 

the twentieth century demonstrates a staged “epic encounter” that maintains the 

incongruences they produce.68 The methods of scholars like Berman, McAlister, and my 

own, are comparative even though thinkers like Siraj Ahmed might warn of the colonial 

roots of the comparative method.69 Still, for my purposes, comparison focuses on 

individual moments of encounter to uncover how discursive practices create and maintain 

the imagined divide between the “Arab world” and “America,” both rhetorically and 

visually.  

Throughout the dissertation, I look at the juxtaposition of histories, epistemes, and 

geographical spaces as they emerge in singular exchanges between America and the Arab 

                                                
67 Jacob Berman, American Arabesque: Arabs, Islam, and the Nineteenth Century Imaginary 

(New York: New York University Press, 2012), 3.  
68 See Melani McAlister, Epic Encounters: Culture, Media, and U.S. Interests in the Middle East 

Since 1945 (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2005). 
69 Ahmed, “Introduction: The Colonial History of the Comparative Method,” The Archaeology of 

Babel, 17-49.  
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world to open up a space for broader inquiry. Within unique and specific literary, 

cinematic, and visual moments from the past, Arab encounters with America (and the 

inverse) revise, or at the very least complicate, Eurocentric accounts of history and of the 

present. I expose the frictions in the archive—the accidental and deliberate collisions 

between West and non-West as they appear in the unwritten aspects of the archive, both 

Arab and Arab American, and the unexpected figures and discourses that are made 

visible when the Arab speaks from within. 

In Chapter 1, “Resisting the Archive: Adaptations of a Prophet, Khalil Gibran,” I 

focus on the circulation of the popular Syrian-Lebanese American author Khalil Gibran 

and his literary and political work through the lens of what I call “Gibran discourse”: a 

flattening representation of the author that makes him adaptable and palatable for 

American audiences. In this chapter, I analyze Richard Allers’s animated film, Kahlil 

Gibran’s The Prophet (GKIDS, 2014), an adaptation of Gibran’s most famous work The 

Prophet (Alfred A. Knopf, 1923). Produced by Mexican American actress Salma Hayek, 

the film adapts Gibran’s tremendously popular book of prose poems into an awkward, 

semi-biographical interpretation of Gibran’s internationally famous work. The Prophet, 

Gibran’s slim volume, consists of twenty-six poems on topics like love, friendship, 

beauty, and work, and has never been out of print and continues to sell millions of copies 

worldwide. Most purchase the book for its “universal” messages and inspirational tone, 

without any knowledge of its author’s Arab origins. In my chapter, I argue that Gibran, a 

renowned figure in Arab American history, reemerges in popular discourse time and 

again as a model minority, a Christian Arab who increasingly stands in as a peaceful 
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alternative to his more sinister counterpart, the Muslim terrorist. The animated film picks 

up on this more general trend, one that presents the author as a desirable immigrant in 

opposition to, and as a warning for, Arab political movements that might not align with 

western imperial projects. Yet, by digging deeper into the film conceived as an archive, I 

show how Gibran’s artistic output, especially the paintings and drawings creatively 

recreated within Allers’s film, challenges the dominant perception of his figure. Hence, I 

revise the dominant stories about Gibran by investigating the social and political critiques 

latent in the artist’s own archive, which I read through the tensions that emerge between 

Gibran’s prose and paintings and their adaptations in Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet. The 

image of the Arab American forged in this film not only exposes the popular, reductive 

image of Gibran, but, in its attempts to make The Prophet legible to contemporary 

audiences, it creates a counter-narrative that allow the author’s challenges to dominant 

narratives of Arab American assimilation to rise to the surface. 

In Chapter 2, “Between the Yemen and New York City: The Arab American 

Archive in Ameen Rihani’s Major Works,” I look closely at Ameen Fares Rihani’s 

intellectual and literary writing from the early 1910s to 1940. Considered one of the top 

intellectuals in the Syrian diaspora, Rihani has only recently gained attention in academic 

circles. During his life, he lived between New York City, Greater Syria, and the Arabian 

Peninsula and wrote dozens of creative and intellectual pieces. His travels and lectures 

were followed and praised and his philosophy promoting pan-Arabism was formative to 

dominant movements calling for a unified Arab region. However, in many archives 

devoted to Arab American and Syrian American histories, like the Naff collection at the 
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Smithsonian, Rihani’s works are scarce—his writing often snipped from newspapers and 

journals, and his books left in storage. I argue that Rihani’s prolific and varied output 

established an archive of its own, one determined by transnational networks of thought 

and writing. I examine his “archival practices” alongside those of major collections that 

cover the Arab diaspora in America and consider what made his “pan-Arab dream” a 

threat to these more “official histories.” I focus on his attempts to create an archive of 

Arabs living among other Arabs in his most famous novel, The Book of Khalid (2011), 

and one of his numerous travelogues, Arabian Peak and Desert: Travels in Al-Yaman 

(1931). Rihani’s work counters Naff’s claims that early Syrians never called themselves 

“Arab” and articulates their participation in creating the contemporary image of Arab 

nationalism. 

In Chapter 3, “Demanding the Archive, Returning the Image: The Arab and the 

(In)visibility of Palestine,” I turn to cinematic and televisual productions of the late 1960s 

and early 1970s to discuss the moment when images of Arab nationalism begin to center 

on transnational affiliations and circulate around the question of Palestine. My 

assessment looks closely at a Lebanese talk show from the 1960s called al-Nader (al-

Nādir), whose production was funded by the United States Information Agency (USIA). 

Helmed by the charismatic Salah al-Din al-Nader, each episode follows its host as he puts 

the United States on display for his Arabic-speaking, Lebanese audience, while avoiding 

discussions of Lebanon’s national identity as well as its position within regional politics. 

To demonstrate what the program leaves out, I put al-Nader and the USIA archive into 

conversation with Arab nationalist projects in state-sponsored film with the example of 
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Tawfīq Ṣāliḥ’s 1972 classic The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn). I read this film, a production of 

the Syrian National Film Organization, as an historical document that uses archival 

footage of Arab loss, particularly the loss experienced by Palestinians, to disrupt colonial 

narratives and critique state policy. I focus on its formal elements and its use of reportage 

and realism to blur the line between fact and fiction. I discuss the production history of 

the film, as an Egyptian and Syrian collaboration that is based on a Palestinian story, to 

consider the way that a cultural product so significant in shaping the notion of national 

identity in Syria becomes an international project. While al-Makhdū‘ūn and al-Nader 

have starkly different goals and methods of production, the two media texts situate a 

larger discussion about the emergence of national film industries in Arab countries and 

demonstrate the ways that, for example, films funded by the Syrian National Film 

Organization complicate media’s exchangeability and visibility on the international 

market. I examine this era of filmmaking to frame the archival frictions in national 

cinema production in the wake of decolonization. Moreover, I assess the image projected 

by these archives as an image that reframes Arab unity after 1967, positioning its goals 

through a reflection of Palestinian loss, its visibility and invisibility, and its truth and 

fictions. 

In Chapter 4, “Formatted to Fit Your Screen: Digital Media, Festival Films, and 

the Syrian War,” I discuss contemporary Syrian cinema and its circulation as part of a 

larger system of visual surveillance. While images of Syria are often read through the 

frameworks of cultural exchange, Western viewers consume media from this region of 

the world through an imperial frame. International festivals track underdeveloped nations 
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under the guise of empathy and cinephilia. As a space of empathy that sees its screenings 

as part of a humanitarian project, film festivals produce a space where, as Sonia Tascón 

argues, “films and their audiences come together within a communal space to fulfill a 

particular contract, one that centres on the broad aim of social change.”70 The spectator, 

transformed into a “‘responsible historical subject,’”71 becomes part of a global 

community seeking an experience of someone else’s trauma, a mode of viewing that 

actually produces a counter-identification that highlights and maintains a difference 

between the viewing “West” and the dying non-West. The viewing Western subject 

watches the death or suffering of the Syrian object, an experience that is similar to that of 

the museumgoer in Colla’s discussion of the Townley Gallery at the British Museum as 

he or she gazes at the Egyptian artifacts. In this chapter, I look specifically at two feature 

films that circulated widely in Europe and the United States on festival networks, two 

films that document Syria’s ongoing war and refugees: Silvered Water, Syria Self-

Portrait (Ossama Mohammed and Wiam Simav Bedirxan, 2014) and Our Terrible 

Country (Mohammad Ali Atassi and Ziad Homsi, 2014). I argue that these films expose 

the ways that international film festivals, which function as distribution networks for 

world cinema, operate as sites of surveillance and act as global image managers, whose 

screening venues and elite events determine the visibility of life and conflict in the 

Middle East. Moreover, I argue that film festival networks function like mobile archives 

                                                
70 Sonia Tascón, “Watching Others’ Troubles: Revisiting ‘The Film Act’ and Spectatorship in 

Activist Film Festivals,” Activist Film Festivals: Towards a Political Subject, eds. Sonia Tascón and Tyson 
Wils (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017), 23.  

71 Nicole Brenez, Sight Sound Magazine (2012), cited in Tascón, “Watching Others’ Troubles,” 
23.  
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of international film production, marking films as significant representations of the world 

by projecting them onscreen and sharing them with global audiences. 

In this project, I look at Arab and Arab American production to consider the 

archive of material that goes into constructing the ongoing imperial encounter between 

the Arab Middle East and the United States. I do not intend to trace the entire history of 

Arab/American relations, as that project is far too complex to take on in the pages that 

follow. However, I do place my work alongside those who have attempted to flesh out 

the dynamics of this relationship and its over-determined values as they emerge in 

historiography, media coverage, cultural productions, and foreign policy. Engaging the 

extensive research on this question, I pull together distinct moments that construct Arab 

identity not only for thinkers like Naff, but also for general audiences. I examine the 

histories that come into contact with one another through American/Western 

representations of the Arab, as well as Arab representations of themselves, and I consider 

the possibilities and limitations of such archival frictions/fictions.  
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Chapter 1  
Resisting the Archive: Adaptations of a Prophet, Khalil Gibran 
  

Archives are more than the sum of their materials. Each archive has its archivists 
and administrators, janitors and historians, redactors and readers and others who 
at various times perform the archive for its public. Each performance refracts the 

archive through the performer’s interpretation, and each is then reflected in the 
archive, as the interpretation becomes another record, or another path through the 

records that can be retraced. 
 

—Mariam Ghani, “‘What We Left Unfinished’: The Artist and the Archive”1 

My principal task now is to discuss ways by which texts impose constraints and 
limits upon their interpretation. Recent critical theory has placed undue emphasis 

upon the limitlessness of interpretation…. This is a view I oppose, not simply 
because texts are in the world, but also because as texts they place themselves—

that is, one of their functions as texts is to place themselves—and they are 
themselves by acting, in the world.  

 
—Edward Said, “The Text, the World, the Critic”2 

 

 

Figure 1. Kahlil Gibran Memorial Garden in Washington, D.C. (2016) 

                                                
1 Mariam Ghani, “‘What We Left Unfinished’: The Artist and the Archive,” Dissonant Archives: 

Contemporary Visual Culture and Contested Narratives in the Middle East, ed. Anthony Downey (London: 
I.B. Tauris, 2015), 45.  

2 Edward Said, “The Text, the World, the Critic,” The Bulletin of the Midwest Modern Language 
Association, Vol. 8, No. 2 (Autumn, 1975), 9. Emphasis in the original. 
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On May 25, 1991, The Washington Post reporter Henry Allen informed his 

readers that the president of the United States, George H. W. Bush, was 

out at 8:55 on a Friday morning. The Marine Band was in its red coats, thumping 

and trilling away in this new little park on Massachusetts Avenue, across from the 

British Embassy. Commuter traffic was blocked off, backed up to central 

Pennsylvania. Secret Service agents pivoted around like the players in a table 

hockey game. Women in high heels kept sinking into the grass.3 

The occasion? A ribbon cutting ceremony for the Kahlil Gibran Memorial Garden, a 

lovely little park on federal land in Washington, D.C., built in honor of the Syrian-

Lebanese American author and artist Jubrān Khalīl Jubrān, more commonly known as 

Khalil or Kahlil Gibran.4 Pleased, albeit momentarily, at D.C.’s honoring of a poet, Allen 

records the scene in detail and the President’s involvement namely to set up his confusion 

about the choice: “Why Kahlil Gibran,” he asks, why this “Lebanese immigrant who died 

60 years ago after writing the poetry that was read at everybody’s first wedding? Why not 

Walt Whitman? Emily Dickinson? Eliot? Poe?”5 With his questions, Allen expresses 

                                                
3 Henry Allen, “President Bush and the People’s Kinder Gentler Poet,” The Washington Post, May 

25, 1991, Box 219, Folder 3, Faris and Yamna Naff Arab American Collection, Smithsonian National 
Museum of American History, Washington, D.C., Accessed February 2016.   

4 It is worth noting the variation of spellings in Gibran’s name as they will appear in this chapter, 
as well as in the author’s published work or studies of his writings, art, and/or life. Jibrān Khalīl Jibrān––
formally, Jubrān Khalīl Jubrān––is a more appropriate and accurate transliteration of his Arabic name into 
English. However, after he immigrated to the United States and began school there, the first Jibrān was 
removed and Khalīl became Kahlil for easier English pronunciation. Of course, none of the spellings 
maintained the long vowel sounds in the Arabic, and in fact, the more accurate phonetic transcription is 
usually only present in academic writing and discourse. Therefore, even in the spelling of his name, Gibran 
is split into two very different figures: Khalil, the Arabic writer and political thinker; and Kahlil, the author 
of The Prophet and similar texts in English, whose name evokes a kind of universal, and even apolitical, 
writing and thought. Though the two are not continually kept apart, the split certainly suggests the reading 
that the author’s name—Khalil or Kahlil—was an always already malleable signifier, a mark which could 
be transformed into a multiplicity of both reasonable and unaccounted-for signifieds.  

5 Allen, “President Bush and the People’s Kinder Gentler Poet.” 
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frustration with the President’s veneration of Gibran over a Euro-American poet like 

Dickinson or Poe. He goes on to describe “Kahlil” Gibran’s life and works, all the while 

repeating the question “why”: why does this poet deserve a park on federal land, a visit 

from the President of the United States, and a commemoration by the Marine Band? 

Allen concludes that while Gibran’s poetry may be appropriate for one’s “first wedding,” 

or D.C.’s first memorial, he hopes that D.C. will be wiser the second time around.  

These conflicting responses, simultaneous commemoration and disregard, 

approval and confusion, followed Gibran through his life and death, amassing a 

tremendous archive that shadows this figure and defines his work. His writings and 

paintings offer some insight into what makes this “man from Lebanon” such a complex 

figure in popular culture, one with which Arab American histories must always contend, 

but his work alone cannot account for all the attention. Likewise, his biography, which 

tells a much more complicated story of immigration, assimilation, and adaptation, does 

not fully explain the mystery of Gibran. His migration to the United States is a fairly 

common story. Gibran was born in 1883 in a small village on Mount Lebanon in the 

Ottoman Territory that was then known as Greater Syria. With little formal education, he 

and his family emigrated to the United States during a moment when many Syrian-

Lebanese Christians left home for America, during what Alixa Naff calls the first wave of 

Arab migration at the turn of the twentieth century.6 He is best known for writing The 

Prophet, which Allen dismissively refers to as “the poetry that was read at everybody’s 

first wedding,” a quasi-philosophical and spiritual guide to everyday life that was hugely 

popular in the United States during the free-love and anti-war counterculture era of the 
                                                

6 See discussion of Naff’s Arab American history and archive in the introduction.  
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1960s. The text was first published in 1923, and it was popular in the United States and 

abroad even then, suggesting that its twenty-six prose poems and loose frame narrative 

spoke to readers then, now, and during the time in between. In fact, The Prophet has 

never been out of print; it has been translated into over 40 languages, and it remains the 

best-selling book for its publisher, Alfred A. Knopf, selling more than 10 million copies 

to date. One might suggest that Allen is the outlier as he questions the Gibran memorial, 

for the author’s work appears to have widespread appeal, even if only at weddings.  

If book sales were the measure of success in literature, then Gibran would 

certainly be held in high regard. However, as Allen’s acerbic inquiry implies, The 

Prophet and Gibran never received literary accolades or recognition from the academy, 

and the author and his works have achieved popular success rather than official praise. As 

Eugene Paul Nasser puts it, “Gibran’s life and work and the small body of critical 

comment on that life and work are … so little and poorly known,” beyond the popularity 

of The Prophet.7 While this was true when Nasser wrote on Gibran in 1980, many 

scholars in the U.S. academy have begun to look critically at Gibran’s works in recent 

years, revisiting the writer’s place within Arab and American discourses on nation and 

literary practice, reading him as a “Lebanese-American émigré writer,” rather than “an 

oriental wise man” as Nasser insists.8 However, even with such a tribute, reporters like 

Allen as well as literary critics have found it difficult to look beyond Gibran’s most 

                                                
7 Eugene Paul Nasser, “Cultural Discontinuity in the Works of Kahlil Gibran,” MELUS, vol. 7, no. 

2, Between Margin and Mainstream (Summer, 1980), 21.  
8 See Paul-Gordon Chandler, In Search of a Prophet: A Spiritual Journey with Kahlil Gibran 

(Lanham, MD: Rowan & Littlefield, 2017); Kahlil and Jean Gibran, Kahlil Gibran: Beyond Borders 
(Northampton, MA: Interlink Books, 2017); Waïl S. Hassan, Immigrant Narratives: Orientalism and 
Cultural Translation in Arab American and Arab British Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2011). 
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popular work, The Prophet, and its saccharine prose. Writing before Allen, in anticipation 

of the Kahlil Gibran Memorial Garden, Judith Cho of The Washington Times notes that 

“among literary critics The Prophet is considered among the worst excesses of modern 

poetry. Many believe that the work is to good literature what elevator music is to classical 

music.”9 And reporter Jack Thomas from The Boston Globe quips, 

Gibran’s critics, who are as fierce as his followers, think Gibran is to literature 

and philosophy what Col. Sanders is to gourmet cooking, that Gibran is a shallow 

writer and a simplistic thinker whipping up fast-food philosophy. The success of 

The Prophet is one of the mysteries of American popular culture. Although Alfred 

Knopf, the publisher, made vast sums of money from the sale of the book, he once 

boasted that none of his friends had ever read it.10  

As Boston prepared to celebrate the centennial of the Arab American author who once 

called the city home, Thomas slammed Gibran’s legacy, becoming one among many 

journalists and critics who seem to be in competition to hurl the most dismissive insult at 

Gibran’s poetry and prose. The claim, however, that even Knopf bragged that his friends 

didn’t read, but presumably bought, his company’s best-seller demonstrates the value of 

the book as a commodity, regardless of Gibran’s origin or the text’s meaning. Something 

in his “little black book,” as the author was known to call it, churns a profit—people buy 

                                                
9 Judith Cho, “Profit and Loss,” The Washington Times, April 11, 1991, Box 219, Folder 3, Faris 

and Yamna Naff Arab American Collection, Smithsonian National Museum of American History, 
Washington, D.C., Accessed February 2016.   

10 Jack Thomas, “Film Makers Ponder Poet Gibran’s Appeal,” The Boston Globe 1983, Box 219, 
Folder 3, Faris and Yamna Naff Arab American Collection, Smithsonian National Museum of American 
History, Washington, D.C., Accessed February 2016.   
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it, even if they don’t read it. The book itself holds a place in American pop culture and 

circulates globally, whether or not anyone knows what it actually says.  

The most likely reason for The Prophet’s success hinges on the book’s language. 

Its prose poems offer universal messages on everyday subjects. It has very little narrative, 

instead relying on an assortment of un-contextualized and quotable phrases vague enough 

to be applicable in most situations, like “work is love made visible” and “love one 

another, but make not a bond of your love.”11 The Prophet reads more like an ancient 

handbook with life advice for situations that feel universal and timeless, like parenting, 

work, love, crime, and punishment, and its style and content make the book feel more 

like an authorless text and an eternal metaphysics from a long-gone age. As I discuss in 

this chapter, The Prophet effaces its author and his labor through its tone and style by 

promoting mantras that seem to equivocate common sense with age-old wisdom. 

Published first in English in 1923, its prose poetry reads as if it were written in some 

distant moment in the past when things like “truth” and “wisdom” were topics worth 

discussing. As Allen’s article suggests, these concepts felt passé and even trivial in the 

era of Bush Sr.’s presidency and in the midst of U.S. military action in Iraq. Gibran’s 

simple prose paints a picture of an isolated world that many desire, a world where peace 

is possible, life is simple, and work is romantic. However, in 1991, at the opening of the 

Gibran Memorial Garden, the poet’s “shallow” and “simplistic” “fast-food philosophy” 

did not promote peace, romance, or wisdom, and it did not bless the first hopeful 

marriage of a young couple in love. Instead, the sitting U.S. president read Gibran’s prose 

to justify violence and a need for change in the Middle East, and the sheer visibility of 
                                                

11 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1923). 
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Bush’s presence at the garden’s opening demands that it be read alongside the political 

situation between the United States and the region. Indeed, it is here that the answer to 

Allen’s questions might emerge.  

At the memorial event, Gibran’s poetry takes a back seat to his origins, and his 

work occasions and promotes U.S. foreign policy and intervention in Arabic-speaking 

lands. Allen overlooks Gibran’s political importance in this moment, reading Bush’s 

involvement as interest in Gibran’s actual writing rather than seeing how Bush 

instrumentalizes the popularity of The Prophet to support military involvement overseas. 

In fact, Bush’s appearance at the ribbon-cutting ceremony for the Gibran Memorial 

Garden in 1991 appears to justify war, violence, and imperialism more than it honors 

Gibran’s poetic appeals to universal truth. In his essay, “Strategic Genius, 

Disidentification, and the Burden of The Prophet in Arab-American Poetry,” Richard 

Hishmeh makes a similar argument, suggesting that Bush Sr.’s administration 

“capitalized on Gibran’s American reputation to quell accusations of racism and injustice 

as the USA invaded Iraq for the first time.”12  

In 1991, prevailing representations of Arabs had shifted from simple-minded, 

mystical soothsayers like Gibran or his “prophet” to violent, anti-American dictators like 

Saddam Hussein, whose influence in the region threatened Western values and access to 

important resources like oil. Of course, the even more sinister version of this figure, the 

Islamic terrorist with enough resources to gain power in a world dominated by capital, 

would soon become the dominant visual aid for U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East, 

                                                
12 Richard E. Hishmeh, “Strategic Genius, Disidentification, and the Burden of The Prophet in 

Arab-American Poetry,” Arab Voices in Diaspora: Critical Perspectives on Anglophone Arab Literature, 
ed. Layla Al Maleh (Amsterdam: Rodopi B.V., 2009), 105.  
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and George W. Bush’s “War on Terror” and subsequent invasion and occupation of Iraq 

in 2003 would build on the momentum produced by his father’s war in 1991. Reporter 

Allen could not have foreseen the future that would evolve from this evocation of an 

Arab poet as he stood in the park surrounded by “two acres of trees, hosta plants, lawn … 

a fountain … and stone benches inscribed with quotes,”13 but considering his frustration 

with the poet’s simplistic prose, it seems apparent that the figure of Gibran, not his 

writing, was exploited that day, as it has been numerous times by many sides of the 

ongoing geopolitical conflict between the United States, Arab Americans, and “the Arab 

World.” In this scene and in the memorial’s existence, it becomes clear that the image of 

Arabness that Gibran represents in Bush Sr.’s address marks a continuation of 

interventionist rhetoric veiled by the very diplomacy and understanding that his poetry 

preaches.  

Ironically, what this moment in the garden exposes is that even when readers and 

critics do take Gibran’s background, as a Syrian-Lebanese author writing at the turn of 

the twentieth century, into account, his ideas and words are often problematically read 

against the backdrop of contemporary situations in the Middle East as well. Hishmeh 

refers to this as “the burden of The Prophet,” arguing that 

Gibran’s acceptance into the popular American imagination is so thorough that 

his very Arabness has practically been negated. Gibran’s ability to transcend his 

Arab ancestry—by dissolving his ethnic heritage into an image much more 

palatable to an American public—has much to do with his immense and 

                                                
13 Allen, “President Bush and the People’s Kinder Gentler Poet.” 
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continued popularity; however, embedded in Gibran’s palatable public reputation 

is a counterpublic figure that was instrumental in gaining recognition for an Arab 

minority largely invisible to mainstream America.14  

Gibran’s contributions to early Syrian life in America are invaluable, and as Hishmeh 

highlights here, his popularity was deployed to position Arabs as a “model” immigrant 

community in the first half of the twentieth century. Indeed, many scholars of early Arab 

American history discuss the immigration of Arabs to the United States as an example of 

the American Dream come to life and Gibran’s popularity fits into this story of success. 

Historians like Naff suggest that Syrian Christian Arabs came to the United States and 

assimilated quickly because of their entrepreneurial spirit and apolitical nature. She uses 

this story to forge continuity between this early moment of immigration to the United 

States and that of the Arabs who came later, in the 1960s, 70s, and 80s, namely to justify 

a link between Lebanese émigrés, who called themselves Syrians, and the later arrivals, 

who saw themselves as Arab. Yet her attempts to justify this continuity are largely 

unsuccessful and often lead to reproducing dominant narratives about Arabs as a threat to 

contemporary American “freedom,” because she insists on a fundamental difference 

between the early Christian émigrés and the later Muslim immigrants, a difference that 

hinges on the latter’s political consciousness of Arab nationalist movements. One of the 

significant effects of histories like Naff’s is that they position early Arab immigrants 

against those who came after the Second World War, and specifically after 1948 and 

1967, in the wake of Arab-Israeli conflicts. The latter geopolitical circumstances are 

juxtaposed with a more innocent portrayal of Arabs who came at the end of the 
                                                

14 Richard E. Hishmeh, “Strategic Genius,” 98.  
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nineteenth century, like Gibran. Gibran is often evoked as a bridge between these two 

separate moments of immigration to the United States, but even in these moments his 

more political writings in English and Arabic are pushed aside in favor of his more 

popular works. Hishmeh contends, however, that “embedded in Gibran’s palatable public 

reputation,” one that speaks to Naff’s division between early and late Arab immigrants to 

the United States, lurks “a counterpublic figure,” one that challenges such easy readings 

of Arab American history. 

The president’s speech at the Memorial Garden certainly deploys the palatable 

version of Gibran’s memory against the politicized Arabs living in the Middle East in 

1991. He uses Gibran’s words for political gain: the poet “sought a kinder, gentler 

world,” Bush begins, “and he was an Arab and a Lebanese, a member of two groups that 

haven’t been associated as much with peace as they’d like, lately.”15 Even superficial 

analysis of Bush’s words demonstrates the importance of Gibran to his political agenda: 

the poet is an exception to the rule for the Middle East. Gibran offers an assimilated and 

desirable way of being Arab and Lebanese in the world, an antidote to the violence 

associated with Arabs “lately.” He embodies a visible Arab referent that opposes the 

cycle of war and oppression plaguing his homeland, the destruction that U.S. war 

promises to alleviate in Iraq and across the region. Picking up on decades of 

interventionist rhetoric, Bush is deliberate. Calling Gibran an Arab first, and then “a 

Lebanese,” his speech conflates these two groups, essentializing their place in a larger 

global context and using the Arab poet’s call for a “kinder, gentler world” as support for 

                                                
15 Allen, “President Bush and the People’s Kinder Gentler Poet.” 
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U.S. intervention in the Middle East. However, Bush also intimates a distinction between 

the two groups, demonstrating a difference between being “Arab” and being “Lebanese,” 

a distinction that draws on two different modes of constructing nationalism: nationalism 

that is tied to a nation-state, like Lebanon, and a nationalist movement that threatens the 

nation-state by building unity between nations, like pan-Arabism. A similar strategy 

underlies Bush’s use of “Lebanese” instead of “Syrian,” a term that would have resonated 

with Gibran’s community when he emigrated to the United States, and the moniker that 

he often used to describe himself. As “a Lebanese,” however, Gibran can be all the more 

easily deployed by Bush to support the supposed “turn” of the Arab from peace to war, 

since in 1991 Lebanon had just been ravaged by 15 years of civil war. What Bush’s 

rhetoric elides is the fact that that war had been fueled by over 70 years of European and 

American imperial policies. In his speech, Bush Sr. conflates Arab wars to link the 

celebration in the garden to the U.S. invasion of Iraq and attempts to represent this war as 

a mission for peace rather than an operation to protect personal interests in the region. 

Additionally, as Hishmeh suggests, Bush’s appearance demonstrates that the U.S. 

government has no racial bias towards Arabs or Muslims, because it values the work and 

contributions of Arabs to American culture, art, and life, even enough to block off streets 

and invite the Marine Band. Of course, it helps that America can claim Gibran as one of 

its own, while maintaining a certain level of difference between his origins and his 

adopted home and language, English.  

Bush Sr. is not the first to instrumentalize Gibran’s more palatable public persona 

and memory in this way. In fact, he draws on an already circulating body of discourse 
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about Gibran and takes a cue from the author’s own playbook, in which he often 

presented himself as an agreeable and translatable Arab figure. In fact, Gibran’s own self-

fashioning participates in the politicization of Arabness and interventionist strategies both 

deliberately and unconsciously, for during his lifetime Gibran sought to create a 

marketable and consumable image of himself to sell books, an image that sets the Arab 

Middle East in some distant, premodern past for the Western reader. Moreover, as 

Hishmeh proposes, Gibran had an “ability to transcend his Arab ancestry … by 

dissolving his ethnic heritage into an image much more palatable to an American public.” 

Drawing on stereotypes of the Eastern mystic, Gibran’s performance conceals the reality 

of Arab lives to establish a dialogue between East and West that is predicated on the 

existent archive, one that gains validity in its presumed access to the ancient wisdom of 

the Holy Land and the spiritual power of the East. Exploited and praised during his life as 

well as after his death in 1931, Gibran’s work and self-presentation produce and 

reproduce dominant stereotypes and ideas about Arab identity already in global 

circulation. His work performs a kind of Arabness that draws on existing representations 

of the “other” steeped in a Western idea of the East that conflates images of the Far East, 

South East Asia, the Middle East, and North Africa, a continuation of Orientalist tropes 

and practices, “a Western style for dominating, restructuring, and having authority over” 

these places and peoples, as Edward Said argues in Orientalism.16  

However, there is also the “counterpublic figure” of Gibran to which Hishmeh 

refers: the author and artist whose works speak against even his own palatable image and 

perform a Syrian and Arab nationalist image whose complex relationship to identity 
                                                

16 Said, Orientalism, 3.  
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shifts throughout his lifetime. In the case of Gibran, Miriam Ghani’s propositions—

which I quote in the epigraph to this chapter— provide an important inroad into my 

investigation, as she argues that anyone who comes into contact with an archive—be they 

administrators, archivists, researchers, or janitors—“perform[s]” and affects the archive’s 

meaning and context “for its public.” Each of these performances is “refracted” and 

“reflected” in the archive and its uses, creating a “path through the records that can be 

retraced.” As I attempt to distinguish between the “performance” of an archive and the 

“performative mode” of archival practice, Ghani’s insights together with Gibran’s 

peculiar position in Arab American history produce an important alliance, one that 

establishes the archive’s encounters as intertwined with its meaning and its performative 

aspects. Gibran’s encounters with the archive and the collection of his own works blend 

into what I call Gibran discourse—a both popular and academic mode of talking about 

the most famous Arab American author. In an effort to show how the external world 

affects the archive and its meaning, the entanglement of Gibran’s work with Gibran 

discourse offers an important example in the history of Arab and Arab American 

production. Gibran, who often functions as an empty signifier bound by the discourses of 

identity and universality, two concepts that feel both semantically and syntactically 

incompatible, supports a multiplicity of narratives about Arabs and Americans. However, 

Gibran’s performance as an empty signifier also reflects in the archive of his works, 

retracing the shadow that his dominant image casts over his “counterpublic figure.”  

To complicate this reading of Gibran as an empty signifier, however, I also 

invoke the language of Said in his essay “The Text, the World, the Critic,” cited in the 
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second epigraph to this chapter. Here, Said argues that “texts impose constraints and 

limits upon their interpretation,”17 which means that they cannot be interpreted to mean 

anything or everything.  Gibran’s prose and poetry have spoken to readers for more than 

a century, and his image and biography have been exploited for social and political gain. 

This is because his work and the discourse surrounding his art and writing “dissolve” his 

heritage, as Hishmeh suggests, while also paradoxically countering dominant 

representations of Arab history. Because his texts were produced in a specific world, as 

Said’s essay reminds us literary works always are, Gibran’s art and writing “function” in 

a manner that acts “in the world,” whether or not they are translated, adapted, revised, 

and reclaimed.18 Each iteration expands the meaning of Gibran, refracting the archive as 

Ghani suggests, while also placing new “limits” on its interpretation; this is how the text 

“acts” in and counteracts the world.  

Taking Said’s configuration of the text and applying it to the archive, the 

complexity of how we read and interpret individual or collective works begins to break 

down the ability of any text to “act” in the world. Reading Ghani and Said together in the 

context of the unique case of Gibran allows us to see that what Said refers to as text also 

applies to the archive as image; it is clear that while interpretation is not limitless, 

interpretations and encounters with the text are, in Ghani’s words, “reflected in the 

archive, as the interpretation becomes another record, or another path through the records 

that can be retraced,” another projection onto the past.19 As Ghani suggests, “each 

                                                
17 Said, “The Text, the World, the Critic,” 9. 
18 Said, “The Text, the World, the Critic,” 9.  
19 Ghani, “‘What We Left Unfinished,’” 45.  
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performance refracts the archive,” diverting the text or the archive’s ability to “act”—to 

“place” itself, as Said suggests, in the world. Instead, its “place[ment]” is multiple, 

“refracted” and “retraced” through each encounter with the archive. While this 

multiplicity does not undo the “constraints and limits” the text places on itself, it shows 

how the numerous “paths” and multiple interpretations of one particular text might 

“refract” its meaning and its place in history. In the case of Gibran, the multiplicity of 

paths “through the records” of his archive retraces the repetitive narrative of his 

assimilation, where his image as a palatable Arab repeats regardless of what his texts 

might say, concealing the intricacy of his place in the world. In the same vein, Gibran’s 

project and the discourses that surround his work maintain and even mobilize a similar 

narrative, one that is not evacuated of political sentiment, but instead is molded into 

justifications for Bush Sr.’s war with Iraq, Bill Clinton’s “Shock and Awe” campaign, 

George W. Bush’s “War on Terror,” Barack Obama’s drone strikes, and Donald Trump’s 

“Muslim Bans.” In fact, the very rhetoric used to justify each of these campaigns appears 

in Gibran’s self-marketing and self-Orientalizing as well as his “nationalistic leanings,” 

because his work and popularity make the figure of the Arab a visible commodity, a 

circulating and consumable identity that marks a downward spiral of modern life in Arab 

nations and posits a people in need of imperial intervention.20 Reading such deployments 

of Gibran’s work and his biography is necessary to “retrace the path” his various archives 

take.  

In this chapter, I look at Gibran’s unique case to link archival practices and 

refractions with modes of adaptation, a process of gathering that includes variations on 
                                                

20 Bawardi, The Making of Arab Americans, 66. 
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history and literature, and I devise a way of thinking about remediation as a method of 

locating the internal contours of an archive. I discuss and complicate Allen’s question—

“why Gibran”—by reflecting on the many adaptations of the author before and after his 

death in 1931. The example of the Kahlil Gibran Memorial Garden represents one such 

adaptation. I focus on Gibran to consider the ways that archives repeat, reproduce, and 

reiterate, and in the specific instance of Arab American history, I examine the role Gibran 

plays in that repetition. Performing his identity to his readers and funders, Gibran’s work 

radiates what it means to archive in the performative mode, a subjective and self-

reflexive method of producing evidence and calling attention to and concealing its 

production at the same time. Interpretations and adaptations of Gibran cast a long shadow 

across his production as an author and an artist, refracting his archive outside the 

“constraints and limit[ations]” of his language and brush strokes. Exemplifying the ways 

in which archives are consciously and unconsciously collected in each of the case studies 

I will highlight in Archival Frictions, the figure of Gibran is unique in that it disrupts 

individual accounts of Arabness while also maintaining broad narratives of Arab-

American identity and relations. 

To investigate these questions, I focus on Gibran’s poetry and prose, and in 

particular, on the recent adaptation of The Prophet in the 2014 animated film Kahlil 

Gibran’s The Prophet,21 produced by Salma Hayek22 and directed by Roger Allers of The 

Lion King. This adaptation of Gibran’s most famous work, an animated film version of 

                                                
21 Roger Allers, dir., Kahlil Gibran's The Prophet, produced by Salma Hayek, performed by Liam 

Neeson, Salma Hayek, and Quvenzhané Wallis (2014; New York, NY: GKIDS, 2016), DVD. 
22 Throughout this chapter I will refer to Salma Hayek as Hayek, citing her work in footnotes as 

Hayek-Pinault when appropriate. She uses both iterations of her name in her contemporary filmic and 
written works.  
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The Prophet, fuses the author’s biography with the text’s universal messages to construct 

a reductive narrative that is the mirror-image of contemporary representations of the 

Arabic-speaking world, transforming Gibran into a symbol of hope and a voice against 

tyranny. I consider this adaptation alongside recent attempts to revive “the prophet” 

Gibran, for the promotion of a “kinder, gentler world” in the West and its investment in a 

violent, war-torn Middle East. I also look at recent claims that President John F. Kennedy 

borrowed Gibran’s language to promote messages of American patriotism as 

interpretations that conflate Gibran’s commitment to the United States with official U.S. 

foreign policy. I consider the ways that adaptations produce, perform, and conceal the 

archive in relation to figures like Gibran and Arabs in global visibility, looking at the man 

and his work to argue that the discourse surrounding Gibran is often stretched, changed, 

and applied to situations that have little to do with his writing and often avoid his politics 

altogether. His name and visage deploy a malleable image of what it means to be Arab in 

America and the discursive practices of Gibran’s memory offer insightful ways of 

thinking through appeals to essentializing universals, often deliberately invoked at the 

expense of other Arab and Arab American narratives and experiences.  

Finally, in this chapter, I argue that Gibran’s counter-public figure emerges as a 

performance of the archive and appears as a response to life in exile and modern 

alienation. Through his work and his performance of Arabness, Gibran resurrects this lost 

history, one that he imagines might have existed in some unspecified ancient past, and he 

(re)invents this history to insist on the transnational quality of Arab identity. While 

Gibran was often elusive about his own background, his texts placed themselves in the 
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world alongside an historical claim to Arabness, an identity construct connected to 

multiple histories, from those of the Phoenicians to those of the Hittites, and to multiple 

geographies, from the Holy Lands of the Fertile Crescent to the deserts of the Arabian 

Peninsula. Making a similar argument, Juan R. I. Cole claims that in Gibran’s “Ash of 

Centuries” the author’s “idyllic depiction of Seleucid Syria … as vibrant and affluent in 

contrast to the poverty-stricken Arab herdsmen and peasants of the Bekaa valley in his 

own time, makes an incidental statement about the past national glory and present 

decadence.”23 Anticipating the arguments of Benedict Anderson’s Imagined 

Communities, Gibran performs the spiritual history of Arabs through the construction of 

his literary and artistic archive, one that houses and often conceals an identity linked to 

“past national glory” through his own performance of the essentialized Arab mystic. His 

project, steeped in Orientalist categories, allows Gibran’s readers to experience diaspora 

through a visual and textual return to his homeland, one that is often imagined and 

performed within the “idyllic” past to conceal the “decadence” in a global present.   

The Life of “This Man from Lebanon” 

Planning for the Kahlil Gibran Memorial Garden began in 1983, when Sheryl 

Ameen, a co-founder of the Khalil Gibran Centennial Foundation who was instrumental 

in the memorial’s construction, made an appeal to national identity and to the 

significance of recognizing Lebanon as an independent nation in the U.S. capital through 

Lebanon’s most famous son, Gibran. As quoted in a magazine article in Aramco World 

                                                
23 Juan R. I. Cole, “Introduction,” to Kahlil Gibran, Spirit Brides, trans. Juan R. I. Cole (Santa 

Cruz, CA: White Cloud Press, 1993), xviii. 
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from 1983, Ameen argued that “‘almost every other nationality has [a monument] 

somewhere in the capital but the Lebanese do not.’”24 Therefore, she and a group of other 

Arab Americans “proposed the issue of a commemorative stamp by the U.S. Post Office 

and—a long term project—[a] hope to establish a Gibran museum, possibly in Boston, to 

house Gibran’s work.”25 When the memorial was built eight years later, the organizers 

continued to defend its significance in the printed program notes that accompanied its 

opening. The program circulated to attendees on that day in 1991 suggests that the garden 

signifies the “continuity of tone that runs throughout the works of Gibran,” as his 

writings speak to the part of everyone that is “lonely,” “alienated,” and “yearning for 

connections.” The program continues, 

Beneath all his prophetic masks, Gibran’s lyric cry for connection is his most 

authentic voice. Hungering for real unity, Gibran is ever attempting to lift himself 

up by his own bootstraps, to deliver truths or at least prolegomena to the 

multitudes in old societies or new, or to come, on social and cosmic questions. 

But ever behind these pronunciations is the Gibran of unsureness, of profound 

melancholy, of tragic vision.26  

In this jumble of mixed metaphors about what makes Gibran worthy of federal land, the 

team of Arab Americans behind the garden’s construction paint the image of a tortured 

                                                
24 Aileen Vincent-Barwood, “Gibran Remembered,” Aramco World (March-April 1983), 5, Box 

219, Folder 3, Faris and Yamna Naff Arab American Collection, Smithsonian National Museum of 
American History, Washington, D.C., Accessed February 2016. 

25 Vincent-Barwood, “Gibran Remembered,” 6.  
26 “The Kahlil Gibran Memorial Garden: A Gift to the People of the United States,” program notes 

from the Kahlil Gibran Memorial Garden’s opening, Box 219, Folder 3, Faris and Yamna Naff Arab 
American Collection, Smithsonian National Museum of American History, Washington, D.C., Accessed 
February 2016. 
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Romantic artist, whose Protestant-like work ethic allowed him to transcend national, 

religious, and historical divides to speak a melancholic truth to the world, a world where 

few people can truly hear the wisdom in Gibran’s simple prose. Laden with 

contradictions about the artist’s legacy, this account of Gibran’s life underscores the 

layers of “prophetic masks” the author wore during and after his life. The description 

celebrates what made Gibran “American,” in the most insipid sense of the term, as it 

stresses that the author immigrated, worked hard, and achieved the “tragic vision” of the 

American Dream. Yet the suggestion that Gibran “lift[ed] himself up by his own 

bootstraps” by addressing “cosmic” questions and by speaking “truths” to a “yearning” 

public produces a semantically uneven effect and pinpoints a glaring contradiction in 

Gibran’s biography: his Prophet gained material success, while the man died young with 

little beyond his heritage to keep his bootstraps in place. Ultimately, the depiction of 

Gibran in the memorial’s program speaks more than it perhaps intended, as the text 

suggests that somewhere “beneath all his prophetic masks,” Gibran “pronounces” a lost 

truth, not one of spiritual or cosmic enlightenment, but an “unsureness” and “a profound 

melancholy” that engulfs this American century. As for the garden, it serves as yet 

another “prophetic mask,” as there is nothing particularly “American,” “Arab,” or 

“Lebanese” about it. It has some nice benches, a few flowering trees, a bronze bust of the 

late author, and a few quotations from his work carved into stone benches.   

The garden was built in 1991, but planning began in 1983, the year that marked 

one hundred years after Gibran’s birth. In 1983, according to an article in Aramco World, 

Gibran was everywhere: “Suddenly, from Boston to Beirut, they’re remembering Gibran: 
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Kahlil Gibran, Lebanon’s beloved poet, painter, philosopher and mystic—a writer who 

irrevocably changed modern Arabic poetry, and who is probably the one modern Arab 

writer known throughout the world.”27 Charting this international chorus of recognition 

“from Boston to Beirut,” the article cites that “President [Gamayel] of Lebanon … 

announced” that 1983 should be known as “Kahlil Gibran International Year,” and 

describes events taking place across the United States, the author’s adopted home.28 In 

Boston, where Gibran first lived with his family after immigrating to the United States, 

there was a celebration at the Boston Public Library to open a month-long exhibit of his 

artwork. In Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, and Pittsburgh, festivities were held to 

commemorate the author’s life and work. In Washington, D.C., Ameen was busy 

lobbying for some kind of homage to the Lebanese author. According to Aramco World, 

“beyond all this is the story of a remarkable man: Kahlil Gibran, an ethnic folk hero in his 

youth, a cult figure in the 1960’s youth movements, a respected representative of 

symbolist art and the author of a small, philosophical book that by 1983 had sold some 

seven million copies.”29 Of course, that book was The Prophet, which remains one of the 

bestselling books of all time.  

Whether or not one has read this astoundingly popular book or knows Gibran’s 

name, most have encountered his text in fragments: as an intertext in other literary works, 

in film, on television, on greeting cards, or at wedding ceremonies; his verse and prose 

adored for expressing some profound truth about the nature of life and things, and for 

many, satisfying a desire for spiritual connection in a world increasingly dominated by 

                                                
27 Vincent-Barwood, “Gibran Remembered,” 5.  
28 Ibid.  
29 Vincent-Barwood, “Gibran Remembered,” 6. 
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capital. In fact, in his personal letters, Gibran even suggests that he had access to the 

“beyond,” to something greater than this world, as when he writes of God to his 

benefactress, Mary Haskell, or to his later assistant, Barbara Young: “if I could only 

describe Him to you,” he tells Haskell in 1908, “if I could only tell you of the sad joy in 

His eyes.”30 For these women, as well as many others, Gibran was a wise man with a link 

to the divine world; but for the numerous critics of the poet, his fans’ devotion represents 

the real mystery of Gibran’s legacy. 

Brook Wilensky-Lanford suggests that The Prophet “produces conflicting 

reactions [even] in its fans,” who are “nostalgic for and possibly embarrassed by how the 

book made them feel.”31 Highlighting the very paradox between Gibran discourse and his 

actual work, between the public figure of Gibran and his counterpublic shadow, her quip 

underlines a reason for such diverse responses to the book’s form: it “may be both ‘very 

meaningful’ and too ridiculous to talk about.”32 In her reverential account of Gibran’s life 

and work in The Man from Lebanon, Barbara Young argues that The Prophet captured 

something that everyone at the time of its publication already felt in the air. After 

discussing the profound effect of The Prophet on readers from scientists to lawyers, 

philosophers, and poets, Young insists that  

the sensitive reader will discover in it the expression of his own innermost mind 

and spirit ... [and] the reason for this is fundamental. Gibran was not a theorist. He 

                                                
30  Khalil Gibran to Mary Haskell, March 25, 1908, Box 34, Folder 265, Minis Family Papers, 
1739-1948, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC. Accessed March 2016.  
31 Brook Wilensky-Lanford, “An Awkward Adaptation of Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet,” The New 

Yorker, August 5, 2015, accessed April 11, 2019, https://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/an-
awkward-adaptation-of-kahlil-gibrans-the-prophet. 

32 Wilensky-Lanford, “An Awkward Adaptation.” 
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said, “If you must call me something, say I am a life-ist!” His words are not a 

clever arrangement of beautiful subtleties, but the simple and direct expression of 

man’s greatest needs and of the answers to these needs.33  

As one of the poet’s closest devotees near the end of his life, Young suggests that Gibran 

was popular because he was able to locate some truth about life that he spoke to and for 

everyone: the scientific thinkers, the rhetoricians, and the artists. All could read Gibran 

and feel touched by his poetry and prose. “Gibran told us nothing new,” she writes, 

because “there was and is nothing new to be told. His word is a restatement of essential 

truth that he had come through the ages to acquire. The Prophet is not a creation of 

Gibran’s imagination, but rather a crystallization of accumulated love and wisdom.”34 

Dismissing authorial intention or creativity, Young claims that Gibran was merely a 

vessel through which the truth emerged, and his book, an archive of “love and wisdom.” 

In this vision, the author could have been anyone, and as Young intimates, he and his 

writing signified whatever his readers wanted to see. However, Gibran’s biography—as 

an Arab, a Lebanese, a Syrian, as a man from the Holy Land living in diaspora in the 

United States—gave credence to his status as a “prophet,” and he became a vessel 

through which his publishers turned a profit. His value as mystic was counted in dollars 

by those who deployed his “prophetic masks” for economic purposes rather than for 

human connection to the divine.  

 Of course, for the spiritual cynic, the value of Gibran’s work lies in its ability to 

fetch a price. However, I begin here to consider what it is about this man’s writing that 

                                                
33 Barbara Young, This Man from Lebanon: A Study of Kahlil Gibran (New York: Alfred A. 

Knopf, 1945), 17. 
34 Young, This Man from Lebanon, 18. 
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affects its readers in such profoundly different ways. Why do some criticize and others 

praise? Considering both his biography as well as the various roles he played and the 

costumes he wore as an artist and as an Arab in America, I ask: how did this man come to 

be a representative of the Arab ideal in Western rhetoric, and why in Arab American 

studies, archives, and communities does the specter of “Kahlil” Gibran lurk in the 

shadows of every text and inquiry, from historical analyses of early Arab American 

immigration to investigations into the politics and poetics of Arab nationalism in the 

United States and abroad? Why are academic positions, awards, galas, and scholarships 

named after him, and why are essays and books composed about him, if his text is too 

ridiculous to even talk about? Perhaps Young and the organizers of Gibran’s memorial 

have located an answer: Gibran’s collection of “prophets” posits a particular kind of 

Arab/Arab American history—one that situates the loss of a universal and romantic past 

in the wake of capitalist modernity, concealing the specificity of home/national origin 

within discursive practice through the performance of and return to a simpler past, 

something for which even Americans yearn. 

Devotees see Gibran as a prophet himself, and they transform the universal 

messages of his works into a remedy for the afflictions of modern life. In her history of 

Arab American literature, Evelyn Shakir offers insight into how Gibran transformed 

himself into the “mystic,” as she describes his deliberate use of Arab identity and 

American consumerism to achieve fame and wealth in the United States. She writes that 

his  
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strategy was to play along with audience expectations, not of course the hard-core 

stereotype of the lascivious Oriental infidel, but another stock role apparently as 

congenial to him as it was seductive to his audience. In The Prophet, he takes on 

the persona of Almustafa (“The Chosen,” an Eastern oracle whose aphorisms 

transcend the teachings of any sect but whose Biblical cadences, syntax, and 

diction place him in the company of Jesus). At the same time, a brooding photo of 

the author (on the back of the book jacket) encourages readers to confuse Gibran 

himself with Almustafa, as does the blurb below announcing that Gibran “was 

born in Lebanon, a land that has produced many prophets.”35 

To his fans, Gibran’s biography is as important as the words he writes, because the land 

from which he comes holds more than mysteries: it is the site of Bible stories. Taking a 

cue from the early Syrian peddlers who worked across the United States as traveling 

salesmen and women hawking goods from the “Holy Land,” Gibran peddled Christian 

myth infused with Islamic mystery to curious Americans seeking meaning in Biblical 

cadences and material objects. He incorporated vaguely religious imagery into his written 

texts as well as his paintings and drawings, encouraging his audience to connect the 

author and his origins to the work itself. Convenient and profitable as it may have been, 

Gibran’s project was rooted in the political, as he merged Biblical figures with Islam’s 

“prophets” to highlight the convergence of these two religions in the historical trajectory 

of Arabs at home and abroad. 

                                                
35 Evelyn Shakir, “Arab-American Literature,” New Immigrant Literatures in the United States: A 

Sourcebook to Our Multicultural Literary Heritage, ed. Alpana S Sharma Knippling (Westport, CT: 
Greenwood Press, 1996), 5.  
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Gibran was born in Bsharri, in the Qadisha Valley of Mount Lebanon, in 1883. 

The son of a handsome drunk, also named Khalil, and a woman called Kamila, “who 

came from a family of Maronite priests,”36 Gibran entered the world sometime near the 

beginning of that year, and while his birthday is often cited as January 6, his exact date of 

birth is unknown.37 At the time, Bsharri’s population consisted of mostly Maronite 

Catholics, but it was a region that hosted Druze, Muslims and other Christians, who lived 

together in this space with little conflict. In 1895, Gibran together with his brother, two 

sisters, and their mother immigrated to Boston, leaving Greater Syria “partly to escape 

the poverty and restrictions of Ottoman rule, [and] partly to escape from a drunken 

husband and father.”38 They landed in Boston’s South End, among other immigrant 

communities, and quickly located the Syrian quarter in the city, where a twelve-year-old 

Gibran entered American schools. Here, his name was shortened and Anglicized from 

Jubrān Khalīl Jubrān to simply Kahlil Gibran, and “the acculturation of the little boy to 

America began with his acceptance of an abbreviated name, one more time-saving and 

compatible to the American bureaucratic ear and eye” and orthography.39 Producing the 

would-be-performer long before his work became an anthem for all people, Gibran’s 

identity was determined by those around him from an early age, and the young immigrant 

learned to perform for his surroundings, manipulating his body, name, and identity in 

response to external desires. 

                                                
36 Kahlil and Jean Gibran, Kahlil Gibran: Beyond Borders (Northampton, MA: Interlink Books, 

2017), 3.  
37 Kahlil and Jean Gibran, Beyond Borders, 5.   
38 Nasser, “Cultural Discontinuity in the Works of Kahlil Gibran,” 22.  
39 Kahlil and Jean Gibran, Beyond Borders, 26.  
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The family lived near Denison House, a settlement house founded in 1892 that 

provided social programs for neighborhood residents, most of whom were immigrants. 

Settlement houses created spaces in poor urban areas to bring art and culture as well as 

social reform to low-income families. Denison made important contributions to the 

communities it served, and as Gibran’s biographers suggest, it “made significant inroads 

into the community’s social life, and their South End neighbors began to trust these well-

bred, educated social workers.”40 Among Denison’s visitors was a young Gibran, 

intrigued by its poetry, arts, and literature classes, an interest that would shape his life and 

his future role in the Arab American arts communities in Boston and New York. At 

Denison he met a politically-motivated American woman, Florence Peirce, who took an 

interest in the young Gibran, one that would change his life. Through Peirce, he was 

introduced to Jessie Fremont Beale, who wrote to Fred Holland Day, photographer and 

publisher, about Gibran, whom she called a “little Assyrian boy” with a great talent for 

drawing.41 In her letter, she suggests that “he is not connected with any society, so any 

one befriending the little chap would be entirely free to do with him what would seem in 

their judgement wise,” suggesting that the young Gibran’s ability would benefit greatly 

from an “artistic education.”42 While Day, of Copeland and Day publishers, took an 

interest in Gibran’s art samples, he asked for a meeting namely because he found the 

boy’s appearance and identity compelling. At the time, Day was in the process of 

working on a portrait series, which he insisted would reinvent and transform the use of 

the photograph as an artistic medium. Day focused on the human figure and, as Kahlil 

                                                
40 Ibid.  
41 Kahlil and Jean Gibran, Beyond Borders, 35.  
42 Ibid.  
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and Jean Gibran note, Day stated that he aimed to photograph “‘the most striking, 

unusual, and weirdly picturesque set of models.’”43 When he met a young Gibran, then 

only fifteen, he saw in him a most intriguing specimen and photographed the young boy 

in fezzes and Eastern garb, captioning the photographs with titles like “The Young 

Sheikh.”44  

While in Day’s company, Gibran met many important benefactors and figures 

who would play a key role in his life, allowing the poor Syrian boy some financial 

security and opportunity to pursue his art. Moreover, as he spent more time with Day, it 

became clear to a young Gibran that his “heritage” was a sought-after commodity in the 

early-twentieth-century United States, something that would gain him credibility or, at 

the very least, interest from cultured and wealthy Americans. Biographer Robin 

Waterfield suggests that for a young and impressionable Gibran, his relationship with 

Day was transformative: 

At some point [Gibran] decides: whatever it is that Day sees in him, he will live 

up to it. There must be things of great value in him; he must really be of noble 

blood, physically or metaphorically. It never occurred to him that this other side 

of him was merely a figment of Day’s imagination … In short, the enduring 

legacy of Fred Holland Day to Kahlil Gibran was not just that he educated him 

and thereby gave him his voice, but also convinced him that there was more to 

him than meets the undiscerning eye.45 

                                                
43 Kahlil and Jean Gibran, Beyond Borders, 42.  
44 Kahlil and Jean Gibran, Beyond Borders, 45. 
45 Robin Waterfield, Prophet: The Life and Times of Kahlil Gibran (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 
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According to Waterfield, Day’s influence on Gibran created “the prophet” he would later 

become to admirers like Barbara Young and Mary Haskell, not because he learned to 

adapt and read what people wanted from him, but because he actually believed that 

desired fiction to some extent. Of course, Waterfield counters this opinion as well, 

suggesting that Gibran’s constant need to perform this identity weighed on his 

conscience, leading to a formidable inner conflict in the author’s life. In either case, the 

encounter with Day had a profound effect on Gibran’s appeal to his own origins, history, 

and migration in his work, as these became a lucrative part of his identity, one that 

provided access to education, art, and travel.  

Through Day, Gibran would meet numerous members of the Boston art 

community who wanted to marvel at his difference in order to maintain their own ideas 

about what the “Eastern” world looked like. For example, artist Lilla Cabot Perry asked 

to paint the boy when he was still in his teens, and she dressed him in an “extraordinary 

costume” for the piece, in which he stands “holding what appears to be a sword” with a 

“demeanor [that] evokes confidence and dignity, along with a faint disdain.”46 However 

absurd this may have seemed to the young boy from Mount Lebanon, who certainly 

would have recognized the outfit’s orientalist assumptions even if that terminology did 

not exist at the time, the portrait landed Gibran a design gig, as he later drew the cover for 

Cabot Perry’s collection of poetry and other books published by Day.47 As an adult, 

Gibran would continue this tradition with members of his own community, illustrating 

works like Ameen Rihani’s The Book of Khalid, the Arabic arts magazine Gibran co-

                                                
46 Kahlil and Jean Gibran, Beyond Borders, 51.  
47 Kahlil and Jean Gibran, Beyond Borders, 54.  
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edited called al-Funūn, and other essays and books published by members of al-Rābiṭah 

al-Qalamiyyah, the Pen League, an Arab American literary group to which Gibran 

belonged in the 1910s and 1920s. However, in the early years of Gibran’s development as 

an artist, writer, and thinker, it was his drawing that intrigued members of the American 

art world. He painted and drew, producing portraits of his family members and Arab 

contemporaries as well as members of the American art and literary scene, like Samuel 

Clemens (also known as Mark Twain), and his close friend, the poet Josephine Peabody 

Prescott.  

For his Western benefactors and friends, Gibran played the role of the “Eastern” 

stranger, a jumbled amalgamation of the West’s ideas about “the Orient,” including the 

Middle East, Southeast Asia, and the Far East. But to his Arab contemporaries, Gibran’s 

deeper interests were reflected in his political and aesthetic writings. His first written 

publication in Arabic, Nubdha fī Fann al-Musīqā (“On Music”), came out in 1905 and 

focused on the spiritual importance of music in the Middle East and its historical 

developments, and his other contributions to Arabic-language journals like al-Funūn 

focused on artistic and literary forms. In Arabic-speaking countries, Gibran was seen as 

an innovator of Arabic poetics, an image that countered his public performance in the 

U.S. art world, a space that essentialized his background according to Western 

ethnocentrism. In An Introduction to the History of Modern Arabic Literature, J. 

Brugman argues that “the Romantic outlook on life of the writers of the mahgar”48 or 

                                                
48 Mahjar (émigré) in Modern Standard Arabic as well as Lebanese and Syrian dialects of Arabic 

is pronounced mahgar in the Egyptian Arabic. The letter jīm in Arabic is pronounced like the “j” in “jet” in 
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émigré poets, like Gibran, “attracted attention in Egypt, and their individualism and lack 

of training in the classical literary subjects and techniques, often brought along a breach 

with the literary past.”49 Focusing on writers like Gibran and Ameen Rihani, Brugman 

suggests that it is unclear the extent to which the politics and poetics of these early 

émigré writers from North America influenced writers in Egypt in the early twentieth 

century, but many of their works were published and circulated in Cairo, and their 

“breach with the literary past” certainly contributed to the Nahda, or Arab renaissance. 

The mahjar authors also were read by Arabic readers abroad, who would have been 

intrigued by their disregard for the strictures of poetic forms in Arabic literary traditions 

and their audacity to cover topics left untouched by Arab (and even American) writers.  

Gibran “seems to have drawn the greatest attention,” Brugman continues, as “al-

Agniḥah al-mutakassirah [The Broken Wings, 1911] was reviewed by the poet Walī al-

Dīn Yaken [Yakan],” and his “al-Mawākib [The Processions, 1918] was reviewed soon 

after its publication by many authors in Egypt and quickly became a widely known and 

admired work.”50 In The Broken Wings, which was later adapted to film by Egyptian 

director Youssef Maalouf in 1962, Gibran tells a semi-autobiographical story of lovers in 

Beirut who are unable to marry because of outdated laws and regressive religious leaders. 

Gibran’s Broken Wings critiques the institution of marriage and the history of patriarchy, 

as the female protagonist, Selma, speaks of the limited roles women are expected to play 

in society and the relative freedom of men. She tells Gibran in the diegetic world of the 

                                                                                                                                            
well as most written forms of this particular dialect, the jīm in mahjar is pronounced like the “g” in 
“garage” or “garden,” which makes mahjar mahgar in Egyptian. 

49 J. Brugman, An Introduction to the History of Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt (Leiden: E. J. 
Brill, 1984), 106. 

50 Brugman, Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, 107-108. 
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story, “you are free to traverse the world, making of your heart a torch to light your way. 

You can think, talk, and act freely; you can write your name on the face of life because 

you are a man; you can live as a master because your father’s wealth will not place you in 

the slave market to be bought and sold; you can marry the woman of your choice.”51 

Giving voice to women’s limitations, not just in Lebanon, but worldwide, Gibran’s 

protagonist calls attention to the possessive nature of marriage and the ways in which 

men buy and sell women to strengthen the connections and wealth of men. In The 

Processions, Gibran tackles the question of humans living within a social order through a 

series of poetic works and dialogues.52 According to Ahmed Majdoubeh’s assessment of 

this text, it is in The Processions that Gibran demonstrates the influence of American 

transcendentalists Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau on his own thinking 

in Arabic, as Majdoubeh argues that Gibran’s work critiques the ways that “people in the 

social state seem to have lost their sense of personal worth, their sense of individual 

calling, and their very individuality.”53 For this reason, Gibran, Emerson, and Thoreau 

refer to people as “the ‘mass’ and the ‘herd’ precisely because they are incapable of 

defining or distinguishing themselves in any recognizable way.”54  

In Egypt and the Middle East, Gibran’s works infused Arabic writing with the 

politics of gender equality and freedom as well as the philosophy of Arab and American 

writers. In his Western life, Gibran performed his identity as a simulacrum of an Oriental 
                                                

51 Kahlil Gibran, The Broken Wings published in The Treasured Writings of Kahlil Gibran, ed. 
Martin L Wolf and Andrew Dib Sherfan, trans. Anthony Rizcallah Ferris (Edison, NJ: Castle Books, 1975), 
387-88. 

52 al-Mawākib is often translated as The Procession instead of The Processions in English-
language versions.  

53 Ahmed Majdoubeh, “Gibran’s The Procession in the Transcendental Context,” Arabica 49:4 
(2002), 481.  

54 Majdoubeh, “Gibran’s The Procession in the Transcendental Context,” 481.  
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idea, but his political life in the Arab community seeped into the various roles he played 

in the east and west. Gibran played the role of the artist and intellectual in both worlds, 

but in Arabic, his writing about language, politics, and aesthetics was more visible to his 

readers who were not blinded by their fantasies about the author’s connection to the Holy 

Land. They did, however, read Gibran as an Americanized Arab, part of the mahjar 

tradition of writers who wrote from a perspective somewhere between the Middle East 

and the United States. The deep well of Gibran’s Arabic production in the United States 

and abroad is tucked away in various archives, and until recently, largely overlooked by 

Western academics because of The Prophet’s success, and because Gibran drew on 

rehearsed assumptions about his homeland, a point that Shakir takes up in her work about 

Gibran and the mahjar. She suggests that the “implicit claim that the Arab homeland is a 

fountainhead of wisdom and spirituality (repeated by some Arab-American writers down 

to our own day)” provided Gibran with success in American, Arab American, and their 

crossover communities during his lifetime.55 However, Shakir goes on to suggest that 

“the first generation of Arab-American writers (as might be expected of immigrants in an 

age of rampant xenophobia) dressed carefully for their encounter with the American 

public, putting on a guise of prophet, preacher, or man of letters. They could not hide 

their foreignness, but they could make it respectable.”56 Unlike many readings that 

dismiss Gibran’s performed identity,  like Waterfield’s, which suggests that he might 

have believed himself a prophet, Shakir’s calls attention to the self-reflexive nature of 

this performance, arguing that each Arab writer tapped into the performative aspects of 
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identity and knowledge and used these to reflect on the way his or her community was 

viewed in the eyes of Americans as well as those of their global reading publics. Of 

course, when Gibran wrote, the circulating image of Arabs was less threatening than the 

stereotypes that dominate today, but that does not mean that Gibran and his 

contemporaries were unaware of the negative stereotypes and narratives of “Oriental 

backwardness” that proliferated in American discourses of the East and Middle East. 

According to Waterfield, Gibran presented different ideas of himself to confidants 

like Mīkhā’īl Nu‘ayma, a Syrian American author and a fellow member of the Pen 

League, and Haskell, the headmistress of a school and daughter of a wealthy Southerner. 

Waterfield argues that Gibran told Haskell, his sometimes lover, friend, and benefactor, 

that his family in Lebanon was wealthy and educated, but he told Nu‘ayma that his father 

was a drunk and his family destitute. Submitting to the different criteria for artistic 

“authenticity,” Gibran tells a fellow writer and Arab American the truth about his 

dysfunctional family while lying to his wealthy American benefactress, a move that 

suggests recognition of the demands of different performances for different audiences. 

This discrepancy shows that each reader/friend desires different narratives from Gibran’s 

past in order to truly appreciate the legitimacy of his work: for Nu‘ayma, truth lies in the 

reality of Mount Lebanon’s poverty and struggle, and for Haskell, it exists in the fantasy 

of wealthy Eastern mystics. Further evidence of Gibran’s “masks” appears in his letters to 

Haskell, where Gibran once told the headmistress, “I don’t want anyone to find me out.” 

Waterfield sees in this assertion an allusion to the tall tales of Gibran’s youth that 
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included stories of wise men and mystics, centaurs and nobility.57 While all aspects of 

identity are produced by social constructs, it seems that Gibran’s biography shifted 

between performative gestures, flamboyant masquerades, and authentic confessions 

depending on his audience. Albeit a complicated charade, Gibran’s shifting identity 

points to his awareness that his own existence was always already an interpellation of the 

external world, which was shaped by ideas of the Arab “Other” as a spiritual fantasy for 

his American friends and audiences, and by investments in the political and social 

struggles of the homeland for his Arab American confidants.   

For Gibran, a Syrian émigré from a poor background, his own relationship to 

power rested on the edge of his consciousness, and to maintain the life of an artist and 

writer, he appealed to the highest power for inspiration and impact. In a letter to Haskell 

on May 25, 1908, he writes, 

My soul is intoxicated today. For last night I dreamt of Him who gave the 

kingdom of heaven to man. O if I could only describe Him to you: if I could only 

tell you of the sad joy in His eyes. The bitter sweetness of His lips. The beauty of 

His large hands. The rough woolen garment—and the bare feet—so delicately 

veiled with white dust. And it was all so natural and clean. The mist that makes 

other dreams so dim was not there. I sat near Him and talked to Him as if I had 

always lived with Him. I do not remember His words, and yet I feel them now as 

one feels in the morning the impression of the music he heard the night before. I 
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cannot name the place: I do not remember having seen it. But it was somewhere 

in Syria.58 

Even twelve years before The Prophet, Gibran knew the path he must walk to gain fame 

and influence in the United States, and it was one that placed him right alongside God, 

who conveniently lives “somewhere in Syria.” In his letter to Haskell, the budding 

“wisdom” he will share in The Prophet begins to take shape here. Positioning this letter 

as a revealed text of sorts, Gibran begins to situate himself as close to the divine as any 

prophet in history. While it is possible that his narcissism led him to believe the stories he 

told others, it seems more likely that he knew what people wanted to hear, and he told 

them. We sense Gibran’s savvy awareness of audience in changes of tone and tenor in 

both his early letters to Haskell and the ones he would write later, as she helped him edit 

drafts of The Prophet, and as their discussions shift from deep and meaningful to 

practical and mundane. In these later correspondences, the mystic has departed and 

Gibran simply asks his friend for help with grammar and word choice, as the two 

exchange everyday information and talk about the most recent draft or drawing for what 

would be his most prominent contribution to the world of letters. Of course, this change 

likely indicates a growing familiarity with one another, but it also highlights the fact that 

the performative gesture exists for the production of the text and its ideas and does not 

define the essential quality of the man—he could take it off and put it on when needed.  

According to Cole, it is in this performative mode that Gibran writes “despite his 

Lebanese origins and the influence on him of Arabic literature, from A Thousand and 
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One Nights to the Koran and the Arabic Bible.” 59 Cole argues that it is in the philosophy 

that valorizes some notion of a true “self” bogged down by the laws and systems of 

human language and governments that Gibran exposes himself as “a quintessentially 

American writer, a celebrator of the individual, of progress, of initiative.”60 While Gibran 

was certainly influenced by “American transcendentalism and European Romanticism,” 

as Brugman and Mojdoubeh also suggest, and these styles would surely inform his 

assertive defense of individualism and appeals to the sublimity of nature, Muhsin al-

Musawi argues that Gibran also displayed a “deep engagement with the ethics, values, 

and canons that make up a large portion of Arab cultural traditions. [And] living across 

cultures and traditions, he liberated language from artificiality and let words speak with 

no metrical restrictions.”61 Gibran wrote in Arabic, his native tongue, before he tackled 

writing in English. But his influence by English-language writers, like Emerson and 

Thoreau, and also Walt Whitman and William Blake, infused his Arabic poetry and prose 

with a style free from the “metrical restrictions” of Arabic poetry. Thus Gibran’s work, 

informed by the traditions of English and Arabic writers, made him and other poets in the 

Arab diaspora, like Ameen Rihani, innovators of Arabic literature.  

Gibran “aimed at rebuilding the world,” as Salma Khadra Jayyusi argues, a task 

he tackled through Romantic ideals and formal structures, acting as a cultural translator 

and bridging the gaps between East and West.62 It was also from within these Romantic 
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ideals that Gibran spoke to the political concerns of the Middle East, where he wrote 

about Arab unity and, as Adel Beshara argues, “championed the cause of Syria.”63 

Beshara quotes at length from Gibran’s reply to the French writer Comte de Beauvoir in 

1913. In response to the rumblings that would lead to the First World War and ensuing 

famine in his former home, Gibran’s message to de Beauvoir pulsates with Syrian 

patriotism. Gibran states, 

I write not to narrate a story or record some history, but to bring about reform. My 

compatriots characterize me as a dynamic spirit that causes a ferment of ideas and 

other things of that kind. They describe me in that way because my only purpose 

is to widen intellectual freedom and because I want to see Syria as a nation.64 

Here, Gibran lays out his “purpose” for writing: “to bring about reform” and “to see Syria 

as a nation.” Committed to the cause of Syrian nationalism, Gibran’s universal messages 

are recast as a call to revolution and freedom in his former homeland. At the outbreak of 

war in 1914, Gibran was distraught over the famine and blockades in Syria and Mount 

Lebanon, and he scorned the skirmishes between the Ottomans and the French in Greater 

Syria. He longed to see “Syria as a nation,” where religious freedom was instituted and 

Arabic hailed as the official language. The war and suffering of his people encouraged 

his revolutionary fervor.  

                                                
63 Khalil Gibran, Quoted in Adel Beshara, “A Rebel Syrian: Gibran Kahlil Gibran,” The Origins of 
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In 1917, he and Ameen Rihani, along with numerous other Arab Americans, 

created the Syrian Liberation Community “for the purpose of bringing the Syrian national 

cause to the forefront of international politics.”65 According to Gibran,  

National life is a powerful spirit that emerges from the general interest of the 

nation and propels it towards a single aim regardless of the preferences and 

inclinations of its individual members. It is a genuine and deeply penetrating 

psychological sentiment of love for the land in which man was born and reared, 

for the people to whom he belongs, for the customs to which he had been adapted, 

and for the language that he speaks. It is a patriotic sentiment in the path of which 

man sacrifices his wealth and life.66 

Rather than represent an empty signifier ready to be “revinvent(ed)” by his readers and 

interlocutors, Gibran posits a rootedness in national origin, an identity that emerges from 

historical and spiritual sensibility. Gibran expresses a deep commitment to nationalism 

and to patriotism, which not only has political consequences but also “psychological” 

effects; national identity is greater than the sum of its parts, and it both transcends its 

“individual members” and embeds itself into the psyche of its people through life and 

language. Here, Gibran argues for a historically contingent idea of nationalism, one that 

is not innate, but made. He contends that nationalism “is a genuine and deeply 

penetrating psychological sentiment of love” and that it “emerges from the general 

interest of the nation.” Gibran implies that nationalism involves effort; it is not a given, 

but instead, it “emerges” from “interest in the nation,” and it must be produced. Similarly, 
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he asserts that a “love for the land” is “reared” and “adapted” through “custom,” a 

“deeply penetrating … sentiment” that goes hand in hand with nationalism––this mode of 

“love” that comes from cultural practice and work.    

Disavowing the nationalist “ferment” of Gibran’s work, criticism of the author 

focuses namely on the popular reception of his most famous work, The Prophet, which 

buries his political commitments and harsh critique of modernity under his performance 

of an Arab ideal. Relying on this same impetus, the narrative of early Arab immigration 

reimagines Gibran’s origins and biography to resolve negative tropes about Arabs in each 

decade after the author’s death. In a recently published version of The Prophet, Rupi 

Kaur’s introduction to the text suggests that “decade after decade, The Prophet reinvents 

itself to become what its readers require,” calling the text “a chameleon.”67 As I argue, 

this kind of reading often applies to the text’s author too, as today the world needs an 

adaptable version of Arabness to quell stereotypes as well as to reproduce them. Hishmeh 

contends that the figure of Gibran, both his prophetic and his nationalist guises, makes 

Arabness visible, but it is precisely his performance that demonstrates multiple ways of 

being Arab in the world, one that Bush Sr. borrows to justify a war with Iraq, even as 

others challenge common perceptions of Arabs, Islam, and their attendant archives. 

Gibran’s popularity is contingent upon his place in the United States, his difference, his 

marketable verse and desire for truth and a closeness with God that jibes with capitalist 

modes of production. In fact, he describes the image of this God to Haskell in his letter 

from March 25, 1908, where he recalls a dream of sitting with a deity who looked like 
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many depictions of the ideal and imagined Christian savior: he wore a “rough woolen 

garment,” his feet were bare, he had a “sad joy in His eyes,” his presence lifted the “mist 

that makes other dreams so dim,” and perhaps most importantly, his power on earth came 

from “somewhere in Syria,” the Holy Land. The religion Gibran presents has already 

been bought and sold: it appeals to secularist desires and universals, and it makes 

Arabness palatable and the Middle East consumable through its connection to the Holy 

Land. It provides the justification for imperial intervention and makes visible identity 

constructs that are buried in Gibran’s universal prose, an appeal to identity that struggled 

for Arab freedom. This seeming contradiction is one that Gibran manifested as a self-

reflexive response to his reading public, a tension that continues to follow his work and 

its adaptations. 

Adaptation and Animation: The Figure of Khalil Gibran  

In her introduction to a new biography about Gibran, actress Salma Hayek-Pinault 

discusses her personal connection to The Prophet. In it, she suggests that she finds her 

Lebanese grandfather in the text; he passed away when she was only six years old. “I felt 

he was talking to me through this book,” she writes, “and that through the book he was 

teaching me about life.”68 For Hayek, Gibran’s work is personal, because it signifies a 

desire to explore her relationship with her Lebanese roots on her father’s side, to reach 

into her past and locate the heritage she knows little about. Similar to the feelings many 

have had about The Prophet, within its appeal to the universal and to something that is 

                                                
68 Salma Hayek-Pinault, “Foreword: A Love Affair with Life,” Kahlil Gibran: Beyond Borders 

(Northampton, MA: Interlink Books, 2017), ix.  
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inevitably lost in modern life, the story of a prophet, Almustafa, and his departure from a 

fictional place called Orphalese, speaks a kind of age-old wisdom that today only appears 

in fragments. 

Inspired by her own historical claim to Arabness and by her own spiritual journey, 

Hayek spearheaded and produced the 2014 film adaptation of The Prophet: Kahlil 

Gibran’s The Prophet (henceforth, KGTP). Hayek calls the film “a kind of ‘love letter’ to 

Gibran and to [her] Lebanese heritage,” an exploration of oneself through the author’s 

book, which seems to encapsulate Lebanese-ness for Hayek.69 KGTP is a loose 

adaptation of Gibran’s book of prose poems. Hayek, as executive producer, collaborated 

with Roger Allers and top animators from diverse backgrounds to make the film. The 

final product enjoyed a short commercial release through GKIDS after its premiere 

screening on September 6, 2014, at the Toronto International Film Festival. While this 

was its “official” opening, the Cannes Film Festival held a special work-in-progress 

premiere screening in March 2014. Ironically, the film received praise that Gibran’s work 

has rarely seen. While KGTP’s popularity paled in comparison to the enduring popularity 

of Gibran’s The Prophet, and its reviews were mediocre at best, it is worth noting that 

this peculiar film adaptation enjoyed a privileged position in the circulation of 

international film markets, screening in two of the most sought-after spaces of cinematic 

premiere—Cannes and Toronto—likely a result of Hayek’s fame and resolve rather than 

the film’s cinematic qualities.  

The film is an odd adaptation of the author’s most famous work, as it transforms 

the text’s thin frame narrative and prose poems into a story suitable for children. In 
                                                

69 Hayek-Pinault, “Foreword,” ix.  
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addition to adapting the story in Gibran’s Prophet, the film also adapts Gibran’s legacy, 

the man and his origins. The film picks up on the discourse that surrounds Gibran’s life 

and death and draws on his origins to make a political statement about the present rather 

than focus on the author’s literary accolades.70 Evoking the one-dimensional notion of 

national heritage to which Hayek gestures in her introduction to Gibran’s biography, the 

film depicts “the prophet,” Almustafa, as an exception to the simple or violent life in his 

home country, reproducing binaries that maintain distinctions between East and West and 

continuing imperial narratives that justify military intervention. Moreover, drawing on 

Hayek’s purpose to show Gibran’s words as a remedy for the alienation of modern life, 

the film uses the backdrop of a Lebanese village in some unspecified past to show the 

universality of Gibran’s subjects—love, freedom, and family—and to invoke a 

romanticized image of a bygone era. 

To situate the adaptation, I look at the relationship between the film and its source 

material and focus on how remediation of this famous text uncovers, seemingly 

unintentionally, a new reading of its prose poetry. The Prophet has been called a novel, 

an epic, a metaphysical guide, a spiritual journey, a book of prose poems, and a book of 

essays. It means many things to many people: some scorn its content, and some seek it in 

their darkest hours. Gibran’s “little black book,” The Prophet, tells the story of 

Almustafa, a poet-philosopher who has lived in exile in Orphalese for twelve years. At 

the beginning of the work, the reader learns that a ship has arrived that will carry him 

back to his unnamed homeland. As he makes his way to the coast, he encounters a crowd 

                                                
70 This is not the first film adaptation of Gibran’s work. In 1962, as noted earlier in this chapter, 

Egyptian director Youssef Maalouf adapted his autobiographical text The Broken Wings (1911), about the 
author’s return to Lebanon and a lost love.  
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of Orphalenes, who, sad to see him go, request that he speak one last time on topics that 

are relevant to their daily lives. After answering their many questions with twenty-six 

poetic monologues, Almustafa departs and the book ends. The text provides minimal 

information about Orphalese, its people, or Almustafa, and the frame narrative serves 

mostly as a vehicle for the poet to write twenty-six prose poems on broad categories and 

ideas relevant to everyday life, such as love, friendship, prayer, beauty, reason, eating, 

working, building, giving, etc.  

The animated adaptation trims Gibran’s Prophet down to eight poems, and it uses 

additional fragments of its prose for dialogue along the way. To make it more family 

friendly, the filmmakers include a story about Almitra, a little girl who does not speak but 

often gets into mischief while her mother, Kamila, is not looking. In The Prophet, 

Almitra is the name of a seer and muse who encourages Almustafa to speak with the 

people of Orphalese. In KGTP, the child Almitra serves as a surrogate spectator or a point 

of identification for the audience. Revising the narrative in the original text into one that 

might more easily transition between the animated poetic interludes, KGTP draws only 

marginally on the book’s loose framing device and it shortens Almustafa’s name to 

Mustafa, a character who has lived in Orphalese for only seven years. Additionally, the 

film changes the story into a more politically-charged narrative; in the film version, 

Mustafa is under house arrest for writing what appears to be political and revolutionary 

poetry. In his review of the film, Peter Debruge suggests “Mustafa has been promoted to 

a regime-threatening dissident for dramatic purposes,” a detail that bulks up Gibran’s 

flimsy frame story into one that speaks to the transgressions of the author’s homeland 
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both during Gibran’s life and in the present moment when the film circulates.71 As a 

political prisoner, then, Mustafa does not casually make his way through the town as he 

prepares to board a ship. Instead, the character is led by a smarmy-looking sergeant, with 

whom he walks through the village, and meets villagers excited to see the poet out of his 

cage. Missing the biographical elements of this film adaptation, Debruge’s comment that 

“Mustafa has been promoted to a … dissident” refuses the potential of KGTP to present 

aspects of political and social resistance in Gibran’s work. Debruge relies on the 

assumptions of Gibran discourse, and he reads Almustafa as a spiritual rather than 

political leader, even though The Prophet’s universal messages offer a steadfast critique 

of modern politics and social structures. In truth, the film conceals The Prophet’s critical 

significance, like most popular interpretations, but in its essentialism and odd 

biographical style, the film creates images of Gibran’s less often seen or discussed 

political archive. 

In KGTP, the filmmakers first borrow biographical details from Gibran’s life for 

the film’s setting. Mustafa lives out his house arrest in a cottage, which sits in a 

picturesque mountain landscape surrounded by cartoon cedar trees, a symbolic 

representation of Lebanon. “The mountain country looks vaguely like a cartoon 

Lebanon,” according to one reviewer, as the film borrows details from Gibran’s 

childhood home for inspiration, and Mustafa’s house is even guarded by an Ottoman-

style soldier.72 Indeed, the landscape and Aladdin-like iconography of Orphalese and its 

                                                
71 Peter Debruge, “Film Review: Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet,” Variety (March 21, 2015) 

https://variety.com/2015/film/festivals/film-review-kahlil-gibrans-the-prophet-1201457578/ 
72 Habiba Boumlik, “The Prophet,” Middle East Identities through Film (April 13, 2018) 

https://lagcc-cuny.digication.com/middle_eastern_identities_through_film/Film_Discussions. 
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people in the film, both left undescribed in the book, includes men in thawbs and turbans 

playing backgammon next to sandstone colored minarets and domes. Additionally, the 

sergeant who leads Mustafa to his ship and the soldier who guards his cottage wear 

military fatigues and tall fezzes, a look associated with Ottoman troops. They pass fruit 

carts with tropical flavors and brightly colored textiles in the narrow souk-like 

marketplaces, where peasants sell oranges and olives and speak with stereotypically 

Arabic accents, although most are voiced by white actors. In fact, Mustafa speaks with 

the mellifluous brogue of Liam Neeson, the actor who voices the character, his lulling 

vocal cadence reciting Gibran’s beloved poetic words to adoring Orphalenes. While 

Neeson likely was cast because he and Hayek are friends and his involvement might 

drive up ticket sales for this hard-to-market film, Neeson’s voice makes Mustafa’s accent 

foreign and European amongst the Arabic-sounding voices of the people in Orphalese, 

which suggests a difference connected to Western hegemony. It also marks this Gibran-

like figure, the political dissident, as influenced by Western rather than Eastern thought. 

In a strange reversal of what usually happens to Gibran’s image, his performance of the 

Oriental sage is coopted here and reimagined through the voice of a scrappy Western 

radical from Northern Ireland.  

The film also uses details from Gibran’s life anecdotally, personalizing the 

seemingly authorless text and its shapeless protagonist and creating an image of the 

desirable qualities of Gibran’s Arab-Lebanese background. For example, when the 

audience first encounters Mustafa, he sits in his isolated cottage surrounded by animated 

recreations of Gibran’s actual artwork, restorations that form one of the most stunning 
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aspects of the film. The character of Mustafa bears a slight resemblance to Gibran, and 

his caretaker and cook is named for Gibran’s mother, Kamila, given voice by Salma 

Hayek and drawn with her features in mind. Kamila is a young and attractive single 

mother, who walks with a notable sway to her hips as she slowly strolls around Mustafa’s 

cottage humming, like Disney’s Snow White, as she works. Uncomfortably, Mustafa, 

who looks like Gibran, and Kamila, who is named for his mother, even experience 

moments of sexual tension: they gaze longingly at one another and share an awkward 

moment where she tries to help him clean up a spill on the crotch of his pants. Given that 

the connection to Gibran’s life is loose, I suppose we can chalk up this budding romance 

to the filmmaker’s creativity, coupled with Hollywood’s tendency to create some kind of 

love interest for every male protagonist. But their flirtation provides another point of 

connection to Gibran’s own life, as a poor immigrant whose interest and talents in the 

arts—coupled with his Oriental appeal—made him attractive to rich white benefactors, 

often women, where he became both a project and an object of affection. Many women 

came in and out of Gibran’s life, taking care of his financial situation as well as checking 

in on his affairs.  

In the film, these likenesses to Gibran’s biography are deployed in a disorganized 

fashion, one that shows little attention to the details of his texts or his life. Dropping the 

name of his mother, for example, shows a cursory engagement with the author’s 

biography, but the film flippantly uses that detail to create a narrative palatable to general 

audiences. It severs the Gibran character from his roots, from his birthplace and his 

family, by inserting the details of his life, his artwork, and his writing as an afterthought 
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to the film’s romantic and dramatic appeal. Additionally, by inserting political intrigue 

and placing the protagonist under house arrest to an Ottoman-inspired dictatorship, the 

film’s plot undoes The Prophet’s positive allusions to Islamic history and practice, which 

are contained in, but not limited to Almustafa’s name, an epithet (“The Chosen One”) for 

the Prophet Muhammad. Using Neeson for Gibran’s voice marks Mustafa as a foreigner 

among the olive-skinned, Middle Eastern people of Orphalese, a place that resembles the 

author’s Lebanese homeland in the film. Moreover, by using his mother’s name for a 

character voiced by Salma Hayek, who speaks English with a Mexican-Spanish accent, 

the film also foreignizes the character called “Kamila,” named for Gibran’s mother. The 

non-Arab accented speech marks Kamila and Mustafa as foreigners in the Middle Eastern 

landscape and population that surrounds them, concealing the Arabness of the Gibran 

figure recreated in Mustafa, while simultaneously relying on his biography to bolster the 

film’s narrative. Moreover, the story of diaspora presented in KGTP swaps the story of 

exile that Gibran may have intended in The Prophet, where Almustafa, an Arabic and 

Muslim-named character, leaves a foreign land to return home to what is likely an Arab 

or Muslim country.73 The film positions Mustafa as leaving the simple, Middle Eastern 

past, invoked by KGTP’s landscape, for another home entirely, one of European/North 

American accents. In the book, one might assume that the allusion to a Muslim narrator 

demonstrates the story of an “Eastern” man living in exile in the foreign West, 

represented by the fictional Orphalese, who prepares to depart for his lost homeland in 

                                                
73 In the posthumously published sequel to The Prophet, The Garden of the Prophet, Almustafa 

returns to his home, where textual clues—like Arabic names for months and characters—suggest that 
Almustafa indeed hails from an Arabic-speaking country. Khalil Gibran, The Garden of the Prophet (New 
York: Arkana Publishing, 1998).  
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the East. In the film, however, Neeson’s brogue appropriates Gibran’s origins as a place 

of house arrest, and the narrative claims him for the “freedom” of the West. 

In KGTP, the revised frame narrative represented by Kamila and her daughter, 

Almitra, is the driving force of the film’s action. The film follows Almitra, who has not 

spoken since the death of her father two years prior, and whose mother, Kamila, feels 

unable to remedy her daughter’s situation. Almitra steals from the shopkeepers and 

knocks over their fruit carts when the audience first meets her; she runs around the 

marketplace wreaking accidental havoc alongside her friend, a trusty seagull with 

excellent comedic timing. Meeting the poet changes her life and the course of the film, 

and due to her encounter with Mustafa, she even begins talking by film’s end, notably in 

an American-English accent spoken by American actress Quvenzhané Wallis. 

Almitra’s first meeting with Mustafa is also the audience’s first encounter with his 

character, which makes her a pivotal medium for his narrative, poetry, and art. When 

Almitra follows her mother to work instead of going to school, she sneaks into the 

cottage that Kamila cleans and finds herself surrounded by Mustafa’s paintings—

animated reproductions of Gibran’s art—and bookshelves full of books and rolled up 

papers that resemble ancient scrolls. Thus, as Almitra discovers the man on house arrest, 

the audience is exposed to an unattributed archive of Gibran’s own paintings. In the 

scene, Mustafa even sits working on a watercolor that famously appears as an illustration 

in the book The Prophet: a hand with an eye surrounded by angel’s wings and ethereal 

human bodies: “The Eye of the Hand.” In Figures 2 and 3, the differences between the 

original artwork, reproduced here as a copy of a black-and-white photograph from 
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Knopf’s eighty-ninth printing of The Prophet from February 1972, and the reproduction 

of the piece in the film illustrate the ideological adaptations of Gibran’s work. The 

second image depicts the animated recreation of the painting as Mustafa’s paint brush 

touches down to add color to an angel’s wings in KGTP. This revised version of the piece 

appears in color and maintains the original watercolor effect of many of Gibran’s 

artworks, an effect that is used time and again in KGTP and a technique that gives the 

film its distinct look. However, this animation style also translates many of Gibran’s 

paintings by changing their appearance. Such a translation is visible in the blurry lines 

around the hand in the film’s version of “The Eye of the Hand,” which changes the 

meaning of the piece to fit it into the film’s narrative. In Gibran’s painting, the hard lines 

around the hand show it as distinct from its heavenly surroundings, which intimates that 

the hand’s work is unique in its hazy setting. In the film’s adaptation, the blurred lines 

suggest that the hand is indistinguishable and part of the surrounding sky, its labor merely 

part of a larger heavenly process. This is but one instance of revision to Gibran’s work in 

the film, which KGTP uses to showcase Almitra’s story rather than Mustafa’s: as the 

little girl sneaks into the artist’s studio, she appears distinct when surrounded by the hazy 

recreations of Gibran’s/Mustafa’s paintings, which hang in a disorganized fashion on the 

wall behind the artist (see Figure 4).  
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Figure 2. “The Eye of the Hand,” The Prophet, Khalil Gibran, 1923. 

 
In the painting “The Eye of the Hand,” Gibran’s original (Figure 2) depicts a scene in 

which a God-like hand sits at the center of angels’ wings, and the wings enclose the hand 

as if in a circle of divine protection. The eye is placed directly in the center of the hand, 

which mobilizes sight as part of the hand’s labor. The hand is transformed from its 

utilitarian position into a transcendent appendage, one capable of seeing beyond the 

material world into the heavens. From this divine vantage point, both eye and hand 

remain concealed from the outer ring of human bodies that appear to mimic the heavens 

by moving on a similarly circular track. However, the human forms shift and turn in a 

path that is separate from the blissful enclosure of wings and the all-seeing hand. 
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Figure 3. Still from Kahlil Gibran's The Prophet, 2014. A reproduction of Khalil Gibran’s “The Eye of the Hand” 

 
In Gibran’s painting, the hand overlaps with the top part of the circle of angel wings, 

which suggests that this all-seeing eye/hand has unrestricted access to both worlds: 

heavenly and human. The hand is open, as is the eye, signifying a kind of sight that gazes 

into the eternal distance. In the original, this inner circle of wings and the hand it 

surrounds is enclosed by a circle of naked human bodies, where each body lies 

intertwined with the ones next to it as if writhing against other bodies in order to struggle 

free from the narrow track in which they squirm. The pathway in which the bodies move 

also bleeds beyond the boundaries of the page, cut off by edges of the paper. This 

absence of the complete track suggests that the pathway is invisible to the bodies that 

move through it—bodies that are mostly undefined and faceless. The original painting’s 

inclusion of this human path offers an alternative to reading history as a linear timeline 
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and produces a mode of thinking about time and human life within it as moving in a 

cyclical pattern, similar to that of the heavens represented by the angel wings. Both move 

in the same direction—although some human bodies move at cross currents—but they 

differ in their proximity to the all-seeing eye of God’s very human-like hand. Moreover, 

the human cycle appears to include various levels of human awareness, as the top of the 

circle depicts bodies without detail who mostly face away from the heavenly circle, while 

the bottom piece of the human pathway contains human figures with visible facial 

features and more defined limbs gazing toward the center and the hand. Some bodies 

even have hands and limbs stretched out toward the heavens, beyond the hazy outline of 

the track, suggesting that the heavens are not completely concealed from human view. 

While the two distinct pathways imply difference between the human and divine, the 

proximity and similarities gesture at a relationship between these two cycles of life and 

suggest, perhaps, that they exist in the same world. This painting, like many others in 

Gibran’s archive, alludes to the possibility that humans have access to the divine and to 

spiritual growth; it also illustrates a cyclical notion of history and way of viewing human 

existence as part of a cycle rather than a linear progression. 

In the recreation of this painting in KGTP (Figure 3), the film omits the circular 

path of human bodies, only including the hand, its eye, and the enclosure of angels’ 

wings. In the original, the eye is made up of distinct lines that complete each side of it, 

but in the reproduction, the eye’s right corner merges into the hand, making the two 

indistinguishable from one another. Deploying a liberal politics of translation in the 

adaptation of the painting, the filmmakers maintain the connections between God and 
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Gibran’s/Mustafa’s process of creating art and poetry, but eliminate the visual 

representation of the restrictive aspects of human life and history that emphasizes a kind 

of eternal return. Rather than try to account for the idea of return, the film edits out the 

human element and instead creates an image of the eternal that omits Gibran’s revision to 

history, one that challenges notions of linear progress toward some revelatory end. The 

reproduction in the film does pick up on the all-seeing eye and its hand as an instrument 

of manual labor as well as of artistic practice with the inclusion of Mustafa’s animated 

brush, as the film shows the artwork as a product of human—albeit, cartoon human—

labor. Thus KGTP illustrates a key link between Gibran as a producer of his own archive, 

as it links hands—Mustafa’s holding the brush, Gibran’s creating the original, and God’s 

containing omniscient sight. However, in the reproduction, the possibility for a cyclical 

trajectory of history and Gibran’s disruption to Western notions of linear progress are 

removed to emphasize the spiritual aspects of the work, which represent the human hand 

as possessing the ability to “see” from the vantage point of God and the angels. Omitting 

the human figures does more than simply revise the archive of Gibran’s art alongside that 

of his literary and philosophical writings: it also draws attention away from the artist’s 

critique of modern life and historiography, insisting instead on the spiritual, ontological, 

and epistemological power of the arts. Rather than foregrounding Gibran’s resistance to 

modern structures as a mode of critiquing dominant understandings of material life, 

KGTP produces a tension between the other-worldly watercolors of Gibran’s visual 

archive and the political use of his poetry. 
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Figure 4. Still from Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet, 2014. Almitra in Mustafa’s cottage surrounded by reproductions of 
Gibran’s watercolors. 

When Mustafa discovers Almitra’s presence in his studio, he speaks to her of 

“freedom,” of flying outside the window of his prison like a bird. He recites Gibran’s 

prose poem from The Prophet, “On Freedom,” a poem which captures much of what 

“The Eye of the Hand” intimates. In the film, the animation style changes, as it does for 

each poetic interruption, and the story transitions to an animated scene of birds flying 

through the sky before they become tethered to a tree, working together to attain freedom 

against the backdrop of Neeson’s soothing voice reciting Gibran’s prose poem. The 

clunky transition from Almitra and Mustafa’s meeting to a dreamlike scene of poetic 

interlude begins in a manner similar to a song in a Hollywood musical, that is, 

awkwardly. A pan from Mustafa to Almitra’s wide eyes cuts abruptly to what the 
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audience is left to assume are her imagined visual referents—birds flying through the 

sky—for Mustafa’s words as he launches into recitation mode, a position he will assume 

multiple times throughout the film. 

The images that accompany the poem, childlike and abstract, draw on the 

language of Gibran’s original work, where he claims that freedom is a social construction 

built by the very systems that purport to bestow it. In The Prophet, then, rather than 

define “freedom,” Gibran questions the concept of freedom itself, arguing that language 

and material existence foreclose the possibility of truly understanding any notion of 

actual “freedom.” He writes, 

And how shall you rise beyond your days and nights unless you break the chains 

which you at the dawn of your understanding have fastened around your noon 

hour? In truth that which you call freedom is the strongest of these chains, though 

it [sic] links glitter in the sun and dazzle your eyes. And what is it but fragments 

of your own self you would discard that you may become free? If it is an unjust 

law you would abolish, that law was written with your own hand upon your own 

forehead. You cannot erase it by burning your law books nor by washing the 

foreheads of your judges, though you pour the sea upon them. And if it is a despot 

you would dethrone, see first that his throne erected within you is destroyed.74  

Gibran discusses the larger idea of freedom as it connects to notions of individuality, 

where social constructs and even language enslave the “self.” At the root, “at the dawn of 

… understanding” freedom, freedom is already lost. Having no choice but to submit to 

the human-made structures of language in order to obtain knowledge of freedom, humans 
                                                

74 Gibran, The Prophet, 48.  
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have already foreclosed any possibility of attaining it. In the name of “freedom,” many 

may try to “abolish … laws,” “dethrone … despots,” and “discard … fragments” of the 

self, but doing so only continues to shelter the chains and thrones “erected” within the 

mind that continue to enslave human life, and instead, it exposes “that which you call 

freedom” as the structural constraints of language on thought. Gibran’s poem implies that 

freedom in the world of humans is unattainable and inaccessible, because the moment 

one thinks “freedom” is the moment in which “freedom … loses its fetters [and] becomes 

itself the fetter of a greater freedom.”75 Critical of human-made laws and governments, 

Gibran writes in the second person, addressing his reader as if to appeal to an edict of 

individuality. In this move, he valorizes the spiritual world by “dethron[ing]” material 

constructions, like governments and their “law books.” Yet his poetry also demonstrates 

that this is a frivolous task, because real freedom is unattainable in the material world. 

Referring to the “spirit” throughout his twenty-six prose poems, Gibran insists that some 

form of “true” self or  “god-self” exists, and he likens this higher ontology to “the ocean” 

or “the sun,” because glimpsing the unknown essence of natural things is the closest one 

might get to understanding the character of “spirit.”76 Drawing on the influence of 

Romantic poets and recoding the language of the natural world, Gibran relies on the 

assumed grandeur of nature rather than the human world to metonymically demonstrate 

the spirit through his poetry and art, where the sublime and unknown essence of nature 

might make the spirit visible, albeit in glimpses, to readers of The Prophet.  

                                                
75 Gibran, The Prophet, 49.  
76 Gibran, The Prophet, 39.  
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 The film attempts to create this link between the spirit and the natural world, but 

undervalues Gibran’s critique of social and political structures. Considering the spiritual 

implications, Mustafa paraphrases the poem “On Freedom” to Almitra in KGTP: “We are 

spirits,” he tells her, “free as the wind.” In the film’s adaptation, to emphasize this 

reduction of Gibran’s ideas, the filmmakers use birds to visually represent the concept 

Gibran struggles to define in language. First shown pecking in the sand for any morsel to 

eat, the birds follow their hunt for food into a cage shaped like a roughly drawn human 

figure.  

 

Figure 5. Still from “On Freedom,” Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet, 2014. 

The birds, trapped in this outline of the human form, flutter frantically while remaining 

locked inside their body-shaped prison. Through the transparent exterior of the human 

cage, their desire for freedom is made visible as they writhe and squirm like the human 
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forms in Gibran’s “The Eye of the Hand.” Embodying the spirit and its yearning for 

freedom, the animated segment in KGTP attempts to represent a “universal” desire for 

freedom from the physical form. Yet, as the caged body walks slowly and calmly toward 

a tree in the distance, the lines of the cage begin to break apart and each forms a tether 

that binds the birds to the tree. As if releasing “fragments of the self” to find freedom, as 

Gibran suggests, this quest for freedom instead locates another form of bondage. The 

filmmakers compose a visual representation for what Gibran depicts as freedom, a 

concept more akin to an eternal return to oppression by the body and human history. 

Locating slavery within systems of knowledge, here represented by the singular tree in an 

unoccupied scene on a cloudless day at an empty beach, the filmmakers struggle to 

connect Gibran’s actual language with Mustafa’s claim that “we are spirits, free as the 

wind.” Capturing the tension in Gibran’s poem, the artistic interlude interrupts the 

narrative flow of the film, splicing the visual meditation on freedom into Almitra and 

Mustafa’s light-hearted first encounter where the two share a cookie.  

Unable to see a way outside of the systems that enslave humanity, Gibran insists 

that “when the shadow fades and is no more, the light that lingers becomes a shadow to 

another light. And thus your freedom when it loses its fetters becomes itself the fetter of a 

greater freedom.”77 The film cues us to read “On Freedom” alongside his painting, “The 

Eye of the Hand,” which the audience sees just before Neeson launches into the poem. 

These two adaptations of Gibran’s work push against one another and they push against 

the film’s Disney-like narrative. In Gibran’s original painting, rather than merely 

demonstrate an alternative historiography, his painting illustrates a metaphysical 
                                                

77 Gibran, The Prophet, 49.  
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ouroboros, where the snake’s endless and eternal consumption of its own tail is replaced 

by a repetitive cycle of consumption, both of the heavens and of human history. History 

does not move toward some teleological and progressive end in Gibran’s painting, 

instead, it moves in a circular direction, and it repeats. As angels’ wings merge into 

others and bodies struggle to see beyond their structured experience alongside other 

bodies, both cycles appear trapped by a similar battle. The loss of God and access to “true 

knowledge” and freedom, it would seem, is a repetition of the same on an endless loop. 

In this way, Gibran’s work captures the alienation of modern human life through the 

images and poetics of universal truth. In the film, the animators are challenged to 

translate Gibran’s notion of the eternal return into an animated sequence for kids even as 

its narrative form attempts to erase the critique of human history in Gibran’s work in 

exchange for the bland spirituality often associated with The Prophet. But at the end of 

the animated poetic interlude “On Freedom,” Gibran’s poetry challenges the filmmakers’ 

interpretation of his work. The birds, now tethered to a single tree, work collectively to 

uproot the shrub, and, as they do, they fly toward the sun carrying its heavy weight, like 

material baggage, into the cosmic realm of “true freedom.” Yet the scene ends without 

resolution: only the struggle is depicted. In this empty and idyllic beach scene, where 

nothing appears to exist except the ocean, the ground, and the sky, freedom, and its 

various chains, have a tug-of-war over the soul, and the artists skillfully portray human 

suffering as eternal bondage connected to notions of paradise and knowledge. Through 

the images onscreen, remediations of Gibran’s poetry, the spectator witnesses the eternal 

struggle for freedom, an image that runs counter to KGTP’s assertion that “we are spirits, 
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free as the wind,” because it links eternal bondage to the definition of freedom. When the 

narrative returns to Almitra and Mustafa, the two seem content, but visually, they are 

enclosed and surrounded by the archive of Gibran’s re-created paintings, images that now 

appear to stand in as a challenge to the film’s narrative interpretation of the author’s 

work.  

In the film adaptation, the directors depict Mustafa as the embodiment of Gibran’s 

ideas about true knowledge and the individual “god-self,” eliding the inaccessibility of 

such knowledge with abstract animated translations of Gibran’s artwork and poetry. 

Mustafa assumes the role of an all-knowing, God-like figure, who finds joy under house 

arrest painting images of the natural and divine worlds as they blend into one another 

through fantastic reproductions of Gibran’s watercolors. Covertly, in the film’s form, 

Gibran’s paintings come to life, and they inspire the interludes that animate Mustafa’s 

eight poetic monologues. In fact, while the poetry forms a central aspect of KGTP, the 

animation and the music often overshadow Gibran’s language, and the adaptations of 

Gibran’s own artworks produce the most intriguing reference to his place in the archive 

of Arab American history. Notably, the opening sequence of the film indexes Gibran’s 

work as a painter before referencing his written contributions. The film opens with a shot 

of the ocean on a sunny day, as the wind calmly moves the water from side to side. Then, 

Mustafa dips his paint brush into the ocean, swirling its waves and transforming its water 

into the liquid that Mustafa uses in his studio to wet his watercolors. Completing the 

shift, the sun on the ocean’s horizon becomes the light through Mustafa’s window. 

Making connections between the poet and the sublime beauty of the natural world, a 
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move that draws on Gibran’s own appeals to nature to describe the indescribable essence 

of the soul, the film’s title—Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet—emerges from the swirling 

colors in the water jar.  

 

 

Figure 6. Still from the opening credits of Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet, 2014. 

 

Notably, the title card, reproduced here (Figure 6), contains the film’s only reference to 

Gibran’s native tongue, as it gives the impression of Arabic script. For example, dots 

appear over the English words in the title as they do in some Arabic letters, and the title 

image alludes to written Arabic script as it connects the line that appears above the letter 

“t” in both words of Gibran’s title—The Prophet—in a manner similar to the way that 

many join the loops of the Arabic letters sīn or shīn when writing the language. Hinting at 

Gibran’s Arab origins without stating them as such, the film translates the English-
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language title of his most famous work into an Anglicized imprint of Arabic. In this 

opening scene, the visual image of the film and book’s title in English become fused to 

the poet’s unattributed paintings in the film.  

While Gibran contributed much to the discourses of early-twentieth-century Arab 

and Arab American literature and political thought, his drawings and paintings also 

represent a significant aspect of his output. However, by presenting itself as an adaptation 

of The Prophet, the animated film version freely exploits and appropriates Gibran’s 

artwork without clear attribution. In his lifetime, Gibran’s art adorned the pages of 

numerous Arabic books, newspapers, and journals, as well as providing the cover images 

of many American writers’ texts for various publishers, including Day and Knopf.78 

Gibran also illustrated The Prophet, and, as mentioned above, some of the drawings 

reproduced in the film come directly from the book, like “The Eye in the Hand.” Others, 

however, come from Gibran’s deeper archive, and in fact, these appear as the most 

precious pieces of Mustafa’s work by the film’s end, as Almitra and Kamila rush to 

collect his paintings from the cottage when they realize the protagonist will be executed 

before the film’s end. 

Each uniquely animated poetic interlude creates new images to accompany 

Gibran’s prose and draws on aspects from the artist’s abundant collection of paintings 

and drawings. Yet, in interviews and reviews of the film, there are long discussions about 

the complex processes of animation used, but no mention of the film’s reproduction of 

Gibran’s visual artwork, and no attribution thereof in the film’s credits. After its release, 

                                                
78 Examples appear in the works of Josephine Peabody Preston and Lilla Cabot Perry, as well as in 

various works by Ameen Rihani, Mikhail Naimy, and as an accompaniment to articles in The Syrian World, 
al-Funūn, al-Sayeh, and more.   
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KGTP received mixed reviews, but most enjoyed the quality of the animation and its 

varied styles. In Variety, Debruge called it “a gift: a work of essential spiritual 

enlightenment, elegantly interpreted by nine of the world’s leading independent 

animators, all tied up and wrapped in a family-friendly bow.”79 Lauded by many critics 

for its unique blend of animation, from 2D hand-drawn graphics to animated watercolor 

and clay painting, the film has been called “visually stunning,” like “a painting come to 

life.”80 Yet none mention the adaptation of Gibran’s paintings.  

In the awkward disconnection between the use of Gibran’s artworks, the 

animation, and the prose poetry, however, the film presents glimpses of a more critical 

understanding of the Gibran archive within KGTP. At the end of the film the narrative too 

indexes and visualizes the significance of Gibran’s artwork, as Kamila and Almitra race 

the soldiers of the corrupt regime back to Mustafa’s cabin to rescue his paintings (a plot 

point I discuss in detail below). By reproducing parts of his visual archive, the film opens 

a space for Gibran’s image of the world and his critique of history seeps through. Placing 

Mustafa on house arrest, surrounded by recreations of Gibran’s paintings, the film further 

links the protagonist to Gibran by placing the artist’s paint brush in Mustafa’s hand. 

When Almitra enters Mustafa’s cottage, he is seen (re)creating one of Gibran’s most 

famous paintings from The Prophet, “The Eye of the Hand.” With these details, KGTP 

imprisons Mustafa within a manufactured archive of Gibran’s works, and as Almitra sees 

Mustafa for the first time, she also steps into a representation of Gibran’s personal and 

overflowing archive. The artwork, like Mustafa, is also on house arrest, held captive by 

                                                
79 Debruge, “Film Review: Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet.” 
80 Peter Sobczynski, “Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet,” RogerEbert.com (August 7, 2015) 

https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/kahlil-gibrans-the-prophet-2015 
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the repressive Ottoman-inspired state, but rescued and restored by the filmmakers and 

KGTP’s narrative. Ironically and quite likely unintentionally, as the filmmakers revise the 

frame narrative of Gibran’s original text, they recall Jacques Derrida’s profound exegesis 

of the archive, specifically when he refers to the site of “house arrest” as one where 

“archives take place.”81 Derrida argues that “the meaning of ‘archive’” comes from the 

Greek “arkheion: initially a house, a domicile, an address, the residence of the superior 

magistrates, the archons, those who commanded.”82 From its etymology, Derrida insists 

that the archive has always been linked to a place of power where “the citizens who thus 

held and signified political power were considered to possess the right to make or to 

represent the law.”83 As such, it was in the space of the “archons” where documents were 

stored, so that the publicly recognized authority, like the magistrate, could “ensure the 

physical safety” of the archive, while also “accord[ing] the hermeneutic right and 

competence” to the archons. “They have the power to interpret the archive … [to] in 

effect speak the law,” Derrida continues.84 As the archive must have a residence, 

according to Derrida, and that place is often one of official record guarded by state 

officials, the officials also have the power to interpret or “speak” the documents and 

determine the meaning of the archival space. “It is thus, in this domiciliation,” Derrida 

suggests, “in this house arrest, that archives take place.”85  

In her essay on locating home within the minor archives of European history, 

Penelope Papailias expands on Derrida’s configuration of the archive in a way that 

                                                
81 Derrida, Archive Fever, 2.  
82 Derrida, Archive Fever, 1.  
83 Ibid.  
84 Ibid.  
85 Ibid.  
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speaks to the film’s adaptation of Gibran’s most popular work. She discusses the use of 

archives by peripheral communities to present counter-histories, and she describes a 

process of public memory as it emerges alongside dominant histories. She considers 

small, private, and personal archives, those that offer a different perspective than the ones 

presented in state records and those that challenge the systems of power therein. In order 

to interrogate the archive, she draws on Ann Laura Stoler’s examination of colonial 

records and Derrida’s analysis of the archive’s relationship to institutionalized power and 

knowledge. On this, Papailias writes: 

the epistemology of archives is not static or universal, but shaped by culturally 

and historically contingent technologies, genres, and habits of documentation. 

Although for Derrida, the archive occupies a “privileged topology” close to 

power, it might be more useful to think of archives (and counterarchives) as 

located simply in some kind of relation to power. The monumentality of archives 

(or their conspicuous lack of monumentality) symbolizes the relative coherence of 

the collectivities that have created them, whether families, nation-states, political 

parties, or transnational communities. The archive, according to Derrida, must 

have an exterior (“No archive without outside” [Archive Fever 11]) in order to 

have an interior that can be concealed. Everyday practices of governing can be 

read from the lineaments of archives while “fictions of access” represent a 

powerful tool of legitimation. The archive is always a fantasy of the political.86 

                                                
86 Penelope Papailias, “Writing Home in the Archive: ‘Refugee Memory’ and the Ethnography of 

Documentation,” Archives, Documentation, and Institutions of Social Memory: Essays from the Sawyer 
Seminar, Eds. Francis X. Blouin Jr. and William G. Rosenberg (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan 
Press, 2006), 402. Emphasis in the original. 
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Similar to Said’s claims about the text, Papailias suggests that archives “place 

themselves” “in the world” by acting; archives are not “static or universal,” they are 

constructed and “shaped by culturally and historically contingent technologies, genres, 

and habits of documentation.” Many archives reside “close to power,” but all function in 

some “relation to power,” because they are governed by some “collectivity” and by what 

Stoler calls “‘fictions of access,’” the idea that a researcher can enter into the space of the 

archive and obtain information from the contents within. Papailias offers a reading of 

Derrida’s Archive Fever to suggest that archives “must have an exterior … in order to 

have an interior that can be concealed,” proposing that the archive must have a “place” in 

the world so that histories and knowledge contained within it can be “concealed” from 

the outside. In other words, the archive contains something distinct from that which is 

external to it. This “concealed” interior of the archive “represents a powerful tool of 

legitimation” and it produces the “fantasy” of political “collectivities,” “whether families, 

nation-states, political parties, or transnational communities.” From the outside, the 

archive is always political; from the inside, the archive is self-reflexive, performing its 

contents, its limits and constraints, its refractions and interpretations, and its world. 

In KGTP, the filmmakers place Mustafa, and with him Gibran’s archive, on house 

arrest, in a cottage guarded by a cartoon Ottoman soldier. Playing out the archival process 

through adaptation, Gibran’s Prophet is presented as the condition of possibility for the 

“domiciliation” of his artwork and his larger oeuvre, as the film’s adaptation represents 

that which Gibran “conceals” within the archive of his own making. Gibran shelters his 

Arab identity in his work, while also performing the historical contingency of Arabness 
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in multiple registers. First, Gibran’s “prophetic masks” mark the poet as a figure who 

represents the vast archive of Arab American history and its dominant narrative, one that 

is purported by archivists like Naff and which contends that early-twentieth-century 

Syrian-Lebanese immigrants assimilated to American ways of life because of their 

entrepreneurial spirit and because they are fundamentally different from the Arabs that 

came later. In his life, Gibran wore the necessary mask for his patrons, donning an 

Orientalist persona to make a living. Next, Gibran performs this narrative in his works, 

which makes invocations of his message, like the one by President George H. W. Bush in 

the memorial garden in 1991, feel universal and empty, ready to be filled with meaning 

by the reader and disconnected from his Arab heritage and any claims to the specificity of 

that history. And finally, writing in English for his American public, Gibran constructed 

an archive around himself, telling one story of Arab history and spirituality on the surface 

and concealing another in the shadows of its caricature. The film unknowingly reveals the 

ways that Gibran’s work demands the archive as a space to collect and maintain the 

prophetic registers in which he performed a history of Arab/Arab American identity 

through the complexity of life in diaspora.  

According to Papailias, archives are ontologically and epistemologically linked to 

power, but they are also linked to a “permanent” “dwelling” place, which “marks their 

institutional passage from the private to the public,” according to Derrida.87 “Concealing” 

itself through a kind of “privileged topology,” as Derrida suggests and Papailias reframes, 

“the scene of domiciliation becomes at once visible and invisible.”88 Performing what 

                                                
87 Papailias, “Writing Home in the Archive,” 402.   
88 Ibid.  
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Derrida and Papailias suggest, KGTP provides a space for Gibran’s most famous text The 

Prophet to be interpreted, refracted, and read as a collection of works and biographical 

details. Presented as the private creation of a man placed on house-arrest by a corrupt 

government, the adaptation of Gibran’s Prophet does not simply revise the author’s prose 

poems; it also simulates the relationship between the author’s work and the discourse that 

surrounds him. Gibran’s contributions to Arab and Arab American history are 

whitewashed by his own watercolors in the film, mediated through Mustafa’s brush and 

then imprisoned within it as well as by Mustafa’s own narrative house arrest. Further, the 

film’s imprisonment of Mustafa and Gibran’s archive illustrates the tension between the 

official record and its traces. Borrowing from the author’s pen, the adaptation exposes 

Gibran’s desire to make “waves from a sealed memory that keeps records of our 

yesterdays, and of the ancient days when the earth knew not us nor herself.”89 Exposing 

that which lies concealed in the archive by producing the discourse that provides its 

structure, the bizarre film adaptation relies on Gibran’s palatable image, but it exposes 

Gibran’s numerous “prophetic masks.”  

This reading, however, is complicated and overshadowed by the film’s revision to 

Mustafa’s character. By presenting Mustafa as a political dissident, KGTP unearths a 

piece of Gibran’s biography that is often overlooked or misrepresented in appropriations 

of Gibran’s life or works. However, the film also reinserts this aspect of Gibran’s 

philosophy back into a palatable narrative for its English-speaking audience. Soon after 

Almitra’s first meeting with Mustafa, the poet learns he will be released from his prison 

on the condition that he leave Orphalese “forever.” This decree is announced by the 
                                                

89 Gibran, The Prophet, 87.  
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military sergeant decked out in army fatigues and a red fez reminiscent of Ottoman gear 

and the empire that dominated Gibran’s “Greater Syria” before his emigration to the 

United States. The sergeant claims that he will escort Mustafa to the harbor, where a ship 

will carry him home. On the way, however, it becomes clear that the regime has different 

plans for Mustafa. The sergeant and Mustafa walk down the mountainside, meeting 

townspeople who look like simple hardworking folks with olive skin and dressed in all 

manner of Arab styles—all delighted to see Mustafa. As the men pass, they pause to 

briefly attend a wedding celebration and participate in scenes of everyday life in this 

provincial village. The people of Orphalese offer Mustafa food and drink, and ask him to 

speak, for they miss hearing his inspiring words. One hunched-over old man carrying a 

heavy sack of olives on his back tells Mustafa that his poetry comforted the man through 

a terrible drought, and when others agree that his words brought them solace in their 

darkest hours, the old man humbly declares, “Truly, your work means more than ours.” 

In response, Mustafa begins to speak Gibran’s poem “On Labor,” which transitions to a 

spectacular clay-painted and animated interlude, where swirling colors blend with 

reproductions of Gibran’s actual drawings of bodies emerging from a whirlpool of color 

and light, growing out of the earth and merging with it again.  

At the end of the film, though, the filmmakers create a scene that mourns Gibran 

by executing Mustafa on Orphalese. In KGTP, the motivation for this dramatic change 

appears to reflect an anxiety in the present around the figure of the Arab. Hayek suggests 

that Gibran’s work captures the essence of her own Lebanese heritage, but she draws on a 

much longer history of using Gibran to index a version of Lebanese and Arab people that 
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supports Western hegemony. In the film, the deployment of Gibran and his oeuvre fuses 

the poet’s identity to the character of Mustafa and sacrifices him to make a larger point 

about the failure of Arab nations and the negative impacts of Islam on the Arabic-

speaking world. In the film, Mustafa is being ushered to his death for crimes of poetry 

and seditious philosophy. This significant change to the loose frame story of Gibran’s 

Prophet might be the result of the director’s confusion, as it appears that Allers misread 

The Prophet’s ending. At the end of Gibran’s book, Almustafa boards his ship “and 

straightaway they weighed anchor and cast the ship loose from its moorings, and moved 

eastward.”90 In The Prophet, then, Almustafa leaves Orphalese at the end of the text and 

sails “eastward” toward home. In the adaptation, Mustafa is executed by an oppressive 

dictator for not renouncing his words. In an interview where he discusses the 

scriptwriting and adaptation process, the film’s director said that he never understood the 

end of The Prophet. “Why couldn’t Mustafa leave?” Allers asked himself this question 

after reading Gibran’s text again, and he concluded that “there’s no explanation in the 

book.”91 But Mustafa does leave Orphalese, as evidenced by the prose above as well as 

by the posthumous publication of Gibran’s sequel to The Prophet, The Garden of the 

Prophet (1933), where Almustafa returns home to find his country in political and 

economic ruins. However, as an homage to the author, the film’s narrative sacrifices 

Mustafa in an all-too-familiar story in the Western media, one that depicts a corrupt 

Muslim regime executing a poet and holding its people hostage.   

                                                
90 Gibran, The Prophet, 96.  
91 “An Interview with the Filmmakers,” from “Bonus Features” on Roger Allers, dir., Kahlil 

Gibran's The Prophet, produced by Salma Hayek, performed by Liam Neeson, Salma Hayek, and 
Quvenzhané Wallis (2014; New York, NY: GKIDS, 2016), DVD. 
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Figure 7. Still from Kahlil Gibran's The Prophet, 2014. Mustafa in the Pasha’s office. 

The audience learns about the state’s plot through the eyes of Almitra. She 

witnesses Mustafa speak to the people with ease, as they gaze at him lovingly, before 

each poetic intermission is interrupted by the mustachioed sergeant, reminiscent of 

Saddam Hussein, who breaks up every scene and argues that they must be on their way. 

Mustafa laughs it off, but the people who live under the oppressive regime become 

suspicious: “What is the hurry?” they shout. “Where are you taking him?” A calm 

Mustafa reassures the crowd, while the smirking sergeant stands behind him mocking the 

poet’s naïve belief that he is truly “free.” In moments like these, the film’s political 

allegory cues the English-speaking audience to rely on their knowledge of places that 

look like this cartoon Lebanon. While the main action appears to be set in a distant past, 

the film in fact mourns the loss of political leaders and poets who were unable to 
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transform their Arab nations. Revealed to the audience through Almitra’s watchful eye, 

as she covertly follows Mustafa and the sergeant on their march through town, it becomes 

clear that the regime is plotting against him when she overhears the sergeant on a phone 

call to an unknown recipient. After gorging himself on the food the townspeople share 

with Mustafa, the sergeant makes a call in an old-timey phone booth, under the image of 

the Pasha, the regime’s leader: a sinister-looking fellow in an army uniform and a red fez 

whose face is printed on a giant banner next to the image of a crescent and diamond, a 

barely modified version of Islam’s iconic star and crescent. “He’s a danger and his 

influence continues to grow,” the sergeant, describing Mustafa, declares to his 

interlocutor. “He doesn’t suspect anything, but the people, there might be resistance. The 

Pasha will know how to handle Mustafa.” As the phone call ends, the frame shifts back 

up to the image of the Pasha—a strongman, a dictator—on a banner overlooking the 

town’s main square.  

Ominously, then, the narrative includes the invented Ottoman-inspired military 

presence, a feature loosely taken from Gibran’s biography but inflected differently for 

2014 audiences. After decades of being inundated with images that link the Middle East 

to Islam, and Islam to violence, the inclusion of an Islamically identified military dictator 

executing an innocent poet is staged as an homage to the power of Gibran’s universal 

message, but it also reproduces narrowly-defined representations of an entire region, 

suggesting that any thought that goes against the dictatorial or religious state will be 

stamped out by death. In the film, Mustafa, infused with Gibran’s biography, is situated 

as a foil to an oppressive government that bears markings of Ottoman rule and Islamic 
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empire. This positioning is most evident at the end of the film, where the head of the 

military asks Mustafa to “renounce his teachings” in exchange for his life. In this scene, 

which is added by the filmmakers and is not part of Gibran’s original, the Pasha and 

Mustafa stand close to one another in a dark stone prison structure across from a firing 

squad, some of whose members wear conflicted faces about the events to which they are 

witnesses and participants. By this point in the narrative, it is clear that Mustafa will be 

executed by the oppressive State of Orphalese, a country full of joyful, olive-skinned 

residents who are set in opposition to the military, which is clearly in control of the 

government as well.  

The Pasha offers Mustafa “one last chance” to sign an official document and 

disown his writing. But the poet retorts, “I have only spoken to the people of things they 

already knew in their hearts.” Again, there is a reference to the style and age-old wisdom 

of Gibran’s text, which merely speaks the truth and cannot be undone by oppressive state 

power. Most striking, though, is the way that the author’s relationship to his text stands in 

opposition to the official state document, one that is literally marked by the Islamically 

staged government as it also includes the State of Ophalese’s crescent and a diamond 

stamp. This document codifies what the film has implicitly suggested all along: that 

Mustafa, and through him Gibran, stand in opposition to Islamic authority. In the fictional 

world of the film, the vaguely Ottoman government sees Mustafa’s poetry as a danger to 

its political and religious ideology. Even if the government burns the work, the narrative 

suggests, the people will remember what it stood for long after the poet is gone. And if 

the government decides to let the work exist, then, as Gibran’s case demonstrates, the 
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people will adapt the work to suit the needs of the present. Thus the film acts as a 

reproduction of Bush’s reading of Gibran as a peaceful poet in the face of Arab violence.  

Gibran’s own political dissidence, as evidenced in his critique of modern 

alienation and the inability of human subjects to escape the confines of social and 

political constructs, emerges in the film as the poetic interludes push against the 

foreignized voice of Mustafa and the kid-friendly narrative of KGTP. The film revises 

Gibran’s words and positions Mustafa in the role of political dissident against the 

oppressive regime of an Islamic dictator, but through these revisions and adaptations, 

Gibran’s own resistance emerges. In the film, Mustafa tells the dictator that he has “only 

spoken to the people of things they already knew in their hearts,” but in The Prophet, 

Gibran’s Almustafa claims that “I only speak to you in words of that which you 

yourselves know in thought. And what is word knowledge but a shadow of wordless 

knowledge? Your thoughts and my words are waves from a sealed memory that keeps 

records of our yesterdays.”92 The film translates Gibran’s “thought” into “heart,” 

maintaining dominant readings of the poet’s declaration of free-love and universal truth. 

Gibran’s original, however, recognizes the link between language and thought, 

attempting to bridge the gap between what people know and what they can say. In KGTP, 

Gibran’s interest in knowledge and history is erased and replaced with the vague 

emotional and spiritual knowledge which the poet is known for espousing. Gibran’s 

prose, by contrast, offers an alternative reading—one to which his adapted artwork in the 

film alludes—and a representation of “wordless knowledge,” a reference to the 

knowledge that is left in the “shadow” of official records. Gibran’s prose suggests that 
                                                

92 Gibran, The Prophet, 87.  
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the language of his text and the ideas people only know in thought but cannot express in 

language are the trace, or the “waves from a sealed memory that keeps [the] records” of 

history concealed, an archive of “our yesterdays.” Extending the metaphor of memory to 

include that which cannot be expressed in language, Gibran depicts history and 

knowledge as part of a larger unwritten process.   

 In a world that is increasingly Islamophobic and anti-Arab, the case of Gibran 

shows the embeddedness of these discourse. Hayek recognizes the timeliness of Gibran, 

arguing that in writing The Prophet, “Gibran has given us an enduring and priceless 

gift.”93 But rather than read Gibran’s words beyond the discourse, the film instead fuses 

his most popular text to the man himself and offers an archive of a cartoon Gibran with 

an Irish brogue whose legacy provides an antidote to the failures of today’s modern Arab 

world. Deployed like an empty signifier, Gibran stands in for American intervention as a 

tool for peace, a narrative that erases the reality of geopolitical strife and purports to 

represent a peaceful solution to a physical and ideological war between the United States 

and the Middle East. Such a deployment evacuates the specificity of Gibran’s archive as 

well as historical narratives of his life and the contemporary experience of Arab 

Americans. Perhaps even more problematically, his image is used to maintain, reproduce, 

and justify interventionist policies, which have destroyed much of the infrastructure and 

many political movements in the Arabic-speaking world. Gibran—the simple, universal 

metonym––is deployed as a figure for peace that justifies wars abroad. The more critical 

vision in the film, though, is embedded in the use of Gibran’s visual archive, as the 

                                                
93 Hayek-Pinault, “Foreword: A Love Affair with Life,” ix.  
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reproduction of his drawings and watercolors offers an alternative reading of Gibran’s 

work and place in Arab American history.   

The Legacy of Gibran: Prophet or Performance 

Paul-Gordon Chandler’s recent book In Search of a Prophet traces his own 

experience with Gibran’s work to produce a semi-autobiographical and biographical 

analysis of the poet. Chandler, a white American priest and author who grew up in Africa 

and worked extensively in the Middle East, writes that the Lebanese poet was “a 

prophetic voice during his own lifetime, [but his] words are perhaps even more timely 

today. To heed his wisdom would heal our world.”94 Making a hefty demand of Gibran’s 

written works, Chandler reads the author as if he consciously also reflects on the negative 

ideas about Arabs and Muslims that circulate in contemporary popular discourse, and he 

praises Gibran because he “wrote for both East and West, presenting a non-sectarian 

vision” for the future.95 Chandler begins, however, with his own misconceptions about 

the writer, which reflect an important shift in global perspectives of the Arabic-speaking 

world. When he first encountered Gibran, he assumed that he was Muslim because he 

was Arab, and that “the prophet” in his most famous book referred to the Prophet 

Muhammad. Beginning from his own anxieties and preconceived ideas about Islam, 

Chandler starts his biography with an anecdote that quickly establishes the Arab author as 

a Christian rather than a Muslim. During Chandler’s high school years in Ivory Coast, his 

classmate Jihad brought a “little black book” to the school one day; the book, of course, 
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was The Prophet. Chandler expands on this story, discussing his second encounter with 

the book. It was at a birthday party for an American friend, who had received it as a gift. 

When Chandler saw it, he quickly informed his friend that the book’s author was Muslim, 

suggesting that the book was of little value or that his friend should not read it. While 

Chandler uses this story to discuss his own assumptions about the book, its Arab author, 

and his religious background, the slippages in his story are telling. They suggest a lack of 

interest and perhaps even a subtle twinge of aversion to Islam and its ideas, even in a 

teenager who grew up surrounded by its practice. As an adult, Chandler works as a priest 

whose job focuses on building bridges between East and West through art. His 

“pilgrimage into and through Kahlil’s own spiritual journey” seeks enlightenment 

through the poet’s oeuvre, but his book reproduces well-worn readings of Gibran’s 

Prophet. Chandler pays little attention to the content of Gibran’s work, and instead relies 

on biographical anecdotes from the author’s life to conclude that the Syrian-Lebanese 

Gibran wrote for a “non-sectarian” audience. This reading marks Gibran as a surprising 

outcast from a world of violence, whose peaceful world has been lost to war.  

The binary Chandler presents between Gibran and the violent Muslim world 

continues throughout the text. Chandler describes his first trip to Lebanon as a journey to 

find the cedars of Gibran’s imagination. However, he traveled to the country in 1990, 

near the end of the Lebanese Civil War. Positioning the war in relation to his biography 

of Gibran, his first chapter paints Lebanon, the poet’s home country, as a chaotic warzone 

of Muslim attacks on peaceful Christian villages. Chandler introduces the war as a 

sectarian battle for dominance, noting that “the rise of Hezbollah (‘the Party of God’), the 
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Shia Islamic resistance group” has caused significant damage to the “picturesque seafront 

thoroughfare in the predominantly Christian northern section of Beirut” where a car 

bomb had exploded a few weeks before the biographer’s arrival.96 While Chandler writes 

carefully to dodge the use of stereotypes about the Middle East and the Muslim world, he 

reproduces these sentiments with his anecdotes. He insists on describing the aftermath of 

the Lebanese Civil War as a product of Hezbollah’s car bombs and increasing 

parliamentary “influence over the country,” and he juxtaposes this present to the serene 

past from which Gibran emerged.97 Faced with an image of Lebanon in the wake of a 

fifteen-year war, Chandler asks, “Where is Kahlil Gibran in this modern-day Lebanon, 

this country he loved so passionately and that so inspired him spiritually until the end of 

his life?”98 This question suggests that the peaceful land that reared Gibran is absent in 

the violence of a modern-day Muslim country. For Chandler, the wisdom of Gibran’s 

spiritual contribution could only be found in the Christian areas of Mount Lebanon, 

where the picturesque landscape inspires him to write about this Lebanese prophet.   

 Chandler instrumentalizes Gibran in a passive critique of the modern situation in 

the Middle East, and as I argue above, what makes this continual appropriation of Gibran 

possible is what Hishmeh calls the “burden of the prophet,” where the famous Lebanese 

author is forced to stand in for his Arab brothers and sisters as the face of an ancient 

peace that contrasts with present decline. However, unlike Bush Sr.’s or Chandler’s use 

of Gibran, Hishmeh’s interpretation gives the author agency, as he argues that even if 

such adaptations “negate [Gibran’s] Arabness,” during his lifetime Gibran “capitalized on 
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the market of Western fetishists” and used this as a platform to present “a particular 

social agenda that offered a harsh critique of Western capitalist values … [as his] 

immense commercial success never wholly obscured his own political activism.”99 As an 

example, Hishmeh reaches to an often-cited quotation from Gibran’s Arabic essay “The 

New Frontier,” published in 1925, and often translated as “The New Deal,” “The New 

Era,” or “The New Testament.”100 Linking the Syrian poet to another U.S. leader, 

Hishmeh makes the claim that the famous lines from President John F. Kennedy’s 

inauguration speech, “ask not what your country can do for you, but what you can do for 

your country,” were originally penned in Arabic by Gibran. It is true that remarkably 

similar lines appear in “A New Frontier,” a text that invites Arabs living across the 

Middle East to seize the political moment after the First World War and the fall of the 

Ottoman Empire to redefine themselves and their independent nations. Placing Gibran’s 

work into one of America’s most memorable speeches and presidencies, Hishmeh 

attempts to salvage the writer’s reputation as a thinker from reviewers who call his work 

“juvenile” or worse.101  

Given the significance of Gibran to the Arab American archive, recent scholarship 

similarly attempts to reclaim his prose as politically relevant and his poetics as 

aesthetically significant. Gibran’s work in Arabic and English shows a man with an 

utmost awareness of his own position between the Middle East and America, and as 

Hassan suggests, this creates “a bifurcation of purpose in his English and Arabic 
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works.”102 As he became a more confident writer in both languages, Gibran wrote on 

political corruption and denounced colonial intervention by Western powers. Noting that 

Gibran was critical of the French strategy to divide and conquer Syrian and Lebanese 

identities and Muslim and Maronite, Hassan writes of 

Gibran’s disillusionment with European colonialism after Britain and France 

revealed their colonial designs in the Levant and reneged on their promises of 

Arab independence in exchange for fighting the Ottomans during World War I. 

This is also a radical change in his views, considering that during the war, he (like 

many Lebanese Christians) had imagined French colonialism to be not only 

benevolent but “the architect of our new house. France will help us become a 

living nation.”103 

While Hassan refers more specifically to Gibran’s work in Arabic, the latter’s criticism of 

colonial intervention in the Middle East is evident even in English, a facet of his work 

that is often overlooked. For example, in 1985, in the twelfth publication of the Arab-

American Anti-Discrimination Committee’s (ADC) journal on Arab issues, the 

organization commemorated the life and work of Kahlil Gibran with a full publication on 

the late artist and author. The issue includes photographs and drawings, excerpts from his 

work, a short biography, and a discussion of his importance to the Lebanese and Arab 

American communities. The journal argues that Gibran was “immensely dedicated to 
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Lebanon” and that he was a staunch critic of Ottoman rule in Greater Syria.104 This 

history is relevant, but like many critics, the authors of the ADC magazine overlook the 

larger archive of Gibran’s work, even when it is reprinted right alongside their article. 

Adjacent to Gibran’s brief biography, for example, the ADC publication includes a poem 

called “You Have Your Lebanon and I Have My Lebanon,” a work that is meant to 

demonstrate Gibran’s commitment to the nation and scorn for its former oppressors.105 

The piece, composed in 1928, states briefly at the bottom that it was written “during the 

Mandate of Lebanon.”106 However, the authors of the ADC magazine only discuss 

Gibran’s critique of Ottomans, rather than citing this piece as a critique of French 

colonial rule in Lebanon from 1920-1945. The ADC disregards Gibran’s anti-imperialism 

with respect to European powers, evident in the prose poem. Gibran writes, “Your 

Lebanon is an area for men from the West and from the East. My Lebanon is a flock of 

birds fluttering in the early morning as shepherds lead their sheep into the meadow and 

rising in the evening as farmers return from their fields and vineyards.”107 Even as the 

poet paints a pastoral scene as the “real” Lebanon, his Lebanon, he also criticizes the 

determination of foreign powers, which transformed the region to bolster Christian 

influence by carving off a piece of Greater Syria and renaming it “Greater Lebanon,” a 

strategy that divided the people and created rifts that exist even today. His rebuke of 

French intervention surfaces as the poem draws attention to the colonists’ methods of 
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divide and conquer. The provincial image of a shepherd does not suggest national 

divisions between Arabs living in the new borders, as do the contrived notions of “East” 

and “West.” The critique of French intervention is subtle, but as the piece continues 

Gibran predicts a future where “his Lebanon” and “his people” outlast the French 

occupation: “What will remain of your Lebanon after a century? … Except bragging, 

lying and stupidity? … I say to you, while the conscience of time listened to me that the 

songs of a maiden collecting herbs in the valleys of Lebanon will outlast all the uttering 

of the most exalted prattler among you….”108 Gibran’s reproach of the French mandate 

reads as a contest over creative influence, as the author articulates a keen awareness that 

Western ideology, represented by the “most exalted prattler,” is idle chatter that cannot 

stand up to “songs of a maiden collecting herbs.” The pureness of her voice, a song that 

“collects” the land’s bounty against division, will “outlast” the imperial “prattl[e].” 

Keeping with his own philosophical beliefs, Gibran insists the rustic, natural instincts and 

landscape of his native country will, like the maiden’s song, “outlast” direct or indirect 

Western rule in the region.  

This example highlights another version of Gibran in circulation, the “Lebanese” 

poet and artist rather than the Syrian or Arab American. The ADC’s writers are careful in 

this special issue to use only the modern name of the country, Lebanon, rather than the 

Ottoman territory from which Gibran emigrated, Greater Syria, even though they cite a 

poem that draws a direct connection to the latter. In fact, in most contemporary 

references, Gibran is referred to as Lebanese more than he is called Syrian or Arab. This 

decision is political, because it links Gibran to a nation formed after his departure, one 
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that is known for its friendly relations with Western powers, unlike its neighbor Syria. Of 

course, he hailed from Mount Lebanon and did refer to himself as Lebanese from time to 

time, but more often than not, he used the terms Syrian and Arab, drawing on the 

common parlance of his day. Insisting on Gibran’s Lebanese origins detracts from his 

political work, which supported pan-Arabism. Avoiding his commitments to nationalist 

projects, the ADC publication continually refers to Gibran as Lebanese, rather than 

Syrian or Arab, side-stepping the negative associations that accompany these terms at the 

time of the issue’s release. The separation of Syria and Lebanon during the French 

mandate after the Second World War caused tension between the two countries and 

contributed to the ongoing struggles for power and influence in the region to this day.  

Gibran’s inner conflict represented the emerging identity politics in mandatory 

Lebanon and Syria. During this same period, for example, he contributed a piece called a 

“Message to Young Americans of Syrian Origin,” which was printed in the first issue of 

The Syrian World in July 1926. Maintaining a link between Syrian and Lebanese identity 

in the American context, Gibran begins his message with hope: “I believe in you, and I 

believe in your destiny. I believe that you are contributors to this new civilization.”109 

Gibran speaks to Syrian Americans, situating the image of the model minority: a 

patriotic, driven immigrant class that hails from the Holy Land, ready to contribute to the 

modern world. He continues: 
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I believe that you have inherited from your forefathers an ancient dream, a song, a 

prophecy, which you can proudly lay as a gift of gratitude upon the lap of 

America.  

I believe you can say to the founders of this great nation, “Here I am, a youth, a 

young tree, whose roots were plucked from the hills of Lebanon, yet I am deeply 

rooted here, and I would be fruitful.”  

And I believe that you can say to Abraham Lincoln, the blessed, “Jesus of 

Nazareth touched your lips when you spoke, and guided your hand when you 

wrote; and I shall uphold all that you have said and all that you have written.”  

I believe that you can say to Emerson and Whitman and James, “In my veins runs 

the blood of the poets and wise men of old, and it is my desire to come to you and 

receive, but I shall not come with empty hands.”110 

Constructing a hybrid identity, Gibran speaks of the Syrian potential to strengthen the 

United States with “ancient” knowledge of “wise old men.” These immigrants do not 

arrive on American soil empty-handed, but they bring an “ancient dream, a song, a 

prophecy” from their “forefathers” to the United States. The “young Syrians” carry a 

deeply rooted knowledge in their very being, a quality they have “inherited” from their 

rich past. Drawing together the political and the literary, from Lincoln to Jesus, from 

Whitman to James, these immigrants are not simply a model minority, but a community 

that will bring the “blood” of ancient poets from the Holy Land to the discourses of 

American history and literature.  
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 Gibran intimates a Syrian identity that relies on an imagined community between 

young Syrian immigrants, many of whom were born in the United States, and those living 

in the newly formed nation of Greater Lebanon. He also maintains an idea of American 

national identity that relies on similar notions of homogeneity both of history and culture, 

to which Syrian immigrants and their “inherited” qualities have much to contribute. 

Gibran posits an idea of national community that relies on metaphors for home as a 

hybrid, and he constructs notions of identity that claim historical roots in a Lebanese 

landscape and poetic genealogy and linguistic origins in American poets. In his “Letter,” 

Gibran situates identity as bound up with the processes of simultaneous deracination and 

re-racination: the young Syrians possess “roots [that] were plucked from the hills of 

Lebanon, yet [they] are deeply rooted” in the United States. The dynamic of 

deracination/rootedness at play in his letter to young Syrians suggests an adaptable spirit, 

one of simultaneous loss and renewal. 

Gibran’s “message” also rehearses several competing tendencies in early Arab 

American discourse, particularly that which appears in Salloum Mokarzel’s The Syrian 

World. This English-language magazine reported on stories relevant to Arab communities 

in the United States, but even its title points to the debates between Syrian nationalism 

and Arab nationalism, as it refers to “the Syrian world” rather than the emergent “Arab 

world.” Mokarzel’s publication focused on English-speaking Syrians in the United States, 

often publishing articles about how to maintain American-born Syrians’ knowledge of 

the Arabic language as well as presenting countless advertisements for Arabic Linotype 

printing. However, by calling the magazine The Syrian World, its editors marked a 
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distinction between national identities, speaking to “Syrians” rather than other Arabs. 

Drawing a line between Arab and Syrian, and choosing to speak directly to the “Young 

Syrians,” the title of Gibran’s piece as well as the journal itself appears to respond to the 

same anxiety that brought Mokarzel’s publication into existence in the first place: the fear 

of losing cultural, historical, and linguistic connections to the homeland. According to 

Fahad Abdullah Tayash and Kenneth Kahtan Ayouby, The Syrian World’s “raison d’etre 

was romantic: to establish a link between assimilated Syrian-Americans and a culture that 

was gradually becoming more foreign to them. Although other publications were 

introduced later, they were mainly the instruments of Syrian and Lebanese clubs and can 

be best described as organizational newsletters broadcasting assimilation values.”111 

Claiming transnational origins by referring to the journal’s “raison d’etre,” Tayash and 

Ayouby describe a publication committed to maintaining ties to the homeland in contrast 

to the “newsletters” on the horizon, those aimed at “broadcasting assimilation values.” 

The Syrian World, a publication that begins with Gibran’s message and repeats and 

reprints its words in later editions, promotes the idea that Syrian Americans are part of 

American history, but insists that their past is rooted in the Arabic language and a shared 

“Syrian” culture. Calling itself a “Syrian” journal after Lebanon was created, and 

including a piece by Gibran whose title—“Message to Young Americans of Syrian 

Origin”—emphasizes the importance of maintaining the “Syrian” moniker, the magazine 

highlights an appeal to Arab nationalist movements, one that recognized the connections 
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between Arab nations like those linked (as Lebanon and Syria were) by the geographical 

borders of the former Ottoman territory of Greater Syria. By not immediately taking on 

the Lebanese national identity after a new state was formed, Mokarzel, Gibran, Rihani, 

and other members of the early Arab American press and intellectual class held onto the 

moniker to which they had become accustomed: an identity that previously marked them 

as separate from their Ottoman rulers, and now, as resistant to the French. 

 Performing what it means to be Syrian in this moment, Gibran’s article lays out 

the goal of the journal and outlines the tensions of the Syrian American community. 

Striving to find space in the United States and to participate in the global world order, 

Gibran’s “Message to Young Americans of Syrian Origin” presents yet another example 

of living in between places. He writes, “it is to stand before the towers of New York, 

Washington, Chicago and San Francisco saying in your heart, ‘I am the descendant of a 

people that builded [sic] Damascus, and Biblus, and Tyre and Sidon, and Antioch, and 

now I am here to build with you, and with a will.’”112 Here, a pattern appears in Gibran’s 

message, one that continually demonstrates these roots in larger worlds, ancient worlds, 

yes, but also worlds that contribute to the modern landscape of America, histories that 

redefine, reshape, and clarify “what it is to be a good citizen.”113 In this piece, Gibran 

frames the “Syrian” in the English-language journal, The Syrian World, but he also sets 

the terms for the larger archive of Arab American history. While The Prophet’s 

popularity overshadows Gibran’s role in defining Arab nationalist ideas in the United 

States, “his Arab origins having become submerged by the time The Prophet was 
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written,” as Geoffrey Nash describes it, Gibran’s message to “Americans of Syrian 

Origin” offers a vision of national identity that merges histories and tracks the roots of 

each part of his hybrid identity from Abraham Lincoln to Jesus, and from New York to 

Damascus.114  

In his book, The Author and His Doubles, Abdelfattah Kilito argues that “at the 

dawn of their history in the sixth century [The Arabs] were already hearkening back to an 

earlier originary dawn now lost and effaced (but for its traces).”115 Naming the desire to 

reach into the past to confirm origins as a common practice in the history of Arabic 

letters, Kilito’s diagnosis speaks to Gibran’s rhetorical gestures in the “Letter,” as Gibran 

skips over the present and recent histories of Lebanon and Syria—of Ottoman and now 

French rule in the region—to hearken “back to an earlier originary dawn now lost and 

effaced.” Its “traces,” however, have been passed down to the young Americans of Syrian 

origins, and they bring those with them to the United States. Sidestepping the present 

conditions, the situations which brought the young Syrians to the United States, Gibran 

celebrates the ancient history of the Arabs and marks the Syrian immigration as a return 

to this past. By referencing to the ancient past of the Middle East and by engaging the 

American present, Gibran conceals the present of Syria and Lebanon, a tradition that 

continues in Arab American archives. In fact, the authors of the ADC Issues’ tribute to 

Gibran use this very method as they summarize Gibran’s historical importance.  
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Small in stature, frail in health but strong in mind and spirit, Gibran faced the 

problems of life with exemplary courage and determination. He was the heir to 

the rich heritage of the land of his birth where a great civilization was born—the 

home of the people who gave us the alphabet, cloth, the purple dye, the art of 

sculpture—people whose daring seamanship carried their civilization throughout 

the then-known world. He was the heir to a rich Christian tradition, greatly 

enriched by the vast contributions of the Arab civilization and Muslim religion. 

All of this gave him a solid foundation on which to build. Like his Phoenician 

predecessors, he braved the seas to the unknown, which he conquered with brush 

and pen. With courage, determination and hard work, he availed himself of the 

opportunities of the New World.116  

Unlike the accounts of American journalists who mock Gibran’s work, this homage to the 

author presents another kind of confusion about Gibran, one that assumes that his value 

lies solely in the visibility he brings to the Arab American community through popular 

discourse. The ADC publication has little to say about Gibran’s actual art or writing; 

instead it locates him within broad and competing historical narratives, linking the author 

to a variety of sources, pasts, and presents: Arab, Muslim, Phoenician, and American. 

Barely mentioning his significance as an early Arab American writer who wrote in 

English, the piece places Gibran into a larger history, alluding to his “Phoenician 

predecessors” and making the author stand in for past accomplishments and contributions 

to world history that might validate the position of Arabs in America. The ADC 
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remembers “The Writer, the Poet, the Artist” because he conquered the “New World,” a 

success that the article measures in book sales.  

Continuing with vague language, this multi-page spread in ADC’s publication 

presents the many different faces of the poet and the discourses that follow his work. 

Positing that he “belongs neither to Lebanon nor to America, but to all peoples, in all 

places, at all times,” the feature asks Gibran to stand in for everything and everyone by 

drawing on the mystical sage-like performance he played during his life and continues to 

play even in death. 117 “Like Lebanon,” the special issue continues, “he was a mixture of 

the old and the new, the East and the West.”118 This claim places Gibran in a position to 

mend historical wounds and transcend entrenched binaries. Remembering Gibran 

provides an occasion to tell the history of the Arabs, the Phoenicians, the Christians 

enriched by Islam, and the national struggles of Lebanon, creating a bridge between East 

and West. In this final guise, Gibran appears as a spokesperson for the entire global 

community, a writer with his finger on the pulse of humanity and on the nature of things 

and being.  

All the while, Gibran’s actual words remain largely unquoted and unanalyzed, 

and the details of his biography and his struggles with familial loss, depression, and 

alcoholism remain minimal. Instead, the ADC publication provides the sketch below, a 

drawing based on archival photographs of the author meant to characterize the many 

faces of Gibran, presenting his ability to transform himself as a positive attribute of this 

small-framed and frail genius. From left to right, the sketch portrays Gibran as a 
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stereotypical Arab in a kufiyah; a young and thoughtful man in an artist’s smock; a 

distinguished and confident foreigner in Western garb; a pensive young writer in an 

Eastern frock; a mustachioed, fez-wearing Ottoman; and a budding Eastern mystic in an 

ornate cloak. Drawn by Lee Carlson in 1983, many of the images rely on photographs of 

Gibran taken by his first mentor and benefactor in the United States, Fred Holland Day, 

whose influence on a young Gibran determined the path his self-presentation would take 

throughout his career. The drawing illustrates a man whose identity shifted easily and 

whose place in life felt ambivalent. Hassan refers to this as Gibran’s “chameleon-like” 

persona, as he performed his way through each situation, playing the part that seemed 

appropriate for those around him. Reflecting on a comment made by a reporter who 

interviewed Gibran during his lifetime, Hassan cites the article’s reference to Gibran’s 

“chameleon-like ease of adaptiveness,” his “exotic features … tempered by genteel, 

cosmopolitan dress and mannerisms.”119 Such references to Gibran’s way of being in the 

world allow many to suggest, like the ADC’s publication and Bush Sr.’s evocation in the 

Memorial Garden, that Gibran found footing in both East and West and that his work and 

legacy bridged the gap between the United States and the Arabic-speaking world. 

Gibran’s ability to adapt, to assimilate, and to attain popularity in the West is 

positioned as a positive attribute of the late writer by the ADC and by others who write 

on Gibran’s importance to the Arab American narrative. However, as Hassan argues, “the 

chameleon does not try to connect two environments together, but quite the opposite: it 

changes colors in order to blend into each … it adapts itself without attempting to change 
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its surroundings.”120 Hassan critiques the interviewer’s misnomer in order to suggest that 

readings like this flatten Gibran’s effectiveness in either an Arab or an American milieu, 

lessening his impact on the world around him by suggesting that his ability to adapt to his 

surroundings makes the man and his work merely digestible for a Western audience; 

assimilated to its terms, but different enough to be interesting. 

 

 

Figure 8. Drawing by Lee Carlson in ADC Issues, Issue #12 “Kahlil Gibran: Writer, Poet, Artist,” 1983 

 

While the interviewer “astutely identified the mode of Gibran’s self-presentation as that 

of the chameleon, finding it somewhat suspicious,” he also “misjudges the effectiveness 

of Gibran’s efforts to facilitate ‘mutual understanding and sympathy’ within a hegemonic 
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framework.”121 In part, the ADC makes a similar move, suggesting that Gibran’s heritage 

makes him wise and adaptable to both East and West without belonging to either space, 

as if he transcended such finicky binaries. However, this reading strips Gibran of his 

political significance and agency not only in the West but also within the Arab American 

community, as it suggests that he speaks for everything and everyone, rather than 

speaking with a unique voice from a specific historical moment. According to Hassan, 

“the popular success of Gibran’s English-language works rests on this fundamental and 

widespread error in judgement.”122 

Nash argues that Gibran “turn[ed] his back on the concerns that preoccupied his 

Arab contemporaries.”123 However, as Hassan’s intervention shows, Gibran reached into 

Arab histories because he recognized Arabness as a construct with a particular history, a 

link to the language of the Prophet Muhammad and to the “people who gave us the 

alphabet.” Gibran did not merely “face the problems of [some unspecific] life,” but he 

performed an Arab identity as a mode of cultural translation. Gibran did not merely 

assimilate to his new surroundings, turning his back on the intellectual concerns of his 

Arab contemporaries, but instead, as Hassan articulates, “the difference between 

transgressive cultural translation and chameleon-like adaptation is that while the former 

has the potential to interrogate and unsettle discursive and ideological presuppositions, 

the latter adheres to, and in effect confirms and legitimates, the reigning discourse.”124 

Rather than elide the many discursive adaptations, exploitations, and appropriations of 
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Gibran since his arrival in the United States in 1895, it is worth paying attention to the 

ways in which Gibran understood the performative aspects of identity, in particular his 

own. Gibran did not draw on the history of his ancestors to reclaim a past that had been 

lost to the centuries, but instead, illustrated the origins from which identity constructs 

emerge––from nascent ideas about national and linguistic connection, between imagined 

communities that cross time and space––to locate a sense of cultural unity. It is important 

to read Gibran’s performative identity as a self-reflexive critique of his own historical 

situation, an evaluation of migrating politics and identity against the grain of assimilation 

and adaptation. As cultural translations, Gibran’s work and archive transcend the 

discourse surrounding his life and work as they are flattened in the larger archives of 

multicultural histories. Moreover, understanding this author as an assimilated Arab 

American and a metonym for the model minority erases the contributions Gibran made to 

Arab and Arab American political and literary history.  

Gibran’s work connects spiritualism with nationalism, which he illustrates 

through an insistence on a unique Arab identity. However, he sees Arab nationalism 

outside the frame of identity politics, and instead, he grounds Arab unity as a project of 

spiritual growth. Gibran’s work recognizes the need to define geographical, cultural, and 

linguistic similarities between self and other—the American and the Arab—as well as 

between opposing histories and disparate religions. From behind the mask of “the 

prophet,” Gibran uses the cover of Islam and Biblical prose to propose a spiritual call for 

unity. He states as much in a letter to Haskell in 1916, where he speaks of an Arab revolt 
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against the Ottomans and an uprising meant to oust the Turkish rulers and secure a 

unified Arab state from Yemen to Aleppo. He writes,  

The Arabian revolt is indeed a wonderful thing. No one outside of Arabia knows 

how successful it is and how far it will go. But the fact that there was a movement 

is a great and mighty thing. A thing which I have dreamt of and worked for during 

the past ten years. If the Arabs receive help from the Allies they would not only 

create a kingdom but they would give something to the world. I know, Mary, the 

reality that lies in the Arabic soul. The Arabs cannot organize without the help of 

Europe but the Arabs have a vision of Life which no other race possesses.125 

Recalling his self-referential remarks to Barbara Young––“If you must call me 

something, say I am a life-ist!” 126––in this letter to Mary, Gibran links his identity and 

his Arabness once again to “a vision of life.” Here, a hopeful Gibran writes to his dear 

friend about Arab independence and modernization and his desire for the future of the 

Arab world released from Ottoman control. While he certainly rejected French colonial 

rule in his homeland, he recognized French assistance and other “help from the Allies” as 

a step toward the future success of the Arab nation. To counter any notion of European 

superiority, he presents an image of Arab nationalism that relies on the spirit of the 

people, an independent “race” with a singular vision for their future. For Gibran, 

nationalism requires international relationships and a strong understanding and 

knowledge of the world and its history, as he tells Haskell in a letter the following year, 

                                                
125 Khalil Gibran to Mary Haskell, January 6, 1916, Box 35, Folder 271, Minis Family Papers, 

1739-1948, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC. Accessed March 2016.  
126 Barbara Young, This Man from Lebanon: A Study of Kahlil Gibran (New York: Alfred A. 

Knopf, 1945), 17. 
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suggesting that “nationalism is a step toward world-consciousness,” an indispensable part 

of progress for the future of nations, and Arab national unity in particular.127 While he 

sees temporary European intervention as a necessary step to achieving independence, he 

suggests that true knowledge of the movement and the shape it will take lies with the 

Arabs’ revolutionary fervor, for only they know “how far it will go.”  

In “The New Frontier,” the text from which President Kennedy supposedly 

borrowed Gibran’s lines, the poet writes, “in the Middle East there are two processions: 

One is of old people wailing with bent backs, supported with bent canes,” and the other 

“is a procession of young men, running as if on winged feet.”128 In this piece, Gibran 

demands a shift in perspective, one that breaks down old structures and focuses on the 

future of the nation. At this point, disillusioned by the lack of change and the lingering 

intervention of the French, he demands a revision to the old ways and calls for action, 

telling his Arab brothers that it is time for them to write their own future. “In the dawn of 

new frontiers,” he argues, “no smoke will veil their eyes and no jingle of chains will 

drown their voices.”129 Rather, the people will be in touch with the earth, he suggests 

through metaphors of sowing and reaping grain, and he predicts that the new frontier will 

break the people’s chains and remove the veils from their eyes. While the sentiments of 

Gibran’s work may not be complex, and they, like much of his writing, rely on 

metaphorical and poetic language, his politics and criticisms are evident: he sees the 

national potential of Lebanon and Syria and calls out to the people to incite revolution. 

                                                
127 Khalil Gibran to Mary Haskell, January 2, 1917, Box 35, Folder 272, Minis Family Papers, 

1739-1948, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC. Accessed March 2016.  
128 Khalil Gibran, “The New Frontier,” The Treasured Writings of Kahlil Gibran, ed. Martin L 

Wolf and Andrew Dib Sherfan, trans. Anthony Rizcallah Ferris (Edison, NJ: Castle Books, 1975), 778.  
129 Gibran, “The New Frontier,” 778-779.  
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“There are today, in the Middle East,” Gibran states “two men: one of the past and one of 

the future. Which one are you?”130 Both serve a purpose in his vision for “The New 

Frontier,” and for what he sees as an Arab “Spring,” but no matter the process, Gibran 

insists that Arab nations must and will move forward, as “there is on the horizon of the 

Middle East a new awakening; it is growing and expanding.”131 In pieces like these, he 

participates in the discourse of the nahda, the Arab renaissance, and he also embodies the 

political dissident that a cartoon adaptation of his most famous character will play almost 

a century later, and he predicts the multiplicity of uprisings that would take place across 

the Middle East during the twentieth century, prophetically referring to these as “Spring.”  

Gibran’s dissidence writes against colonial rule and against Western reign by 

promoting an image of Arab unity and distinction. In the archives that conceal Gibran’s 

work, his writings and artworks are often depoliticized, suggesting that his contributions 

to Arab thought and his success on the global market rely on the universality of his 

message, rather than on a carefully constructed identity that he performed for his Arab 

and American audiences. As a result, the figure of Gibran actually serves to further 

marginalize later Arab immigrants to America, because the latter are always read 

alongside the political situations that led to their move across the Atlantic, unlike their 

entrepreneurial predecessors and their peaceful brother Kahlil Gibran. Studies that reflect 

on Arab immigrations to the Americas from the early 1900s, in turn, often disregard any 

political reasons for migration, glossing over these discourses to an easy narrative of 

success, and Gibran’s image and work often provide the desirable context for historical 
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continuity. 132 During his life Gibran played numerous roles, and while some were not 

agreeable to the people of his former homeland, and some not so palatable to the people 

of his adopted homeland, he fought to bring visibility and independence to the Arabs and 

he struggled to break down the old world in favor of political independence and social 

change. While he may not have seen himself as an actual prophet, a figure in touch with 

God’s teachings, he worked to speak in a language that everyone could hear in Arabic or 

English, and whether he performed as a mystic, an Arab, a Lebanese, or an American, 

Gibran imagined a world on “the dawn of new frontiers.”  

                                                
132 See Alixa Naff, Becoming American: The Early Arab Immigrant Experience (Carbondale, IL: 

Southern Illinois University Press, 1985). 
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Chapter 2 
Between the Yemen and New York City: The Arab American Archive in Ameen 
Rihani’s Major Works 

 
A large part of what may be thought of as progressive impulses in historiography 

is informed by a desire to redeem history through a logic of emancipation. The 
resurrection of the subaltern subject of history, the pitting of oral against written 

and the hope that an engagement with the residue of the archive will lead to a 
transformative politics. 

 
––Pad.ma, “10 Theses on the Archive”1  

Born on November 24, 1876, Ameen Fares Rihani2 began his life in Freike, a 

small village on Mouth Lebanon. Like Khalil Gibran’s birthplace, his hometown, now 

part of the independent state of Lebanon, was then part of the Arabic-speaking Ottoman 

territory known as “Greater Syria,” a major site of emigration to the United States in the 

late nineteenth century.3 In 1888, seven years before the emigration of Gibran’s family to 

the United States, Rihani’s family made the journey to New York, where he would 

eventually become one of the most prolific Syrian or Arab American intellectuals. His 

activism, political engagement, and approach to global issues made him famous and also 

infamous, as his work engaged with post-WWI ideologies of the nation in regard to the 

Arabian Peninsula, and he was a steadfast critic of the British mandate and Zionist 

campaigns for a Jewish state in Palestine. In scope and form, Rihani’s work was 

inimitable; he blended philosophy, critical ethnography, travel writing, and poetry to 

establish a history of Arab accomplishment and to defend a platform in favor of global 
                                                

1 Pad.ma, “10 Theses on the Archive,” Dissonant Archives: Contemporary Visual Culture and 
Contested Narratives in the Middle East, ed. Anthony Downey (New York: I.B. Taurus, 2015), 355.  

2 The more appropriate transliteration of this author’s name is Amīn Fāris al-Riḥānī, but since I 
discuss the reception of his work in English and in the United States, I use the common English spelling of 
his name, Ameen Rihani, in this chapter.  

3 It is important to note that in this chapter, I will use terms like Syrian, Lebanese, and Arab in 
several different ways, sometimes interchangeably, and sometimes not. However, I’d like to note that these 
terms are slippery and their meaning always changing. 
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Arab nationalism steeped in capitalist practices. As a result, Rihani spent much of his 

career trying to convince Americans, as well as Arabs, of the importance of Arab 

identity, unity, and thought, which he saw as the beginning of a cultural dialogue that 

relies on global cooperation in the service of national independence and democratic 

ideals.4 But Rihani, who wrote about the deserts of “Arabia” and its political leaders, 

knew these spaces first through language. 

When he settled in the United States with his uncle, they lived in the “Syrian 

Colony” in New York City—Little Syria––which was “the commercial center for Arab 

Americans” during the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth.5 Its stores, which 

“imported food, kitchen utensils, water pipes, and cultural items such as musical 

instruments, from back home for the comfort of their fellow villagers residing throughout 

the United States,” created the sense of a home away from the homeland, Greater Syria.6 

The community was a bustling downtown for Arab American life, boasting newspapers 

in Arabic and English, Arab-run banks and stores, and Syrian neighborhood societies and 

schools. The residents in lower Manhattan even had structures in place to help new 

immigrants find their footing in the new country.7 Today, the Syrian Colony is gone, but 

its history lives in the shadow of New York’s contemporary financial district. It also 

survives in photos and archives and in texts like Rihani’s, written accounts that situate it 

as a dwelling place for Syrian/Lebanese/Arab exiles.  

                                                
4 Nijmeh Hajjar, The Politics and Poetics of Ameen Rihani: The Humanist Ideology of an Arab-

American Intellectual and Activist (London: I.B. Tauris Publishers, 2010), 21. 
5 Randa A. Kayyali, The Arab Americans (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2006), 36. 
6 Kayyali, The Arab Americans, 36. 
7 Ibid. 
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During his life, Rihani entered public debates with other prominent Syrian 

intellectuals and journalists in America about what makes an Arab an Arab, a Syrian an 

Arab, a Lebanese an Arab, a Lebanese a Syrian, and so on. This type of dialogue 

flourished in the Syrian American community and press in the 1920s and 1930s, where 

Rihani’s work also enters into the developing discursive practices and deployments of 

what it means to be Arab in America during the interwar period, a moment when 

definitions of “world” became increasingly complicated and transformed by shifting 

imperial investments and centers. Dominant archives, like Naff’s Arab American 

Collection, exemplify this dispute over identity politics, a subject that comes up 

repeatedly in her interviews with early Syrian-Lebanese Americans. For example, when 

she talks to Mary Mokarzel in 1986, Naff discusses Mary’s father Salloum and her uncle 

Naoum, who were prominent Syrian-Lebanese American entrepreneurs in the first 

decades of the twentieth century. Naoum Mokarzel was the founder of one of the first 

Arabic-language newspapers in the United States, New York’s al-Hoda, which Salloum 

Mokarzel helmed after his brother’s death in 1932.8 Mary ran the paper after her father’s 

passing until it closed its doors in 1972. In her conversation with Naff, Mary’s 

description of al-Hoda provides a telling example of the shifting views on Arabs in the 

1980s, and she revises the history of Syrian arrival in the United States at the turn of the 

twentieth century. Mary tells Naff that al-Hoda was “primarily for the Lebanese,” and 
                                                

8 Al-Hoda’s first issue was printed in 1898 in Philadelphia, but production moved to New York 
City in 1902; its  last issue appeared in 1972. Salloum was the founder of The Syrian World, a New York-
based English-language journal and newspaper that covered “Syrian” and Arab American affairs in the 
United States as well as abroad. The Syrian World was published as a journal from 1926 to 1932, and in 
1932, its format changed, and it was published as a newspaper from 1932 until 1935, when it went out of 
print. Both Al-Hoda and The Syrian World published works by writers like Rihani, Philip Hitti, and Gibran. 
They represent only two of the numerous publications published in the United States either in Arabic or 
about Arab affairs. 
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while her father knew writers like Rihani, to whom he was closer than he was to Gibran, 

she states that their relationship was mostly superficial, as Salloum “was too Lebanese 

and [Rihani and Gibran] were more Arab.”9  

Mary Mokarzel’s version of the relationship between her father and Rihani and 

Gibran rewrites history in multiple ways, even as it draws on the lively debates of her 

father’s generation. Indeed, her memory of the early decades in the United States appeals 

to the sensibilities of Arab-U.S. relations in the 1980s, when many immigrants proposed 

a difference between the Lebanese identities of the early arrivals and the identities of 

more politicized Arabs immigrating to the country in the latter half of the twentieth 

century.10 Rihani tackles these debates head-on in his lectures and newspaper articles and 

in his literary works and travelogues, and he also stages encounters between Arabs from 

multiple origins to complicate histories like Naff’s and Mary Mokarzel’s, which present 

an arbitrary and unexplained distinction between the qualities of a Lebanese and an Arab. 

Beyond showing that the debates between identity constructs still exist in the 1980s, 

Mary Mokarzel’s comments show the importance of projects like Rihani’s.  

As I discuss in the introduction to this project, Naff’s archive and the version of 

history it imagines seem to be motivated by the collector’s own background and the 

moment in which she conducted research, one where the situation of Arabs in America 

has changed dramatically from the time of Rihani, Naoum, and Salloum. Naff’s 

archive—a collection of photocopies, photographs, oral histories, transcripts, essays, and 

books—formed the basis of her book Becoming American, one that tells the story of 

                                                
9 Interview with Mary Mokarzel (transcript), Box 84, Folder 14, Faris and Yamna Naff Collection, 

National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C, Accessed March 2016. 
10 See the extended discussion of Naff’s archive in the introduction. 
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provincial Arab entrepreneurs whose Christian roots primed them to assimilate quickly 

into U.S. culture. Yet I contend that even her collection produces different versions of the 

reductive history she defends. While Naff was interested in writers like Rihani, his work 

appears infrequently in her archive, and this relative absence might be because of what 

Mary Mokarzel suggests: writers like Rihani and Gibran presented a quality that was 

“more Arab” than it was Lebanese, and as I suggest in the introduction, Naff’s archive 

strives to make a space for Lebanese immigrants as the progenitors of Arab American 

history. I argue that in Rihani’s oeuvre, he presents an alternative version of Arab history 

through a collection of familiar and unfamiliar stories that contribute to, but also derail, 

the trajectory of dominant stories told by figures like Naff and Mokarzel. In his works, 

Rihani develops a method of comparison by locating European forms in Arab spaces and 

by placing multiple forms of Arabness together. Moving beyond a narrative of 

assimilation, Rihani stages encounters between texts, ideas, places, and people that would 

have seemed incompatible to many of Naff’s and Mokarzel’s “Arab” or “Lebanese” 

Americans in the early twentieth century.  

Rihani’s project—comprising his numerous essays, short stories, poems, novels, 

plays, and travelogues—does not attempt to locate or define Arab identity as such. 

However, because Rihani was a cosmopolitan, diasporic author who wrote across 

linguistic and national borders, identity emerges as the organizing principle of the archive 

he constructs. Through his work on diaspora, the question of home and homelessness, 

and transnational migration, Rihani tackled the issue of knowledge production, storage, 

and circulation, and he interrogated the performance, limitations, and repetition of 
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identity constructs and their global circulation. His prolific archive rethinks historical 

narratives and the role of Arabs within dominant discourses that defend Europe as the 

primary progenitor of truth and knowing. Writing in the early twentieth century, as an 

immigrant to the United States and a self-proclaimed ambassador to and from the Arabic-

speaking world, Rihani focuses on producing a history by reclaiming the place of Arabs 

in the modern world and demonstrating their contributions to the priorities of modernity 

and capital. In this chapter, I develop a reading of Rihani’s works and their reception to 

demonstrate an alternative archive of the Arab in the American century, situating his 

approach to history and knowledge as generative of the archival impulse and the archival 

turn. His writing produces an argument that sets the stage for political interventions and 

perceptions of Arabness in Arab and Arab American communities over the coming 

century, and while his untimely commitments and approach were praised by his 

contemporaries, Rihani’s brand of pan-Arabism has only recently gained critical 

academic attention. In fact, inasmuch as Rihani’s politics and poetics suggest that he 

positioned himself as a cultural translator, living between two worlds and languages, his 

writing suggests that Arabic, and its multiple registers and dialects, maintains a certain 

level of unity in the face of nationalism, globalization, and imperialism. Rihani’s 

deployment of culture and language suggests that systems of exchange—economic, 

social, and political—between culture and policy are the source of Arab and global 

reform. This does not mean that he falls into the trap of separating culture from politics, 

but instead, that he demonstrates how interactions between Arabs and Americans disrupt 

easy readings of language, art, and knowledge, while interrogating the place and identity 
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of the archive. “Writing” for Rihani “becomes his form of dwelling,” as Leyla Dakhli 

suggests, “a form of individual spirituality, of rootedness. But it also functions as a 

permanent link between people.”11 Rihani finds his diasporic home and his connections 

to the various communities that constitute his place in the world through written 

language. 

In his travel writing, Rihani presents insightful and nuanced encounters with the 

Holy Land and with the Arabian Peninsula in a moment when the latter is still filled with 

mysteries and magic carpets for most American readers. Yet the encounters he offers 

represent only one instance of Rihani’s attempt to make space in the emerging discourse 

on Arab American identity for places like Yemen and Arabia. In his body of work, he 

located these territories as central to the history of Arabs in Syria and Lebanon. In fact, he 

calls Yemen “the cradle of the Arab race,” where the “ancient trade route—the spice 

route—between East and West” first emerged.12 In notes for his lecture “Arabia’s 

Contributions to Civilization and the Poetry of Arabia,” Rihani, unlike many of his other 

colleagues in the United States at the turn of the century, links Syrians to the Arabs of 

Yemen not only to point out their differences, but also to demonstrate the significance of 

the Arabic language and its influence on the broader region. Of course, he also cites the 

accomplishments of the Phoenicians, the ancient inhabitants of Syria and Lebanon, but he 

insists upon the material accomplishment of Arabs in the Yemen as well, from 

                                                
11 Leyla Dakhli, “The Mahjar as Literary and Political Territory in the First Decades of the 

Twentieth Century: The Example of Amīn Rīḥānī (1876-1940),” ed. Dyala Hamzah, The Making of the 
Arab Intellectual: Empire, Public Sphere and the Colonial Coordinates of Selfhood (New York: Routledge, 
2013), 175. 

12 Ameen Fares Rihani, “Arabia’s Contributions to Civilization and the Poetry of Arabia,” 1930, 
Box 5, Ameen Fares Rihani papers, 1897-1940, Library of Congress. Washington, D.C., Accessed July 
2016.  
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“domination” of others to architecture and “the first skyscraper.” He discusses the 

migration of tribes to Syria and throughout Mesopotamia, The Arabian Nights, and the 

translation of Plato and Aristotle into Arabic. From the deserts of Yemen, Rihani expands 

this history into the space of what we might call the “Arab world” today.13  

Rihani’s writing introduces a disruption to the straightforward reading of Arab 

American history, gesturing at a critique of Syrian American exclusivity. In a 1934 article 

published in the English-language newspaper, The Syrian World, Rihani, referred to as a 

“Prominent Lebanese Arab Leader,” responds to the question “Who Are the Syrians?” in 

a manner that frames his feelings on “Syrian” exceptionalism.14 Rather than reply 

directly, Rihani describes the constructed notion of identity, and he writes a curious, 

albeit somewhat racist reply: 

What I have first gathered is this: the Syrians, like every other people in this 

modern world, except the Eskimos, perhaps, and the Simians, are of mixed blood. 

Politicians and patriots will not admit this; but do not mind what they say on the 

subject;—they have to flatter the people upon whom they depend for support—

and national pyrotechnics—in their business of rebuilding an empire or 

resuscitating a state or making self-determination a political reality.15 

Beginning with a bit of “pyrotechnics” himself, Rihani exposes national identity as 

always a fabrication, delineating the fact that the “Syrians,” and everyone else, is of 

“mixed blood” and therefore, multiple backgrounds. The sham of politics, of course, 

                                                
13 Rihani, “Arabia’s Contributions to Civilization.” 
14 Ameen Rihani, “Who Are the Syrians?” The Syrian World, 8, no. 30 (Nov. 23, 1934), 2, Box 

196, Folder 2, Faris and Yamna Naff Arab American Collection, Washington, D.C. Accessed January 
2016.  

15 Rihani, “Who Are the Syrians?” 
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cannot “admit this” fact, as politicians’ entire existence depends upon the charade of 

politics and on the notion that “identity” represents a unified group and that politicians 

represent the members of that group. With an acerbic allusion to the “modern world” in 

which Syrian Americans as well as all other identity-based groups claim to live, Rihani 

anticipates Benedict Anderson’s “imagined communities” where national identity is 

based on a “new synchronic novelty [that] could arise historically only when substantial 

groups of people were in a position to think of themselves as living lives parallel to those 

of other substantial groups of people—if never meeting, yet certainly proceeding along 

the same trajectory.”16 Rihani decimates the idea that Arabs, Syrians, and Lebanese living 

in diaspora are a unified group living “parallel” lives to those in the home country; he is 

careful to avoid conflation of “worlds” and to maintain a necessary level of difference 

across transnational borders. His allusion to “mixed” origin revises the political schema 

in which identity is evoked only in the “business of rebuilding an empire or resuscitating 

a state.” The imagination of a pure identity unified among Arabs/Syrians/Lebanese in the 

United States and also between these groups and their compatriots living “parallel” lives 

elsewhere emerges as a performance, like Gibran’s: one that assimilates numerous 

registers and stereotypes in order to play a prefabricated role or present an idea of unity. 

In Rihani’s version, however, an archive is formed in the shadow of this image, one that 

disputes and disrupts the pyrotechnics of political discourse and identity politics.  

In fact, the significance of his critique presents itself even before his article 

begins, in the muddled confusion of identity constructs that frame the text on the 

newspaper’s page. Between the description of Rihani’s response to the title question—
                                                

16 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 188.  
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“Who Are the Syrians?”—and the title itself, the author’s credentials—his various 

national identities—are presented as multiple and peripatetic, shifting between places and 

communities. Even the name of the newspaper, The Syrian World, recalls what Anderson 

refers to as an “imagined” link between Syrian American lives and the lives of those 

living in the former Ottoman territory, Greater Syria, now divided under French rule into 

mandatory Lebanon and Syria. In the header at the top of the page, The Syrian World sits 

above the question in capital letters: “WHO ARE THE SYRIANS?” Due to this 

placement on the page, the question seems to apply to the journal as well as its 

readership, and it challenges the existence of the “world” for which it speaks. Rihani’s 

response demonstrates the complicated process of defining identity, and rather than offer 

an image of “Syrians” for the Syrian paper, he exposes identity as a construct and an 

historical process with a contingent claim to some notion of unification. Referred to as a 

“Lebanese Arab,” Rihani, the expert on the “Syrians,” appears to be an intermediary 

between identities. In its mystifying conflation of terms, rather than define what it means 

to be Syrian, the article exhibits the intersectionality of identity and the larger issue of 

exclusivity in identity politics. Consequently, Rihani’s response rejects the conflation of 

terms—Arab, Syrian, and Lebanese—by clearly stating from the outset that he writes not 

as “an Arab patriot nor as a Syrian or a Lebanese.”17 Instead, he writes for “the good of 

history” and to answer a young “Syrian-American” student’s inquiry about the origin of 

his people, suggesting that an archival process organized around identity constructs 

demands close attention to both the objects of history as well as the terms presented.  

                                                
17 Rihani, “Who Are the Syrians?” 
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Figure 9. Image of the header for Rihani’s article “Who Are the Syrians” from The Syrian World, 1934. 

 
Critical of using identity as a political device, Rihani’s description highlights an 

important aspect of his view on the relationship between Arabs and Syrians—they are of 

mixed blood, composite, impure, and stronger for it. Notably, he writes this piece from 

Lebanon during the French mandate period, so his criticisms of nationalism also apply to 

Europeans and their colonial interests in the burgeoning states in the Middle East. He 

sees all as some form of “national pyrotechnics,” a spectacle that conceals the reality of 

history and of historical and cultural affiliations between different peoples. In the article, 

he expands on the idea of national identity as a performance and construction by 

providing a detailed history of the shifting geography of “Syria” and its many iterations, 

linking the Arabs, the Phoenicians, the Egyptians, and the Hittites, and situating the 

Syrians in a multicultural and multilingual past. However, The Syrian World misquotes 

Rihani’s statement that “Syrians, like every other people in this modern world … are of 
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mixed blood,” and instead prints the tagline: “Arabs are of mixed race.” This telling 

modification provides insight into the present anxieties of The Syrian World’s editors by 

stating that it is Arabs rather than Syrians who are mixed. While the newspaper may have 

just unwittingly reproduced Rihani’s shifting use of terms like Syrian and Arab, the 

choice and placement of monikers on the page—the prominence of “Syrians” and the 

diminution of “Arabs,” for example––suggests and accentuates the tension between them.  

A decade before Rihani wrote this piece in The Syrian World, U.S. domestic 

policy contributed to the growing tensions in immigrant communities. The National 

Origins Act of 1924 caused a shift in consciousness and an increased debate about the 

origins, identities, and races of immigrant groups. The act limited the number of migrants 

admitted to the United States each year based on country or region. When it passed, 

Syrians were limited to around 100 new entrants per year, a decision that was largely 

based on questions of race and “desirability” of the immigrants in question.18 This type of 

legislation prompted many Arab American communities to respond with declarations 

proclaiming the importance of Syria and the Holy Land to Western civilizations, a move 

to convince U.S. lawmakers that Syrians were a welcome addition to America. Since 

“Syrians” constituted the largest number of Arabs in the United States, this method of 

persuasion carried significant weight for those already in the country as well as anyone 

on their way.19 To that end, Rihani’s contemporary Philip Hitti argued that “not only 

were the people of Syria the first … in Western Asia to join the procession of modern 

                                                
18 Sarah Gualtieri, Between Arab and White: Race and Ethnicity in the Early Syrian American 

Diaspora (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2009), 79. 
19 Linda K. Jacobs, “Introduction” and Chapter 2, “Syrian Immigration to New York,” Strangers 

in the West (New York: Kalimah Press, 2015). 
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progress but in the last century and a quarter they have achieved more genuine progress, 

perhaps, than any other people in that whole region.”20 Amidst rising anxieties over the 

consequences of legislation like the Nation Origin Act of 1924, Hitti chose to situate 

Syrians in relation to other immigrant groups, including other Arabs, and those who may 

have a lesser claim to whiteness or “modern progress.”21 

Positions like Hitti’s targeted Arabs specifically in the years following 1924. As 

the political climate continued to circulate around discussions over race and the 

“desirability” of Arab immigrants to America, Hitti wrote a piece entitled “Are the 

Lebanese Arabs?” 22 Published in The Syrian World in 1927, Hitti’s diatribe passionately 

draws a line between Arabs, the Arabic language, and Syrians/Lebanese, suggesting that 

Syrians are proud to speak and write in the glorious language of Arabic, but that the Arab 

conquest was the worst thing to ever happen to the great race living in the country now 

known as Syria. Hitti applauds the linguistic connection between modern Syrians and 

conquering Arabs, but disdains the historical links between them, disavowing any 

historical claim to Arabness not rooted in language. He continues to conflate Lebanese 

and Syrian, however, demonstrating an affinity between these two separate French 

mandate territories years after Ottoman rule. 
                                                

20 Philip K. Hitti, “Syrian Leadership in Arabic Affairs,” The Syrian World, 2, no. 2 (August, 
1927), 3, Box 145, Folder 2, Faris and Yamna Naff Collection, Smithsonian Institution, National Museum 
of American History, Washington, D.C., Accessed January 2016.  

21 Many works of Arab American studies have focused on the questions of race and identity in 
relation to the question of the desirability of certain immigrant groups to the United States. For more on 
how questions of race become linked to Arab immigration in the past and present see Gualtieri (note 29); 
Jacobs (note 30); and Race and Arab Americans Before and After 9/11: From Invisible Citizens to Visible 
Subjects, eds. Amaney J. Jamal and Nadine Christine Naber (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 
2008). 

22 Philip K. Hitti, “Are the Lebanese Arabs?” The Syrian World, 5, no. 6 (February 1931), 3, Box 
146, Folder 5, Faris and Yamna Naff Collection, Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of American 
History, Washington, D.C., Accessed January 2016.  
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Rihani’s work in the 1920s and 1930s responded to such claims, as is evidenced 

by his vast archive of published and unpublished work as well as numerous lectures 

presented in the United States and abroad. In his lectures Rihani spoke on many topics, 

but his primary focus was Arab history. For example, in a speech entitled “The Trilateral 

Wisdom” presented to the Al-Ahli Club in Beirut, Rihani declares: 

Gentlemen! 

Whoever asks me to make a speech, knowing that I’m under suspicion, deserves 

gratitude and praise. I always feel when I am addressing a Beiruti public that the 

majority are of the same opinion and sect as myself, if not publicly then 

secretly…. 

As to my Arab nationality, my Arab-Lebanese-Syrian soul, I am far from wrong. 

If there is restraint, then it is this spirit which links a man to his people and nation 

without alienating him from other peoples and nations. Gentlemen, my people 

have a home in Lebanon, a trace in Yemen, and my intellectual nationality has a 

cottage in Freike and theater in the whole world…. 

By birth and religion I possess two characteristics. The basis of the first one is 

love, and the basis of the other is unlimited thinking. By my first characteristic, I 

am a Lebanese volunteering in the service of the Arab nation, which we all come 

from. By my second characteristic, I am an Arab volunteering in the service of 
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mankind, which we all are. My mount is the thought and my pilgrimage is 

certainly based on proof and evidence.23 

Beginning with a nod to the Lebanese audience’s “suspicion” of his character and 

political position, Rihani adds the precarious nature of identity to his list of suspicious 

behaviors, as he proclaims himself of mixed blood and spirit—an “Arab-Lebanese-Syrian 

soul.” This complicated string of hyphenated nationalities signifies Rihani’s view on 

identity: it is both part of his “soul,” his essence, and completely fabricated and flexible. 

By merging these terms into his own makeup and arguing that his “soul” crosses political 

boundaries and linguistic registers, he situates this “Arab-Lebanese-Syrian,” notably 

beginning with an Arab identity, as a cosmopolitan subject with multiple bonds and 

affiliations. He takes on the role of the “politician” he censures in his article from The 

Syrian World: “Who Are the Syrians?” Here, Rihani performs his “intellectual 

nationality” as if on the stage of a “theater in the whole world.” Undermining his own 

claims to identity as he rehearses them for his “Beiruti” public, Rihani praises identity 

only to insert difference and multiplicity: in his “Arab nationality,” a way of being in the 

world that moves from Beirut to Yemen, Rihani insists that “nation” should not work to 

“alienate” individuals from “other peoples and nations.” Noting that he assumes his 

audience agrees, “secretly” if not “publicly,” Rihani suggests that while the “gentlemen” 

might legitimately feel like a community unified under a national idea, each merely 

performs a role in “service” of the nation. Conspicuously, he also drops a reference to 

Yemen in his speech, likening the source of Arabness to this particular nation on the 

                                                
23 Ameen Rihani, “The Trilateral Wisdom,” from The Rihani Essays, trans. Rula Zuheir Baalbaki 

(Washington, D.C.: Platform International, 2010), published in The Essential Rihani, eds. Suheil Bushrui 
and May Rihani (Dayton, OH: Greyden Press, 2011), 46-47.  
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Arabian Peninsula, highlighting its significance in the history he traces and in his larger 

pan-Arab project.  

While Rihani’s immigration and participation in constructing early Syrian 

American discourse certainly mark an important historical moment in the story of Arab 

immigration to the United States, his intellectual pursuits and activism locate pan-

Arabism at this center. He saw himself as an ambassador between East and West, capable 

of finding common threads and histories between Arabs of different origins as well as all 

the peoples of the world. For example, when he traveled to Yemen and the Arabian 

Peninsula during the interwar period and after the fall of the Ottomans, both regions were 

geopolitically significant. Even before oil became the primary interest in the region in the 

1930s, England and the United States had a stake in the peninsula largely due to its 

strategic location on the Persian Gulf and Yemen’s high volume of coffee production.24 

Fittingly, then, in his travel writing he emphasizes the ways that politics in the proto-

states of the Arabian Peninsula might best translate to English readers and makes a case 

for less intervention in the region.  

As part of the first major wave of emigration from Syria to the United States, 

Rihani recognizes the significance of his position to shape the archive of Arab American 

history as well as to tell the story of Arabs in diaspora as the Ottoman Empire collapses 

and makes way for the possibility of burgeoning Arab nationalisms. In his works, literary 

and political, Rihani’s promotion of pan-Arabism reevaluates the archival implications of 

Arab/American relations in the twentieth century, as he questions historiography through 

                                                
24 See Ahmed Noman Almadhagi, Yemen and the U.S.A.: A Super-power and a Small-state 

Relationship, 1962-1994 (London: Tauris Academic Studies, 1996). 
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the various genres his archive engenders. For example, in his fiction, like The Book of 

Khalid (1911), the “first” Arab American novel published in English, and arguably the 

first novel written by an Arab,25 Rihani suggests that what is “most important in the 

history of nations and individuals was once the most trivial, and vice versa…. But no 

matter how important or trivial these, he who would give utterance to them must do so in 

cap and bells, if he would be heard nowadays.”26 History, the result of locating value in 

“the most trivial” events, highlights incidents that may have passed unnoticed—it is the 

clamoring of memory that constitutes the historical. On its own, the utterance has no 

value unless accompanied by “cap and bells,” without which the historically visible 

might slip into invisibility. Fittingly, the strange narrative told in Khalid depicts an 

immigrant clamoring his way across international borders from Greater Syria to America 

and back again, only to escape the Ottoman territory on the heels of the First World War 

before fleeing to Egypt where he finds solace in the desert and disappears. Investigating 

these erratic turns, asides, stopovers, and disappearances in Rihani’s work, I read his 

practice as one that creates a transnational space of the archive through a process that 

simultaneously critiques the written word, modern print culture, capitalism, and 

imperialism, while also participating in these processes. In Rihani’s oeuvre, the dominant 

history of Arab Americans is maintained and restored, but it is also unsettled and undone.  

My investigation into Rihani’s work situates his project within the context of 

archival studies, reading several of his most prominent contributions as a theory of 

                                                
25 See Nouri Gana, “Introduction: Intellectual History and Contemporary Significance of the Arab 

Novel in English,” The Edinburgh Companion to the Arab Novel in English: The Politics of Anglo Arab 
and Arab American Literature and Culture. Ed. Nouri Gana (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 
2013), 1-38.  

26 Rihani, The Book of Khalid: A Critical Edition, 11.  
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documenting and deploying the history of Arabs and Arab nationalism. I look closely at 

his work in the English-language travelogue Arabian Peak and Desert: Travels in Al-

Yaman (1930) to show the frictions within his own project, which are at once imperial 

and subversive, and I offer a reading of Rihani’s novel, The Book of Khalid, to consider 

the connections he draws between history and fiction and between the memoir and the 

document. In this semi-autobiographical text, Rihani shapes his archive through the 

fictional tale of a young Syrian immigrant, Khalid, who struggles to find meaning in 

various modern landscapes—in Lebanon, the United States, and Egypt—as he pursues 

economic security, political activism, and spiritual enlightenment. Exploring the 

possibilities of the Arab novel in English, Rihani’s project is ambitious. Khalid 

simultaneously brings voice and visibility to the textual sources of Arab history and 

nationalism; it also situates the immigrant memoir as an essential document of history, 

one that demands participation from its readers and calls them to actively revise how they 

engage with a written text while reading. In addition, Khalid uses self-reflexive 

techniques and a second-person narrative style to trace a transnational archival process 

through the diasporic life of its protagonist.    

By reading Khalid alongside Arabian Peak, I look at the similarities and shifts 

between Rihani’s literature, travelogues, and political works, focusing on the imperatives 

his texts present in regard to theoretical concerns, like knowledge production, and real 

political anxieties, like U.S. foreign policy. As a prolific author living and thriving 

between the United States, Lebanon, and the Arabian Peninsula, who is staunchly 

committed to pan-Arabism and to linguistic, cultural, and political unity between Arabs 
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from the Arabian Peninsula, Arabs from the Levant, and Arabs in diaspora, Rihani 

catalyzes a rich dialogue with his contemporaries, some of whom had similar 

commitments and some whose intellectual activities stood in opposition to his own. 

Positioning his work alongside that of other early Arab American writers, I argue that in 

Rihani’s major English works, he rehearses some of his most radical positions on pan-

Arab movements and their relationship to the history of Arab nationalism and its 

latitudes, partly because writing in English and Arabic, and translating his own work 

between languages, forces him to respond to the contours of Western hegemony in his 

own thought and politics.  

Moreover, I contend that it is in these works—his English-language travelogues, 

lectures, and his novel, The Book of Khalid—Rihani builds an archive that challenges 

Jacques Derrida’s etymology of the archive, in which Derrida connects the root of the 

word arkhē—the “commencement” and “commandment”—to the arkheion—“a house, a 

domicile, an address.”27 According to Derrida, it is through a process of “domiciliation” 

that the archive occurs, in a “dwelling … place where [it] dwell[s] permanently.”28 In this 

configuration, the archive comprises a home, its origin—“commencement”—and 

authority—“commandment”—contained within the archive’s constitution as a place of 

permanent “dwelling.” In her reading of Derrida’s excavation of the archive, Steedman 

reframes this definition of the arkhē “as a place where things begin, where power 

                                                
27 Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1996), 1. 
28 Derrida, Archive Fever, 2. 
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originates, its workings inextricably bound up with the authority of beginnings.”29 Rihani, 

however, upends Derrida’s configuration and Steedman’s revisions to it by uprooting 

origins and authority and by locating the process of archive-making in the slippery, 

incomplete, and multiple space of diaspora. Rather than find origin in place, Rihani’s 

archive draws on the homelessness circumscribed by writing in exile. The transnational 

movement of Rihani’s historical project highlights what Steedman suggests Derrida’s 

arkhē only implies about the archive, that “it appears to represent the now of whatever 

kind of power is being exercised, anywhere, in any place and time.”30 Rihani rebuilds his 

archive in exile, shifting the center of its power to multiple places and times. Further, by 

disrupting the connection between the arkhē, the arkheion, and home, Rihani re-routes 

the archive through homelessness, a process of collecting knowledge through continual 

movement and deracination.  

Dakhli describes Rihani in a manner that connects his process inextricably to an 

identity construct rooted in multiplicity, claiming that he was “a man who passe[d] at 

ease in networks of people, who is himself a place where different worlds converge, 

across seas and cultures.”31 Part of a larger group of corresponding cosmopolitan writers 

living in diaspora, “men and women [who] are constantly on the move,” Dakhli argues 

that Rihani is “not searching for an ‘elsewhere’”; he, like other writers living in and 

between exilic identities is “always on the sea and on the roads.” As a result, his texts “in 

                                                
29 Carolyn Steedman, “Something She Called a Fever: Michelet, Derrida, and Dust,” The 

American Historical Review Vol. 106, No. 4 (October 2001) 1159. 
30 Steedman, “Something She Called a Fever,” 1159. 
31 Dakhli, “The Mahjar as Literary and Political Territory,” 166.  
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their very structure, are witnesses to these travels and this mobility.”32 Unlike Gibran’s 

performance of the archive, one that conceals identity by lavishly performing their most 

generic codes, Rihani’s archive of Arab American letters takes homelessness as its origin 

by performing the role of a cosmopolitan Arab intellectual. He creates a space for the 

archive within his texts and their circulation, making their mutability visible by exposing 

the fact that any claim to authentic identity is impossible. In practice, Rihani’s archive 

echoes what Georg Lukács calls “transcendental homelessness.” Published just three 

years after Khalid, Lukács’ The Theory of the Novel (1914) begins with a meditation on 

the feeling of “homelessness” found in the world of the novel, a modern reflection on the 

relationship between “the self and the world, the incongruence of soul and deed.”33 Citing 

Novalis, Lukács insists that “‘philosophy is really homesickness … it is the urge to be at 

home everywhere.’”34 Unlike the complete, self-contained world of “the epic,” the novel 

is constituted by this homelessness, by the fragmented and incomplete world of the 

present, which is a “symptom of the rift between ‘inside’ and ‘outside,’ a sign of the 

essential difference between the self and the world.”35  

As I discuss in the next section, Rihani stages an instance of homelessness at the 

beginning of Arabian Peak by staging an encounter between a Yemeni man and the text’s 

narrator, situating two Arabs together, both out of place and uprooted in a New York 

newspaper office. I contend that in this scene Rihani does not mourn the loss of the 

“rounded” world of the epic as Lukács does; instead, he uses the condition of 

                                                
32 Dakhli, “The Mahjar as Literary and Political Territory,” 172.  
33 Georg Lukács, The Theory of the Novel, trans. Anna Bostock (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 

1977), 29.  
34 Lukács, The Theory of the Novel, 29.  
35 Ibid.  
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homelessness to generate a scene of knowledge exchange that intersects numerous places 

and identities. The tone in this scene does not suggest that his characters are “homesick”: 

rather, Rihani uses the occasion to celebrate the experience of diaspora, indexing a 

rootedness in the cosmopolitan “urge to be at home everywhere” by pointing to the 

fictions that undergird history and identity. He archives the “Syrian Colony” and the 

“Arabic newspaper” in an encounter that oscillates between ethnographic and imaginary 

and “perform[s] the archive for [his] public,” to borrow Mariam Ghani’s language.36 In 

the opening lines of Arabian Peak, Rihani determines and complicates his relationship to 

both Arabia and Little Syria, and he even calls attention to his own process of collecting 

knowledge as linked to colonial practice. According to Berman, this encounter allows 

Rihani to present “himself as a local Arab colonist in America, and a cosmopolitan 

American stranger in Arabia,” simultaneously rehearsing and reversing the codes of an 

historian, while disrupting “any stable notion of center and margin.”37 I argue that by 

locating performance in the Arabic language, which can be translated and experienced in 

multiple sonic, linguistic, and geographical registers, Rihani’s archive finds “home” in 

the diasporic space of the mahjar.38 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
36 Mariam Ghani, “‘What We Left Unfinished,’” 45.  
37 Jacob Berman, “Mahjar Legacies: A Reinterpretation,” in Between the Middle East and the 

Americas: The Cultural Politics of Diaspora, eds. Evelyn Alsultany and Ella Shohat (Ann Arbor, MI: 
University of Michigan Press, 2013), 65. 

38 Dakhli, “The Mahjar as Literary and Political Territory,” 175. 
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Performing the Archival Process 
 

One day, at the office of an Arabic newspaper in New York, I met a man who 
spoke Arabic with a soft unfamiliar accent, and I was curious to know where he 

was from. His reply was more interesting than his speech. It was even surprising. 
For seldom does one see in the Syrian Colony of New York a man from the 

Yaman; and as I was then on the eve of departure for Arabia, I availed myself of 
the opportunity of adding something to my little store of knowledge. 

 
—Ameen Fares Rihani, Arabian Peak and Desert: Travels in Al-Yaman39 

 
 

At the beginning of his travel narrative Arabian Peak and Desert: Travels in Al-

Yaman, Rihani sets the stage with an encounter between New York and Yemen and 

between a Syrian American and a Yemeni Arab. Arabian Peak details its author’s 

journey in the 1920s from the United States to the Arabian Peninsula, i.e., the modern 

countries of Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Oman, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Kuwait, and 

Bahrain. The travelogue, one of many in Rihani’s oeuvre, situates the author’s larger 

intellectual project on Arab nationalism and the Arab diaspora; during his lifetime, he 

delivered hundreds of lectures across the United States and wrote a series of book-length 

accounts of his travels, in both English and Arabic, after his return from the Arabian 

Peninsula. Arabian Peak is the third installment in his English-language trilogy on the 

Arabian kings, which was also published in Arabic as Mulūk al-‘Arab.40 Notably, 

                                                
39 Ameen Rihani, Arabian Peak and Desert: Travels in Al-Yaman (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 

Company, 1930), 1.  
40 In the 1920s and 30s, Rihani traveled to the Arabian Peninsula and Iraq. There he met with Arab 

leaders and published a trilogy of works about his travels in the Arabian Peninsula in English and Arabic. 
In each volume, he gives detailed accounts of his meetings with Arab rulers; for example, in Arabian Peak, 
which I discuss extensively in the pages that follow, he focuses on his encounters with Imam Yahya of 
Yemen, and in Maker of Modern Arabia, he discusses meeting Ibn Sa‘ud, leader of what is now known as 
Saudi Arabia. In Arabic, his accounts were published with different titles: Mulūk al-‘Arab, Volumes 1 and 
2 (Beirut: Dār al-Rīḥānī, 1960) [first published in 1926]; Tārīkh Najd wa Mulḥaqātih (Beirut: Dār al-
Rīḥānī, 1964) [first published in 1927]. For references and context, see Arab Civilizations’ Challenges and 
Responses: Studies in Honor of Constantine K. Zurayk. Eds. George N. Atiyeh and Ibrahim M. Oweiss 
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however, in Arabian Peak the “Syrian Colony” of New York—a long stretch of 

Washington Avenue near Battery Park that once served as home to many immigrants 

between the late 1880s and the 1940s—frames the text and the journey its author will 

take, as his encounter with Arabia begins in a New York newspaper office. In its opening, 

Rihani depicts a scene between two Arabs living in diaspora, one holding an American 

passport and “adding something to [his] little store of knowledge,” and the other, an 

enigma of sorts, a man situated as a “surprise” and a foreigner, out of place among Arabic 

letters. Rihani documents the entire journey to the unknown—the “Yaman,” and the 

Arabian Peninsula more generally—in this brief opening interaction: a microcosm of the 

encounters to come and an impetus for the archival impulse to store knowledge of 

“Arabia” for the English-language reader.  

These ideas are put on display in the serendipitous encounter with the man in 

Arabian Peak—the nameless Yemeni who appears precisely when his story becomes 

most useful to the reader and the author. As a frame narrative, this meeting indexes an 

ethnographic mode of knowledge production, but one that calls attention to itself as such 

by anticipating its future possibilities and uses. The narrator, who is “on the eve of 

departure for Arabia,” uses the story to situate the Yemen into a global space: the office 

of an Arabic newspaper in America, where written and spoken Arabic seem both natural 

and other, “soft” and “unfamiliar.” It is as if the “man from the Yaman” stands in for the 

actual subject of the larger travelogue, the “peaks” and “deserts” of Arabia, and the 

                                                                                                                                            
(New York: State University of New York Press, 1988) 239; “Al-Rihani, Ameen (1876-1940) Arab 
American Writer and Traveler.” Literature of Travel and Exploration: An Encyclopedia. Ed. Jennifer 
Speake (New York: Routledge, 2013); and Nijmeh Hajjar, The Politics and Poetics of Ameen Rihani: The 
Humanist Ideology of an Arab-American Intellectual and Activist (London: I.B. Tauris Publishers, 2010), 
52-53. 
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cultural and political substance of the Arab lands that Rihani, as narrator, records in his 

book. The narrator draws connections between the transnational circulation of people and 

knowledge, the diaspora of Arabs and their language, and the possibility of pan-Arab 

alliances to represent modern systems of commerce, travel, and trade, as well as media 

production, indexed by the newspaper and the book. These sites generate a vision of the 

dynamic social, political, and economic possibilities of Arab and Arab American 

communities in Rihani’s work, and the Yemeni’s presence performs an opportunity to 

explore transnational methods of exchange. As the chance encounter frames the work, 

builds an archive, and determines the cultural and epistemological connections that will 

continue throughout the work, this brief scene sets the stage for a productive relation 

between individuals, the Arab diaspora, the United States, the newspaper, and its 

circulation in print, all of which function as sources of information at the author’s 

disposal and highlight the importance of mass communication to international relations. 

Additionally, it puts the archive on display; unlike the archive concealed within Gibran’s 

many layers of performative identity, Rihani’s ethnographic performance grants the 

reader access to the archive by turning it inside out and immediately presenting that 

which it conceals: a complicated and diverse collection of identities and homes. 

By “availing” himself of the Yemeni man’s knowledge, Rihani invites the reader 

to view the travel narrative as if it can be filtered through and understood within the space 

of this encounter, while also attempting to demonstrate its multi- and trans- national 

origins. Whether real or contrived, the meeting sets the tone for the work and its interest 

in or ability to obtain “objective” knowledge from and about the Arabic-speaking world, 
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a world that is both familiar and unknown. It also sets the terms for Rihani’s discussions 

of Arabness more generally, as he depicts two different kinds of Arabs translated into 

English, but connected by another tongue, Arabic. The Arab man from Yemen, 

“unfamiliar” in “the Syrian Colony,” mediates the travel of the Syrian-Lebanese-Arab 

American narrator as the latter begins to engage with Arabia and the multiplicity of his 

own identity: Syrian, Lebanese, Arab, and American. Moreover, the encounter produces a 

revision to histories of Arab Americans at the turn of the century discussed above. While 

many scholars of this moment attempt to demonstrate the Christian Syrian or Lebanese 

Arab’s ability to assimilate in their new surroundings, Rihani’s opening drops a man from 

Yemen into this narrative, complicating and expanding what it means to be Arab in 

America. 

Registered as “surprise,” this meeting with the “stranger” generates a method of 

comparison between place, knowledge, and language that sees these terms as 

complementary rather than as assimilable. Rihani’s “curiosity” builds when he learns the 

man’s origins, but his unexpected arrival is rendered neither commonplace nor 

oppositional. Instead, the man’s knowledge seems welcome in the newspaper office in 

New York, even if the man himself appears out of place. Responding to the debates and 

distinctions of his present over “what it means to be an Arab” and whether or not Syrians 

fit into this category, Rihani imagines a situation that foregrounds Arabness as multiple 

and discursive. While this encounter benefits the narrator’s intellectual pursuits—he is 

about to embark on a journey to the very country from which this man comes—it also 

offers a framework of comparability, demonstrating a subjective form of knowledge that 
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emerges from the encounter and the process of putting these two men into relation. 

Situating their meeting as a performative gesture, the two men stage a cross-cultural 

exchange that imagines a deeper understanding between them and the countries for which 

they serve as metonyms without pandering to the reader. The text marks the “man from 

the Yaman” as a different kind of “Arab”; his origins exist outside the “Syrian” sphere of 

influence. Creating a tension between these two men, Rihani’s narrative reinforces and 

critiques the Syrian Colony’s exclusivity and points to the contingency of identity 

constructs. 

Further, Berman observes that “positioned within the ‘Syrian Colony of New 

York’… with access to its mode of modern print culture, the Lebanese émigré author 

nevertheless seeks ‘knowledge’ from a provincial Arabian stranger before setting out on 

his Oriental tour.”41 In this scene, Rihani’s archive and process come to the fore; his 

ethnographic approach to knowledge and its collection are evident, but his ability to 

juxtapose two Arabs in an Arabic newspaper office in America reframes the relation 

between these places and their ability to produce what might be considered knowledge. In 

fact, he transforms the site of knowledge production as well as the source, suggesting that 

our information about these seemingly distinct spaces—Yemen and New York—might 

not be as they seem. Rihani’s archive locates itself as mobile and active, drawing from 

everyday events a significant revision to Arab American history by including the Yemeni 

man within it. As I suggest above, Rihani often situates Yemen as homeland for Arabs 

and Arab Americans living in diaspora.  

                                                
41 Berman, “Mahjar Legacies,” 65.  
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After his trip to the Arabian Peninsula in the early decades of the twentieth 

century, Rihani embarked on an extended lecture tour across the United States to share 

his expanding archive of knowledge. In one lecture, “Arabia’s Contributions to 

Civilization and the Poetry of Arabia,” now housed in the Library of Congress 

manuscript reading room, Rihani declares that “knowledge, it is well although trite to 

recall, is the principal instrument of civilization; and the spread of knowledge in the past 

was due chiefly to two factors, commerce and military conquest.”42 Rihani reiterates, 

though, that “before they drew the sword of conquest, the Arabs had developed a 

civilization and tr[a]nsmitted [sic] its seeds principally through the channels of trade. 

Vestiges of that civilization … are still to be found in the Yaman.”43 Locating “trade” as 

central to Arab civilization, and a mechanism that might lead to a need or desire for 

“conquest,” Rihani suggests that exchange begets civilization, spreads knowledge, and 

contains within it the seeds of violence. While violence might mark a decline of Arab 

lands in Rihani’s present, he links this decline to a cycle, one that begins in trade and 

leads to violence, and he analogically links this circular trajectory to the entrepreneurial 

and imperial drives of European hegemony, the spread of capital, and colonial violence. 

For Rihani, the perceived stronghold of the Arabian Peninsula appeared as resistant to 

European colonial projects, unlike his homeland in Syria, which came under French rule 

after the fall of the Ottoman Empire. Therefore, when he cites Yemen as a “vestige” of 

civilization, hinting at the possible revival of its epistemic and historical position within 

global registers, he marks it as a place for potential growth, for market expansion, and for 

                                                
42 Rihani, “Arabia’s Contributions to Civilization.”  
43 Ibid. 
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knowledge production reminiscent of Arab civilizations past. In Arabian Peak, however, 

Rihani gestures to a mysterious quality of “Yaman,” a possible counter to the specter of 

Western hegemony and European and U.S. imperial interests in Arab nations, to curate a 

literal and figurative store of information and to translate “Arabness” into the language of 

Western “progress.” Moreover, he archives the cyclical nature of the imperial 

paradigm—from civilization to trade, from trade to conquest, and from conquest to 

collapse—an historical narrative that redeems the Arab nations and warns the expanding 

West.  

Into this paradigm Rihani inserts an astute discussion of globalization and the 

imperial imperative to spread and maintain ways of knowing the world through 

“military” force and economic exchange. His lectures, stored neatly within the “Ameen 

Fares Rihani Papers,” among its boxes of letters, notes, essay drafts, publication 

rejections, and unpublished manuscripts, pronounce a mission to reshape America’s 

understanding of Arab history and intellectual pursuit. Already a prominent Arab 

American intellectual in his day, Rihani’s public performances focus on the contributions 

of Arabs to knowledge and civilization, as his critique of the West’s colonial projects 

fade into the background of the revisionist yarn he spins. The episteme he situates in the 

opening lines of “Arabia’s Contributions to Civilization and the Poetry of Arabia” 

demonstrates a world rooted in violence and exchange, a nod to the history of capital, and 

a link between modern systems of circulation and the prowess of Arab civilizations past 

and present. Yet Rihani calls attention to this relationship between knowledge, exchange, 

and violence to reread historical narratives and to open a space for considering the role of 
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Arabs within an emerging global economy. He argues that “what is not so commonly 

known” about the circulation of knowledge  

is that the Arabs, like the ancient Greeks, played … an important part. As early as 

800 B.C. the Yaman [sic] or South Arabia was the centre of an indigenous culture 

and one of the leading marts of the world. The commercial routes from Egypt to 

China, from Syria to India, and from Abyssenia [sic] to Persia, passed through 

southern Arabia and were chiefly under the control of the Himyars, the ancient 

Arabs.”44  

Implicit in his discussion is an assessment of the world before European hegemony, 

where the Arabs played a significant role in the production of knowledge and the 

circulation of ideas and commodities. He traces the history of al-Yaman to a period 

before the advent of Islam, “as early as 800 B.C,” and to the period of the “Himyars,” 

who lived in the southern part of the Arabian Peninsula between 120 B.C.E and 500 C.E. 

He gestures toward the vast markets of the Indian Ocean trade system and its role in 

spreading the Arabic language and Islam throughout Africa as well as South and East 

Asia, a largely peaceful system of cultural and economic exchange that flourished until 

the arrival of Europeans and armed trading in the 1400s. In Rihani’s lecture, circulation 

and exchangeability, be it of knowledge or commodities, lays the groundwork for 

civilization and determines the processes of knowing the world. Rihani challenges 

Eurocentric histories by repositioning the role of Arabs within definitions of civilized 

society in regard to definitions of knowledge, in which “the Arabs, like the ancient 

Greeks, played … an important part.” Regardless of his aim to carve a space for Arabs in 
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economic and imperial histories, his fundamental point hinges on the rhythms of 

knowledge: the routes of trade, the flow of goods, and the encounters of chance that 

create connections and fabricate possibilities for knowing the world at all.  

Taking a cue from his Syrian American contemporaries and their claims of 

success in the United States because of their entrepreneurial instincts, Rihani assigns a 

similar history to the political and economic center of Yemen. In Arabian Peak, he 

expresses his conditional admiration for Yemen’s ruler, Imam Yahya al-Din, in 

“conduct[ing] the affairs of the State” with “the head of a man of business…. [H]is one-

man Government, with all its rusty gear, could not, under the circumstances, be run better 

by the president of an American corporation.”45 Yahya’s “rusty,” provincial government 

develops a system that maps onto capitalist modes of exchange, and in Yemen, a place 

where access to capital is uneven at best, the model of corporate leadership emerges as if 

from the ingenuity of “one-man[’s]” business savvy. The text persuades the reader to 

imagine a barebones operation that runs as smoothly and efficiently as modern trade 

deals on Wall Street, as Yahya “dispose[s]” of all business by the completion of the 

workday; there is “no postponement, no procrastination, no delay.”46 Time is of the 

essence in the Imam’s system of rule, which the author values above all else. In Rihani’s 

account, the efficient system functions like a well-oiled machine and the Imam like an 

American businessman, where production and profit play out in the Arabian desert. 

Drawing on the narratives told by Syrians and Lebanese in the Syrian Colony, Rihani 

extends the “entrepreneurial” spirit of the Arab Americans to the Arabs, undoing 
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Orientalist images of the backward and indolent figure. Instead, he commends the 

cunning rule of Yahya and the effectiveness of his economic system in Yemen, refuting 

the ideological claim of British and U.S. interest in intervening in the Arabian Peninsula 

and in the rule of the Arabian Kings.  

Rihani also details Imam Yahya’s system of communication in messages written 

in verse or notes rolled to look like a “cigarette.” The “cigarette[s]” create an “economy 

in paper [that] teaches an economy in words.”47 “Waste,” particularly of these two things, 

“is reprehensible” in Yemen, and as Rihani positions them, Yemenis value brevity and 

sustainability in the process of exchange. If, for example, 

a messenger brings you “a cigarette”… After reading it, you tear off the blank 

portion, and write your reply upon it. Should you ever receive a communication in 

an envelope, you cut it up and use the inside part for correspondence, and should 

your correspondent be an intimate friend, and his message written on a slip as big 

as a visiting card, you write your answer in the blank space, though it be as small 

as a thumb-nail, and send it back to him.48  

This mode of exchange embraces precision and a type of knowledge that does not waste 

words. Moreover, it proposes a system of communication in which layers of information 

are scribbled in the smallest spaces and briefest encounters, like the meeting at the 

newspaper office between the narrator of Arabian Peak and the “man from the Yaman.” 

In the cigarette, the physical piece of paper is as valuable as the message it contains, and 

like the palimpsest, each revision carries with it the trace of the messages that came 
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before. This system of communication resonates with Ghani’s suggestions about the 

archive: “each performance refracts the archive through the performer’s interpretation, 

and each is then reflected in the archive, as the interpretation becomes another record, or 

another path through the records that can be retraced.”49 Each cigarette “refracts” the 

messages written upon it and becomes part of the record as correspondence between 

friends and colleagues shares any available space for communication. Similar to the way 

a new message should fill the blank space on a piece of paper or an envelope, the “store 

of knowledge” obtained from the Yemeni in the Syrian Colony of New York—insofar as 

it adds a layer of new information to Rihani’s understanding of the Arab—begins to 

resemble the palimpsest as well, and with it, Rihani’s archival process. Shot through with 

layers of space, time, and language, the brief encounter in the newspaper office proposes 

a mode of collecting information in which traces of history are presented through “an 

economy of words,” and in this much later moment of the travelogue, the Syrian author 

provides a key for deciphering the opening scene: one must excavate the conversation to 

locate meaning in what is said, but also in what lies beneath spoken expression. 

However, the English-language reader can certainly read Arabian Peak and 

confirm their stereotypical American beliefs about barbaric traditions in “Arabia.” Even 

in the opening encounter, the Yemeni could be read to represent the “backward” and 

“savage” culture of Yemen that is trapped in some “provincial” past. As the first chapter 

“An Overture of Scares” moves on, however, this reading is challenged and “refracted” at 

every turn, particularly when the reader hears the Yemeni speak in a detailed 

conversation with the narrator. “‘Tell me about your country,’” the narrator asks. “‘Our 
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country is fair in its water and air,’ [the man] replied,” rhyming his words like a well-

versed poet, “‘But its people are always fighting.’”50 As their dialogue continues, the 

narrator begins, 

 “Are there any foreigners in Al-Yaman?”  

“No, no. The foreigners are not permitted to live in Al-Yaman.” [The man 

replies.] 

 “Are they allowed to travel?” 

 “No, no.” 

 “And should a traveller come?” 

 “Wallah, we’ll slay him.” 

 “Suppose he travels in disguise.” 

 “If we know him, wallah, we’ll slay him.” 

“Do you permit Syrians, who are Arabs like yourselves, to travel in your 

country?” 

“If they are Christians, they and the foreigners are one in the eye of the people of 

Al-Yaman. Their speech alone might protect them.” 

 “And if a Christian traveller’s identity is discovered?” 

 (In the same unchanging mellifluous accent) “Wallah, we’ll slay him.”51 

The pattern of their conversation continually comes back to the refrain “Wallah, we’ll 

slay him,” which suggests that the narrator is embarking on a mission that can only end in 

death. However, the reader is left to assume that the author survives the trip, materially 
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evidenced by all 293 pages of the book. At first glance, the repetition of this phrase 

appears to confirm American beliefs about the “unchanging mellifluous” barbarism in 

Arabia, as every inquiry leads to the same conclusion: if outsiders travel to Yemen, they 

will likely be “slain.” The region, like the man, is positioned far outside the civility of an 

office in modern New York, because it does not fit into an economy that values free trade 

and travel of people, commodities, and knowledge across international borders. However, 

the contradiction of “mellifluous” barbarism is unmistakable, and its absurdity gestures 

toward layers of unsaid, undescribed, and untranslatable aspects of the man, his Arabic, 

and their conversation as it appears in the English text. 

 Since Rihani’s journey does not end in death and the reader has material proof of 

this—Arabian Peak—the conversation with this man suggests that the author occupies a 

privileged position; in his guise as narrator, he, and even his Yemeni interlocutor, both 

appear as figures that can move between the competing economies and epistemologies of 

Arabia and America. Just before this rhythmic dialogue, which the two men perform 

together, both for each other and for the reader, the man argues that in Yemen the people 

“seldom submit to the rule of one man for a long time. We love liberty and we fight for 

it.”52 The argument here, as in the dialogue presented above, presents a warning to the 

would-be colonizers of Yemen and the Arabian Peninsula more generally. People in this 

region value their freedom, their systems, their language, and their lives, so much that 

they will fight to protect them. Violent, in a way, but resonant with the ideological refrain 

linked to American national identity, where claims of freedom and a willingness to fight 

for it are seen as a virtue. While Rihani’s depiction of the “man from the Yaman” might 
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threaten his larger mission, and insist on a reading that reproduces justifications for 

intervention in Arabia, this encounter works to undermine the narrative of barbarous 

Arabs and their need of western interference. Instead, it values “freedom” as a kind of 

universal ideal, one that would certainly resonate with U.S. readers.  

Ironically, it is the echo, “Wallah, we’ll slay him,” and its poetic rhythm that 

makes this moment playful, as Rihani emphasizes that the line is delivered in the “same 

unchanging mellifluous” speech. The modifiers “same” and “unchanging” create the 

character’s affect: he is calm and collected and even seems to have a sense of humor 

about the negative stereotypes of his countrymen. The text is not asserting a truth about 

the man, or “the Yaman,” but merely laying out a structure through which the narrative 

will emerge, one of “reply.” By leaving “wallah” untranslated, even though it simply 

means “by God” and is used to underscore the sincerity of the speaker, the text restricts 

access to its English-language reader. On the surface, the untranslated words suggest that 

there is no English equivalent for the meaning of the idiomatic Arabic phrase, but they 

also deny the English-language reader command over the exchange. The untranslated 

Arabic demonstrates knowledge that is incomprehensible to non-Arabic speakers. If 

“wallah” remains in the text as Arabic transliterated into Latin script, then the man is not 

an object for American consumption, but an Arab with a past constituted by multiple 

synchronous histories. At the same time, by maintaining the Arabic phrase but refusing 

its translation, Rihani also panders and calls attention to his English-language reader’s 

demand for the exotic Arabic expression left mysterious in its transliterated form. Even 

translating the term wallah as “by God” would only make the phrase legible for the 
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English-language reader but no less foreign, as the repeated use of the phrase “by God” in 

such a short conversation would certainly sound odd to English speakers. Extending the 

performance of this dramatized encounter between a Syrian Arab and a Yemeni, between 

a Christian and a Muslim, Rihani plays into the fascination of American readers with the 

Arabic-speaking world. Moreover, revealed by the man’s vocal timbre rather than his 

image, the man’s difference makes a mark on the knowledge he shares, leaving a trace of 

the encounter on the entire text and on the history it reveals. While the narrator shapes the 

content of the work that follows, the specter of the archive is the tenor of the man’s voice. 

Unlike Naff’s oral histories, which attempt to direct the narrative of Arab America’s past 

for its listeners, Rihani’s oral history speaks with a “soft unfamiliar accent” through 

layers of text rolled tightly into a cigarette for safe keeping.   

In this travelogue, and extended encounter between the diasporic Syrian-Arab-

American—a man who is “doubly exiled,” as Dakhli suggests—and the Arabian 

Peninsula, the narrator hears “the other” speak.53 He listens to the Yemeni man, and he 

presses him for details about what it means to be a “foreigner” in Yemen. Notably, he 

also focuses on the volume and sonic quality of the visitor’s voice, which reverberates 

through the office and conveys the semantic value of his words. Rihani uses it to imagine 

his own “foreignness” as he prepares to travel to this man’s homeland, and the Yemeni 

explains that foreigners are not welcome, but if they speak Arabic “their speech alone 

might protect them.” Representing a bond between these two men in exile—the Yemeni 

in the newspaper office and the Arab American in Yemen—their conversation highlights 

the importance of language to traversing the archive Arabian Peak constructs. In this 
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moment, Rihani attempts to perform the archival process, rather than reveal its contents. 

The man’s “soft unfamiliar accent” comes as a surprise to the narrator’s ear, and the 

cosmopolitan traveler listens inquisitively to the sound of the man’s voice. Rihani’s 

archival project in Arabian Peak works to find spaces of inclusion, where official 

records, like the newspaper, and unofficial encounters, like the meeting, could be 

considered equal, or at least compatible, sources of knowledge. In this imagined scenario, 

two men posturing their difference are able to find some kind of common ground despite 

the institutionalized space of the newspaper office, not because of it. Waïl Hassan 

suggests that Rihani’s language and his archive embrace the productive space of 

displacement, and he argues that Rihani’s archive is written in a “language radically 

deterritorialized,” following the work of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari; it avails itself 

“liberally of the resources of another language with different cultural, rhetorical, and 

literary norms … dramatiz[ing] the process of translation and foreground[ing] the limits 

of translatability.”54 In the opening scene of Arabian Peak, a “dramatization” of the 

“process of translation” occurs between the narrator and the “man from the Yaman,” and 

Rihani projects an image of history that produces a dialectic of “deterritorialization” and 

rebuilding. 

While Rihani’s immigration and discussions within the Syrian Colony certainly 

mark an important historical moment in the story of Arab immigration to the United 

States, his intellectual pursuits and activism locate pan-Arabism at this center. He saw 

himself as an ambassador between East and West, capable of finding common threads 

and histories between Arabs of different origins as well as all the peoples of the world. 
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Hajjar argues that the author was aware that “his knowledge of the Arab land and people 

and the fact that he was a product of two civilizations, Eastern and Western, made him a 

distinct traveller. While he proudly described the glory of Arabia and its people, he fairly 

frankly criticized them and called upon the Arabs to adopt modern Western science and 

means of progress.”55 Hajjar’s thesis locates a contradiction in Rihani’s text, one that can 

also be found in the first encounter in Arabian Peak, where Rihani demonstrates the 

man’s awkward arrival in the Syrian Colony; his Arabic and manner, shown as 

“unfamiliar,” and his calm demeanor casually relay the possibility of death for any 

traveler in the Yemen. Moreover, a picture printed in the text just a few pages after the 

two men chat reinforces limited ideas about Yemeni people, and perhaps, Arabs more 

generally, as it depicts a thin shirtless Bedouin with a mop of curly dark hair and a 

prominent jambiya sword on his sheet-made belt. Confirming what Hajjar suggests, such 

a photograph alongside dialogues about “slaying” confirm Rihani’s desire to show a 

space of greatness in desperate need of a tune-up. Threatening to undo his nuanced 

reading of the Arabian Peninsula, the photograph also reimagines the dialogue between 

the reader and “the Yaman.” The image appears to proclaim the veracity of the text, 

while also underscoring the travelogue as a multimedial form. Rihani’s representation of 

Yemen cannot be captured by the narrative form alone: it demands an archive. The use of 

visual representations plays with the expectations of the reader and revises the encounter 

between two cosmopolitan Arabs conversing in an urban space to an imagined encounter 

between one modern narrator and his shirtless, sword-toting interlocutor against the 

backdrop of a bustling newspaper office. Alongside the nuanced dialogue between the 
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two, Arabian Peak alludes to a more complex understanding of the man, the Yemen, and 

the text. 

 

Figure 10. Image of a Yemeni man from Arabian Peak, 1930. 

 

 In moments like these, Rihani critiques his own process as an American traveler 

setting out on an unknown journey to uncover the secrets and mysteries of a foreign land. 

However, even before his departure, the traveler is aware that his experience and 

perceptions will inflect any chance of “objective” knowledge. To echo Berman, in this 

encounter “Arab-ness is presented as a performative modality, rather than an essential 

identity.”56 It is not something to be discovered, it is not out there to be found, and it is 

not an identity inscribed upon any speaker of Arabic. Instead, it is located in the 

presentation of oneself as an Arab in the world in relation to other Arabs and non-Arabs. 

Rihani’s works and his desire to counter dominant narratives and ideas about Arabs must 

begin by first constructing the figure of the Arab in order to deconstruct any notion of 
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identity therein. Unlike Gibran, who finds shelter in the performance of origin and of the 

stereotypes and ideas about his identity, Rihani’s archival impulse works to expose the 

fluidity of political and national origins as he moves between and beyond place and 

history. However, similar to Gibran’s, Rihani’s archive presents “Arab-ness … as a 

performative modality” because he anticipates how his text will be read and because he 

sees himself and his work through the eyes of his English-language reader. In a way, he 

predicts Aijaz Ahmad’s much later critique of Fredric Jameson’s ideas about “third world 

literature” and its authors, and the argument that such a moniker “elevate[s]” any Arab, 

African, or Asian writer “who is of any consequence and writes in English … 

immediately … to the lonely splendor of the ‘representative’—of a race, a continent, a 

civilization, even the ‘third world.’”57 Knowing that he can only be read as such, Rihani’s 

first-person travelogue plays with the notion of identity by using the modern American 

city as the stage for Arab encounters.  

Many readers of Rihani’s work write about him as a “representative” of Arabness, 

of unity, and of assimilation. But Rihani saw himself as a cultural translator, one who 

performed identity through multiple channels. As a result, Rihani’s project is often 

steeped in Eurocentric notions of progress, and the opening scene’s reliance on print 

technology as a marker of modernity and sophistication demonstrates his commitments to 

capitalist developments. For example, as Hajjar says of Rihani’s trips to the Arabian 

Peninsula, he was an “Arab from the West, on what he considered an Arab national 

mission,” confident in his criticisms of “certain aspects of underdevelopment and 
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backwardness in Arab life.”58 Viewing Rihani as a “representative,” a spokesman for 

Arab American history, Hajjar maintains binaries between east and west and between 

modern and backward that Rihani’s archive anticipates and contradicts. He is often 

critical of Arab nations and their relative “progress” in relation to western countries, but 

he also locates an alternative narrative, one that makes space for cosmopolitan Yemenis 

in New York and Wall Street businessmen in the Arabian desert.  

Indeed, while Rihani remained loyal to U.S. legal and economic systems, his 

commitments oscillated between east and west. He was critical of colonial projects and 

urged the United States and Europe to grant independence to Arab nations, so that the 

latter might create their own “confederations” and alliances.59 As Hajjar argues, Rihani 

was “proud to be an ‘adopted’ citizen of the USA,” but he “warned, in a public lecture at 

New York in 1930, that ‘the politicians of Europe and America can not [sic] right the 

wrongs of the world. They have done enough already to make this international task an 

official impossibility.’”60 While Rihani certainly saw need for improvements in Arab 

governments and economics, his caution demonstrates a keen awareness of how this story 

ends, that intervention by any name results in the same imperial relations and 

devastations. His work functions like a call for western nations to take a step away from 

interventionist policies with the recognition that they cannot “right the wrongs of the 

world.” Thus Rihani situates a trajectory for Arab history that favors independence, self-

determination, and Arab nationalism.  
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These sentiments continue to appear in Rihani’s work in various forms, and many 

of the issues he cites frame the incongruences in Naff’s and Mary Mokarzel’s assertions 

about Arab identity in the United States. For example, in 1938 he writes in an article 

titled “The Pan-Arab Dream,” published in Asia magazine, on the relationship between 

religious practice and Arab nationalism. He cites the movement toward pan-Arabism 

across the Middle East, as never seen before “in the history of Arabia … not even in the 

time of the Prophet.”61 Here, he links Arabism to Islam, recognizing its roots in the 

Arabian Peninsula and the dominance of Islam in this region after 622 CE. He begins 

here to show that as Arab tribes conquered regions that would eventually become part of 

the Arab world—“Christian communities” in Palestine, Syria, and Iraq—the definition of 

the term “Arab” expanded, making room for other religions under the Arab rubric. 

Isolating the distinction many Arab nationalist movements made and would make 

between nationalism and Islamism, Rihani engages both religions to show pan-Arabism 

as an inclusive project committed to Arab unity rather than religious exclusion. In this 

review, he also alludes to the serious tensions that begin to emerge with the arrival of 

European influence, proposing that “foreign schools and corporations, as well as foreign 

officials, are assiduous, covertly and openly, in separating Muslims and Christians and 

attempting to keep the latter out of any Arab nationalist movement, even inciting them 

against it.”62 Intervention, he insists, unabashedly attempts to “divide and conquer,” to 
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separate “Muslims and Christians” along political lines related to nation- and identity-

building for political gain.63   

Rihani’s attitude here speaks as if directly to the speculations of Naff’s future 

work and archive, as she inserts and maintains the divide between Christian and Muslim 

Arabs by creating a discursive distance between the two communities, one that functions 

to undo much of the ideological project of Arab movements in the mid-1900s. Feared for 

their links to the Soviet Union and communism in the propaganda campaigns of the 

United States and its allies in the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s, Arab nationalist movements 

posed a threat to “peace,” a code word for America’s interests in the Middle East. As I 

discuss in Chapter 3, in the Cold War era, Lebanese identity developed into a more 

palatable version of Arabness in the United States due to Lebanon’s pro-Western 

government in the 1950s and 1960s. The interview with Mokarzel demonstrates the 

effects of this tendency, as she flippantly suggests that her father was more “Lebanese” 

than Rihani and his literary crew of “Arabs.” While she neglects to mention religious 

practice in the distinction she draws, it seeps through the subtext of her words; for her, a 

Lebanese identity is linked to Christianity and to Arab Christian diasporic communities, 

which were by then quite assimilated to life in the United States. Conversely, then, Arabs 
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from later migrations are linked to Islam and to political dissidence. By reading 

Mokarzel’s assertions alongside magazines contained within Naff’s archive, like the issue 

of Asia in which Rihani’s article appears, we see material evidence complicate Naff’s use 

of the term “Arab” in her “Arab American Collection” and begin to reshape the historical 

claims of Arab American identity away from the imperial narratives of the west. 

In a related argument, Hajjar compares Rihani to the late Edward Said, suggesting 

that Rihani, also a humanist and a staunch proponent of Arab nation-building and 

democracy, “often warned that freedom and democracy in the Arab World could not be 

imposed by force, whether by a revolution from within, or an occupation from without.”64 

Freedom and democracy must be discovered through Arab terms and systems; neither 

upheaval nor imperial “force” will transform the space and identity of the Arabic-

speaking world. The Yemeni man makes such a claim when he speaks to the Syrian 

American in the Arabic newspaper office in the United States, for he calmly relates, “we 

[Yemenis] love liberty and we fight for it. We slay the nearest to us to remain free.”65 

From the first page of Arabian Peak, Rihani insists that freedom already exists in the 

Arabian Peninsula, even if this freedom manifests differently from the definitions of 

freedom espoused in the United States. As the savvy Syrian New Yorker seeks 

knowledge in Yemen, Rihani demonstrates the importance of maintaining difference 

between Arab subjects and between East and West, a difference indexed by linguistic 

variance in its audible registers, a difference imperialism attempts to homogenize.  
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To reprise Stoler’s argument in Along the Archival Grain, which I discuss in my 

introduction, the colonial archive is intertwined with institutional power and knowledge 

production. While her analysis focuses on the archives of the colonial government of the 

Dutch Indies, her discussion speaks to other national and imperial archives, to their 

practices and processes, and to the legitimacy their governmental affiliations proclaim. 

Her discoveries reach beyond the colonial and state-sponsored archive, producing an 

account of archival practices more generally. Reproducing Stoler’s argument here, she 

claims that “wedged within [an archive’s] folds of truth-claims emerges something else: 

uncensored turns of phrase, loud asides in the imperative tense, hesitant asides in sotto 

voce … confusions and ‘asides’ [that] work in and around prevailing narratives as they 

push on the archive’s stored edges.”66 In this analysis, Stoler suggests that archives say 

more than what might be available at face value, that is, more than what their contents, 

institutions, or collector’s initial purpose may have intended. Put differently, her reading 

of the colonial archive does not seek its documents, but instead searches for the specters 

and margins in the official record. Recalling the “sotto voce” of the Yemeni’s speech, we 

begin to see the contours of Rihani’s archive as unintentionally, of course, but also 

intentionally producing the “hesitant asides” that might “push on the archive’s stored 

edges.” 

Rihani’s archive attempts to undo “prevailing narratives” and the official record 

of Arab American history: one that revises Western ideas about Arabs in America and 

abroad. He projects an image of Arabness that has a “responsibility for tomorrow,” to 
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borrow from Derrida’s Archive Fever.67 While he often reproduces narratives that 

maintain European hegemony, his project also works to uncover that which lies inert in 

the histories he presents, the “asides” and marginalia, the gaps both visible and invisible 

in the official records of U.S. imperialism. Read alongside Stoler’s theoretical concerns 

for the archive, I argue that Rihani’s work demonstrates a self-reflexive archival practice, 

one that demands a process of close reading the “uncensored turns of phrase” buried in 

the institutional record as well as in the projects of individual authors, like those of the 

mahjar, and their intentional and unintentional revisions to historical narratives. Stoler’s 

reading and revision of colonial history position the archive as a productive and creative 

space, one that uncovers untold histories but also proposes an archival practice that 

extends into the present and the future. Her work considers the labor that goes into the 

material archive in addition to the labor that maintains it, a practice taken up by Rihani in 

his travelogue and presented as his writing’s condition of possibility: Arabian Peak relies 

on America’s modern print culture and on the Yemeni man’s spoken language. 

Moreover, as I discuss below, in The Book of Khalid, Rihani’s process functions in a 

manner similar to Stoler’s, as he exposes the often-invisible labor, the odd jobs and 

menial tasks of both sustaining European hegemony and transforming the global world 

order. 

The Pad.ma collective draws a conclusion that links Stoler’s project even more 

directly to Rihani’s. They suggest that “the production of a concept is a provocation, a 

refusal to answer to the call of the known and an opportunity to intensify our experiences. 

The archive is therefore not representational, it is creative, and the naming of something 
                                                

67 Derrida, Archive Fever, 36.  
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as an archive is not the end, but the beginning of a debate.”68 Here, the Pad.ma collective 

argues that archives are not reducible to their formal characteristics, nor are they 

representative of the moments or histories they contain. Instead, the archive presents, as 

ever-expanding fields of knowledge, a creative source whose direction is “outward, not 

inward.”69 In this configuration, origins and vanishing points take a back seat to the 

generative potential of the archive and its process. By situating the archive as the 

“beginning of a debate,” the Pad.ma collective replaces the single origin with one that 

continually renews, positing a past that persistently revises its hold on the present through 

each “refraction,” interpretation, and performance of the archive.  

Berman’s re-reading of Rihani as performing a kind of “Arab masquerade” for his 

western and eastern audience offers useful techniques for reshaping the early Arab 

American’s place in the archive. He contends that through Rihani’s works, The Book of 

Khalid in particular, the Syrian American author “presents identity as fluid, mutable, and 

multiple—a model that speaks saliently to the effort by current [Berman writes in 2012] 

Arab American writers to claim multiple, often simultaneous, identities that fracture 

geographic and temporal continuities.”70 In Arabian Peak, Rihani’s archive situates itself 

as already oriented toward the future, as he begins “on the eve of departure for Arabia,” 

where the source of knowledge stands in one singular space and time while also 

expanding into a multiplicity of identities, moments, and places, cutting across national, 

linguistic, cultural, historical, and geographical boundaries. Yet his project of recovery 

                                                
68 Pad.ma, “10 Theses on the Archive,” 353. 
69 Pad.ma, “10 Theses on the Archive,” 354. 
70 Jacob Rama Berman, American Arabesque: Arabs, Islam, and the 19th-Century Imaginary (New 

York: NYU Press, 2012), 197. (Note: In this publication, Jacob Berman includes his middle name, Rama.) 
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and revision often gets buried by the official register and the “prevailing narratives” 

about Arab life in a globalized worldview. As I have discussed, this erasure occurs even 

in the established narratives of Arab American histories, like those purported by the 

dominant stories of Arab immigration to the United States. For example, in Naff’s 

prominent archive, Rihani’s work sits awkwardly alongside the narrative constructed 

there, functioning like notes in the margins of the colonial record, like the “asides” that 

Stoler urges us to hear, and his project on an Arab American history challenges Syrian 

and Lebanese dominance in that record.71 From the first few lines of Arabian Peak, as we 

have seen, Rihani’s work reads “against the grain” of historical records, offering an 

archive in the performative mode—a collection of material evidence that registers its 

subjective and constructed view on history, a way of reading such material evidence that 

accounts for its own methods.  

 Rihani’s work generates an alternative to the limitations of history found in 

dominant archives through various forms of textual dialogue, and his contributions in 

                                                
71 While working with the Naff collection in 2016, I found attempts to locate Rihani within Naff’s 

archive more difficult than expected. Through my extensive research with this collection, I discovered that 
Rihani’s inclusion in and exclusion from the archive seems to come at the expense of authors like Khalil 
Gibran, whose memory presents a more palatable version of Arabness, and whose work and visage more 
accurately depict the history Naff purports. However, Ameen Rihani, his works, and his significance to 
Arab nationalist campaigns in the United States, as well as his place in Arab American Studies, feel absent 
from Naff’s archive, likely because his commitments to pan-Arabism in the early 1910s and 1920s 
complicate the story told in Naff’s academic writing, in her collection, and in the narrative of Arab 
American history more generally.  

Rihani makes few appearances in Naff’s archive, which on its own, shouldn’t raise suspicion, as 
her collection grew out of oral histories: dozens of tapes containing interviews with surviving Arab 
American immigrants who arrived in the United States during the early part of the twetieth century serve as 
the backbone of Naff’s project. Her major claims relied on stories of peddling and her project aimed to 
create an image of the Arab peddler as a representative of the dominant United States myth of immigrant 
rags-to-riches; the Syrian peddler worked hard as a traveling salesman and achieved the American dream 
because of his / her entrepreneurial spirit. As a result, Syrian Americans eventually settled into American 
life, bought property, and opened businesses. Naff’s research reached into the past to isolate a particular 
story of Arab life in America, a narrative of economic and political success that had little room for a 
challenging thinker like Rihani.  
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English catalogue singular exchanges of Arabs relating to each other and to America. 

Rather than create a closed archive, his work proposes a performative mode of both 

writing and storing history, a historiography of the present, “on the eve of departure for 

Arabia,” and beyond. His project performs the archive and its identity through a series of 

spontaneous and staged encounters, instances that stand face-to-face with the historical 

process to create, destroy, edit, and undermine “the facts” of history and a certain 

perception of reality that does not assimilate the “soft unfamiliar accent” of the Arab, 

Yemeni, or Syrian. It is significant, though, that Rihani’s archive does not completely 

foreignize this accent either; the cosmopolitan narrator and the urban Bedouin stranger 

map more legibly onto the figure of the Yemeni CEO portrayed in Imam Yahya, whose 

modern system of rule appears at home in the Arabian desert and in sync with the 

rhythms of Wall Street. By providing an encounter that confronts Arab identity through 

multiple contingent histories, as Berman’s interpretation of his works suggests, Rihani’s 

Arabian Peak gives expression to the archive as a home for homelessness. In Khalid, 

Rihani’s novel, the text locates this homelessness within the diasporic archive, which 

erupts into a dynamic energy of production and circulation as it traverses the borders of 

identity and of place. As Berman writes, “the novel’s hero [Khalid] becomes an Arab by 

inhabiting the figurative tropes of Arabness circulating in both Western and Eastern 

romantic traditions … Looking at the dynamics of cultural exchange … allows us to 

explore Rihani’s subversive treatment of Orientalist tropes.”72 Berman’s idea that Khalid 

“becomes” Arab by “inhabiting the figurative tropes of Arabness circulating” 

transnationally delineates the ways that Rihani’s text exposes and makes use of Arab 
                                                

72 Berman, American Arabesque, 198.  
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identity constructs. Recognizing the contours of Rihani’s encounters, “cultural 

exchange[s]” that rehearse “Orientalist tropes” in order to subvert and critique their 

power, Berman’s reading brings Rihani’s archive into focus: in 1911, I would argue, 

Khalid’s confused performance of Arabness set the stage for the erratic movement of 

Rihani’s burgeoning transnational archive, and in 1930, Arabian Peak introduced subtlety 

and nuance to the process of archive-making. Pushing on the boundaries of Arab identity, 

Rihani transforms the diasporic Arab traveler into an ambassador of knowledge, one who 

maps Yemen’s deserts onto Wall Street’s stock markets.  

The Scribe, the Editor, and the Poet  

 
Writing, according to al-Jahiz, can be done on paper or on parchment. Although 
the meaning of the text will not change, its value will rise and fall depending on 

the material it is written on, just as it rises or falls depending on which author 
claims it (or has it attributed to him). The text’s material support carries a 

significance of its own. Thus many dealers confess to having subjected 
manuscripts to procedures to make them appear older. In the paper mills 

established all over the Islamic empire after the end of the eighth century, 
manufacturers met a growing demand for ‘antique-looking paper…by treating it 

with saffron and fig-juice.’ 
 

—Abdelfattah Kilito, The Author and His Doubles 73 
 

Exploring an archival impulse, Rihani posits a revision to historical time in his 

novel, The Book of Khalid, published twenty years before Arabian Peak. In this literary, 

semi-autobiographical memoir, Rihani begins by re-imagining the space of the archive 

through the possibility of the copy. The narrative follows Khalid and Shakib, two Syrian-

Lebanese immigrants to the United States, who pass through Ellis Island before landing 

                                                
73 Abdelfattah Kilito, The Author and His Doubles: Essays on Classical Arabic Culture. trans. 

Michael Cooperson. (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2001), 91-92.  
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in the Syrian Colony of New York, “Little Syria.” Disillusioned quickly by their peddler 

lives in America, the two ultimately return to the Middle East and to a moment of 

political upheaval against Ottoman rule in Greater Syria. Finding his way into politics, 

Khalid, much like Rihani, attempts to bring his experiences in the west to shifting 

discourses in the east, before looking elsewhere in the Arabic-speaking world, namely 

Egypt, for the answers he seeks. The novel is awkwardly written in overly pedantic prose, 

a blend of Rihani’s influences in both English and Arabic, literary and philosophical. 

According to Hassan, this first Anglophone Arab novel is a “baffling admixture of 

philosophy and mysticism … overwrought with a web of literary allusions … [and] a 

protagonist who seems at once to embody and satirize Rihani’s own ideas.”74 This 

bildungsroman depicts young Khalid and his journey from Mount Lebanon to America, 

similar to Rihani’s journey to the United States with his uncle in the late 1880s. In many 

ways, it is a story of immigration, a detailed account of travel from east to west, from an 

“Arab world” in flux to the United States. Yet, as Hassan suggests, this memoir-style text 

reads less like a story in favor of immigration and more like a “story of returning home, 

of migration,” as Khalid finds life in America too full of compromise and returns to 

Ottoman-controlled Lebanon and Syria, before ending his journey in Egypt.75 Unlike 

Gibran’s Prophet, Almustafa, who returns home after his exile on Orphalese, Khalid 

finds home in transnational space. 

                                                
74 Waïl S. Hassan, “The Rise of the Arab American Novel: Ameen Rihani’s The Book of Khalid,” 

The Edinburgh Companion to the Arab Novel in English: The Politics of Anglo Arab and Arab American 
Literature and Culture, ed. Nouri Gana (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2013), 46-47.  

75 Hassan, “The Rise of the Arab American Novel,” 47.  
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Khalid’s story, and the main action of the novel, unfolds through a narrative 

frame that begins where his journey ends. Presented as a translation and a copy of a 

manuscript found in the Khedivial Library of Cairo, “among the Papyri of the Scribe of 

Amen-Ra and the beautifully illuminated copies of the Korân,” Rihani’s English prose 

takes as its subject the value of the text in its material and bound print form: the book. 76 

Told through multiple layers of mediation between Khalid’s voice and the actual text, his 

story is presented as unreliable at best, as the immigrant has gone missing and cannot 

corroborate the novel’s content. As Berman observes, “throughout the course of the book, 

the authority of the sources used to authenticate Khalid’s story is constantly put under 

suspicion. An extended satire on identity construction, Rihani’s novel uses humor, 

modernist narrative conceits, and familiar Orientalist archetypes to critique Western 

knowledge of the Arab as superficial.”77 Suggesting a larger critique of how Western 

readers understand Arabs, even intellectuals like Rihani, the Syrian American author uses 

the memoir form to compose a satire of the immigrant experience. Writing for his 

English-speaking audience, Rihani paints Khalid as a symbol of unity and potential social 

change, but also as a character positioned and utterly baffled by life somewhere between 

the Arabic-speaking world and the United States, between modernity and tradition, and 

between the futures for Greater Syria on the heels of the First World War and the fall of 

the Ottomans.  

Reading the text more straightforwardly, Todd Fine proposes that since “Khalid 

was written in Lebanon during a period of Arab protest against the Ottoman Empire … it 

                                                
76 Rihani, The Book of Khalid, 17.  
77 Berman, American Arabesque, 198.  
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is not surprising that the work veers away from New York into the politics of the Arab 

World.”78 What perhaps started as a narrative of immigration quickly becomes, as Hassan 

suggests, a tale of migration and return as Rihani and his proxy in Khalid become 

entangled by political change and disorder in the homeland. It is equally unsurprising that 

Khalid, after living between places, only seems to find peace away from politics in “the 

austere delicacy of the desert,” temporarily rooted in “the softness of pure sand,” before 

disappearing.79 The trace he leaves behind appears to write the timeless text that sits on 

the shelves of Cairo’s library, as the book ends in its halls of knowledge as well, 

articulating and coupling the library and the desert as spaces of spiritual, physical, and 

eternal return. Appropriately, the name Khalid means “eternal” in Arabic. 

Notably, the main narrative of the work, the journey of Khalid and Shakib, feels 

like a diversion from the novel’s preoccupation with knowledge, both its production and 

its exchangeability. In the context of Rihani’s larger corpus, this diversion reads as a 

reaction to capitalism and Euro-American imperial projects, a codification of his own 

Orientalist impulses and a criticism of Arab traditions; it also reads as an unfettered 

reflection on his own life in diaspora. Locating meaning in the past and in the material 

remnants of Arab history, Rihani’s novel begins with an homage to a place of learning, 

the library, and its reified object, the book, a commodity that is simultaneously 

translatable and inaccessible to both English and Arabic readers. Specifically, he 

valorizes the printed manuscript to index knowledge as it moves on a global market and 

across transnational boundaries as a kind of palimpsestic text, translated, transcribed, 

                                                
78 Todd Fine, “Afterword,” The Book of Khalid (New York: Melville House Publishing, 2012), 

319.   
79 Rihani, The Book of Khalid, 243.  
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copied, and continually—like Imam Yahya’s cigarettes—circulating between the Arab 

and non-Arab worlds. Here, reproducing a scene of enlightenment through learning as an 

unearthing of an ancient text that seems to tell the story of the present and future, 

Rihani’s first novel performs the act of archiving alongside Arab history and its present. 

Moreover, it positions this particular book as transnational, trans-historical, and 

multilingual.   

As Dakhli argues, Rihani places himself at the “center of history” by contributing 

to the production of his works in their physical form: “He participates in the making of 

the book and its circulation. He uses the way he apprehends the world to build relations 

and make history, to give and to find support for his project.”80 This sentiment confronts 

the reader through the bound and edited text that they hold in their hand, an object that 

uses and references the handwritten “manuscript” of Khalid’s story as a legitimate source 

of knowledge, language, culture, and history. Rihani’s Khalid articulates the text’s 

multiplicity through a mediation on epistemological origins, its frame narrative, and its 

characters, whose actions become wholly intertwined with the story’s main action. To 

demonstrate, the text begins when “the Editors” (on whom I say more below) find “the 

book” on the shelves of “the Khedivial Library of Cairo,” where, 

among the Papyri of the Scribe of Amen-Ra and the beautifully illuminated copies 

of the Korân, the modern Arabic Manuscript which forms the subject of this 

Book, was found. The present Editor was attracted to it by the dedication and the 

rough drawings on the cover; which, indeed are as curious, if not as mystical, as 

ancient Egyptian symbols. One of these is supposed to represent a New York 
                                                

80 Dakhli, “The Mahjar as Literary and Political Territory,” 173.  
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Skyscraper in the shape of a Pyramid, the other is a dancing group under which is 

written: “The Stockbrokers and the Dervishes.” And around these symbols, in 

Arabic circlewise, these words:—“And this is my Book, the Book of Khalid, which 

I dedicate to my Brother Man, my Mother Nature, and my Maker God.”81 

Presented as a “found text” from the “Khedivial Library in Cairo,” Khalid stitches 

together fragments of an Arab history translated, but not assimilated, into English. The 

text blends America’s “Stockbrokers” and “Skyscrapers” with recognizable and 

mysterious figures from Arab and Muslim regions like “Pyramids” and “Dervishes.” 

Khalid’s opening simultaneously links these historically distinct moments and allows 

their references to remain obscure. From its beginning, The Book of Khalid foregrounds 

the materiality of the text by drawing together old and new forms of creating and 

circulating writing. By calling itself a “modern Arabic manuscript,” the text gestures 

toward the work as unpublished, an archive among the “Papyri” of Egypt’s ancient 

mythology and the bound “illuminated copies” of its religious present in the Qur’an. 

“[T]he material,” Rihani continues, “is of such a mixture that here and there the raw silk 

of Syria is often spun with the cotton and wool of America. In other words, the Author 

dips his antique pen in a modern inkstand, and when the ink runs thick, he mixes it with a 

slabbering of slang.”82 Rihani highlights the materiality of the archive through an allusion 

to writing that occurs with an “antique pen” and “modern inkstand.” Further, he connects 

writing to economic forms of globalization and the extraction and circulation of material 

goods with a reference to the “the raw silk of Syria” and its “mixture” with “the cotton 

                                                
81 Rihani, The Book of Khalid, 17. 
82 Rihani, The Book of Khalid, 17.   
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and wool of America.” In Khalid, Rihani constructs a process of writing and recording 

history that highlights the archive’s mixed materials and varied methods of production. 

The “modern Arabic manuscript” reveals a tension and a mixture of old and new modes 

of creating, storing, and circulating texts, as its words carry the past into the present 

through close attention to the process of production: the antique pen writes with modern 

ink to translate the obscure archival object into a bound and edited commodity. Yet 

“when the ink runs thick,” the archivist sprinkles in a “slabbering of slang,” which, based 

on the order of words in his sentence, seems to map onto “the cotton and wool,” or the 

influence of American. But Khalid’s reference to “slang” also challenges the fixedness of 

the written text—the thickness of its ink—and it gestures toward a more fluid sense of 

orality, or perhaps to Arabic ‘ammiyya (dialect or spoken language), a form more often 

associated with ancient cultures. Khalid emerges from the shelves of the Khedivial 

Library as a hybrid text, an admixture of cultural and linguistic influences, and a 

document constituted by gathering distinct moments of time together.   

Rihani places his found text in a library in Egypt under Ottoman and British rule, 

and he wedges it between the Islamic present and an ancient Egyptian past. The 

materiality of each history and present manifests through a detailed description of its 

textual metonym’s placement on the shelf: both the “beautifully illuminated” Qur’an and 

the Papyri of Amen-Ra are made authentic through their exterior qualities, signifying 

their knowledge as bound to their aesthetic form. This collage of texts compiled on the 

shelves of Egypt’s colonial present—somewhere between Ottoman and English rule—

produces “an allegory of history,” one that places Khalid’s transnational diaspora into the 
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story of the rise and fall of Ancient Egyptian and Islamic empires. Khalid’s story, 

reproduced by the narrator, and written down by scribes, marks a particular mode of 

recording history, a mediated memoir that serves as the prototype for Rihani’s interest in 

travel writing in works like Arabian Peak.  

The description of the manuscript’s “cover images” demonstrates the novel’s 

Orientalist gaze, a prelude to the text’s pandering to its English readers with mundane 

and superficial allusions to the Arab East, while simultaneously refusing to place 

Khalid’s memoir into a clear geographical or temporal space. Khalid’s frame narrative 

presents a singular version of America’s present, as both stockbrokers and skyscrapers 

index modern cityscapes, where “curious” editors with ethnographic and Orientalist 

desires assign monetary value to the “rough drawings on the cover.” As if to emphasize 

the essentializing figures that the cover imagines, the “Occidental” West is represented in 

the cover images as if it can be reduced to the United States, and more specifically, to 

New York, through the images of stockbrokers and skyscrapers. By linking those 

reductive images to hieroglyphs, moreover, the description of the cover puts objects of 

Orientalist fascination and exoticization of the west alongside the essentialist images of 

the “Orient.” The text opens up a multiplicity of “Oriental” pasts, from the unsolvable 

genius of pagan antiquity in the Pyramids of Giza to the intellectual prowess of Sufi 

thinkers, mystics, and “dervishes” from Persian and Arabic traditions. Rihani situates 

America as a burgeoning country, newly part of world history, while the Arab text—in 

the broadest sense of that term—dates back to pre-history and stores knowledge of 

multiple languages, including the hieroglyphs left on the walls of Egypt’s tombs and the 
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modern Turkish and Arabic used by the Khedivial guardians of the library. Peppering the 

shelves Rihani imagines, the English-language reader discovers Oriental allusions that at 

once draw on familiar iconography from Arab lands while also creating equivalences 

between pronouncements from various historical moments, between the “mystical” past 

of Egyptian kings, the physical patterns of Arabic letters in “circlewise,” and the whirling 

of Sufi dervishes. Moreover, Rihani embraces the importance of Islam in Arab nations, 

and Khalid’s frame provides just one of many nods to the religion and to the Qur’an, as 

the Christian Rihani calls the first book of Khalid “al-Fātiḥah,” the same Arabic term 

used for the preamble to Islam’s revealed text.  

Similar to Gibran’s use of Almustafa as his main character in The Prophet, a 

name that clearly evokes the Prophet Muhammad, Rihani’s library archives Islam as an 

integral part of Arab history. Rather than rejecting its influence and existence alongside 

Christian traditions, Khalid assimilates Islam into its worldview. Arguably, Rihani draws 

these connections to demonstrate the varied history of Arab lands, from ancient Egypt to 

the spread of Islam to Ottoman and English rule and to the hopeful future that Rihani 

imagines for burgeoning Arab nations. The “modern Arabic manuscript” presented as a 

“found” text, one that shares shelf space with the ancient Papyri of Amen-Ra, appears as 

if it belongs to vast geographical and temporal origins. Crossing borders through the 

work of New York publishers, this lost biography of “the book” begins to tell the history 

of its own writing: a narrative about the present in which it was written, retrieved from 

the past—both timeless and bounded—of its sources. The text’s cover, images of a “New 

York Skyscraper in the shape of a Pyramid” surrounded by Arabic script, reaches into the 
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future and suggests a kind of synchronic time where the present New York skyline 

architecturally merges with Egypt’s past accomplishments and economies.  

In her work on “Found Footage as Ethnography,” Catherine Russell offers an 

analysis of using found footage in documentary and experimental filmmaking that 

resonates with Rihani’s process of building an archive. She argues that  

[f]ound-footage filmmaking, otherwise known as collage, montage, or archival 

film practice, is an aesthetic of ruins. Its intertextuality is always also an allegory 

of history, a montage of memory traces, by which the filmmaker engages with the 

past through recall, retrieval, and recycling. The complex relation to the real that 

unfolds in found-footage filmmaking lies somewhere between documentary and 

fictional modes of representation, opening up a very different means of 

representing culture. Found footage is a technique that produces “the 

ethnographic” as a discourse of representation. It denies the transparency of 

culture.83 

Rihani’s ethnographic process reveals itself through his method of collecting anecdotes, 

documents, narrators, copies, and individual accounts. As in the practice of montage in 

filmmaking, Rihani reproduces a mode of archiving that relies on “found footage,” where 

he and his avatars in the text use multiple guises and forms of labor to fill in the gaps of 

his collection through various fragments and traces of historical and individual memory. 

Recalling Russell’s observations about found footage, Rihani’s archival process does not 

provide insight into the reality of his subjects’ lives, but instead treats them like subjects 
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in a story of their own telling by denying “the transparency of [their] culture,” and instead 

gathering a multiplicity of accounts together in one textual space. 

The ethnographic tendency of Rihani’s Khalid operates on impulse, as its 

development mimics the process of a researcher using an archive, who stumbles into 

numerous rabbit holes and snippets of memory to reconstruct a story about the past and 

the future. In Khalid, the collectors are positioned as if in the right place at the right time, 

a space where knowledge leaps from the shelves to revise western claims on historical 

progress. Framed as a product of capitalist modernity, the contingent aspects of this 

book’s discovery offer a kind of time that, like Walter Benjamin’s “messianic time,” 

allows for the past to enter the future by contingency.84 As if by pure chance, Rihani’s 

narrators discover a trove of historical memory contained within one modern and 

unpublished manuscript that has the ability to transform and reinsert a transnational and 

historical claim to Arabness. However, the archive that Rihani builds alludes to 

contemporary effects of colonial history in Arab countries as well. Demonstrated through 

the inclusion of ancient Egyptian iconography and architecture, Khalid’s source text 

gestures at the appropriation of the idea of ancient Egyptian civilization by the United 

States and the Orientalist tendency to marginalize Egyptian lives in the present in 

exchange for a piece of the nation’s ancient past. As Scott Trafton argues in Egypt Land, 

“writing a history of American interest in ancient Egypt approaches the condition of 

attempting to write a history of America itself.” 85 Trafton claims that when Napoleon 

invaded Egypt in 1798, European and American lives were transformed by the veritable 
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archive that was discovered. For the United States, this moment was of particular 

importance due to timing: it was early in the country’s history and the new nation was in 

the process of acquiring a large chunk of Native land in a monetary transaction with 

France, the Louisiana Purchase. As Trafton suggests, “only five years after 1798, 

Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt coincided almost exactly with the earliest [European and 

Anglo-American a la Lewis and Clark] explorations of the American West … [a notion] 

further cemented by the immediately exported analogy between the Nile and the 

Mississippi.”86 While Trafton’s research focuses on demonstrating how early American 

interest in Egypt fed a system of racism, slavery, and segregation in the United States, his 

emphasis on the concomitance of Napoleon’s “rediscovery” of ancient Egypt with the 

creation of the American state suggests that the former provided a mirror for the “New 

World,” a reflection of its own goals through an imagined narrative of antiquity’s 

surviving fragments. According to Trafton, the burgeoning United States grafted its own 

expansion onto circulating myths about Ancient Egypt. 

 Rihani’s interest in American literature, philosophy, and politics and America’s 

past and present imperial interests in the Middle East and North Africa complicate the 

archive that his texts generate, largely because such interests, as Trafton argues, exist at 

the United States’ historical beginning. Implicated within structures that frame his major 

works, Rihani writes as if from the perspective of an American pioneer, whose travels 

and research might expand the archive of U.S. interests into the unchartered territories of 

Arab civilization, broadening the discourse between these two histories through a 

collision and collusion of multiple narratives. The narratives include, but are not limited 
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to, the history that forges a link between Egypt, Syria, and the Arabian Peninsula; the 

imperial situation that leads to Syrian migration west; the early formations of Arab 

nationalism in Arabic-speaking states and their diasporas; the beginnings of European 

colonialism and the political devastation it brings to the Middle East and North Africa; 

and the destruction to Native American lands and communities by European settlers in 

the “New World.” Like Russell’s experimental filmmaker, Rihani’s found text practices a 

form of montage, pasting together historically contingent events to document them 

through a fictional ethnography and to elicit a response from his audience. 

Khalid constructs itself from within the text, as the narrative employs a kind of 

outmoded labor in the role of “the Scribe,” who is hired to copy the found text by hand. 

Recalling the epigraph from Kilito’s text that I cite at the beginning of this section, which 

meditates on the relationship between the content of a text and its material form, Rihani 

rehearses a claim to Arabness that is steeped in historical contingency by creating a space 

for temporally distant stories and documents to come into contact with one another to 

make meaning. Rather than dip his text in “saffron and fig juice,” Rihani archives it 

alongside grand historical narratives of Egyptian and Islamic accomplishment and 

produces a hybrid “modern Arabic manuscript” through deliberately outmoded forms of 

textual reproduction. The memoir/novel insists that the book does not rely on the modern 

printing press, but instead on a pre-modern form of labor, one that was essential to the 

spread of knowledge within borders but also across forgotten imperial and regional 

boundaries. The role of the “Scribe” performs a historiographical tension between 

mediated and unmediated modes of writing one’s own history. The “Scribe’s” mode of 
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copying inserts a margin of error and intentionality that accompanies his or her process. 

By incorporating a “Scribe” and “Editors” into its narrative, The Book of Khalid calls 

attention to its own production, and it inscribes the unstable relationship of the original 

and the copy into the “warp” and “woof” of the text.87 Here, Rihani again highlights the 

hybrid materiality of the text and of history. Moreover, the novel inserts an unreliable set 

of narrators who discuss the process of making the book available as a collective project, 

which not only gestures toward but also ostensibly insists upon the likelihood of human 

error. Khalid’s story of immigration materializes as if cobbled together by a set of hands, 

paid and unpaid, who copied, fused, edited, and altered the book’s final form. The labor 

that goes into producing such a work gathered itself to the narrative within, leaving its 

mark on each page in a manner similar to the way saffron and fig juice make parchment 

look ancient. In this way, the text, a copy of a copy, presents a “masquerade” of Arab 

identity and performance of knowledge production. 

Anticipating the errors generated by the hastily made photocopies in Naff’s Arab 

American Collection, which cut corners and pages, this earlier mode of copying in 

Rihani’s Khalid suggests the persistent role of human error in knowledge and archival 

production. However, it also draws attention to the construction of a text in a more 

immediate way. Naff’s copies ring of modernity and the role of the machine, a specific 

mechanism for copying, which becomes apparent within the black, white, and grey 

smudges on the imperfectly framed Xeroxes of her collection. But the scribe’s labor, his 

or her “asides” and marginalia, is erased in the polished and printed copy of the published 

book. Naff’s archive gains authenticity through its photocopies, through evidence of 
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human intervention that salvaged the archive’s contents from obscurity by hastily 

recuperating and including them. The scribe’s handwriting, though—representing his or 

her labor and error—disappears from the preserved manuscript in Khalid, forced even 

from the margins of the page; as the reader holds the bound text, clearly printed for mass 

marketability and sale, the “Scribe” becomes a character among numerous foreign 

characters in the strange novel of an Arab émigré. The book folds the scribe’s labor—

writing, repeating, copying, adding, eliding—into the odd performance of Arab 

immigration. The scribe, a relic of an occupation that was lost along with hundreds of 

handwritten texts from antiquity, revives the book while simultaneously obliterating 

his/her involvement, each word copied through this passé form of labor immediately lost 

and replaced and simulated by modern print. In this respect the scribe stands in for the 

process of Arab immigration to the United States, where the loss of home is revived by 

the “Syrian Colony in New York”: its modern counterpart that replaces, but does not 

erase the migration. By including the scribe in the story, Rihani’s Khalid presents the 

participation of multiple hands working together to reconstruct a narrative through varied 

and sometimes conflicting processes. Steedman interrogates the myth that “the Historian 

goes to the Archive to be at home as well as to be alone,” and Rihani’s Khalid offers an 

instance of her critique.88 The solitary experience of using the archive’s material evidence 

hinges on “the Historian’s” ability to silence the voices of the past within the archive to 

make them speak through intellectual labor, a process of reconstructing histories by 

stitching together various pieces of previously unanalyzed data. Rihani’s “Scribe” 

anticipates the historian and the archivist by inserting the “amanuensis,” eradicating the 
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possibility and myth of the solitary scholar reconstructing the past through close attention 

to detail. Always multiple and always moving, Steedman writes, “the Archive is not 

potentially made up of everything, as is human memory … the Archive is made from 

selected and consciously chosen documentation from the past and also from the mad 

fragmentations that one is intended to preserve and that just ended up there.”89 

Eradicating the sacred space of “the Archive,” Rihani’s demonstrates the arbitrariness of 

narrativizing history by presenting a text forged through the organization of archivists, 

the interpretations of historians, the labor of scribes, and the intentions of editors.  

In Khalid the immigrant’s story depicts a cosmopolitan nomad “at home in the 

world” of the copy. Sutured together by numerous hands and written in multiple voices 

that anxiously and mockingly draw attention to themselves throughout the text, Khalid’s 

story crosses linguistic, national, and textual boundaries. Locating multiple unstable 

origins, Rihani’s novel situates what “Derrida names as a sickness, a movement towards 

death”: the endless repetition of origins and the “obsession” with “starting places” and 

“beginnings.”90 As noted above, the narrator(s) of the text do not act alone, and while 

they consult with a variety of sources, editors, and scribes, they do not consult the 

subject, Khalid. Their process, the very process of the text’s production, mimics the 

formal process of writing and compiling the archive: an intentional act of collecting 

information that presents varied and intentional forms of reading and knowing the world. 

Always gesturing toward the impossibility of such, The Book of Khalid remains 
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fascinated by the notion of writing an unmediated history by creating a text crippled by 

mediation and an endless repetition of “beginnings.” 

From the start, Khalid introduces a mysterious “we,” whose interruptions 

maintain a distance between the reader and the content of Khalid’s odd memoir. “We 

translate from the K. L. MS.,” they exclaim; “(we are quoting our Scribe, remember),” 

they interject. The text and the narrators construct both the memoir and the reader, 

mediating access to Khalid and to his history by insisting that the book is “translated,” 

copied, and “quot[ed] from multiple origins.” Guided by this curious “we” with an 

unclear agenda, Khalid’s reader cannot engage directly with Khalid’s story or with 

Khalid; in fact, the text calls into question the very language used to tell its narrative, 

English. The narrators confess, “our editorialship, dear Reader, is neither American nor 

English … We rejoice in the spiritual safety of Khalid.”91 While the text might be written 

in English, its meaning is concealed by the “spiritual safety of Khalid,” whose 

language—perhaps Arabic—finds refuge in the man who is decidedly absent. The 

narrators, or more appropriately, “the collectors,” hint at their process and suggest that 

their role in producing the text mimics Rihani’s own quest for knowledge: their voracious 

desire for information from Khalid’s book appears ethnographic, as they “translate” from 

the manuscript and rely on the labor of their scribe. The collectors will alter the text 

through asides and “editorialship,” but their interjections introduce numerous levels of 

foreignness to an already foreign text. Often playing the role of passive observers to the 

text and the act of culling its sources, the narrators’ collection presents a participatory 

approach to constructing the esoteric and “spiritual” story of Khalid. Incessantly, the 
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narrators’ interjections insist on the impossibility of an objective account, which justifies 

the distance they insert between themselves, the reader, and the story, but their inclusion 

dangles a truth that cannot be attained through reading, a truth shrouded by “spiritual 

security.”  

The collectors critique their own participation in the foreign knowledge offered 

by the text through self-reflexive commentary and unexplained contradictions. For 

example, after situating the text as a found object of great importance, the narrators admit 

to entrusting another with its copying: “[W]e hired an amanuensis to make a copy for us. 

Which copy we subsequently used as the warp of our material; the woof we shall speak 

of in the following chapter.”92 Disavowing any kind of fidelity in their adaptation, as their 

version of Khalid’s wisdom draws on a copy of a copy, the narrators openly admit to 

“hiring” someone else to make a copy of the original manuscript which they intend to use 

for the “warp” of their subsequent copy, and like the vertical stitches of a woven textile, 

the amanuensis’ copy will provide structure to the text. Likening the process of writing 

Khalid’s text to the practice of making textiles through the terminology of weaving—

“warp” and “woof”—the collectors draw an etymological connection between the words 

text and textile. Recalling the Latin root between these two mediums—textere—artist and 

researcher Catherine Dormor makes connections between text, textile, and technology 

that resonate with Rihani’s allusion in The Book of Khalid. In “Writing Textile, Making 

Text,” Dormor argues that the “relationship and intertwinings between text, textile, and 

techne (craftsmanship) … not only share etymological roots, but they can be considered 

also as formative processes and technologies that together establish an interwoven 
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structure in which writing and making are brought together as concomitant partners of 

knowledge-production.”93 Drawing together the etymological threads, Rihani’s 

production of Khalid interweaves text, textile, and technology—from the scribe’s labor to 

the narrators’ “editorialship”—as a performance of knowledge production. Rihani’s 

practice compiles Khalid’s narrative through an act of deliberate layering where the copy 

forms the “warp” and the collectors supply the “woof” of the emergent archive.  

Revising and constructing Khalid’s story, the collectors’ archive cuts across time 

and space to critique the West’s limited understanding of the Arab Middle East through 

their own inability to see beyond a Western paradigm. For example, as the narrators 

retrace Khalid’s steps they end up in Lebanon, a place about which they admit to having 

little knowledge, but a place that seems to produce a multitude of incongruous images. 

Looking for traces of their subject, they ask “on what hill, in what wadi, under what pines 

did he ruminate and extravagate, we could not from these idealised [sic] pictures 

ascertain. For a spiritual film is other than a photographic one.”94 Linking the “hill[s]” 

and valley[s] (“wadi” in Arabic) of Lebanon’s landscape to the cinematic impulse, the 

collectors cannot “ascertain” a clear picture of Khalid’s creative inspiration. They make a 

distinction between a “spiritual film” and a “photographic one,” gesturing toward 

multiple ways of seeing through images. They suggest that the landscape in Lebanon 

provides merely a “photographic,” or “idealised” depiction of Khalid’s journey, the 

visual instantiation of the narrative one might see in the country’s natural scene. The 
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collectors determine that Khalid’s was a “spiritual film”: it did not make its meaning in 

images that would be legible to the western reader. The spiritual film aligns itself with 

cinematic montage, as it moves across space and time and transcends spiritual divisions. 

The collectors express having “difficulty … tracing the footsteps … in locating [Khalid’s 

inspiration’s] cave, its nest, or its Kaaba.”95 Drawing a connection between the natural 

world and the spiritual world of Islam, with a reference to the “Kaaba,” the narrators 

articulate a history that blends the individual past of their subject, Khalid, with a place 

that gathers Muslims together. Furthermore, the reference reaches back to a pre-Islamic 

past, as the “Kaaba” predates the birth of the Prophet Muhammad, and was originally 

used as place of pagan worship. With these various references, across space and time, the 

inspiration for Khalid’s book moves cinematically across time and constructs a narrative 

that draws Mecca and Lebanon together. 

As they search for an ancient hermit—“the ancient Lebanon troglodyte”— who 

influenced Khalid’s story, or so his manuscript claims, the collectors confess, “we have 

once remarked and more than once hinted, we find much that is unduly inflated, truly 

Oriental,” in the Khedivial Manuscript, “much that is platitudinous, ludicrous, which we 

have suppressed.”96  Professing their role in shaping the narrative, leaving out the aspects 

that seem “truly Oriental” or “ludicrous”—terms they conflate here—the narrators tamper 

with the historical record, revising its terms to rehearse the most desirable version of 

Arabness through Khalid’s story. Simultaneously legitimating and critiquing both the 

book’s account and Lebanon as a site of authentic Lebanese narratives, the novel 
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articulates a thesis on the storage and production of knowledge, and Rihani’s text uses 

Khalid’s memoir to reflect on the archival process as a means and method of circulation. 

No longer stuck on the shelves between the ornate copies of the Qur’an and the papyri of 

the Egyptian sun god, The Book of Khalid moves between Lebanon, Egypt, and New 

York, with its protagonist and its editors; it is a hybrid text that shuttles between ancient 

mysticism and modern skyscrapers while refusing the distinction between ancient and 

modern. By including a scribe, the editor, the protagonists, and the voice of a plural 

narrator, Rihani’s Khalid presents an account that cannot claim to have the final word, a 

memoir that does not approximate an unadulterated history, but instead, presents 

historiography as it exists: copied, recycled, compiled, multiple, and constructed. Clearly 

this text was penned, translated, printed, stored, and reworked by multiple outside forces, 

and the reader has no way of knowing if the book they hold is the most “authentic” 

iteration. Drawing the reader into complicity, the “we” who speaks for Khalid distorts 

any grasp on origin or originality the text may have by re-inscribing the source—the 

Khedivial manuscript—as written and rewritten, copied and distributed, and “somewhere 

between documentary and fictional modes of representation.” 97 Undoing the presumed 

fixity and standardization of printed texts and archival collections, the process of 

reworking the manuscript unravels the “authenticity” of the printed and Anglicized Book 

of Khalid.  

Further evidence for this undoing develops from the collectors’ encounter with 

Shakib, Khalid’s most trusted confidant, collaborator, and fellow émigré. When the 

collectors meet Shakib, he remains distraught after the disappearance of the title 
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character, which suggests that Khalid’s disappearance happened within the span of 

Shakib’s life. In the creation of Rihani’s final product, such details insert a friction into 

any possibility of a linear timeline in the text. The found object in the library seems to 

have been written in a distant past and the editors combine it with Shakib’s account—the 

“woof” to which the narrators previously refer—finished just days before. After the 

collectors locate the text in the library, they find “the Poet,” Shakib, and they tell him 

their plan to edit, collect, and circulate Khalid’s manuscript. At the news, “Shakib is 

overjoyed. He offers to kiss us for the noble thought.”98 The reader learns more about 

their “noble thought” in Shakib’s reply: “Yes, Europe should know Khalid better, and 

only through you and me can this be done. For you can not [sic] properly understand him, 

unless you read the Histoire Intime, which I have just finished. That will give you les 

dessous de cartes of his character.”99 Through Shakib’s version of the narrative, which he 

calls the Intimate History, the missing subject of Khalid’s story deepens as its legibility 

approaches “les dessous de cartes,” the undersides of the maps or the information below 

the surface of Khalid’s journey from the Levant to America and back. A global project, 

Khalid begins and ends in Egypt, where the title character vanishes in the desert, but his 

story’s circulation in Europe and America is the text’s condition of possibility. 

Shakib demonstrates the text’s globality as he brands the real story a revelation 

made in French, and the untranslated European language intercepts the Arabic 

conversation between himself and the editors. Their conversation continues:  
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Les dessous—and the Poet who intersperses his Arabic with fancy French, 

explains.— “The lining, the ligaments.”—“Ah, that is exactly what we want”… 

And he offers to let us have the use of his Manuscript, if we link his name with 

that of his illustrious Master in this Book. To which we cheerfully agree. For after 

all, what’s in a name?100  

During this one-sided dialogue, the relationship between the collectors and the text 

develops in multiple ways. On the one hand, the attitude of the narrators reads glib, as 

their “cheerful” response to “the Poet” cynically questions the role of Shakib and Khalid 

in the tale told: “what’s in a name?” they ask, as they agree to “link” “the Poet” to the 

missing “Master.” More to the point, however, they appear to trade accuracy for access, 

as obtaining information from one who claims to know the “Master of this Book” takes 

precedence over presenting an “authentic” account of the Khedivial manuscript’s author, 

thereby undermining “mastery.” On the other hand, this dialogue shows that the 

collectors seem to understand Arabic at some level, as they take the time to note Shakib’s 

use of “fancy French” as it interrupts his Arabic speech. While they question the 

reliability of “the Poet,” and with it the narrative that follows, the allusion to multiple 

languages within the text performs two modes of translation. The first emerges from the 

revelation that the collectors understand Arabic, because it complicates their desire to 

translate the “Master’s” story for English-language readers. Moreover, their translation 

calls into question the possibility of a literal word-for-word rendering from one language 

to another, as the collectors’ reliance on copies, scribes, and random poets shows little 
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regard for “authenticity” or accuracy. The second mode tackles the question of 

translatability as evinced in Shakib’s deliberate decision to decode only part of the 

French idiom he uses. For in revealing the Arabic Poet’s knowledge of the European 

tongue as well as the multiplicity of linguistic registers at play in the text—at the very 

least, English, Arabic, and French—the dialogue between Shakib and the collectors does 

more than simply insert a quirky friend to Khalid into the narrative. It challenges the idea 

that meaning can be maintained during the process of translation. Shakib explains that 

dessous refers to “the lining, the ligaments” of the story, but he disregards the cartes, the 

maps, and with them the geography and geopolitics of this encounter. Furthermore, since 

the conversation and frame story desire, above all else it would seem, to mark a 

transnational history, it reads strangely that the collectors react so flippantly to Shakib’s 

use of French. It is clear that somewhere along the way this conversation was translated 

and printed in English, as it appears as such in the book. Since the French remains largely 

intact, it is the Arabic that has been transformed, suggesting that this linguistic register 

has more to convey than the French idiom, and as the significance of international 

circulation comes to the fore, the collectors appear to confess their interest in distributing 

the contents of this Arabic book to a Western readership, not “the Poet’s” interest in 

European knowledge or languages.  

Their visible interest in the Arabic version of Khalid’s history suggests an interest 

in the “original,” and it implies that Arabic has a higher status in this collection of 

languages, certainly over and above Shakib’s Histoire Intime. Even though Shakib’s 

Histoire denotes an intimate version of events, its title suggests that it is composed in 
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French, and as in their reactions to Shakib’s spoken idiom, the collectors do not appear to 

be interested in troubling themselves with the task of translating European accounts of 

history. The collectors intimate their lack of interest as economic as well as cultural, 

when they take hold of the Histoire Intime: “we laid our hand upon it, fetching a deep 

sigh. Our misgivings, however were lighted with a happy idea. We will hire a few boys to 

read it, we thought, and mark out the passages which please them most. That will be just 

what an editor wants.”101 Beyond calling the narrators’ reliability into question, as this 

moment’s awkward prose seems to bounce between a plural voice and a shared hand, the 

collectors appear to be invested in this project for the money rather than the history it 

tells. They decide to “hire a few boys,” a few children to read it for them, before passing 

it off as their own work to New York publishers. Revealing their interests in Khalid’s 

story, their statements provide a slippage as well as a keen awareness of literary markets: 

the collectors seek the ancient mysticism of the found Oriental text among Egyptian 

spirituality and Islamic prophecy rather than a modern cosmopolitan Arab’s version of 

his friend’s story of education and immigration. Rihani identifies what the editor and the 

reader crave from his novel, and it’s not the “authentic” version of the immigrant’s life, 

but a narrative that reproduces the Orient they already know—the unknown desert full of 

swarthy characters and fantastic adventures: the handpicked details from the copy of a 

copy.  

Evident in their approach to the text and to the information it presents, the “we” 

who guides The Book of Khalid’s progress takes many strides to distance themselves 

from its story and to excuse the content before it is read. In many instances, a defensive 
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posturing sets the book’s tone, and as Todd Fine suggests, the two parts of the book 

might account for Rihani’s bifurcated perception of his American audience. In the first 

half, which deals largely with the immigration of Khalid and Shakib, the book describes 

the immigration process, which Fine reads as a case of Rihani succumbing to U.S. 

readers’ expectations. In the second part, the author delves more clearly into emerging 

discourses of Arab nationalism with Khalid’s return to the Arabic-speaking world, 

participation in politics there, and eventual disappearance in the desert. Fine argues that 

this shift in the text is signposted, as Rihani “explicitly offers the reader the chance to 

cease reading upon Khalid’s emigration from New York.”102 Here, Fine quotes at length: 

Ay, we would fain set aside our pen from sheer weariness of spirit and bid the 

Reader, too, farewell. Truly we would end here this Book of Khalid were it not 

that the greater part of the most important material in the K. L. MS. is yet intact, 

and the more interesting portion of Shakib’s History is yet to come. Our readers, 

though we do not think they are sorry for having come out with us so far, are at 

the liberty either to continue with us, or say goodbye. But for the Editor there is 

no choice. What we have begun we must end, unmindful of the influence, good or 

ill, of the Zodiacal Signs under which we work. “Our Phoenician ancestors,” says 

Khalid, “never left anything they undertook unfinished. Consider what they 

accomplished in their days, and the degree of culture they attained.”103  
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Indeed, these statements seem to provide the reader with an out, an almost guilt-free 

escape from reading the second part of the book. However, as Fine’s interpretation 

purports, it also sets the stage for all that follows, giving the reader ample warning that 

the narrative shift might be somewhat unsettling, that in their reading they should expect 

to enter a space that is far less comfortable and familiar. However, the text also beckons, 

and even taunts, the reader to “continue,” suggesting that if they were bored with all that 

has come before, never fear, the juiciest, “most important” and “more interesting 

portions” are yet to come. Notably, Khalid cites the Arab portions of the text as the “most 

important” and “most interesting.” The “most important material in the K. L. MS. is yet 

intact”; the found manuscript has yet to be translated, and “the most interesting portions 

of Shakib’s History is yet to come.” The obligatory journey to America has been told; 

what remains will approximate a more “authentic” version of history, a compilation of 

Arab voices and perspectives across languages and borders. In Fine’s reading, this 

crossroads marks a pivotal moment for the reader, who is “at the liberty either to continue 

with us, or say goodbye.”  

In this awkward metafictional transition, the authors address the reader once 

again, calling attention to the process of reading and to the expectations of the audience 

who must consciously choose to continue reading. Rihani highlights this choice for the 

reader, as well as their decision to purchase or continue to read a book in a modern 

moment when fiction, like most things, has been commoditized, marketed, and sold. He 

recognizes that his hard-to-categorize text will be marketed in a particular way, as the 

story of an immigrant with dreams of making it in America, and that he has done his part 
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in producing that story. But the second part notes his real task at hand, to consider how 

this immigrant story can transform Arab lives and inform Arab political movements and 

governments. In this moment, it becomes clear that Rihani sees himself as “the Editor” 

and the collectors, which certainly accounts for the ambiguity in their voice throughout 

the text. When he states that “for the Editor there is no choice,” the text locates an 

imperative to continue, to go beyond the reader’s expectations whether or not they 

continue to read. Documenting becomes the imperative of text and recording this history 

becomes the work of “the Editor.” However, the project presents a collective voice, a 

“we” that compiles its various sources. Including the absent author’s voice, placing the 

“we” of narration into relation with the “our” of Khalid’s history, blurs the line between 

Rihani, Khalid, the collectors, the editor, and the reader. In Khalid’s voice, the “we” of 

the collectors becomes the “our” of “our Phoenician ancestors,” and for the first time in 

the text, histories seem to converge in a singular origin and in the past accomplishments 

of a common ancestor.   

Rihani’s work often situates a self-reflexive narrator, viewing himself as a 

representative for Arab interests in the United States. As Hassan argues, “what unites 

[Rihani’s] prolific output in Arabic and English is an overarching project of cultural 

translation that ambitiously aimed to reinterpret the ‘East’ and the ‘West’ to each other 

and bring about a civilizational synthesis, coupled with Rihani’s tireless pursuit of Arab 

independence … and of political unity.”104 Rihani’s work, committed to breaking down 

the East/West binary, endeavors toward and reinterprets progressive Arab nationalism. 

As a result, Rihani creates a framework that maintains linguistic and cultural 
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incommensurability, rather than one that flattens Arab unity into a mission statement of 

affinities or forces pan-Arab projects to demonstrate simple relations between historical 

empires, religions, languages, desires, or geographical spaces. Rihani advocates for a 

narrative of Arab history that illuminates the gaps between national affiliation and 

epistemology to locate a grassroots model of politics capable of transforming local and 

global thought and practice. 

 Thus what might appear as hedging in Khalid takes shape as a mode of compiling 

historical contingency, a way of presenting knowledge that pulls together various 

histories and encounters without assigning a singular meaning or a linear historical 

trajectory. Moreover, the encounter between Shakib and the collectors situates an 

ambiguity over authorship, staging a text that cannot be read as if written by a single 

author or even representative of a singular story. The contents of the found manuscript 

will be forged with Shakib’s version of events, a Histoire Intime, an “intimate history” 

that Fine suggests is a reference to the work of the brothers Goncourt, French naturalists 

who wrote dozens of personal portraits of figures in French society.105 With this 

reference, the character of Shakib defines his own version of Khalid’s life as relevant to a 

particular class of European readers, reiterating his point that “Europe should know 

Khalid better,” while dislocating the intimacy of the text as well as its authenticity. 

Shakib suggests to the English-language reader in the United States that Khalid is already 

globally known, although not as well known as he should be.  

Hajjar argues that during his life “Rihani stood out as a sophisticated, learned 

‘teacher’ (or philosopher as he was known) who dedicated his knowledge and endeavor 
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to free his Arab people from their stifling ignorance, to enlighten his Western brothers 

and sisters and fellow citizens of the world, and to encourage them to engage in better 

communication.”106 Yet, Rihani’s self-reflexivity challenges Hajjar’s reading of his 

works. From The Book of Khalid to Arabian Peak, Rihani’s written work demonstrates 

that he does not “st[an]d out as a sophisticated, learned” Arab, who aimed to “free” other 

Arabs from “their stifling ignorance,” but instead, his texts situate the author as one Arab 

standing among a diverse and cosmopolitan group of Arab thinkers, like Shakib; 

travelers, like the “man from the Yaman”; and capitalists, like Imam Yahya. His most 

intimate character, Khalid, an avatar for Rihani, stands in as a complex representative of 

Arabness, a figure struggling to find his place in the world and his voice in global 

conversations. Shakib’s enthusiasm over the collectors’ project demonstrates this too, as 

he suggests that Khalid’s story will transform European epistemologies and histories. 

Proposing a historical time that crosses boundaries and temporalities in its writing, Rihani 

develops an archive of migration and also a migrating archive. Unbounded, the ancient 

and hyper-modern “Manuscript” of The Book of Khalid crosses borders, genres, and 

cultural registers, rethinking historical connections between East and West.  

Reviving Rihani in the Twenty-First Century 

In the study of Arab American history, Rihani is often overshadowed by the 

popularity of Khalil Gibran. This is likely, in part, because Rihani’s writing is less 

adaptable and less assimilable than that of his contemporary, whose most famous work 

The Prophet has never been out of print, while Khalid was out of print almost 
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immediately after its publication in 1911. Yet Khalid is garnering renewed critical 

attention today, perhaps because Rihani’s texts offer more insight into what it means to 

be Arab living in America, as many scholars claim, particularly in the current U.S. 

climate, where Arab/American relations continue to decline. Is there something in 

Rihani’s writing that feels like a missed opportunity for Arabs in America to show their 

multiplicity, in contention with the watered-down and palatable version embodied by 

Gibran’s Prophet? Berman’s scholarship tackles this question, and he makes a distinction 

between these two contemporaries—Gibran and Rihani—and their importance to the 

canon of Arab American history and the expanding fields of ethnic and Arab American 

studies. Berman makes a show of Gibran’s popularity to set up Rihani’s forgotten novel. 

He argues that while Gibran’s Prophet “guaranteed itself a popular reception … it also 

failed to provide any insight at the level of narrative content as to what it means to be 

Arab or a Syrian/Lebanese immigrant in America,” Rihani’s Khalid attempts to “imagine 

transnational models of political citizenship … [where] the figure of the Arab is neither a 

primitive nor an ethnic cipher. Instead, by the novel’s conclusion, the hero conceptualizes 

a modern, sophisticated, and culturally cosmopolitan vision of Arabness.”107 I discuss 

readings of Gibran that are similar to Berman’s in Chapter 1, but it is necessary to 

reiterate here that in his frustration Berman sets the tone for many recent appeals to 

Rihani’s importance to the past, and perhaps more significantly, to the Syrian author’s 

place in understanding and revising current tensions between the United States and the 

Middle East. 
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Berman’s mission is not the only scholarly revival of Rihani, and in fact, the past 

two decades have seen a critical mass of writing and thinking about Rihani’s significance. 

His nephew, Ameen Albert Rihani, has written and presented on the relationship between 

Gibran and Rihani’s works and their place in the archive of Arab/Arab American history. 

Interestingly, he suggests that the character of Khalid resembles the role Gibran played in 

Rihani’s life, arguing in a sense that Rihani’s Khalid often seems to perform the role that 

Gibran plays, that of the exotic, oriental mystic; Ameen Albert Rihani even goes so far as 

to discuss Gibran’s illustrations for The Book of Khalid in support of this claim.108 

However, Ameen Albert Rihani values the content of his uncle’s text over that of The 

Prophet; he compares the two to acknowledge the fact that Gibran’s work carries more 

weight and recognition, but he also observes that Khalid was The Prophet’s condition of 

possibility: Khalid, “a rational, pragmatic and enlightened prophet has paved the way for 

an emotional, spiritual and foresighted prophet” represented by Almustafa.109 Hassan 

argues, in turn, that while Rihani grappled with ideas about self-Orientalizing similar to 

those that would later be articulated by Edward Said, Gibran’s “negotiation” of the 

“legacy of Orientalism” and its role in producing knowledge and identity constructs in 

the Middle East “was closer to acquiescence than to critical disputation.”110 In fact, when 

Gibran was critical of political situations in the East, depicted in short texts written in 
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Arabic that tackled the “corruption and tyranny of the clergy,” Hassan writes, “those 

stories were directly influenced by Rihani.”111 

It remains true, however, that while Rihani was much more outwardly concerned 

with politics in the Middle East and colonial interventions from the West, his work was 

less interesting to publishers of his day. In his personal papers at the Library of Congress, 

his letters contain numerous rejections from editors suggesting that they couldn’t find a 

place for his work. Today, though, Rihani’s work seems far more relevant than Gibran’s. 

After the events of September 11, 2001, there was a resurgence of interest in the political 

and literary works of Rihani and his importance in generating a cross-cultural dialogue 

between two regions that seem to be at endless war. In fact, in a symposium organized by 

two Washington, D.C.-based organizations, the Ameen Rihani Institute and American 

University’s Center for Global Peace, just months after the New York attacks, more than 

a dozen scholars gathered to discuss the significance of this early Syrian-Lebanese 

thinker. The proceedings, published and bound in book form and bearing the same title as 

the symposium—Ameen Rihani: Bridging East and West: A Pioneering Call for Arab-

American Understanding—positions Rihani’s work as an antidote to the events of 

September 2001. The back of the book describes Rihani’s oeuvre as “a clarion call for 

understanding and cooperation between a rising world power and an Arab world that was 

suspended between cultural renaissance and political recolonization.”112 

Oddly, the evocation of Rihani in relation to September 11 occurs again in 2011, 

when Fine, both champion and scholar of the author’s work, proposes a statue of the 
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former Arab American writer at Ground Zero, the site of the fallen World Trade Center 

towers in New York City. In his article “An Arab for Ground Zero,” William McGurn 

writes about this idea, suggesting that “in our day, Rihani’s unapologetic embrace of 

American-style freedom for the Arab people dovetails nicely with President Obama’s call 

for a new, Middle Eastern diplomacy that makes it clear that ‘America’s interests are not 

hostile to people’s hopes.’ If so, a statue of this Arab-American in lower Manhattan 

would be a powerful start.”113 Clearly, McGurn’s discussion here exudes U.S. imperial 

rhetoric in relation to the Middle East by reading Rihani as valuable because he embraced 

“American-style freedom for the Arab people,” and Fine’s statue project deploys some of 

the same discourse. A statue of Rihani at Ground Zero uses this writer in much the same 

way Bush Sr. employs Gibran at the opening ceremony of the Gibran Memorial Garden 

in Washington, D.C., by making each author perform U.S. tolerance and cultural 

understanding through Arab American history, as if reaching to the past might actually 

transform the present. Rihani’s performance of Arabness might just be more palatable to 

today’s sensibilities, because unlike Gibran, as Berman suggests, Rihani’s work 

“responds to … stereotypes” of Arabness by self-reflexively “playing the roles” Arabs 

are asked to play, while also dealing with narrative content that demonstrates “what it 

meant to be an Arab or a Syrian/Lebanese immigrant in America.”114  

In 2011, The Book of Khalid celebrated its centennial and Melville House 

Publishing reprinted the novel for sale. Fine penned the afterword to this new publication, 

where he states that Khalid “stands as the foundational text of Arab-American literature, 
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despite having been out of print in the United States since its first publication.”115 Fine 

goes on to discuss that the novel never sold well in the United States and suggests that 

“the work’s engagement with larger questions of Arab nationalism, along with its nascent 

and subtle critique of Orientalism” was lost on American readers.116 He also gestures 

towards its odd style as a possibility, arguing that “perhaps because of its complex 

themes and stylistic peculiarities, the work did not sell well.”117 Fine lists a number of 

reasons for Rihani’s marginalization in popular and academic circles, suggesting that the 

assimilation of Arab immigrants, particularly those of Syrian and Lebanese descent, 

might be a major cause. He, like many others, claims that Gibran’s popularity “eclipsed” 

that of Rihani and other Arab American writers and argues that Arab intellectuals have 

taken little interest in his work due to “Rihani’s Americanism.”118 These arguments make 

sense, as Gibran’s success has left most other Arab American writers in the shadows, but 

as I argue in Chapter 1, Gibran’s popularity relies on the capacity of his performative 

gestures to conceal Arab identity in their “masquerade.” Further, as Fine rightly points 

out, while Gibran’s prose poems speak to a wide audience and make his Arabness an 

advantageous counter to dominant and sinister images of Arabs and Islam, Rihani’s 

writing style and manner were too “peculiar” to serve such a mundane purpose.  

In the first of their “10 Theses on the Archive,” the Pad.ma group asserts that we 

should not “wait for the archive.”119 They argue that “an archive actively creates new 

ways of thinking about how we access our individual and collective experiences. An 
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archive does not just supplement what is missing in state archives, it also renders what is 

present unstable.”120 Here, their formulation, “don’t wait for the archive,” becomes 

clearer: it implies that waiting brings with it the possibility of institutionalization of 

knowledge: a stable history that purports national affiliations and ideologies aligned with 

state governments. Such a stable history is a type of invisibility that must be overcome by 

unofficial sources, and it is here that the archive emerges as something unofficial, 

unregistered, and able to insert instability into the dominant narratives of history. It seems 

that in many of the recent revivals of Rihani we see the effects of waiting, as “we are 

living in difficult times,” where Arab/American relations have reached a level of 

unending crisis, a crisis that might benefit from Ameen Rihani’s wisdom, decades before 

the United States began occupying countries in the Middle East.121 Rihani is often read 

and deployed in the present as a palatable Arab from the past, a spokesperson for modern 

concerns over identity politics, and a cultural translator who dreamt of bridging gaps 

between east and west through an investigation of his own hybrid identity. However, it is 

also possible to read Rihani differently and to see his work as a project of documenting 

history in response to the archive he saw on the horizon. “Today,” the Syrian poet Adonis 

declares, “we celebrate Ameen Al-Rihani, a cultural symbol originative not so much from 

the past as from the future.”122 I read Adonis’s assessment here as one that suggests that 

Rihani did not wait for the archive; instead, he transformed and predicted, rehearsing the 

codes of knowledge and circulating them in an often pedantic and awkward prose—in 
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Khalid and in other works—to illuminate discrepancies between thought and speech, 

between the figure of the Arab and actual Arab life.  
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Chapter 3  
Demanding the Archive, Returning the Image: The Arab and the (In)visibility of 
Palestine  
 

The true image of the past flits by. The past can be seized only as an image that 
flashes up at the moment of its recognizability, and is never seen again…. For it is 
an irretrievable image of the past which threatens to disappear in any present that 

does not recognize itself as intended in that image.  
  

 —Walter Benjamin, “On the Concept of History”1 
 

Standing alongside a self-portrait of Khalil Gibran—an oil painting on Masonite 

on view at the Telfair Museums in Savannah, Georgia—Salah al-Din al-Nader explains 

to his Arabic-speaking audience that Gibran was an important artist and author who 

immigrated to the United States in the late 1800s.2 Of course, the audience of al-Nader’s 

Lebanese talk show would have been familiar with the famous poet and artist, who was 

born in Lebanon in 1931, and who published the ever-popular book of prose poems, The 

Prophet. Paying homage to the Lebanese native, this segment on al-Nader’s eponymous 

show, al-Nader, visits the site of Gibran’s visual archive in the United States. 

Significantly, this early episode of the Lebanese talk/travel show from the 1960s, funded 

by the United States Information Agency (USIA), evokes Gibran’s palatable visage as 

part of its own. In the thirty or so episodes held by the United States National Archives, 

al-Nader follows its charming host as he makes connections between modern industry 

and science in the United States and the ancient history of Lebanon. In this particular 

episode, al-Nader focuses on a link between the two countries—Gibran—by situating the 
                                                

1 Walter Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” Walter Benjamin Selected Writings, Vol. 4, 
1938-1940, Eds. Howard Eiland and Michael W. Jennings, Trans. Edmund Jephcott et al., (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 2006), 391.  

2 al-Nader, U.S. Information Agency, performed by Salah al-Din al-Nader (1969), 306.AN.17, 
Records of the United States Information Agency, National Archives, College Park, MD. Accessed August 
2017.  
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artist as part of the U.S. historical record through his artwork on display at the Telfair, 

artwork that was inspired by his Lebanese origins. Archiving Gibran’s place in the 

American art world, though, the exhibit also calls attention to Gibran’s benefactress and 

friend, Mary Haskell Minis, who donated the collection of Gibran’s sketches and 

paintings to Telfair in 1950, making it the largest collection of Gibran’s artworks at the 

time.  

 

 

Figure 11. Still from al-Nader, 1969. Host al-Nader at the Telfair Museums in Savannah, GA. (306.AN.17) 

Found in National Archives, College Park, MD. 
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Figure 12. Self-Portrait by Khalil Gibran, 1911. Found at the Telfair Museums, Savannah, GA. 

 
 

In a manner similar to the animated adaptation Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet, al-

Nader focuses on Gibran’s biographical past as its host peruses the paintings at the 

museum, and the camera zooms in on paintings of Gibran’s mother, Kamila, and Haskell. 

Al-Nader only pauses to speak about Gibran and his art as he stands beside the self-

portrait shown below, a painting depicting a mustachioed Gibran wearing what appears to 

be a house coat as he gazes straight ahead at the viewer. The self-portrait displays a 

solemn and alert image of the artist, a view into Gibran’s life that suggests an awareness 

of the viewer and of how the world perceives him. Curiously, then, Gibran is not alone in 
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this rare and realistic self-portrait; he is accompanied by a partially formed image of 

Haskell, her eyes closed, her cheeks rosy, and her lips turned slightly upward in the shape 

of a serene smile. She materializes from the background in a way that makes her appear 

unclothed, assuming a suggestive posture that marks her rosy cheeks and resting facial 

expression as one of erotic bliss. 

Gibran, then, who wears a red robe, exposing part of his bare chest as he faces the 

viewer, paints a self-portrait that confronts the image of his artistic success in the United 

States, one that includes his benefactress Haskell in the background, as well as an 

awareness that his desirability as an exotic, Oriental man is part of the spectacle of self. 

As if acknowledging her role as benefactress, the Lebanese Gibran cites the American 

Haskell’s financial and emotional support in his self-portrait by including her shadow 

behind his visage. This inclusion, however, also demonstrates the artist’s consciousness 

of his own performance, as he dons the red robe of the eroticized and lascivious 

foreigner.  

 In al-Nader, the host wears a light-colored suit and a patterned silk tie as he 

stands alongside the self-portrait, partially facing the image. Imposing a visual 

connection between the two men, al-Nader highlights their similarities: both have 

mustaches, similar hair lines, and analogous hair styles. Further, al-Nader mimics the tilt 

of Gibran’s head in the self-portrait, as the host obscures the left side of his face by 

angling his body toward the wall; Gibran obscures the right side of his cheek, which lies 

in a shadow of the painting. It is not a mirror reflection, but the framing of the shot and 

the physical placement of al-Nader proposes a visible link between the two Lebanese 
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men, at the same time that al-Nader’s Arabic monologue insists on their shared past. 

While the host makes historical connections between himself, his audience, and the man 

on the wall in an American museum, this scene inserts al-Nader as a cultural translator; 

he belongs in the United States standing alongside his Lebanese brother in diaspora, the 

latter arguably the most famous Arab American in history.     

 

Figure 13. Still from al-Nader, 1969. Host al-Nader at the Telfair Museums in Savannah, GA. (306.AN.17) 

Found in National Archives, College Park, MD. 

 

Relying on the popular and cultivated image of Gibran as a cultural translator, or 

perhaps more akin to the deployment of Gibran as an empty signifier, as I discuss in 

Chapter 1, the USIA production creates a “cliché: an image that confirms ideology and 
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blocks more nuanced and multifarious aspects of Experience.”3 Through visual links 

between the two men, desirable performances of Arabness speak through the images of 

Gibran and al-Nader in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and posit a pivotal example of the 

agency’s pro-U.S. stance: one that, among other projects of propaganda, circulates 

information about the United States at the expense of a unified Lebanese or Arab national 

identity. As Laura U. Marks argues in her essay on contemporary Arab cinema, the USIA 

“exer[ts] its hegemony by selecting, from the infinity of Experience, only that which can 

unfold to serve power,” like the hackneyed image of Gibran’s successful career in 

diaspora.4 Thus, reaching into the past to make links across time with an essentialist 

version of Gibran’s success, whose popularity was reinvigorated in the United States 

during the 1960s, the USIA production asserts the power of the image through the 

“cliché” of Gibran, selecting particular “experiences” from the Lebanese past that “serve” 

U.S. interests. The USIA deploys Gibran and a loose translation of his biography to 

depict an image of a desirable, cosmopolitan Arab in global circulation.   

Presented like a talk show, each episode of al-Nader begins with a monologue 

from the host where he tells jokes and talks about what the audience can expect to see. 

Every episode depicts the host traveling to a different part of the United States, where he 

visits various sites that put modern technology in the country on display. He rarely 

returns to Lebanon, but when he does he usually takes his audience to a place of the 

country’s ancient or provincial past. For example, in one episode, al-Nader visits ruins in 

Tripoli and Baalbek, situating an idea of Lebanese identity rooted in the past, and in 
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particular, a colonial past, as he travels to see the remnants of Roman and Ottoman 

cities.5 These ancient images of Lebanon are juxtaposed with scenes that must contend 

with images of U.S. progress: just two episodes before, al-Nader compares U.S. and 

Lebanese hospitals, and while he suggests that the Lebanese hospital he visits is the best 

in “the Arab world,” it can only be represented in comparison with U.S. facilities.6 

Throughout the show’s run, al-Nader’s various tours depict the host strolling through 

NASA’s headquarters,7 Hollywood’s studios,8 and Hawaii’s pineapple plants,9 marveling 

at U.S. science, entertainment, and production, before returning to Lebanon to tour 

Baalbek’s famous ruins or visit a small mountain village where men in traditional Arab 

dress work as farmers.10 The format of the show “unfolds,” to use Marks’s language, its 

ideological purpose, in images of modern machines peeling, coring, slicing, and canning 

thousands of pineapples in seconds, before the host returns to a remote site in Lebanon, 

one of history and conquest. While modern industrial production of the pineapple is itself 

a consequence of the colonial projects of Spain and the United States, this history is not 

                                                
5 al-Nader, U.S. Information Agency, performed by Salah al-Din al-Nader (1969), 306.AN.24, 

Records of the United States Information Agency, National Archives, College Park, MD. Accessed August 
2017.  

6 al-Nader, U.S. Information Agency, performed by Salah al-Din al-Nader (1969), 306.AN.22, 
Records of the United States Information Agency, National Archives, College Park, MD. Accessed August 
2017. 

7 al-Nader, U.S. Information Agency, performed by Salah al-Din al-Nader (1969), 306.AN.19, 
Records of the United States Information Agency, National Archives, College Park, MD. Accessed August 
2017. 

8 al-Nader, U.S. Information Agency, performed by Salah al-Din al-Nader (1969), 306.AN.01-69 
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projected on screen. Instead, the Lebanese viewer sees the contrast between Lebanon’s 

colonized past, the dilapidated ruins of its connection to Ancient Rome, with a marker of 

U.S. empire’s reach, the remote tropical island in the pacific, now a booming pineapple 

business.  

In the episode that contains the only visual referent for Lebanese influence in the 

United States—Gibran’s paintings—the host returns to Lebanon, where a swiftly moving 

camera captures shots of a hermitage in Bsharri, Mount Lebanon, which Gibran 

purchased while living in the United States. The hermitage was meant to serve as 

Gibran’s home when he returned to Lebanon, which he intended to do before his passing 

in 1931, but his death transformed his future home into the final resting place for his 

remains. In 1975, a museum dedicated to Gibran’s life and works opened in the 

hermitage, and it now houses the entire contents of his studio in the United States and 

holds the largest collection of the artist’s paintings and sketches. But speaking in 1969, 

al-Nader explains that Gibran never returned to Lebanon, as he once hoped to, and at that 

point, neither had his work.  

In this scene, then, rather than create an encounter of cultural exchange, the 

USIA-funded Lebanese talk show claims Gibran and his archive for the United States, 

because Gibran’s archive remained largely in the United States at the time of filming. For 

the Lebanese audience, access to these paintings can only be witnessed through al-

Nader’s adventures overseas, adventures that establish the host’s authority through his 

embrace of various aspects of life in the United States. Like Gibran, al-Nader’s 

authenticity is produced by his relationship to modern life in America. For example, in 
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the first reel of al-Nader’s first episode, the host rubs elbows with Hollywood stars and 

investigates the latest advancements in U.S. military and behavioral sciences. Yet he 

begins on a sound stage, surrounded by Eastern objects like a hookah, an Arabic tea pot, 

and a small camel tchotchke, all of which rest on shelves in the background. The host sits 

in a large leather lounger with a TV set behind him, ready to share his latest “cross-

cultural” adventure in the United States. After a brief introduction and welcome to the 

audience, the camera zooms in on the TV’s screen, and the medium becomes the message 

al-Nader shares with his Arabic-speaking audience, who see al-Nader transported to the 

United States, where he visits a research facility in California, a pineapple plant in 

Hawaii, the Telfair Museums in Georgia, a baseball stadium in Florida, and numerous 

other industrial, historical, and medical sites in the powerful Western nation. Drawing yet 

another connection to Gibran’s past, al-Nader’s U.S. funders set the stage around him, as 

he sits in an armchair speaking Arabic and wearing Western clothes while surrounded by 

Arab/Middle Eastern iconography of an Orientalist cast. Al-Nader stands in as a sample 

of the palatable Arab figure, and he performs this image for USIA cameras. Touting an 

image of American supremacy over history and image-making, the USIA-funded 

television broadcast produces an ideal Arab: an apolitical figure who embraces Western 

culture and counters the image of his revolutionary and nationalist brothers.  

 Al-Nader is but one instance of the USIA’s attempts to produce a desirable 

version of the Arab in its propaganda campaigns and mass communications outlets. USIA 

productions oscillate between either completely ignoring actual Arab lives and politics to 

promote figures like al-Nader, who serve the hegemonic interests of the United States, 
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and broadcasting stereotypical images of Arabs, their backwardness, and their inferiority 

to Westerners. In the decades leading up to the production of a show like al-Nader, 

cinematic and televisual images became seen an effective tool in representing the “real”; 

the USIA thrived on this evolution. Melani McAlister argues that “in the latter half of the 

nineteenth century, as exhibits, photography and other types of visual images (including, 

eventually, the cinema) came to carry particular status as authentications of reality, of 

truth, they did so in tandem with the excited realization that the equation of seeing with 

truth was also fundamentally unstable.”11 The “unstable” role of the image in the 

representation of reality also prompted the use of the image to create reality. In the visual 

and “epic” encounter McAlister cites between the U.S. and the Middle East after the 

Second World War, the United States began to deploy the image of incompetence and 

violence to justify imperial and military intervention, the image that George H. W. Bush 

would use in the memorial garden in 1991, to figure Gibran as an exception to this Arab 

rule.  

Thus, it is not only the images of depravity and violence that matter to the staging 

of United States/Arab relations in mass media, but also those that depict the docile artist 

eroticized by this female benefactress or the suit-wearing Arab fascinated by U.S. 

machines. While these images might appear as fully engaged “in the particular logic of 

Orientalism: binary, feminizing, and citational,” McAlister makes the case that “not all 

stereotypes, even those of Asians or Arabs, are Orientalist; they might be racist, 
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imperialist, and exoticizing.”12 The mechanisms of control maintain and organize 

themselves around images of selective histories, and the archive they create conceals the 

deployment of power as “experience.” As Marks suggests, “images and stories do not 

arise directly from Experience but from a filter over Experience,” which she calls 

“Information.”13 The USIA arranges such “Information” through the veil of experience, 

making the spectacle invisible, placing a “filter over Experience” and relying on the 

“authenticity” that images themselves purport: an accurate representation of history 

caught in real time. When McAlister makes space for “post-Orientalist” images after the 

Second World War, she does so to support her argument that “Orientalism does not 

adequately explain all the diverse ways that Americans came to represent the Middle 

East,” but it “does describe one important version of that encounter. If it was never the 

only manifestation of public fascination with the region, it also never disappeared as a 

way of comprehending and ultimately domesticating the Middle East for American 

consumption.”14 In al-Nader, a USIA-funded production meant for Lebanese 

consumption, the scenes of its host in spaces of U.S. modernity depict what might be 

described as “post-Orientalist” by McAlister, as the Lebanese al-Nader hobnobs with 

U.S. celebrities and military commanders. However, even if al-Nader portrays the host as 

having some access to American wealth and power, it does so with images that represent 

a capitalist fantasy and an attempt to control desire and ambition in Lebanon, “ultimately 

domesticating the Middle East” in yet another form “for American consumption.” 
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Within this paradigm of fascination, consumption, and domestication of the 

Middle East, the significance of representing the region through images became central to 

discourses about Arab identity and history in the latter half of the twentieth century. As a 

battle ground for Western influence, the Middle East was being rebuilt, in part, through 

images from Western media outlets, like the USIA, and competing image-making 

projects by emerging and existent Arab film and television industries. In this chapter, I 

interrogate the image of Arabs in the late 1960s and early 1970s as a battleground for the 

archive of Arab nationalism and the global index of Arab identity. The decades following 

decolonization in the region, which produced an influx of filmmaking projects in the 

Levant and Egypt, saw an emergence of Arab visual production, particularly in cinema, 

that opposed dominant representations of Arab life in images from state-funded 

propaganda machines, like the USIA, as well as from proponents of U.S. cultural 

hegemony, like Hollywood. From the 1940s through the 1960s, Egypt’s film industry 

dominated in the Middle East and North Africa, holding a majority share of the market in 

terms of film production and screening space in many Arabic-speaking nations and 

thwarting numerous attempts to produce cinema in countries like Lebanon and Syria by 

threatening to withhold popular Egyptian film circulation to theaters there.15 However, in 

1967, discourses about Arab nationalism as well as regional alliances shifted after the 

humiliating defeat of Arab armies—namely in Syria, Egypt, and Jordan —during the Six 

Day Arab-Israeli War. In the war, Syria, Egypt, and Jordan experienced territorial losses 

that reignited Arab nationalist movements and transformed the Palestinian cause into a 

                                                
15 See Viola Shafik, Arab Cinema: History and Cultural Identity (Cairo: American University of 

Cairo Press, 2007). 
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metaphor for the larger struggles of Arabs at home and in diaspora. Film became an 

important medium to work through the loss of Palestine, the defeat of colonialism, and 

the humiliation of the 1967 war, part of a larger awakening of a revolutionary spirit 

across the Arab world, perhaps most notably in Syria, where the nationalist Ba‘ath party 

took power in 1963. Also in 1963, the Syrian National Film Organization (NFO), Al-

Mu’assassah al-Āmmah li-l-Sīnamah, part of the Ministry of Culture, was established and 

became responsible for the production and circulation of films made in Syria, overseeing 

every aspect of filmmaking. The NFO saw it as a priority to make political films rather 

than entertain audiences. For this reason, films produced by the NFO took up important 

revolutionary issues and endeavored to spread anti-colonial messages through the 

promotion of Arab unity, in which the Palestinian cause took center stage. In the late 

1960s and early 1970s, the NFO made about two films a year with the goal of distributing 

these pictures in the Arabic-speaking world and abroad.  

At the same time that the USIA struggled to make connections in Arab nations, 

those same countries developed their own efforts to use mass communications, film, and 

television to promote both convergent and divergent political and ideological agendas. In 

the Arabic-speaking world, it became evident that radio, film, and television had 

powerful effects on viewers and listeners. Arab filmmakers recognized the importance of 

image production to political agendas in the 1960s and 1970s and Marks’ discussion of 

contemporary Arab filmmakers speaks to this sensibility of Arab filmmaking in the age 

of decolonization. She writes,  
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certain images of history reach us, while others remain seemingly forgotten…. In 

the heavily politicised Arab milieu, the Image world is constructed as a selective 

unfolding of only those aspects of Experience that are deemed useful or 

profitable. For these reasons, filmmakers in the Arab world are highly aware that 

the perceptible world is constructed by political interests: that it is almost 

impossible for a filmmaker to picture the world without simultaneously 

deconstructing or negating it.16 

Making an argument that filmmakers must contend with already circulating images from 

the “heavily politicised Arab milieu,” Marks determines that separating “political 

interests” from images becomes “almost impossible” in the contemporary moment, and in 

fact, political content in Arab cinema is expected by Arab and non-Arab audiences as a 

result. This turn took place in the late 1960s in response to the influx of circulating 

images across the region; however, the 1967 war also intensified the need for visual 

production in contemporary Arab life and politics. Tunisian filmmaker Nouri Bouzid 

argues that “the June 1967 defeat was tantamount to an alarm bell that aroused the 

dormant Arab consciousness from its long slumber; it awakened the Arabs from their 

dreaming, shaking their faith in all the nationalistic slogans and bringing into question the 

ability of the military regimes,” and, as a result, “that period saw the emergence of film-

makers in almost all the newly-independent countries of the Arab world.”17 After 1967, 

not only did Arabs awaken from their “long slumber,” losing faith in their military and 

political leaders to recover their losses from decades of colonial rule, but the loss of 

                                                
16 Marks, “Experience—Information—Image,” 85-6.  
17 Nouri Bouzid, “New Realism in Arab Cinema: The Defeat-Conscious Cinema,” trans. Shereen 

el Ezabi, Alif: Journal of Comparative Poetics, no. 15 (1995), 242.  
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Palestine became a central issue and visual referent for the collective Arab struggle. 

Thus, it is in this moment that the historical claim to Arabness archived by projects like 

Gibran’s and Ameen Rihani’s was transformed by the events of the 1967 war, and 

Arabness becomes inextricably connected to the loss of Palestine.  

In this chapter, I assess projects like the NFO’s, paying attention to the ways that 

Arab nationalist ideologies manifest in state-sponsored films from the Middle East, where 

the question of Palestine emerges through the archive as a mode of recording history that 

stands in for the lack of country, a visual substitute for power in the wake of defeat. I 

focus my analysis on Tawfīq Ṣāliḥ’s 1972 classic The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn), a 

production of the NFO and a historical document that uses flashbacks and cinematic 

adaptation to disrupt colonial narratives and critique national failures.18 I focus on its 

formal elements and its use of reportage, archival footage, and realism to blur the line 

between fact and fiction, and I discuss the production history of the film—as an Egyptian 

and Syrian collaboration of sorts that is based on a Palestinian story and shot in Iraq and 

Syria—to consider the ways that a cultural product so significant to shaping the notion of 

national identity in Syria becomes an international project with a pan-Arab agenda. I read 

The Dupes alongside USIA productions like al-Nader, in which the images subvert 

political critique and Arab nationalist desires in favor of a pro-Western agenda, 

increasing tensions in the region and widening the gap between Syria and Lebanon, one 

that would become seemingly irreparable after the start of Lebanese Civil War.  

                                                
18 The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn), directed by Tawfīq Ṣāliḥ (1972; Seattle, WA: Arab Film 

Distribution, 2005), DVD. 
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Tackling the increasing gap between Syrian and Lebanese identities, I put The 

Dupes into conversation with the USIA archives, which disavow the question of 

Palestine, as part of the new articulation of Arabness in the late 1960s to promote a 

historical present that favors Western assimilation of both Palestinian land and Arab 

identity. I look at three examples of media from the USIA archives—President Dwight D. 

Eisenhower’s speech on deploying U.S. troops to Lebanon in 1958, a CBS Special 

broadcast on the 1967 war, and the Lebanese talk show al-Nader (1969). I read these 

three different forms of media from the archive together to draw out the “Arab as image” 

in regard to U.S. foreign policy: a projection that constructs a complex and multilayered 

global picture of what Arabness looked like through the eyes of U.S. propaganda in the 

eras of decolonization and Naff’s second wave of migration. The fact that these three 

pieces of media, with their varying connections to the now-defunct USIA, live together in 

the archive prompts the researcher to see a link between these objects and consider what 

it means to view them together in the present as an “image” of the past. Intentionally or 

not, the juxtaposition of these media objects makes meaning. My own process becomes a 

product of what exists in this archive and the images I construct from its contents. Of 

course, I could have selected other examples from the USIA’s massive collection of Cold 

War propaganda, political rhetoric, and newsreel footage to “unfold” a different image of 

the past, one that might challenge or confirm the necessity of U.S. intervention in the 

Middle East. In this project, my choice in objects is meant to complicate how we 

understand archives, but it cannot be understood outside of the frameworks I use to 

interrogate “dominant” or “alternative” images of the past. Of course, much of this 
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research relies on the “selective unfolding” of writers and researchers who came before 

me, and my objects are chosen from archives that are accessible. Many examples of films 

from the Middle East—and anywhere else—are lost and destroyed, unlikely to be 

recovered in the work of scholars in the future, for their material form no longer exists. 

Of course, the traces of such films and literary texts likely survive in the objects 

contained within archives and libraries, but they are concealed and “enfolded” by the 

image and the archive. 

Reading diverse archives together, Archival Frictions gestures toward a process 

of seeing the world through transnational networks by reading individual films or texts as 

archives and by demanding a revision to dominant images of Arabness in global 

circulation. While stark differences divide the production and goals of a film like The 

Dupes and a television program like al-Nader, I use the two to situate a larger discussion 

about the emergence of national film industries in Arab countries and to demonstrate the 

ways that, for example, films funded by the NFO complicate the exchangeability and 

visibility of media on the international market. I examine this era of filmmaking to frame 

my discussion of national cinema production in the wake of decolonization and efforts by 

Arab media to represent various forms of nationalist desire in response to an increasing 

dependence on foreign reception.  

Additionally, I look to these examples to consider the myriad inflections of Arab 

performativity and political motivations, focusing on the shifting relationships between 

the United States, the West, and the Arabic-speaking world and the attendant archives. In 

her essay “experience—information—image,” Marks situates the project of Arab cinema 
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and its circulation in a way that resonates here, suggesting that Arab filmmakers “figh[t] 

images with images, in order to reveal that what is apparent is an effect of ideology.”19 

As I suggest above, she argues that it is not that “certain images of history” are forgotten, 

but that they are merely “enfolded.” Thus, when the past reaches the viewer and becomes 

actualized through the image, a “selective unfolding” occurs, as “a relationship between 

Experience, Information, and Image.”20 Marks explains that, through the image, “power 

exerts its hegemony by selecting,” a process I suggest is similar to that of the archive, 

where images “unfold” certain aspects of the historical record that may have previously 

been “enfolded” or concealed by structural and institutionalized forms of documenting 

history. By examining the connections between experience, information, and image, 

Marks sets up a relation between history, power, and its representation, suggesting that 

images are one of the most potent “perceptible representations of history,” but they exist 

in a “ceaseless flow of unfolding and enfolding.”21 Marks describes a process that 

functions similarly in the archive, where each user produces an instance of “selective 

unfolding” to produce, and often maintain, a particular image of the past. Alternative 

versions of Arab and Arab American history, for example, are not forgotten as they lie 

dormant in the archive; they are merely “enfolded” by the repetitive hegemonic images of 

the past that favor the West. In this chapter, I aim to compare several instances of 

“unfolding” the Arab as image, not with the hope of undoing decades of stereotypical 

representations—I realize my process merely participates in the “ceaseless flow of 

                                                
19 Marks, “Experience—Information—Image,” 86. 
20 Ibid.   
21 Ibid.  
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unfolding and enfolding.” Instead, this chapter aims to insert a friction in the archive of 

Arab images. 

As I highlight in Chapters 1 and 2, authors like Gibran and Rihani, whose 

identities shift between Arab, Syrian, and Lebanese, become linked to a country like 

Lebanon, a state increasingly valued for its Christian population by its Western occupiers 

and allies. In the 1960s, nations like Syria and Egypt accept aid from the Soviet Union, 

while Lebanon remains distinct in the minds of the West, with its capital, Beirut, dubbed 

“the Paris of the East.” Of course, this view will shift again after the start of the 15-year 

Lebanese Civil War in 1975, which will begin just three years after the release of Ṣāliḥ’s 

film and six years after al-Nader’s first episode. Before this moment, though, the 

nationality remains distinct in the eyes of Americans as preferable to that of its neighbor 

Syria, framed by positive images projected by the Syrian-Lebanese immigrants already 

assimilated to life in the United States. Noting that both The Dupes and al-Nader archive 

a shift in what it means to be Arab in the world, I focus on the ways in which each 

produces transnational alliances—al-Nader with the United States and The Dupes with 

the Arab Middle East—and promotes distinct methods of collecting images and ideas 

about the region through the image or disavowal of Palestine. Al-Nader denies and avoids 

the question of Palestine and the existence of Arab unity in exchange for friendly 

relations and an alliance with the United States, while The Dupes offers a palpable 

representation of Palestinian loss as metonymic for the loss and failure of Arab identity 

and history and as a critique of the region’s embrace of Western capitalism over unity. 

Looking at these examples together, I highlight the ways in which ideas of Arab 
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nationalism migrate through media, and through images that represent migration, as a 

process of storing knowledge about oneself and the other to interrogate the question 

posed by Marks: “why do certain images of history reach us, while others remain 

seemingly forgotten, in the infinite breadth of the past?”22 To her query, I add: what is the 

role of the archive in enfolding and concealing certain migrations of the image? 

Flying High with American Apes 

“This is where the war began,” intones reporter Mike Wallace, whose voice 

booms loudly over panning shots of an idyllic beach scene filmed in black and white as 

calm waves come into shore. He continues:  

at Ra’s Nasrani, twenty miles from Sharm Al-Sheikh, overlooking the Strait of 

Tiran at the head of the Gulf of Aqaba. Not a shot was fired. Instead on May the 

22nd Gamal Abdul Nasser declared that Israeli ships and foreign shipping bound 

for Israel could no longer use the Strait. It was Egyptian territorial waters, he said, 

and because Israel and Egypt had been in a state of war, he declared, since 1948. 

It was Egypt’s right of belligerency to deny passage to ships bound for the Israeli 

port of Eilat, 115 miles up the Aqaba Gulf. To Israel, the blockade was an act of 

war, an attempt at economic strangulation.23  

This opening to a CBS Special Broadcast, entitled “How Israel Won the War,” positions 

Wallace on a temporary sandbag retaining wall on the coast of the Red Sea at the tip of 

the Sinai Peninsula in 1967. There to report on Israel’s “swift defeat” of the Arab armies 
                                                

22 Marks, “Experience—Information—Image,” 85.  
23 “How Israel Won the War,” CBS Special Broadcast, performed by Mike Wallace (1967), 

306.5369.r1 Records of the United States Information Agency, National Archives, College Park, MD. 
Accessed August 2017.  
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in Egypt, Jordan, and Syria that same year, Wallace introduces the segment to his U.S. 

and international audience with a ready-made analysis of Egypt’s failure and Israel’s 

resolve. Seeping from his enunciation of Nasser’s name, as he slowly pronounces each 

foreign-sounding syllable for his English-speaking audience—as if to emphasize the 

Egyptian leader’s “belligerency”––Wallace connects Egypt’s loss to Nasser’s failure. He 

goes on to describe Israel’s right to defend itself against the economic sanctions Nasser 

sought to impose, sidestepping Nasser’s reason for declaring that his nation had been at 

war with Israel since 1948, and effectively erasing the history of rising Arab-Israeli 

tensions and Western colonial interventions. Wallace argues that Nasser could not be 

swayed by diplomatic efforts, leaving Israel no choice but to attack on June 5, 1967.  

 Predictably, the broadcast goes on to valorize Israel’s brilliant military tactics, its 

ability to bombard Egypt, Jordan, and Syria, destroying their capacity for a counterattack 

in a matter of hours. “Israel,” Wallace admiringly states, “roughly the size of New Jersey, 

was surrounded by an Arab world fifty times its size … [but] Israel’s air power wiped out 

this advantage in an hour and twenty minutes, from 7:45 to 9:05 am.”24 Later in the 

broadcast, he and his expert investigator, military historian Brigadier General S.L.A. 

Marshall, who was later accused of faking evidence to back up his analyses of American 

war tactics during the Second World War, acknowledge that Israel launched its attack in 

the morning to avoid interference from the United Nations general counsel or security 

forces.25 Regardless of this deceptive and illegal action, Wallace and Marshall use the 

                                                
24 “How Israel Won the War,” 306.5369.r1.   
25 See Richard Halloran, “Historian’s Pivotal Assertion on Warfare Assailed as False,” The New 

York Times. (1989) https://www.nytimes.com/1989/02/19/us/historian-s-pivotal-assertion-on-warfare-
assailed-as-false.html?auth=login-email. In this article, Halloran details a forthcoming article in American 
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opportunity this broadcast presents to promote Israel’s natural ability to win battles and 

the Arab’s innate tendency to lose them.  

 Tucked away in the archives of the USIA, this Special Broadcast provides the 

opportunity for Wallace and Marshall to talk to several Israeli army captains and pilots 

and three “captured Egyptians,” only some of whom are named. All the footage is shot on 

Israeli ground, and most of it in territories acquired as a result of the war; CBS shoots in 

the Sinai Peninsula, taken from Egypt, and the Golan Heights, taken from Syria. 

Fittingly, the broadcast makes no mention of the West Bank or Gaza, the Palestinian 

territories that had been under Jordanian (West Bank) and Egyptian (Gaza) control since 

Israel became an official state in 1948. As they discuss the Israeli army, images of dust 

and flying sand, exploding tanks, and choreographed fighter jets fill the screen against the 

soundtrack of repeated gunfire and explosions. When they talk about Arab countries, 

however, the screen shows empty air fields and deserts filled with bombed-out tanks and 

airplanes. At one point, Wallace even goes so far as to claim that the Israeli soldier knows 

the Sinai better than the Egyptian, a statement that seems to confuse an Israeli soldier 

who realizes he’s expected to just smile and agree.  

The American journalist repeatedly asks questions that appear to confuse his 

Israeli and Egyptian interlocutors. For example, when asked if there is a difference 

between “the caliber” of Egyptian, Jordanian, or Syrian fighters, Major General Yitzhak 

Rabin, then Chief of Staff for the Israeli Defense Forces and later Prime Minister of 

                                                                                                                                            
Heritage by historian Fredric Smoler, in which Smoler’s research shows that Marshall’s claims about 
soldiers’ behavior in combat during the Second World War and the Korean War were not based on 
evidence, but on assumption. Marshall claimed to have worked with soldiers in order to make claims about 
their response to battle, but after poring over Marshall’s own research notes and sources, Smoler concludes 
that no actual interviews were conducted.  
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Israel, declares, “Well, as you know, all of them were defeated.” He argues that he 

“expected them to do a little bit better” than they did in the war, but he does not see it as a 

failure of their Soviet weapons, but instead as a failure of Soviet training. Perhaps 

because Rabin is less willing to essentialize about the Arabs, the film cuts to Marshall, 

who picks up the cue to do just that.26 Marshall suggests that “the Arab is an irresolute 

soldier, he doesn’t understand the meaning of organic unity. When trouble comes he 

becomes strictly a … person looking for the way out. He’s not well educated. He’s a 

rather forlorn duck. And the Israelis have all the positive qualities, the qualities that other 

fighting men think are the important ones, the ideal qualities.”27 Marshall hits all the high 

notes and necessary points about the differences between Arabs and Israelis—the former 

are bad, the latter are good, and the image of each is confirmed. In support of Marshall’s 

thesis, the film captures numerous images of Israeli soldiers standing straight and tall, 

and Egyptians in positions of surrender, their arms up or bound. When Wallace asks 

Brigadier General Ahmed E. Abd al-Naby, who is labeled “captured Egyptian” in his 

interview’s caption, “Why in 1956 and now again in 1967 was the Israeli army able to 

dispose of the Egyptian army so quickly?” Abd al-Naby replies, “This is a strange 

question.” Abd al-Naby suggests that the American reporter knows that the Israeli army 

was trained and had “assistance from the outside,” implying that it had won because the 

United States and other European nations provided weapons and aid.28 Recognizing that 

the question has little to do with the defeated Arabs, Abd al-Naby’s reply emphasizes that 

                                                
26 “How Israel Won the War,” 306.5369.r1.  
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid.  
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the broadcast aims to present a selective image of the event, one that shows inept Arabs, 

morally justified Israelis, and powerful Western weapons.  

 Beginning with a statement on Nasser’s belligerence, the CBS broadcast is 

interested in affirming the viewer’s existing conception that Arab nations are backwards 

and their armies impotent. In fact, Wallace concludes near the end of the segment, after 

posing the question to himself about whether or not the Arab armies will strike again, that 

while “you would think” the Egyptians, Syrians, and Jordanians have lost too much to 

start another war, “in the Middle East, there is a peculiar logic to be illogical,” a 

statement that lays blame on the Arab armies for the war in 1967 as well as for any future 

battle with Israel. It also reinforces the supposed irrationality of the Arab, who does not 

have “all the positive qualities” like the Israeli soldiers. Again, with no mention of the 

Palestinians or the West Bank, the broadcast obscures a central question at the heart of 

this defeat: where is Palestine in this geopolitical and ideological mess of Arabs versus 

the West? Instead of addressing this loss, Marshall and Wallace analyze Arab battlefields 

in order to point out how the tactics of the Arab armies failed, from their poorly-made 

trenches to their general disorganization in the field. Marshall concludes that while they 

may have had training from their “Russian mentors,” a survey of the land demonstrates 

their inability to understand or implement this instruction. Of course, Marshall makes all 

of his assessments while standing in an empty battlefield, neglecting to mention the 

unexpected and unsanctioned air raids that crippled Arab armies from the start of the Six 

Day War. For the broadcast, though, his military expertise proves that while Arab nations 
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might be armed with Soviet equipment, their use of these weapons ranges from confused, 

at best, to wildly incompetent.  

This CBS report is by no means unique among the USIA film and television 

archives, as its emphasis on the shifting discourses about Arabs in the United States and 

Europe supports geopolitical strategies in the postwar era and reinforces the agency’s 

political agenda. Positioned within Cold War politicking and subject to its totalizing 

effects, the broadcast performs U.S. commitments to anti-Soviet and anti-communist 

rhetoric. Evident in the initial proposition—“How [did] Israel do it?”—Wallace arrives at 

a well-rehearsed answer: Israel received Western support and weapons, while the Arabs, 

particularly Syria and Egypt, accepted aid and equipment from the Soviets. Moreover, as 

McAlister argues, it supports the position that Israel is “a moral exemplar,” “an admired 

military power,” and an exception in the backward, scheming region of the Middle East.29 

She argues that “the Near East, particularly the land of Palestine (which had been ruled 

by the Ottoman Empire since 1517), was understood as inferior and backward, but also as 

old, exotic, and connected to the West through Jewish and Christian history” in the early 

twentieth century.30 Unfortunately, for the Arabs and Muslims living in the region known 

as Palestine, their place in history was consumed along with their image, as Christian 

travelers began visiting the Holy Land in the mid-nineteenth century to tour Bible sites 

and witness the inhabitants of the place, who they assumed had “changed little in the 

nineteen centuries since the time of Jesus.”31 Fantasies about the Middle East, Orientalist 

and domesticating, constructed an image of contemporary Arabs, particularly those living 

                                                
29 McAlister, Epic Encounters, 159. 
30 McAlister, Epic Encounters, 13.  
31 McAlister, Epic Encounters, 14. 
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in Palestine, as not only provincial, but “as people untouched by time, living in a 

continuing ‘prehistory’” where Protestant Christians could imagine they were witnessing 

the world through Christ’s eyes in a living archive of the Biblical past.32 Of course, this 

image reinforced the Zionist campaigns for the contested land, which began in the late 

nineteenth century and were realized in 1948.  

Jumping ahead to the late 1960s and early 1970s, McAlister argues that U.S. 

alliances with Israel transformed the image of the space that was formerly Palestine into 

one that “included a dual focus on the importance of Israel as a moral exemplar and Israel 

as an admired military power.”33 A far cry from the provincial past in which the Arabs of 

Palestine were cast just a decade before the establishment of the Israeli state in 1948, in 

the view of Western powers, this plot of land was transformed into a modern example of 

moral and technological advancement, an improvement over the surrounding failing Arab 

states. Part of this alliance, McAlister argues, relied on a “certain image of Israel,” which 

“came to function as a stage upon which the war in Vietnam was refought—and this time, 

won.”34 In its exception to the imagined “depravity” of the region, Israel’s defeat of the 

communist-dabbling Arab states that surrounded its small plot of land in the desert staged 

a victory for the West, and an image to replicate for continued hegemony in the region. 

Marshall and Wallace suggest that through Arab and Israeli proxies in the Middle 

East, one can see that the military tactics of the Soviet Union pale in comparison to those 

of the United States, Britain, and France. To really drive home these stereotypes, the two 

seem to suggest that each nation’s choice of benefactor is based on its inherent qualities 
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of goodness and stupidity. Egypt’s trenches, tactics, and “MiG-21s” (that is, Mikoyan-

Gurevich 21s), all supplied by the Soviet Union, were no match for the “French Mirage,” 

and that difference is, of course, representative of the men inside those planes: their 

adaptability and their value. Bearing this point in mind, I turn back to Marshall’s reply to 

Wallace about the nature of Arab and Israeli soldiers. While Marshall essentializes in 

accordance with Western propaganda, he highlights a key aspect of U.S. and Israeli 

strategy in the Middle East by claiming that Arabs “don’t understand the meaning of 

organic unity.” In his seemingly flippant comment, an attempt to answer the American 

reporter’s discernibly provocative questions, Marshall pinpoints a significant goal of U.S. 

foreign policy in the region, which aims to disrupt Arab nationalist movements and unity 

at any cost by claiming their impossibility.  

Housed in USIA’s collection at the National Archives in College Park, Maryland, 

this CBS Special Broadcast from 1967 reflects the ideological contours of U.S. foreign 

policy in the Middle East during the Cold War era and beyond. The pro-Israel, anti-Arab 

newsreel was produced and distributed with the aid of USIA foreign posts and their 

footage taken abroad. This government agency, a now-defunct organization, was 

established in 1953 by the Eisenhower administration as an effort to transform public 

opinion about the United States in foreign, and possibly hostile, countries. Using various 

media and methods of mass communication, the USIA was the U.S. Cold War 

propaganda machine, influencing and justifying U.S. foreign policies while also 

spreading anti-communist or anti-neutralist sentiments. In published materials, the 

agency defined itself as an essential mechanism to spread correct information about the 
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involvement of the United States in other countries. For example, in 1964, eleven years 

after the USIA was established, a pamphlet circulated describing the agency’s work. 

The U.S. Information Agency speaks to the world for America. It seeks to make 

U.S. foreign policies everywhere intelligible and, whenever possible, palatable. It 

endeavors also to associate our people, in their daily lives, their progress and 

yearnings, with the legitimate aspirations of all peoples everywhere.35 

This pamphlet also details the process through which the USIA spreads the word about 

Americans, their daily lives, and their foreign policies, through “modern mass 

communications: press, radio, film, television, libraries, exhibits, the arts and, most 

important, personal contact by its officers overseas.”36 Using different strategies in 

various parts of the world, the USIA produced thousands of films, newsreels, television 

programs, radio broadcasts, and print materials to circulate pro-capitalist, anti-Soviet 

messages. In addition, it worked to exhibit and produce mass media channels in 

underdeveloped nations and trained foreign powers to use propaganda for ideological and 

psychological control.37 Consequently, Seth Fein and others argue that the USIA’s 

projects constitute a crucial aspect in the “archive of U.S. empire, an outpost of the 

formal system of extraterritorial control of information institutionalized and globalized 

through Cold War.”38 According to Fein, the USIA determined the shape of “American 

exceptionalism,” since despite the fact that the country’s imperial interests may not have 
                                                

35 Facts About USIA, Audience: The World (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1964), 1.  

36 Facts About USIA, 1.  
37 See Kenneth Osgood, “Secret Empire: Psychological Operations and the Worldwide 

Anticommunist Crusade,” Total Cold War: Eisenhower’s Secret Propaganda Battle at Home and Abroad 
(Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 2006). 

38 Seth Fein, “New Empire into Old: Making Mexican Newsreels the Cold War Way,” Diplomatic 
History, 28, no. 5 (November 2004), 704.  
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looked like those of empires past, it, “like those others[,] … invented new ways of 

attempting to control people and places beyond the nation’s territorial boundaries with a 

minimum of colonial commitments.”39 As part of the system that controlled, spread, and 

maintained U.S. foreign policy, the USIA was an essential part of U.S. empire building 

through the deployment of “mass communication”: that is, the production and exhibition 

of local and globally circulating propaganda.  

As the United States determined its investments in foreign markets through 

economic interests abroad, its role as an empire took shape, and projects like those of the 

USIA established its imperial methods of public diplomacy.40 In the Middle East, 

Kenneth Osgood suggests, USIA efforts were limited, because the United States openly 

supported Israel’s efforts in the region. In fact, the western powers’ backing of Israel 

vitalized Arab nationalist ideologies and efforts. Osgood writes that 

Anglo-American support for the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine further 

inflamed Arab public opinion, providing additional fuel for the nationalist 

message. To American officials, the “alarming emotional drive” of Arab 

nationalism posed a more immediate threat to U.S. interests in the region than 

communism because it directly imperiled western hegemony in the Middle East. 

More to the point, it threatened access to the region’s oil—the ultimate strategic 

resource and the lifeblood of Western Europe’s economy. U.S. strategy toward 

the Middle East therefore evolved into a form of dual containment directed at 
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preventing communist encroachment while simultaneously limiting the appeal of 

Arab nationalism and neutralism.41 

Evidenced by the CBS Special Report, which produced unsavory depictions of Arabs and 

Arab nationalism by bashing Nasser, the movement’s most influential leader, in a 

transnational public forum, and by avoiding the topic of Palestine altogether, the USIA’s 

tactics to spread alternative propaganda in the region often turned to anti-Arab rhetoric by 

1967. However, the USIA tried several approaches to working within the Middle East, 

realizing early that as long as U.S. policy on Palestine sided with Israel, efforts to 

disseminate propaganda in favor of U.S. interests abroad represented a losing battle. 

Consequently, in the 1950s, President Dwight D. Eisenhower recognized that following 

former President Harry S. Truman’s pro-Israel approach to the Middle East offered little 

hope of good relations with Arab nations, and he attempted to shift the conversation and 

represent the United States as a “neutral broker, rather than biased interlocutor.”42 

Identifying Nasser as an important political leader in the region and acknowledging the 

general support for Arab unity promoted by countries like Egypt and Syria, the United 

States quickly changed its rhetoric, at least nominally, on Arab nationalism too. Quoting 

from a document called the “Status of the USIA Program” from June 30, 1958, Osgood 

argues that “the main task for U.S. information policy became showing ‘Arab peoples 

that, contrary to Egyptian and Soviet propaganda charges, the United States does indeed 

favor Arab nationalism and the drive for Arab unity.’”43 Of course, in policy, the United 
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States intervened in efforts to foster such unity in countries like Lebanon, Iraq, Syria, and 

Egypt, disrupting the United Arab Republic (UAR)—which comprised Egypt, Syria, and 

the occupied Gaza Strip between 1958 and 1961—from taking steps toward the creation 

of a larger Arab state by destabilizing an increasingly communist-leaning Syria and 

taking strides to “thwart Nasser’s drive for regional hegemony.”44 The USIA’s 

determination to contain Nasser’s influence was also personal: in the early 1950s the 

agency had provided Egypt’s government with “broadcasting equipment and propaganda 

expertise,” which Nasser then used against U.S. interests by launching a “full-fledged 

propaganda assault on western imperialism and Zionism,” in conflict with Washington’s 

goals for the region.45  

Part of this story, of course, stretches back to the end of the First World War, 

when European nations split up the former Ottoman territory known as Greater Syria, 

dividing the land between Britain and France for mandatory rule. Britain also took 

control of the territories that would become the modern nations of Palestine-Israel and 

Jordan as well as Egypt, and France ruled over Syria and Lebanon. While these partitions 

created myriad problems in the region—irreversible changes that still affect the Middle 

East today, most notably, of course, the creation of Israel in 1948—I focus here on the 

rift this colonial intervention produced between Lebanon and Syria specifically, and their 

affiliations with the United States and USSR, respectively, during the Cold War era. 

While I discuss this point in greater detail in the introduction, it is worth repeating that 

the French mandate and creation of the largely Christian territory referred to as “Greater 
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Lebanon” in the 1920s devastated the relationship between the developing Syrian and 

Lebanese nations, now separated by French colonialism. Seeking a Christian ally in the 

region, France’s decree carved a province from Syria, also under French rule, to create 

Lebanon around the Maronite community located on Mount Lebanon. While this 

arrangement was certainly agreeable to the Christians residing there, the move fractured 

relations between Muslims and Christians and created a tension between emerging 

Lebanese and Arab nationalists. Patrick Searle argues that “Sunnis in both Syria and 

Lebanon detested the way the French dealt separately with these various minorities,” 

referring to the Levant’s Maronites, Alawites, Druze, and Kurds. “More particularly,” 

Searle suggests, “they regarded the Maronite claim to an enlarged independent Christian 

state under French protection, not as a legitimate aspiration, but as a French plot to deny 

Arabs their national independence.”46 Such fear was legitimate, since the French strategy 

to “divide and conquer” splintered allegiances between Lebanon and Syria and produced 

ideological conflicts between the two nations, creating a pro-Western Lebanese state 

government and an increasing appeal to Arab nationalism in neighboring Syria.  

After the Second World War, the end of French rule, and the beginnings of the 

Cold War, the United States, now established as a world power, developed relationships 

with pro-Western countries in the Middle East, like Lebanon. In 1952, Camille Chamoun 

became president of Lebanon. A Maronite lawyer by training, he was known as a “leader 

of a reformist coalition … a champion of the Palestinian cause, a sympathizer of the 
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Egyptian revolution, a critic of domestic corruption, and a man close to British circles.”47 

In fact, Chamoun was also known for having many friends besides the British: the French 

and the Americans, with a particularly “positive attitude” toward the United States.48 

More importantly, for the U.S. government, Chamoun’s policies on the Soviet Union fell 

on the side of the West, which made his support of Palestine and Egypt conflicted, 

contentious, and superficial. Chamoun was “known as a champion of the Palestinian 

cause for much of his career … until he came to see the Palestinians as part and parcel of 

a Soviet-sponsored Arab nationalist threat to Lebanon’s very existence.”49 

In the late 1950s, at the request of Chamoun, the United States deployed Marines 

to Lebanon to protect its interests in the region and to quell the rising influence of Arab 

nationalism. In a speech on that occasion, archived by the USIA, Eisenhower declared 

that “yesterday was a day of grave developments in the Middle East,” referring to the 

Iraqi revolution, which began on July 14, 1958. “In Iraq,” he explains, “a highly 

organized military blow struck down the duly constituted government and attempted to 

put in its place a committee of army officers. The attack was conducted with great 

brutality. Many of the leading personalities were beaten to death or hanged and their 

bodies dragged through the streets.”50 In his address to the nation and to the world, 
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Eisenhower links the coup to other Arab nations, situating a threat in the region to justify 

U.S. military involvement in the Middle East. He continues,  

at about the same time there was discovered a highly organized plot to overthrow 

the lawful government of Jordan. Warned and alarmed by these developments, 

President Chamoun of Lebanon sent me an urgent plea that the United States 

station some military units in Lebanon to evidence our concern for the 

independence of Lebanon, that little country, which itself has for about two 

months been subjected to civil strife. This has been actively fomented by Soviet 

and Cairo broadcasts and abetted and aided by substantial amounts of arms, 

money and personnel infiltrated into Lebanon across the Syrian border.51 

Citing the “brutality” of an Arab nation to justify U.S. involvement in the Middle East 

remains commonplace. In 2018, for example, the country witnessed President Donald J. 

Trump feign concern about Syria’s use of chemical weapons against civilians as a 

warrant for increased U.S. involvement in the ongoing violence in contemporary Syria. 

But Eisenhower’s administration had attempted to cultivate an image of the United States 

as opposed to such imperial tactics of the Old World, particularly those of Britain and 

France who had held control in the region since the end of First World War. The 

governments in Iraq, Jordan, and Lebanon had proven to be pro-Western in a moment 

when the United States and Britain had feared that the influence of Arab nationalism and 

Soviet support of Arab unification might produce communist governments in the region 

or that Arab nationalism itself would undermine U.S. hegemony in the Arabic-speaking 

world. As the United States had grown accustomed to conflating pan-Arabism with 
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communism, it makes sense that Eisenhower would jump to this concern in his speech to 

the world, linking Nasser’s government to the USSR and linking the recent uprisings in 

Iraq and the threat of uprising in Jordan to Soviet and Egyptian influence. As Ivan 

Pearson argues, Britain and the United States lacked information about the coup in Iraq 

and “reacted by fearing the worst. With Iraq ‘lost,’ Lebanon and Jordan now appeared to 

be on the verge of dissolution because of a combination of the revolutionary atmosphere 

spreading from Iraq and internal pro-Nasser sentiment. In Washington, the reaction was 

the same as in London: if the Western powers failed to act, ‘Nasser would take over the 

whole area.’”52  

For Eisenhower’s administration, the threat of Nasser’s influence over the region 

outweighed its desire to stay out of Lebanon. According to reports, Eisenhower stated 

that the United States either had to act or pull out of the Middle East entirely, the latter a 

proposition that seems impossible to imagine today.53 Thus, the United States sent troops 

to Lebanon under the pretense of helping Chamoun counter the threats of Arab 

nationalism, an act that signaled “to the Arab World, [that] the US had gone from taking 

a stand against imperialism in 1956 to engaging in what was openly advertised as a ‘joint 

venture’ with the British oppressors.”54 Moreover, this intervention was one of the first 

direct acts of the Eisenhower Doctrine, which aimed to prevent Soviet influence in the 

Middle East and situated Arab unity as an act of war.  
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Further, these events of the late 1950s increased tensions across Lebanese and 

Syrian borders, as it created a divide based on efforts toward Arab nationalism. In fact, 

“in his excessive pro-Western orientation and hostility to the UAR, and in his disdainful 

diminution of the role of the Sunni prime minister, Chamoun was seen by many of his 

opponents as ignoring the balance between the West and the Arab world.”55 Then, in 

1967, and again in 1973, Lebanon abstained from involvement in the Arab armies’ land 

disputes with Israel, instead thriving, temporarily, as a result of its pro-Western 

government. This moment saw an increase in Lebanese cinema and culture, and by the 

mid-1960s, “Beirut had morphed into a glitzy, Mediterranean metropolis, a Mecca for the 

international set, a haven for exiles of the region’s political wars, and a brother of 

business, where cash transcended law and ethics.”56 In the early 1970s, the country saw 

an oil boom for its role in transporting Gulf oil for Western governments.57 While the 

film industry surged during this period, thanks to the creation of the Centre National du 

Cinéma in 1964 under the auspices of the Ministry of Information, Lebanese national 

cinema struggled to articulate a uniquely Lebanese identity, and its production mostly 

relied on Egyptian melodrama and Western forms. In this moment television also became 

a popular medium but tended to reproduce established Western formats.58  

While the NFO made films in neighboring Syria—political pictures to circulate 

and support Arab nationalism—the film industry in Lebanon relied on foreign models. 
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The USIA continued to work in Lebanon and the Middle East, even after attacks on its 

offices in Beirut and Jerusalem. Film and television production represented the harsh 

political divide between Syria and Lebanon, and media output displayed their divergent 

international allegiances, among which the question of Palestine formed a unique tension. 

While Chamoun was a supporter of the Palestinian cause early in his career, his 

attachments to Western governments and his anti-Soviet positions produced a conflict 

within the nation’s visual production. In neighboring Syria, the NFO strove to produce 

politically relevant, pro-Palestine and pro-Arab nationalist cinema, while Lebanon 

worked with the USIA, making pro-Western programming and circulating U.S. 

propaganda to its Arabic-speaking residents, like al-Nader.  

Clearly pro-Western with its emphasis on American culture, al-Nader disavows 

the conflict between Arab nations by refusing its viewers images of modern Arab lives. 

In fact, even al-Nader himself, the cosmopolitan ambassador to the West, is rendered 

almost invisible within the milieu of Western science and technology. For example, when 

al-Nader visits Hawaii, he enters the control room of a huge spacecraft tracking station, 

where several shots show him seemingly alone in the impressive control room. In this 

space, he witnesses the scientists communicating with National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) headquarters near Houston, Texas, and learns about the ongoing 

developments of the space program, but he asks few questions and offers little insight. 

Further, most of this segment is presented in English, leaving any explanation of these 

modern marvels untranslated, as the episode puts American ingenuity and progress on 

display as a spectacle for the viewer that is meant to dazzle the Arabic-speaking 
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audience. This sequence illustrates that while the host may be admitted into such spaces, 

he is there to put NASA on display rather than participate in its activities. His role is 

reinforced by numerous shots that exhibit unexplained mechanical equipment that spins 

and moves in irregular patterns as unnamed workers press buttons and look at computer 

screens full of numbers while jazzy, spacey music plays. There is little voiceover to 

explain what the audience sees, as if the impressive machinery and giant satellite dishes 

and computers will be enough to show that important work happens in this station. Al-

Nader’s silence in the scenes at the space station seem to suggest that the Lebanese talk-

show host has little to say, and perhaps has little understanding, of the immensely 

significant research of NASA. 59 

In another episode, al-Nader has a second encounter with NASA as he visits an 

airplane hangar to check out the XB-70 Valkyrie, a manned bomber plane, which made 

its first flight in 1965.60 Reminiscent of the CBS Special Broadcast “How Israel Won the 

War,” the segment in al-Nader begins with a slow pan across the parked airplane. After 

showing several close-ups of the plane’s impressively narrow cockpit and its wide, flat 

wings that rest at the plane’s rear, the camera zooms out and shows an image of al-Nader 

dwarfed by the massive size of this delicately built war machine (Figure 14). The 

segment oscillates between images of the plane, repeatedly showing its imprint of the 

U.S. Air Force, and images of al-Nader, staring up at the bomber before him, speechless 
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and stunned. Visually and ideologically linked to the report on the Six Day War, the 

USIA’s project to promote Western military superiority leaps from the images of its film 

and television broadcasts. Moreover, it creates a visual archive for the U.S. military 

involvement in Lebanon just a few years before, exerting an image of Western hegemony 

that is backed by military force. Again, in this scene, al-Nader does not participate in 

NASA’s military triumph, but instead he appears befuddled by technology. This time 

both silence and editing put al-Nader’s lack of scientific knowledge on display, as the 

episode uses crosscutting to juxtapose medium shots of a cross-armed, wide-eyed al-

Nader (Figures 15 and 16) with a group of white, male experts busy at work on some 

invisible aspect of the plane (Figure 17). They huddle together, their backs turned to the 

camera, as if to shield their work from view. In an almost mocking tone, al-Nader makes 

exasperated and confused expressions, before sighing and rolling his eyes. In this brief 

moment of rare critical self-reflection, it seems al-Nader performs the role of the 

confused Arab for the cameras, but also sends a distinct message of critique that 

dismisses the importance of the people at work on the war plane. However, back to his 

performance in another episode, al-Nader smooths out his mustache before hopping into 

the cockpit of a more standard U.S. fighter jet. 
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Figure 14. Still from al-Nader, 1969. (306.AN.28) 

 

Figure 15. Still from al-Nader, 1969. (306.AN.28) 
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Figure 16. Still from al-Nader, 1969. (306.AN.28) 

 

Figure 17. Still from al-Nader, 1969. (306.AN.28) 
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Multiple episodes continue the trend by presenting a speechless talk show host 

standing in awe of American achievement, while others show the performer participating 

enthusiastically in activities that illustrate the fun-loving nature of the United States, like 

playing baseball in Florida or riding in the back of a standard military plane like a 

passenger, which visually links military force with the Hollywood-style images of a 

leading man driving a convertible or motorcycle to freedom. Al-Nader can consume 

American entertainment, but he is perplexed and unable to participate with U.S. 

technology, military or otherwise; he is represented as unable to assimilate this aspect of 

U.S. culture and “progress.” 

 

Figure 18. Still from al-Nader, 1969. Host al-Nader in the cockpit of a U.S. military plane. (306.AN.27) 
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Figure 19. Still from al-Nader, 1969. Al-Nader as a passenger in a U.S. military plane. (306.AN.27) 

Yet, most episodes are a mish-mash, as in the first episode, where al-Nader visits 

NASA’s outpost in Hawaii.61 In that episode, al-Nader explores NASA, but he also gets a 

glimpse at the geography of the United States’ most recently acquired territory; his 

camera crew captures footage from an airplane and the audience sees a bird’s-eye view of 

Hawaii’s majestic volcanos, where spurting lava and ash come dangerously close to a 

tiny al-Nader standing atop what appears to be an active volcano. There is little voiceover 

here as well, and, after a fade to black, the picture returns with another voiceover-less 

scene from the pineapple plant mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. In this 

scene, beachy 1960s music plays and pineapples shift around on conveyor belts as they 

are cleaned and prepared for sale. While no explanation is given, the scene is impressive 
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to behold, as pineapples cruise through multiple machines, finding themselves in large 

vats and small, before they are cored, juiced, or cut into rings to be canned, bottled, 

sealed, and labeled for shipping. In this episode, it is as if the USIA stages U.S. industry, 

scientific discovery, and even geography as superior to Lebanese manufacturing, 

research, and land; by offering almost no narration, no clear explanation of what the 

audience sees, al-Nader’s format produces a reductive reading of cultural relations, 

where the program’s host is rendered speechless by what he sees and the audience given 

little context to understand anything beyond the flashy spectacle of American progress, 

which jumps between pineapples and magic shows, before assimilating Khalil Gibran. 

Further, the format of al-Nader suggests a lack of genuine interest in knowledge 

exchange between the U.S. and Lebanon, perhaps alluding to a lack of Arab curiosity, 

particularly given Lebanon’s minimal screen time during its thirty-plus episodes. More 

likely, though, it represents the project of the USIA and the general lack of U.S. interest 

in cultural exchange; for the USIA, knowledge only flows in one direction: from the 

United States to the rest of the world. However, the effectiveness of the USIA’s project is 

certainly called into question with a show like al-Nader, as many aspects of U.S. progress 

put on display in its episodes remain inaccessible to its Arab audience, who only 

experience life in the United States through their proxy in al-Nader. Performing his role 

as cultural ambassador and translator, al-Nader enters into spaces he may not understand, 

but ones that he recognizes are important to share.   

Presenting al-Nader as a cosmopolitan globetrotter, a cultural translator able to 

navigate between the United States and Lebanon, one of America’s most precarious 
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friends in the region, al-Nader is a reductive and assimilationist example in the archive of 

Arab production and performativity. Simply put, al-Nader exudes a foreign hand and 

stinks of propaganda, showing a smooth-talking Lebanese host as he moves through 

various sectors of the U.S. economy. In his interviews with the cast of Green Acres, then 

a popular mainstream U.S. television production, al-Nader’s discussions again remain 

largely untranslated for his Arabic-speaking audience, as he talks to stars Eva Gabor62 

and Eddie Albert, 63 conducting uncomfortable conversations about a woman’s place in 

society. First, he flirts and jokes with Gabor, sitting close to her as he asks the actress to 

speak of her two husbands, the real one and her co-star Albert. His line of questioning 

suggests some kind of scandalous activity, as the actress attempts to laugh off al-Nader’s 

questions, proposing that her two husbands get along, while also making it clear that 

acting is just acting. In al-Nader’s much longer conversation with Albert, the two men 

chat about women; al-Nader tells the actor that a lot of men in the Middle East are jealous 

of Albert for getting to work with Gabor, arguing that men in Arab countries see 

something in her “jolly and feminine” manner that might go unnoticed in America, 

because many women in the West act this way. Then he goes on, as if performing a 

stereotype of masculinity and patriarchal values in Arabic-speaking countries—one that 

positions al-Nader as a visual foil to the image of Gibran in the self-portrait from an 

earlier episode—to tell Albert that Arabs like their women “dependent,” that women 

should go along with what men want. At this, Albert laughs, saying he must have some 
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Eastern blood in him because he likes it when a woman takes his shoes off for him. Al-

Nader paraphrases and translates this response into Arabic, as if to suggest that a real 

cultural connection has been made with this U.S. television actor. This scene 

demonstrates what Marks refers to as “selecting,” whereby the performer selects “from 

the infinity of Experience, only that which can unfold to serve power.” As one of the only 

moments that al-Nader translates from this interview for his audience, his “selec[tion]” 

produces a link between the United States and Lebanon, one that is rooted in patriarchy. 

Al-Nader then begins to talk to Albert about his own wife, referring to her as “a woman” 

because she brings him drinks and sandwiches when she picks him up from the airport. 

The discussion with Albert ends in English, when al-Nader says, “If a woman leaves it to 

a man, asking where to put her, and does not fight for equality, he will put her first.” To 

this, Albert nods in agreement. In this scene of homosocial encounter, in which two men 

compete in their oppression of women’s rights and find commonality in their desire to 

keep women subordinate, al-Nader seems to locate a “universal” truth: patriarchy is alive 

and well in a powerful nation like the United States and a developing one like Lebanon.  

Throughout the show’s run, al-Nader visits pineapple plants in Hawaii and 

chicken farms in Lebanon, and he compares hospitals in the two countries. Thus when he 

visits Gibran’s paintings in the Telfair Museums in Savannah, Georgia, and the author’s 

former home in Mount Lebanon, the USIA-funded television show presents a link 

between the two countries through a particular kind of “unfolding,” a use and production 

of the archive to exert U.S. hegemony in the region. From orange groves in Florida to 

ruins in Tripoli, al-Nader’s show draws cultural connections between nations, 
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establishing a Lebanese identity that can only be read in relation to a modern U.S. state. 

In the process, however, it drives a wedge between Lebanese identity and Arab 

nationalist movements by avoiding political commitments to a lost Palestinian state and 

disavowing a link to Arab nations more generally as it turns away from the political and 

toward assimilation. In the shadows of U.S. planes and medical facilities, Lebanon’s 

cows, goats, and sheep wander slowly through Gibran’s former home in Mount Lebanon, 

a place that only inspired the artworks he produced with American money and tools, a 

place with ancient connections to an undefined land trying to transform itself into a 

global player through encounters with U.S. empire.  

Within the USIA archives, images of the palatable Arab repeat alongside 

depictions of a backward and inept Arab world. The agency created and circulated such 

images and presented a particular version of history, an unfolding of an image of 

Arabness that casts a shadow over all others. Yet, enfolded within the images and video 

footage from Lebanon, Syria, and Egypt is another story, one that emerges in the 

production of Arab artists working to make other forms of historical knowledge visible 

and tangible. It is not surprising that the CBS Special Broadcast “How Israel Won the 

War” avoids the topic of Palestine, even as it covers the war that led to further loss and 

defeat for those already living in camps and in exile. Recognition of this loss does not fit 

into the United States’ or the USIA’s political agenda, which aims to spread information 

about the United States’ coded interest in other nations, while insisting on American 

exceptionalism. There was never a moment in which the goal was to paint an accurate 

picture of Arab-Israeli conflicts, Arab interests, or Arab lives, just as Eisenhower’s goal 
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in sending troops to Lebanon in 1958 was not to protect Lebanese interests; it was always 

to promote a geopolitical agenda that created deeper divisions and justified imperial 

control in the region. But in these images, “the true image of the past flits by,” to invoke 

Walter Benjamin’s words in the epigraph that opens this chapter.64 What “flits by” in the 

USIA archive, in this dominant unfolding of history, in this view of the past that supports 

U.S. agendas in the region at the expense of Arab lives, is the loss of Palestine, the defeat 

of the Arab armies in 1967, and the past and ongoing projects of the United States and 

Europe in the Middle East that aim to under-develop and control the region. But even in 

the archive’s refusal to present an image of this historical claim to Arabness, one that 

cannot be assimilated into the cultural and political milieu of the United States, “flashes” 

of its absence become “recognizable.” To borrow further from Benjamin, the “image[s] 

of the past [that] threate[n] to disappear in any present that does not recognize itself as 

intended in that image” find their archive elsewhere, in alternative images. USIA 

productions refuse to represent Palestine, but, in the process, demonstrate that this history 

and its loss “threaten” images of the present in which the U.S. can recognize itself as a 

global power. In this subtextual threat lies Palestine’s demand for the archive and, with it, 

Arab resistance to hegemonic power.  

In his essay on “The Spectre of Knowledge” in the archive, Shaheen Merali 

discusses “the tricks of the mind and memory,” which revisit personal or collective 

histories and events until they become internalized and “intransigent.”65 As a result, he 
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argues, “archives are haunted places,” whether we understand them as objective or 

subjective collections; they are “haunted by material that resonates and vibrates with a 

past that had been occupied—for archives, like good horror films, manage to make us 

feel disturbed and unsettled.”66 I find this articulation of history useful to think through 

the performative aspects of al-Nader and “How Israel Won the War” as examples from 

the larger archive of the USIA and the enormous amount of visual media it contains. 

These sources rehearse regional conflicts in the Arabic-speaking world, but the material 

is “haunted” by what remains enfolded. The images produced “resonat[e] and vibrat[e]” 

with the experiences that threaten to be lost to history or assimilated into the dominant 

archive.  

In the contemporary moment, “the Arab world” is often read as a homogenous 

space of violence and oppression, a hodge-podge of greedy monarchs, hostile Muslims, 

fierce patriarchs, subjugated women, undeveloped economies, and unending wars, a 

history that can be imagined through the lens of these U.S. propaganda films. Shaped by 

a long history of stereotypical representations and colonial interventions, the nations of 

the Arabic-speaking world have had borders redrawn, homelands destroyed, and histories 

rewritten, the hands of numerous colonial occupiers and imperial interests disrupting 

attempts to locate “the Arab nation.” The state archives, like the USIA collection in the 

National Archives, carry this “spectre of knowledge” through the “ceaseless flow of 

unfolding and enfolding”67 histories, those that unfold the stereotypes listed above and 

                                                
66 Merali, “The Spectre (of Knowledge),” 433.  
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those that enfold a different narrative, one that “threatens to disappear” in the USIA 

archives. 

Mariam Ghani, as we have seen, argues that archives are performed by their 

materials or by the institutions they represent, but also by all of their administrators, 

janitors, readers, and redactors, who affect and produce the archive’s meaning by carving 

a path through its documents and images. The archived performance, she writes, “is an 

interpretation as well as an appeal: a synthesis of these other performances,” a fusion of 

all its parts and all its encounters.68 Drawing together al-Nader and the CBS Special 

Broadcast “How Israel Won the War,” two distinct and very differently oriented 

transnational projects, we find that these visual productions intend to index an exchange 

between nations and ideologies, but instead represent an anxiety of assimilation. Under 

the guise of exchange and the spread of knowledge, these USIA productions show their 

hand in the details they elide, notably the conflicts between nations like Lebanon and 

Syria and the loss of Palestine. The images they create, however, only voice over Arab 

histories rather than eradicate them. Those histories are perceptible in the instances of 

self-reflection in al-Nader and the replies of “captured Egyptians” to the American’s 

essentialist questions, for instance.  

Embedded within this discussion of dominant and alternative representations of 

Arab history is the question of funding. According to Marks, many of the ideological 

concerns of image makers come from funders, as “funding deems from the outset what 

aspects of Experience are perceived as useful.”69 She claims that “funding and censorship 
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striate, homogenise and selectively unfold Experience…. Whether they show it (funding) 

or hide it (censorship), they perform similar gestures of effacement with regard to the 

infinity of Experience.”70 Confronting the USIA archive, which demonstrates only one 

side of the cultural encounter between Arabs and the West in the age of the American 

century, one cannot help but wonder about the archive of images that emerges and 

circulates with different funders and different censorship rules. Marks suggests that “in 

the heavily politicised Arab milieu” the Arab as image is unfolded when “deemed useful 

or profitable.” Turning to a Syrian-funded production from the same time period, Ṣāliḥ’s 

The Dupes, I focus on the particular “unfoldings” that occur in this “heavily politicised 

Arab milieu” as it became more explicitly connected to “the Image world” and Arab 

interests.   

Duped Arab Nationalism 

If al-Nader shows an assimilated version of cultural encounter between the West 

and the Arabic-speaking world, then Tawfīq Ṣāliḥ’s al-Makhdū‘ūn, rendered in English 

as The Dupes and released in 1972, offers a resistance archive through images. The 

Dupes, an example of Arab neo-realism, is an adaptation of Ghassan Kanafani’s novella 

Rijāl fī al-Shams (Men in the Sun), published in 1962. Both versions tell the story of three 

Palestinian men—Abū Qays, As‘ad, and Marwān—who attempt to smuggle themselves 

into Kuwait in order to attain jobs in the country’s burgeoning oil industry.71 The three 

men represent three generations of Palestinians affected by the nakba—the catastrophe or 
                                                

70 Marks, “Experience—Information—Image,” 89.  
71 These names are presented as transliterations from Arabic. I use these variants throughout. 

Other authors, however, have chosen to transliterate these names differently, so there may be discrepancies 
in the ways their names are spelled in quoted material.  
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the war in 1948 that created the state of Israel and displaced thousands of Palestinians. 

Abū Qays, an older peasant who lives in a refugee camp with his wife and two sons, 

witnessed the destruction of his village during the Arab-Israeli War in 1948. As‘ad, a 

man in his twenties, exemplifies the Palestinian youth who came of age after the nakba; a 

young activist and dissident, he is politically motivated and frustrated by the situation in 

his homeland. Marwān is a fifteen-year-old boy who drops out of school and takes 

responsibility for his five younger siblings and mother after his older brother and father 

abandon the family. In the novella, the story takes place in 1958, just ten years after the 

Arab-Israeli War, at a time when many Palestinians lived in exile or in refugee camps, 

with little opportunity to make money or own land. The three men meet in the desert of 

Iraq, as they place their fate in the hands of Abū al-Khayzurān, also a Palestinian, after 

attempting to negotiate with corrupt and overpriced smugglers. Abū al-Khayzurān, not a 

smuggler by trade, offers the men the best price to cross the border, but his plan involves 

hiding the men in a large metal tank attached to his truck and designed for transporting 

water. Hesitantly, the men agree, as they have few options and little money to get into 

Kuwait. In the end, however, the three men perish in Abū al-Khayzurān’s water tank, 

suffocated by the sweltering heat inside the closed tank when their driver gets delayed at 

the border.  

While this narrative presents a metaphor for the situation of Palestinians, trapped 

by geography and geopolitics, Kanafani’s inspiration for Men in the Sun came from 

actual events, a case where forty refugees died in a tank as they attempted to get across 
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the Kuwaiti border. 72 Kanafani’s novella was published in Arabic in 1962, his work 

among the first in Palestinian fiction to take on the condition of displacement and exile 

after 1948. Nadia Yaqub suggests that Men in the Sun presented “a call to action to both 

Palestinians and Arab states on behalf of the Palestinian cause,” and it is true that just two 

years later, in 1964, the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) was formed.73 Before 

writing Men in the Sun, Kanafani belonged to the Arab National Movement, a 

transnational, pan-Arabist, socialist organization that formed in the late 1950s around the 

question of Palestine and that had affiliates in Syria, Iraq, Egypt, and Kuwait. After the 

Arab-Israeli war of 1967, Kanafani became head of the Popular Front for the Liberation 

of Palestine (PFLP), a Marxist-Leninist group that included members from the Arab 

National Movement and “viewed the struggle for Palestine as part of a larger effort 

against Western imperialism in the Arab world.”74 He also served as editor of the group’s 

news publication, al-Hadaf (The Goal), until he was assassinated by Mossad, the Israeli 

intelligence organization, in 1972. He did, however, see an advanced copy of Ṣāliḥ’s film 

adaptation of his novella before his death. 

In 1972, The Dupes won the Tanit d’Or at the Carthage Film Festival, and in 

1973, it was nominated for the highest prize at the Moscow International Film Festival.75 

Ṣāliḥ, who directed the film and adapted the screenplay from Kanafani’s novella, had 

already made multiple features in Egypt, but The Dupes was the film that “gained Ṣaleh 

                                                
72 Nadia Yaqub, Palestinian Cinema in the Days of Revolution (Austin, TX: University of Texas 
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73 Nadia Yaqub, “The Dupes: Three Generations Uprooted from Palestine and Betrayed,” Film in 

the Middle East and North Africa: Creative Dissidence. Ed. Josef Gugler (Austin, TX: University of Texas 
Press, 2010), 105.  

74 Yaqub, “The Dupes,” 115.  
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recognition throughout Europe.” Its reception in the Middle East, though, was 

comparatively meager. According to Mariam Rosen, “its commercial run in Syria was 

limited to two weeks, in Damascus only, and it was never shown publicly in Egypt or 

Iraq.”76 Decades later, in June 2018, the film would screen as a Palestinian picture in the 

Festival Ciné-Palestine in Paris, and its afterlife relies on similar festivals and showcases 

of Palestinian cinema. The film is not a Palestinian production, as it was produced by the 

National Film Organization in Syria (NFO). It is truly a pan-Arab effort: directed by 

Egypt’s Ṣāliḥ, based on Kanafani’s Palestinian novella, shot in Syria and Iraq, and set on 

the border between Iraq and Kuwait. Yet, as one of the first motion pictures to depict the 

Palestinian cause and to represent the space of Palestine before 1948, The Dupes holds a 

significant place in the visual archive that the loss of Palestine demands. 

As in the case of the projects of the USIA, funding for The Dupes came from the 

state: that is, from Syria’s NFO, which funded the project and others like it as a way to 

lure directing talents from other Arab nations to make cinema in Syria. Also like the 

USIA, the NFO had a clear political project; however, that project contradicted the aims 

of the U.S. agency, because the NFO was fully committed to the Palestinian cause and to 

Arab nationalism, and this was part of the draw for Ṣāliḥ. The organization worked to 

“repatriat[e] some of the Syrian talent that had migrated to Egypt” to take advantage of 

the film industry there, and, as in the case of Ṣāliḥ, to draw politically minded filmmakers 

who were frustrated by censorship in Egypt. Ṣāliḥ, already a cosmopolitan, was born in 

Alexandria in 1926 and obtained a degree in English at Cairo University, studied 
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filmmaking in Paris, and returned to Egypt to make films. There he made five features 

between 1955 and 1969, all of which were critical of different aspects of the Egyptian 

government, labor laws, and corruption. He is credited with being an initiator of the neo-

realist movement in Egyptian cinema, and Viola Shafik observes that The Dupes blended 

his own political concerns with topics that were important to the emerging Syrian 

realism, as the film tackled “the Palestinian question” and dealt with “social injustice.”77  

Writing on the emergence and use of realism in Arab cinema in the 1970s, 

specifically in the work of Egyptian directors in the 1970s and 1980s like Ṣāliḥ and 

Yūsuf Shāhīn, the Tunisian filmmaker Nouri Bouzid argues that these directors 

challenged the melodramatic style of Egyptian filmmaking at the time and embraced a 

kind of realism that highlighted the “social necessity” of cinema to represent the “defeat 

of Arabs” and the “specter of death [that] loomed over [the Arab’s] daily life” after the 

defeats of the 1967 Arab-Israeli war.78 According to Bouzid, The Dupes “presented the 

more obscure aspects of the Palestinian issue, as well as the Arab role in the killing of the 

Palestinians. It is a film that is combative in spirit and devoid of characters with any 

positive attributes.”79 Realism for Ṣāliḥ in the early 1970s meant calling out Arab 

participation in the loss of Palestinian land and representing the larger struggle for Arab 

unity. Unlike other filmmakers, he was not afraid to make a film that was critical of 

regional governments and of other Arabs.  

                                                
77 Shafik, Arab Cinema, 155.  
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In fact, Ṣāliḥ moved to Syria to make films with the NFO, feature-length 

narratives that dealt with the political, economic, and social struggles of Arabs, films that 

took on colonial intervention in the creation of Arab nations and ideologies. Syria had 

quickly defined itself as the center of this type of filmmaking, as Egypt’s industry 

focused mostly on melodrama. As Rasha Salti suggests, the government and intelligentsia 

in Syria understood the power of film to spread a message of Arab unity; thus cinema 

became an important tool for “rescripting the nation” and circulating the “revolutionary 

fervor” that was pulsing through independent Arab states.80 Salti observes that in the late 

1950s and early 1960s, 

the Arab world—masses and intelligentsia alike—were then gripped by 

revolutionary fervor, articulated in the vocabulary of socialism conjugated 

alternately with idioms of pan-Arab nationalism or local nationalism: Egypt in 

1952, Iraq in 1958, Algeria in 1962 and Syria in 1963, but also, further afield in 

Tunisia, Libya, Yemen, and Oman. The loss of Palestine and the dispersal of its 

people, the defeat of the Arab armies (first in 1948 and a second time in 1967), 

were endured with humiliation and anger, fueling revolutionary fervor. Syrian 

cinema was willed as a cinema that was socially and politically engaged, it was 

not crafted to entertain, it was impelled by a duty to crystallize the aspirations of 

the people and to represent their struggles.81 
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Kanafani’s novella, Men in the Sun, and Ṣāliḥ’s adaptation fit into this framework: they 

are not meant to entertain, but to present realistic stories of struggle and corruption in the 

Arab world against Euro-American imperial agendas. According to Yaqub, each 

“address[es] themes of economic exploitation, political responsibility, and the failure of 

Arab masculine honor.”82  

As Yaqub argues, both the film and the novella create “characters whose 

predicaments are shaped by 1948 … situating them in a time and place that evoke the 

accomplishments and subsequent setbacks of the Arab national movement.”83 Further, 

she argues that, in The Dupes and Men in the Sun, “the Palestinian characters fail to 

confront the losses they incurred in 1948,” which marks a more general “Arab failure 

both in the 1948 war and on behalf of the Palestinian refugees afterward.”84 According to 

Yaqub, the failure belongs not only to Palestinians, but to all Arabs, and as a result the 

loss in 1948 becomes “the unaddressed wound at the heart of Arab nationalism.”85 Just as 

Kanafani’s novella was one of the first literary fictions to address Palestinian exile after 

1948, so too was Ṣāliḥ’s film one of the first to visualize Palestinian loss and to 

cinematically represent life before 1948 through Abū Qays’s flashbacks. The two texts, 

Men in the Sun and Ṣāliḥ’s adaptation, articulate a concept that becomes intrinsic to the 

struggle of Arab nationalism from its earliest iterations to the present day: the question 

and representation of nation and of a homeland for the Palestinians. The situation of 

Palestine and its refugee crisis shapes much of the discourse of Arab nationalism after 
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1948, but it is intensified in the lead-up to and aftermath of the 1967 war. As noted 

above, Ṣāliḥ’s film occupies an important place in the history of visualizing the 

Palestinian struggle for land, as it situates political, social, and economic terms as 

inextricably tied to place and displacement. Moreover, The Dupes draws connections 

between this struggle and the objectives of Arab nationalist movements, as Shafik 

suggests, because the film “must be considered a Pan-Arab production par excellence,” 

not only because its story, funding, language, and distribution cross and re-cross 

transnational boundaries, but also because it provides “Pan-Arab slogans a more solid 

base” by producing a visual referent “to state the common responsibility of the Arab 

states for the disastrous situation of the Palestinians.”86 Both the novella and the film 

attempt to deal with the effects of 1948 on the Arabic-speaking world and projects of 

Arab nationalism, but Men in the Sun is more overtly critical of Palestinians’ silence, 

while The Dupes lays this responsibility on all the Arab states. Indeed, their political 

investments are inflected differently. The Dupes, released in 1972, presents a post-1967 

world, one in which Israel has defeated Egypt, Syria, and Jordan in a swift Six-Day War, 

resulting in lost land, wounded armies, solidified international proxies, and Cold War 

alliances, as well as more displaced Palestinians and the beginning of Israel’s military 

occupation in Gaza and the West Bank. Moreover, Ṣāliḥ’s film takes on the events of 

Black September in 1971, which saw increased conflict between the PLO and the 

Jordanian monarchy. Armed conflict and rising tensions between Jordanians and 

Palestinian fidā’iyyīn fighters eventually led to an assassination attempt on members of 

the Jordanian government and the ouster from Jordan of the PLO, which then relocated to 
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Lebanon through Syria. Ṣāliḥ’s Dupes weaves this narrative into As‘ad’s backstory, 

revealing that the young activist’s motivation for traveling to Kuwait is provoked by his 

involvement in a similar assassination attempt. Responding to Palestine’s demand for the 

archive, Ṣāliḥ’s film rescues the image that “threatens” to disappear, unfolding this aspect 

of the Palestinian experience to metonymically stand in for a larger Arab loss and 

disillusionment rather than allowing Arab narratives and histories to support Western 

stories of Arab depravity and violence.  

Regardless of these differences, though, both the film and the novella begin with 

allegorical evocations of the land, placing Abū Qays near Basra, Iraq, on the shores of the 

Shaṭṭ al-‘Arab, the confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. In Kanafani’s novella, 

the text opens, “Abu Qais rested on the damp ground, and the earth began to throb under 

him with tired heartbeats, which trembled through the grains of sand and penetrated the 

cells of his body.”87 Here, the land comes alive, bearing its own heartbeat and merging 

with each cell in Abū Qays’s body. Kanafani’s text uses metaphor to show how 

Palestinian identity becomes linked to the earth and to geography in the aftermath of the 

creation of the State of Israel and a long century of European mandates and protectorates. 

Natural waterways, rather than colonial borders, provide context and shape to an 

unrepresentable, ungraspable homeland, as the Iraqi soil seeps into Abū Qays’s very 

existence. Abū Qays’s story begins with an embodied connection to the land and the link 

frames his identity as rooted to place even in exile; he appears to carry the homeland in 

his body. Relocating the loss of Palestine to the shores of Shaṭṭ al-‘Arab, the “shore of the 
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Arabs,” situates the character in the crucible of Arabness, in the cradle of civilization 

between the Tigris and the Euphrates. The loss of Palestine, thus, becomes an allegory for 

a greater loss of historical grandeur and a key aspect of what constitutes Arab identity: a 

rooted connection to specific plots of land.  

Ihab Saloul writes that Sāliḥ’s film “articulates the question of Palestine, not only 

through invoking the tragedy of the lost homeland (Palestine) but also by screening the 

discursive effects of such loss on Palestinian cultural identity within the reality of 

exile.”88 This articulation is evident in Ṣāliḥ’s adaptation of the opening scene of 

Kanafani’s novella, which The Dupes transforms into a performance of the embodied 

connection to land through sensuality. In it, Abū Qays compares the smell of the earth to 

his wife’s freshly washed hair, an association that emerges from memory through 

flashback. However, before Abū Qays taps into the archive of his own loss, The Dupes 

shows a disillusioned connection to landscape with a threatening credits sequence.  
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Figure 20. Still from the opening credits of The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn), 1972. 
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Figure 21. Still from the opening credits of The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn), 1972. 

 

The film does not begin with Abū Qays’s ear to the ground as the novella does, but, 

instead, during the opening credits, the Arabic language takes center stage, emerging 

onscreen against the backdrop of a steamy and bright desert landscape that encapsulates 

the story and signals its tragic end. In fact, the title card shows the desolate landscape of 

the Iraqi desert and a human skull is the only visible object in the endless miles of sand. 

The sound of an Arabic flute and the melancholic chords of a violin provide the sonic 

backdrop, and while the screen presents the names of crew members and production 

credits, the Arabic text becomes part of the scene and appears to radiate from the desert 

sand, as if to signify the sun’s heat baking the earth’s surface, while also linking the 

language, the connective tissue of Arabness, to the landscape. Anticipating the film’s end, 
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in which the sun bakes three Palestinian men enclosed by a desert road, Arabic appears in 

this opening sequence as both the executioner and the victim as it is projected onto and 

rising from a land that must be protected. Emphasizing the blistering temperatures, the 

film uses a shot reverse shot pattern between the steaming ground and the blinding sun, 

both shots overwhelmingly white when projected onscreen in this black-and-white film. 

In a long shot of the desert, the image shows a man stumbling slowly across the 

unforgiving terrain in the distance. Here, the film inserts an epigraph: “And my father 

once said, a man without a homeland will have no grave on the Earth and he forbade me 

to leave.” These ominous lines, made even more ominous by the mournful music and the 

oppressive heat of the sun, cast a shadow on the images that follow. Foreshadowing the 

loss of life, the epigraph, which does not appear in Kanafani’s novella, suggests that to 

abandon one’s home is a disgrace. It also positions leaving one’s land as a defiance of the 

father and his language, as if migration severs the geographical and linguistic bonds of 

kinship. Saloul argues that these opening lines insert a narrative voice into the film, 

speaking from an omniscient position, that critiques the emigration of its four main 

characters. By inserting these lines as bookends to the film’s narrative (the epigraph is 

repeated at the end of the film) and “by exposing its beginning through such a vision of 

exile as a deadly place,” Saloul claims that “the film focalizes the homeland … in a way 

that allows it to stand as a privileged place.” 89 Archiving the homeland through 

enunciations of the harsh land against which the migrants struggle in The Dupes 

articulates a commitment to place and an implicit criticism of those who flee.  
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  As the opening scene continues, Abū Qays gets progressively closer to the 

camera. He wipes sweat from his brow, while his head remains covered with a white 

scarf. He pants softly from exhaustion. Moments later, though, his facial expression 

quickly changes to one of joy as he looks off in the distance and an edit exposes a desert 

oasis, a lush grove of palm trees growing along the banks of the Shaṭṭ al-‘Arab. The man, 

Abū Qays, enters this paradise and lies on the ground under the shade of a palm tree with 

a sense of incredible relief. He places his ear to the ground as if listening for something, 

as if hoping to hear his fate from this patch of shade surrounded by scorched earth. He 

digs his hands into the sand as the film cuts to a flashback in which Abū Qays remembers 

lying on the ground in his own village with his friend from home. He tells his friend that 

he can hear the earth’s heartbeat before ploughing his hands deeper into the rich soil of 

the olive grove, where he speaks of his wife’s freshly-washed hair before the memory 

shifts to one of him and his wife sitting together at home. Cutting back to the present, he 

gazes out at the Shaṭṭ al-‘Arab, which reminds him of the time he stood outside the 

window of his son’s school listening to the teacher’s lesson on this short stretch of 

confluent rivers that has served as a natural border and a point of contention throughout 

history. This memory becomes another, and another, until his memory reaches 1948, and 

his village falls under attack. In this scene, the olive trees create a barrier between 

Palestinian lands and Israeli gun blasts and explosions, showing only Palestinians as 

bullets whiz through the grove; the enemy is invisible onscreen, and only the sound and 

effect of their gunfire and explosions are witnessed. On the shores of the Shaṭṭ al-‘Arab, 

Abū Qays’s flashbacks create a visual archive of Arab connection to history and 
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homeland—as this foreign desert allows the old peasant to see his past and to see his lost 

home. Moreover, Ṣāliḥ’s film visually signifies that the war in 1948 is for land by 

showing bullets fly between the trees. Unlike the CBS broadcast, which fails to even 

mention Palestinians of Palestine in its report on the Six Day War, The Dupes leaves the 

Israeli enemy unseen, and the film shows allegiance to the Palestinians rather than their 

assailants, who do not receive representation, and who do not have a connection to the 

land at stake. Significantly, the film archives a pre-1948 Palestine, a place not often 

imaged in representations of the ongoing conflict. In fact, these are the only sequences 

that occur on Palestinian or former Palestinian land, as The Dupes refuses to represent the 

Israeli state through visual referents. Instead, the film provides an image of Palestine’s 

history, unfolding it from the archives and “enfolding” the Israeli state, a powerful 

gesture that highlights the importance of the image to signify the past and to change the 

present. 

Further, this sequence lays out a pattern that will continue throughout the film, 

where the natural environment incites memory and produces history, and, as the 

characters get farther from Palestine and closer to death, the land represents their inability 

to visualize their past. However, at the start of the film, the characters access their 

individual pasts, as well as the history of Palestine and of the Arabs, when they look out 

at the landscape, at the sun, at the endless desert road that stretches ahead of them as they 

attempt to migrate from Palestinian refugee camps through Iraq to Kuwait. As Abū Qays 

gazes out at the Shaṭṭ al-‘Arab, he is bombarded by memories, loosely connected 

moments from his past that culminate in the battle scene amongst the olive trees. Ṣāliḥ 
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edits archival footage into this sequence, interweaving images of Palestinians registering 

for refugee camps with Abū Qays’s fictional story. In this moment the memories shift; 

they no longer contextualize the fictional character’s backstory, but instead the collective 

memory of Palestinians displaced by the Arab-Israeli war and the subsequent war in 

1967. Shots of peace talks and government deals that led to Palestinian loss of land and 

life in exile speed past depictions of children eating from a giant pot of slop, and 

Palestinians trapped behind high wire fences and impassible rows of cacti, gazing 

painfully at the land they lost. The quick succession of moving and still images creates a 

frenzy, fragments of history drawn together with the fictionalized representation of an 

uneducated peasant, disoriented by the shifting landscapes. Emphasizing how quickly it 

all happened, the film rushes through this archival footage, cutting in scenes from Abū 

Qays’s back story, and ending with a shot where the camera zooms into a barrier made of 

cacti––thorny desert plants as opposed to Abū Qays’s beloved olive trees––getting closer 

and closer until Abū Qays’s face is framed by the dense leaves and fruits. As if to 

demonstrate his experience since the war, he stands staring through the cacti with a look 

of utter confusion, dreaming of the life he’ll never have. 
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Figure 22. Still from The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn), 1972. Abū Qays framed by nopal, performed by 
Muḥammad Khayr Ḥalūwānī.  

 
Insisting on the visual “truth” of its representation, the film inserts fiction into the 

historical archive and memory of Palestine. Reconstructing history by including a 

character like Abū Qays, who will later regret his choice to emigrate by recalling that he 

should have taken the UNRWA [United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine 

Refugees in the Near East] aid and stayed near his home, The Dupes emphasizes the 

ability of the image to represent historical loss and to incite action. After depicting the 

war and the loss of Abū Qays’s village, the camera lingers in this setting, capturing 

images of the lush olive trees surrounded by clouds of smoke and fire. A cut shifts to the 

image of a group of refugees waking across a barren landscape before the film edits in 

archival footage of a refugee camp’s coiled fences and high walls, crammed full of 
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children and adults. The Dupes constructs a visual referent for Palestine’s archival 

demand by putting loss on display and piecing together footage of families registering for 

residence in the camps juxtaposed with footage of long tables of children eating bland 

food from enormous pots and footage of rows of nopal or ṣabr (“patience”) cacti, often 

used as a natural fence to mark borders between neighbors in Palestine, now representing 

a barrier of displacement. The Dupes edits footage of Abū Qays and his family into these 

camp scenes, positioning the character as enclosed by the symbolic cacti fencing his 

former home. In a glimpse in the direction of his loss, Abū Qays is shown looking 

through the border wall of cacti, as the film uses a shot reverse shot pattern to show the 

open land just on the other side of this natural fence. The living barrier set in opposition 

to the inanimate brick and wire of the refugee camp. In addition to illustrating Palestinian 

loss of land through the backstory of Abū Qays, the film archives the various “traitors” 

and governments, Arab and European, who traded away this plot of land. In this scene, a 

recruiter for Arab migrants to Kuwait speaks to Abū Qays in the refugee camp, trying to 

convince him to make the journey and support his family. The recruiter asks Abū Qays, 

“What are you waiting for?” His question implies that Abū Qays, like many Palestinians, 

has lost his land and village and he needs to move on. While the recruiter speaks, The 

Dupes flashes through images of Arab and European leaders sitting around enormous 

tables making deals that will have irreversible effects on Arab and Palestinian lives. 

Critiquing Arab rulers for throwing Palestine under the bus and trading unity for 

European cash, these archival images intertwine with Abū Qays’s story, illustrating that 
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by considering the choice posed by the recruiter he stands alongside the government 

officials who sold out Palestine. Migration is equal to giving up.  

 

 

Figure 23. Still from The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn), 1972. Abū Qays in the refugee camp (Khayr Ḥalūwānī).  

 
In her assessment of The Dupes’s political critique, Yaqub argues that the film 

offers a “broad critique of Arab politics.” As it links the peasant Abū Qays to Ibn Sa‘ud 

of Saudi Arabia and King Hussein of Jordan, Ṣāliḥ’s condemnation of Palestinians and 

their traitors becomes clear. Yaqub suggests that 

[Ṣāliḥ] critiques Arab governments—specifically that of King Hussein, the 

architect of the September 1970 massacre that earned him the label “Butcher of 

Amman.” Saleh critiques the Palestinian leadership that endangers its people by 
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acting without strategy, and most controversially he critiques Palestinians who 

attempt to escape their collective tragedy through individual salvation. He 

describes this as the logic of history: “No individual salvation is possible when 

one is an intrinsic part of a collective problem, of a ‘cause.’ However just and 

sympathetic such an individual quest may appear, it is a hopeless tragedy.” The 

dupes referenced in the title are, of course, Palestinians who have become the 

detritus of the world as a result of a lack of Arab or Palestinian strategy.90 

 

 

Figure 24. Still from The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn), 1972. From Abū Qays’s perspective in the refugee camp.  

 

   

 
                                                

90 Nadia Yaqub, Palestinian Cinema, 109.  
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Figure 25. A selection of archival footage from The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn), 1972. 
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The Dupes is a call to arms and a call to attention, not just for Arab states, but “‘for all the 

people of the Third World in general,’ … Tewfik Salah [sic] notes.”91 Denouncing the 

Arab governments, but also reproaching the Palestinians who seek “individual salvation” 

rather than staying to fight, the film inserts archival footage to submit this film into the 

historical record of the region. The use of archival footage thus “situates the film 

rigorously beyond the divide between fiction and documentary. Moreover, it foregrounds 

the film’s own discursivity as a ‘traveller.’ As a ‘traveller,’ the film, like its character 

(Abu Qais) who is recollecting his memories of the past, also has a memory. The film’s 

memory is composed of past images—preserved in archives—and is recalled by the 

insertion of this old filmic material.”92 Recognizing its own circulation as a document of 

traveling history, The Dupes’ use of archival footage insists that the film is not meant to 

“arouse pity, it is supposed to cause anger and violence,” since, as Ṣāliḥ suggests, “you 

cannot change the mentality and psychology of a people by playing to their sentiments to 

the point of provoking tears.” Instead, the film should “provoke in the spectator anger in 

the face of what he sees, a refusal to what he sees.”93 The archives in the film are 

presented as “witness” to the past: a stance that is meant to promote action rather than 

sympathy.94 The images of suffering children and refugee camps are not meant to induce 

a form of passive spectatorship; they are meant to provoke anger in the face of an 

injustice. The “refusal” here is not like the “refusal” in USIA productions, one that keeps 

                                                
91 Guy Hennebelle, “Arab Cinema,” Middle East Research and Information Project Reports, 52 

(1976): 7.  
92 Saloul, “‘Exilic Narrativity,’” 118.  
93 Letter from Ṣāliḥ to Ṭāhir Sharī‘ah from 1995 quoted in Yaqub, Palestinian Cinema in the Days 

of Revolution, 110.  
94 Saloul, “‘Exilic Narrativity,’” 119.  
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undesirable histories of Arabs unfolded to promote an image of modern capital, but 

instead, a refusal to the world of images that threatens the memory of betrayal and loss in 

the Middle East.  

Thus The Dupes’ “combative … spirit” calls out each of its characters for his role 

in Palestinian and Arab loss.95 As Abū Qays finds his way to Basra, Iraq, the film shows 

the old man negotiating with a corrupt smuggler, who refuses to take less than fifteen 

dinars for illegal passage to Kuwait. In a brilliant cut, the shot shifts from the smuggler’s 

discussion with Abū Qays to an identical conversation between the smuggler and As‘ad, 

who refuses to pay, but finds another, less-professional smuggler, who abandons As‘ad in 

the desert after handing him a kufiyah and instructing him to walk through the desert to 

be picked up on the other side. To transition, the film creates a sound bridge between the 

scene of As‘ad’s conversation with the smuggler and a cut to a long sequence of As‘ad 

lost in the desert, sweating and trying to catch his breath, and then dragging a checkered 

kufiyah at his feet and across the ground, a sign of defeat. In later shots the film depicts 

As‘ad against the blank white background of the desert. Here he traverses the blazing 

earth with his kufiyah wrapped around his face like a fidāʼī fighter. Like a beaten down 

revolutionary, he seems to give into the power of this land, a place that is not his own 

country and a place that marks his defeat. As he gazes out at the sun and the high sand 

dunes, he does not see memories of his distant past, but instead hears a voice from the 

present, the smuggler, as he details the path As‘ad should take through the desert. After 

attempting to locate the main road, he finds himself surrounded by dunes. The desert 

                                                
95 Bouzid, “New Realism in Arab Cinema,” 244-245. 
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looks the same in all directions, and he recalls himself telling the smuggler, “But I don’t 

know the area. I don’t know the area.” The camera circles around As‘ad, emphasizing the 

sameness of the desert that surrounds him, before it zooms in on his face, which wears an 

expression of loss; he is enclosed by someone else’s land, an unforgiving, unrecognizable 

country that offers no sign of relief. As‘ad, the young activist on the run from the 

Jordanian police, finds himself without land and without an army in the deserts of another 

Arab nation. While the film shows Abū Qays’s connection to the past through visual 

representations of the land, it depicts—as we shall see––As‘ad’s link to the present more 

frequently through auditory flashbacks, demonstrating their different orientations to 

Palestine and to ideas of homeland. As‘ad has less experience with the actual land of 

Palestine pre-1948, which the film represents as he gets lost in the desert, holding only 

the kufiyah given to him by the corrupt smuggler.  

The film’s initial characterization of As‘ad shifts between two competing 

modes—defensive and defeated—and in this way, his character signifies the emerging 

state of the Palestinian psyche, trapped between two sides of an unending battle, 

surrounded by corruption and enemies, but ready to fight back by any means necessary. 

Moreover, by making As‘ad a member of the Black September Organization, Ṣāliḥ 

highlights the failure of Arab states that profess a commitment to Arab unity. The 

fighting between Jordan and the PLO over attacks on the Israeli state represents a wound 

in the collective history of pan-Arabism. This shift in the story foregrounds the political 

aspirations of a unified Arab state, rallying behind the Palestinian cause while also 

looking at the larger picture: the intervention of Western governments and continual 
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attempts to colonize and control the Middle East and the arguable necessity of a 

collective Arab front to resist these. Further, it allows the film to criticize the corrupt 

officials in the Jordanian government and in the PLO, embodied in the roles of corrupt 

smugglers and inept border guards, who might pay lip service to the Palestinian cause, 

but do little to remedy the situation. Indeed, while Ṣāliḥ’s film critiques the Palestinian 

situation by presenting it as a defeat for all its resistant posture, it also critiques the lack 

of involvement of other Arab states, the failure of Palestinian forces, and the façade of 

Arab unity. Like Kanafani’s Men in the Sun, Ṣāliḥ’s Dupes presents a call to action for 

Palestinians and the surrounding Arab countries, while uncovering unsuccessful attempts 

toward, and masquerades of, Arab nationalism. In its controversial critique of 

Palestinians, The Dupes picks up on an aspect of C. F. Audebert’s critique of Kanafani’s 

novella. Audebert suggests that all four Palestinian characters—Abū Qays, As‘ad, 

Marwān, and Abū al-Khayzurān—are presented with several choices throughout the text, 

choices that offer both a mode of resistance and a narrative of surrender. Audebert also 

argues that the author and reader are presented with choices, and like Abū Qays, As‘ad, 

Marwān, and Abū al-Khayzurān, each must take responsibility for the choices they make. 

In this scheme, Audebert presents the tragic end to the story as a conscious choice by the 

protagonists, who knew that death was a possibility all along. In Kanafani’s novella, then, 

Audebert argues that understanding the “choices” of each character, and of the author and 

reader, determines the narrative’s critique, which Audebert discusses in relation to the 

title change in Ṣāliḥ’s adaptation, a change that presents the protagonists as “duped” or 

“deceived,” exonerating them from making choices about their predicament.96 
                                                

96 C.F. Audebert, “Choice and Responsibility in Rijāl Fī Al-Shams,” Journal of Arabic 
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Controversially, Audebert places responsibility on the Palestinians for their own deaths, 

as each chooses to ignore the risks of travel with Abū al-Khayzurān rather than travel 

with professional smugglers, even though they do not trust him. “The information 

provided by the narration alone,” Audebert suggests, “contradicts the idea that the three 

heroes have been deceived” or duped, and “the notion of deception would in effect 

relieve the main characters of any responsibility for their own actions by attributing any 

failure to conditions beyond their control.”97 The insistence on choice and responsibility 

in Audebert’s essay is complicated by the film’s insistence that “deception” does not 

“relieve the main characters” of responsibility. Instead, in Ṣāliḥ’s Dupes freedom of 

“choice” includes a consciousness of deception; the “dupes” know that the choice they 

make is loaded, because it requires them to perform as if they are deceived or deluded by 

their situation. However, all four men know the stakes of their migration and thus the 

film does not offer a critique of their delusion, but of their decisions to leave their 

homeland unattended as well as the decision of Arab nations to participate in selling out 

the Palestinian resistance. It demonstrates this through another option, the option 

provoked by the anger of the visual archive that The Dupes presents.  

By stirring its audience’s frustration with the characters’ willingness to be duped, 

The Dupes attempts to draw on the “revolutionary fervor” cited by Salti above. It 

demands an alternative archive and projects images intended to motivate Arab nationalist 

movements to overturn the defeats in 1967, to build on the momentum of global upheaval 

and social change, and to begin moving forward. As Yaqub argues, however, the way 

                                                                                                                                            
Literature 15 (1984): 77. 

97 Audebert, “Choice and Responsibility in Rijāl Fī Al-Shams,” 79.  
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forward is paved with many enemies, which The Dupes underscores through archival 

images. She writes: 

Saleh engages directly with the UNRWA photographs and films. As Abu Qays 

recalls his experiences in 1948 and his move from Palestine to a refugee camp, 

[Ṣāliḥ uses] documentary footage of the institutionalized relief … [and] politicizes 

the images by interspersing them with photographs of meetings among Arab and 

world leaders, a pointed reference to the negotiations and politicking about the 

Palestinian cause that have failed to ameliorate the Palestinian condition. In a 

clear reference to Black September, a photo of King Hussein flashes briefly on the 

screen at one point, just as a fida’i says, “In front of us are the Zionists and behind 

us are the traitors.”98 

Part of Abū Qays’s flashbacks, this memory presents political critique through the 

juxtaposition of image with voiceover and text, thereby situating the character’s 

relationship to the “cause” as conceptual rather than physical. The film also creates an 

auditory link between Abū Qays’s narrative and that of his younger companion, As‘ad, as 

the line “in front of us are the Zionists and behind us are the traitors” repeats as the young 

revolutionary loses his way in the desert. As‘ad does not have the same sensual 

connection to the earth as Abū Qays as he travels slowly through the desert, but he hears 

the revolutionary call, even if he abandons it to travel to Kuwait in fear for his life. When 

As‘ad’s memories are shown in flashback, he appears in enclosed spaces and tight 

interiors located in Jordan rather than Palestine, showing that his life has been marked 

and determined by exile and enclosure. When Abū Qays reaches the Shaṭṭ al-‘Arab, he 
                                                

98 Yaqub, Palestinian Cinema, 106-7. 
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plunges his hands into the soil and remembers his past in Palestine; as As‘ad crosses the 

desert, past and future become blotted out by the sun, grounding this character in the 

present between “Zionists” in the future and “traitors” of the past. The differences 

between characters signifies an articulation of varying political concerns for each 

generation of Palestinian males represented in the film. As‘ad feels compelled to deal 

with the current moment, with contemporary traitors, like King Hussein, because fighting 

lies behind and ahead. Yet he chooses to flee potential failure and death. As As‘ad stands 

surrounded by high sand dunes, disoriented by the landscape’s similarity in each 

direction, the film reproduces the experience of his exile—drawn to his historical 

homeland by political sentiment, but separated from its history and future. What matters 

is changing the present through action, not mourning or abandoning the past.  

Perhaps for this reason, the film introduces Marwān last, who is represented as a 

victim of the Palestinian past and present, although, not an innocent one. His flashbacks 

represent a further bind, his life enclosed by walls and rooms through a series of close-up 

shots and secret conversations. After his father and older brother abandon the family, 

Marwān leaves for Kuwait in hopes of making money to send to his mother and younger 

siblings. However, unlike As‘ad, whose relationship to the land feels disorienting and 

academic, Marwān’s is virtually nonexistent. In his memories, the film shows him always 

indoors listening to adults lie or make selfish decisions. Notably, The Dupes signifies 

both Marwān and As‘ad’s relationship to Palestine through sound bites and repetitions of 

others’ voices; Marwān hears the advice of his older brother as he contemplates his 

migration to Kuwait, and As‘ad hears the instructions from the smuggler as he stumbles 
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through the desert. Conversely, Abū Qays hears his own words on repeat, as he laments 

the loss of Palestine and of his beloved olive trees; his sound bites present a one-sided 

dialogue, where he speaks to his former village’s teacher, Master Salīm, who was shot by 

the unrepresentable Israeli soldiers in a 1948 skirmish.   

Marwān’s connection to the homeland is undeveloped, as he was only a child 

during the nakba and grew up knowing Palestine from the refugee camp, as a faded 

childhood memory. In the city of Basra, as he attempts to locate a smuggler and appears 

enclosed by the urban and foreign space, he roams aimlessly and appears unsettled in his 

surroundings. The only scene that locates Marwān in a natural environment depicts the 

character reading a letter from his brother who emigrated to Kuwait; as Marwān sits on a 

grassy hill, he learns that his brother has married in Kuwait and will no longer send 

money back to his family in the camp. Marwān realizes that he must quit school to begin 

making money for his family. This scene repeats multiple times in Marwān’s backstory, 

and it is juxtaposed with the moment when Marwān writes his own letter back home, 

from the roof of a hotel in Basra, where he informs his mother that he has arrived in 

Kuwait and will write when he finds his brother and locates work: an obvious lie. As 

Marwān reads the letter from his brother, the land that surrounds him generates the 

impetus for language and honesty about the loss of Palestinian land and the reality of 

those affected by this loss. Yet, it posits a solution of “individual salvation.” Initially 

motivated by a desire to help his family, Marwān’s brother left the camp to make money 

in Kuwait, but overtime he forgot his land and began setting down roots in the Gulf. This 

“individual salvation” comes at the expense of the collective—of both Marwān’s family 
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and Palestinians more generally—and it leads to the repetition of the act. In the film, 

Marwān prepares to leave his family in search of wealth in Kuwait, and the same goal 

prompted his brother’s migration. The Dupes places these two scenes together—Marwān 

reading his brother’s letter and Marwān writing his own letter—and stages the act of 

leaving as an act of forgetting. Marwān’s reality is set against the backdrop of a cityscape 

in a foreign land, and his mother will likely only receive his words after he’s gone, his 

dead body dumped on a pile of trash in the Kuwaiti desert. His future erased by the 

present, he lives on only in the language he commits to paper and sends back home, 

which speaks of his successful migration that never happened.  

The film uses the three generations of Palestinian men to perform three distinct 

ideas of the Arab in the film: the naïve child, the uneducated and backward peasant, and 

the politicized radical. Each draws on a stereotype, but more importantly, each represents 

a revolutionary failure through the metaphor of time. As Yaqub observes, Marwān and 

Abū Qays archive the struggle of Palestinian images pre- and post-1948 and the region’s 

failure to modernize. Marwān represents the younger generation, those who never 

experienced their homeland and whose identities are completely constructed in exile; 

Abū Qays represents the idyllic past, before 1948, through the dreams of a peasant who 

longs only to own a few olive trees. Marwān must forego a formal education in order to 

work for his family, as both his brother and father have failed to provide for his mother 

and siblings. In Marwān, who stands in metonymically for the children of the Palestinian 

diaspora, the film critiques the failure of both Palestinian and Arab nationalist 
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movements to provide a home and education for younger generations.99 Abū Qays, the 

most fleshed out of the three, archives the moment of loss, as The Dupes recreates a battle 

for his village and the aftermath of life as a refugee. As‘ad’s character archives the 

present, as he embodies the limitations produced by a loss of land and the failures of 

Arab governments. He is the young revolutionary figure on the run for acting against the 

“traitors” of the present, and yet, he appears ineffectual in his pursuit for justice. Like the 

past and future of Palestine, he too abandons the cause in search of security in the oil-rich 

Gulf, a region fully entrenched in Western imperial pursuits. 

Each man’s hunt for “individual salvation” manifests as an aspect of their 

different orientations to Palestine’s past, which becomes most visible before and after 

their first border crossing. In order to get to Kuwait, the men must hide in the tank at two 

separate checkpoints, and they survive its brutal heat during the first. In these scenes, The 

Dupes creates a visual metaphor between the loss of land and dignity and between the 

loss of identity and masculinity. In fact, masculinity as a performative modality of both 

identity and dignity appears in both the novella and the film, most notably in relation to 

Abū al-Khayzurān, who literally lost his physical “manhood” in the war of 1948, a fact 

he reveals to As‘ad just before the first border crossing. As the two men sit in the cab of 

the truck, Abū al-Khayzurān tells a speechless As‘ad about the war and a gunshot wound 

to his genitalia that damaged him irreparably. The spectator witnesses Abū al-

Khayzurān’s loss through flashbacks of the character lying flat on his back in a hospital 

gown, close-ups moving between his painful expression and the site of his bodily loss. 

Marwān and Abū Qays do not hear or see this story, as the two sit atop the tank baking in 
                                                

99 Yaqub, Palestinian Cinema, 119-20.  
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the hot sun; their restricted access is reflected in the scenes that follow. As the men 

prepare to enter the steaming water tank for the first time, they watch Abū al-Khayzurān 

struggle to open the hatch, but As‘ad sees something that his companions do not: he sees 

the effects of actions motivated by “individual salvation” embodied in Abū al-

Khayzurān’s loss, which the scene’s mise-en-scène implies. After exiting the vehicle in 

preparation for the first crossing, the four men stand outside the truck. Abū al-Khayzurān 

stands in the center with his back to the camera creating a visual separation between the 

three migrants: Abū Qays and Marwān stand together on the left side of the frame, and 

As‘ad stands alone on right. Splitting the characters reinforces the distance between them 

and what they know about their situation. As the three men—Abū Qays, As‘ad, and 

Marwān—observe Abū al-Khayzurān struggle to open the tank, the scene frames them 

together, but As‘ad’s body eclipses Abū Qays and Marwān, at once shielding them from 

the truth of their tragic fate and illustrating their restricted knowledge. As‘ad 

comprehends that this journey to Kuwait signifies the quest for “individual salvation” as 

a failure of the Palestinian cause. As the three prepare to enter the tank, As‘ad stands 

alone in the frame and Marwān and Abū Qays stand side-by-side.  
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Figure 26. Still from The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn), 1972. In front of the water tank. From left to right, As‘ad, 
performed by Bassām Luṭfī; Abū al-Khayzurān, performed by ‘Abd al-Raḥman al-Rashī; Abū Qays, performed by 

Muḥammad Khayr-Ḥalwānī; Marwān, performed by Ṣāliḥ Khuluqī  

 

Abū al-Khayzurān’s story frames both border crossings. As the four men make 

their collective journey across state lines, the only flashback shown is Abū al 

Khayzurān’s memory of loss, an image that repeats and becomes more frequent as the 

men travel closer to their tragic end. The reverberation of Abū al-Khayzurān’s memory 

consumes the man and the end of the film, signifying individual salvation as an act of 

forgetting the collective. At the first checkpoint, the men recognize their individual 

pursuits as an abandonment of the collective cause. After the first border crossing, 

though, all three men emerge from the tank with an understanding of their fate 
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represented by their exhaustion. Abū al-Khayzurān forcefully pulls Marwān and then 

Abū Qays from the tank to reveal that both men have stripped down to their underwear. 

 

Figure 27. Still from The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn), 1972. As‘ad eclipses Abū Qays and Marwān. From front to back, 
As‘ad (Luṭfī); Abū Qays (Khayr-Ḥalwānī); Marwān (Khuluqī ) 

 
 
As they crawl to the hot desert ground slowly and with difficulty, they find shade next to 

the vehicle and alternate using one another as a pillow. Conversely, As‘ad lifts himself 

out of the truck with relative ease, and he remains seated upright, with only his shirt 

removed. Describing this scene Yaqub writes that “the visual contrast is striking. Assad 

looks like a laborer, but Marwan and Abou Kaiss in briefs soiled by their sweat and the 

rust inside the tank … so loose around their hips and legs that they barely cover their 

private parts, have been utterly stripped of both their cultural identity and their 
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masculinity.”100 During this same scene, Marwān lies on his back in his underwear, 

resting his head on his hands with his eyes open. Abū Qays lies curled in a fetal position, 

his eyes closed, and his head resting on Marwān’s thigh while his face, buried in shadow, 

is turned toward the ground. Voicing a line that does not appear in Kanafani’s story,  

Marwān says, “We are all lost … we shouldn’t have come. We’re moving backwards.” 

 

                                                
100 Yaqub, “The Dupes,” 121.  

 

Figure 28. Still from The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn), 1972. As‘ad (Luṭfī) 
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In this moment of clarity, Marwān, lying on the desert ground with an old peasant in his 

lap, understands what has been lost and he seems to see the future more clearly than the 

older men with whom he travels. The migration is a mistake. Leaving the homeland 

unattended, forced to travel through the unforgiving space of the desert, Marwān 

recognizes that migration is not an option, while also recognizing the impossibility of 

return. Marwān concludes that Arabs are indeed “moving backwards”: moving farther 

from the goal and losing their grip on their land by forming alliances with Western 

powers. As both men lie in the shade of the truck that will later suffocate them to death, 

the youngest of them pronounces the failure and foreshadows the end.  

	
	

Figure 29. Still from The Dupes (al-Makhdū‘ūn), 1972. Marwān (Khuluqī ) and  Abū Qays (Khayr-Ḥalwānī); 
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The four men get back into the truck to move on to the second checkpoint; Abū 

Qays and Marwān ride in the cab with Abū al-Khayzurān and As‘ad rides on the top. As 

the foursome drives through the space between the borders of Iraq and Kuwait, it is 

evident that each one of them knows what Marwān has predicted. By this point, Marwān 

is asleep in the cab with his head resting on Abū Qays’s shoulder—the boy seems to have 

accepted his fate. As‘ad, however, struggles to engage his past: as he sits atop the truck, 

his shirt wrapped around his head, he tries to remember. By this point in the film, Abū al-

Khayzurān has donned As‘ad’s kufiyah, which the latter had received from the smuggler 

who duped him earlier in the film. Thus a symbol of Palestine/Palestinian resistance—the 

kufiyah—has been coopted by a deceiver, as this detail visually links the Palestinian Abū 

al-Khayzurān to the corrupt system of migration, one that contributes to the complicity of 

Arab governments in the occupation of Palestine. Situated in the sun on top of the metal 

water tank, As‘ad hears his memory, but he can no longer see any bits of his past clearly; 

the visual referent emerges in fragments blotted out by the blazing sun. He looks for his 

memories as he stares into the expansive desert before him, unable to fully produce the 

image, as even the flashback seems blinded by the light. The desert landscape and glaring 

sun also betray Abū Qays and Abū al-Khayzurān, who are now similarly unable to 

visualize their pasts, a failure the film represents with a hazy, white screen where 

memories should be.  

As each character realizes what they have lost and abandoned in pursuit of 

individual salvation, the film’s epigraph transforms the links between cultural identity 

and masculinity presented in the first border crossing into an historical imperative. The 
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opening and closing statement of the film—“And my father once said, a man without a 

homeland will have no grave in the earth, and he forbade me to leave”—archives 

historical production as a pronouncement and a commandment of the father. Rather than 

depict an image of catharsis in a tragic story of three “duped” men, the film presents a 

demand for the archive and for the collective. As three generations of Palestinian men 

abandon their homeland, losing both their identity and dignity, Ṣāliḥ’s film gestures 

toward an abandonment of history, where the roots of the Palestinian and the larger Arab 

historical narrative are passed down through the authority of the father’s command. This 

patriarchal lineage—problematic for its reproduction of Western stereotypes that insist on 

a male-dominated Arab culture that is somehow distinct from patriarchal structures in the 

West—becomes tied to masculine honor that is realized through a commitment to the 

collective. While The Dupes makes this loss of masculinity a visible metaphor in the film, 

it also creates a more abstract image of cultural identity that is connected to history and 

its collection of time. Masculinity is at stake, as it is with most cultural productions, but 

the notion of pulling history together for a decisive political statement through cinematic 

technique takes precedence in Ṣāliḥ’s film. The use of flashback and various modes of 

memory generated from the environment highlight a key element in the production of 

history and of what it means to be Arab in transnational film space.   

As the three men travel to their final destination, the sun blinds Abū Qays, and its 

obtrusive light seems to burn through the film and blot out the history of Arab unity. 

Unable to conjure an image of home, Abū Qays confronts Marwān’s realization that their 

migration was a mistake. Voiceover allows the man’s thoughts to be heard aloud: “It 
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would have been better for you to eat the flour of the UNRWA and to be humiliated by 

the officials for a crust of bread, don’t you think?” As the sun scorches the earth and 

prepares to bake the three Palestinian migrants, the film presents a double bind: staying 

leads to humiliation and leaving brings death. In her book Arab Cinema Travels, Kay 

Dickinson introduces her work with a discussion of The Dupes and the ways that it fits 

into a paradigm of circulation and migration in Arab cinema and literature. She quotes 

Ṣāliḥ, who she suggests outlines the film’s use of movement between borders and place 

when he says, “I consider The Dupes an eminently mobilizing film … My method 

consists of trying to touch people, trying to move them so as to lead them towards 

reflection.”101 While she uses this line to draw out the relationship between movement 

and mobilization, I transpose it here to emphasize the narrative shift that occurs after 

Marwān’s statement about “moving backwards” and Abū Qays’s realization that he 

should have stayed put. If Ṣāliḥ wants his film to mobilize viewers or incite revolutionary 

fervor in his audience, then why show three men trapped by their decision to migrate—

who have recognized its imminent failure—yet who decide to complete their migration 

anyway? In line with Ṣāliḥ’s political project, the men’s steadfast commitment to moving 

along the path set out in front of them calls Arab nations to rally and change by showing 

them what complicity looks like. Ṣāliḥ’s use of “dupes” does not only refer to Abū Qays, 

As‘ad, Marwān, Abū al-Khayzurān and Palestinians, as Audebert implies, but it refers to 

all Arab nations and attempts to “mobilize” an end to corruption and produce an 

imperative to reclaim their land. This declaration is most evident in the ominous 

                                                
101 Kay Dickinson, Arab Cinema Travels: Transnational Syria, Palestine, Dubai, and Beyond 

(London, Palgrave/British Film Institute, 2016), 4.  
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statement that bookends the film’s narrative. At the start of the film, the epigraph 

foreshadows its brutal ending, but at the end, it represents a call to action. Bookending 

the film with the epigraph sheds light on Marwān’s statement, “We are all lost … We are 

moving backwards,” and Ṣāliḥ’s adaptation of The Dupes uses cinema to suggest an Arab 

unity that does not forget the past. Instead, the film insists on a mode of filmmaking and 

archiving that moves with an eye toward the future, one that is constituted by the earth—

by land and soil and olive trees—and by an idea of home and a commitment to it through 

its representation. Even in the face of the 1967 defeat, after which Ṣāliḥ adapts the story 

of Men in the Sun, it is necessary to create a space for the archive, to make it visible, and 

to call for action. Everything else “moves backwards” and repeats the defeat. 

The failed migration in the film posits a warning to the circulation of films like 

The Dupes. In her essay on the relationship between North and sub-Saharan African 

cinema, Viviane Saglier discusses projects of pan-Africanism and pan-Arabism through 

film, looking at the ways that circulation and exhibition highlight overlaps and 

distinctions. She focuses on the Rencontres Internationales pour un Nouveau Cinéma, a 

conference held in Montreal in 1974, which invited top filmmakers from North and sub-

Saharan Africa to participate in a discussion on “Third World filmmaking.” Among these 

filmmakers, Ṣāliḥ was the sole Arab, a representative of a pan-Arab cinema that, like its 

pan-African counterpart, began to align itself with Latin American “Third Cinema” 

movements and efforts to visualize global anti-colonial struggles and revolutions through 

cinema. Saglier argues that  
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what these different contexts teach us is both the concrete achievements at 

developing regional and national de-colonized film structures and style, and the 

fact that these initiatives constantly had to wrestle and negotiate with state politics 

that did not always envision the national independence in anti-hegemonic terms. 

More often than not, the new Arab and African states maintained ties with the 

former colonizers, and it made it harder for individual filmmakers to help 

elaborate national institutional structures that would be clear of all imperialist 

influences. Arguably, a certain colonial influence had always remained in the 

development of national initiatives.102 

Saglier cites the NFO’s intentionally political content as part of this anti-colonial effort 

and suggests that Ṣāliḥ’s Dupes offers the clearest example of the organization’s agenda, 

as the pan-Arab film “par excellence.” However, her reading also emphasizes the role of 

exhibition in this process, illustrating that these films screened in Canada rather than the 

Third World, and the conversation about “Third World cinema” also took place at the 

Canadian conference. Her claim highlights the reality of a film like Ṣāliḥ’s Dupes, which 

screened minimally in the Arabic-speaking world, but put the director on the radar of 

European, American, and Canadian cinephiles. In international distribution, The Dupes’ 

message to Arabs becomes muddled by the context of the film’s actual exhibition, and 

Sāliḥ’s call to revolutionize cinema as a project of Arab unity is instead put in the service 

of a larger global anti-colonial effort. In a way, The Dupes helps to mobilize the 

Palestinian cause as a rallying cry for Arab nationalism, but it also inserts the cause into 
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discourses of Third-World solidarity and the colonial use of cinema to represent 

humanitarian crises on film, which, as I discuss in Chapter 4, will become one of the 

dominant images used to portray the Middle East. While distribution and global efforts to 

politicize cinema in service of the revolutionary fervor of the 1960s and 1970s feels like a 

positive outcome, and the links to Third Cinema provide a useful way of framing Ṣāliḥ’s 

film, such internationalism strips the film of its specificity, and its place in a larger 

history of attempts to visualize the Arab nation. In Bouzid’s discussion on “New 

Realism” in Arab cinema, he suggests that the outliers—filmmakers like Ṣāliḥ—who 

attempted to represent Arab political and social issues in their filmmaking started to 

“fle[e] their homelands.” “Feeling rootless,” he continues, “they felt the need to soar out, 

as it were, of a place that could no longer sustain them. Even their ciné clubs at home 

could not mitigate their sense of alienation. But seeking refuge in the West is 

dangerous.”103 

 Like the three Palestinian men in Kanafani’s novel and Ṣāliḥ’s adaptation, 

“seeking refuge” in a country with Western sympathies and ties “is dangerous,” and even 

deadly. In search of “individual salvation,” the outliers, the “refugee” filmmakers, begin 

to leave their homelands for something else. Bouzid suggests that the dependency of 

Arab, North African, and Third World filmmakers on Western recognition emerges from 

a much larger failure of the systems in place in Arab nations to “sustain them,” in 

addition to the failing projects of Arab unity as anything more than talk. For example, the 

NFO participated in archiving and circulating the Palestinian cause as its primary 

political project, which it also deployed to rally Arab nationalism more generally. 
                                                

103 Bouzid, “New Realism in Arab Cinema,” 250.   
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However, this commitment to visualizing and disseminating the question of Palestine as 

central to Arab nationalist movements also masked the NFO’s practices of censorship and 

corruption in Syria, as it avoided and overlooked everyday social issues in Syria and 

instead exceeded the borders of the nation to address the broader subject of pan-Arab 

identity. Salti argues that “humiliating” defeats by Israeli forces in 1948, 1967, and 1973 

created a sense of “betrayal” amongst Arab nations, one that used “Palestine as a 

metaphor” for the injustices of modern capital and foreign intervention.104 Thus, as 

Arabness was being redefined through image and circulation and through intentional 

modes of archiving at the state level and attempts to disseminate those messages 

internationally, the issues within individual nation-states—like Syria—were buried under 

the umbrella cause of Palestinian return. Moreover, state failures also stifled certain 

political messages and voices in favor of others, and the corruption of Arab nationalist 

movements and continued foreign involvement led to the unfortunate situation of the 

Middle East today, even while films like The Dupes carved a space within the archive of 

revolutionary cinema for Arab voices through a visualization of Palestinian loss.  

The conflicting calls for revolution emerge most strikingly at the end of Ṣāliḥ’s 

film. As the three Palestinians suffocate in the water tank, Kanafani’s novella notably 

presents their death as silent. Abū al-Khayzurān goes into the second checkpoint, but as 

the border guards stall and tease him about a woman, the men die without a fight, and the 

story ends with the echo of Abū al-Khayzurān’s voice: “Why didn’t you knock on the 

sides of the tank? Why didn’t you bang the sides of the tank? Why? Why? Why?”105 The 
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question seems to address the landscape and the empty desert merely echoes Abū al-

Khayzurān’s words. In Kanafani’s Men in the Sun, this ending criticizes Palestinians and 

Arab national movements for not speaking up and stepping up to colonial rule and 

intervention, for not stopping the nakba and claiming the land for Palestinians. But 

Kanafani’s version is most critical of Palestinians themselves, for when he wrote the 

novella there were no organized fronts against Israel’s claim to Palestine. In Ṣāliḥ’s film, 

as the men asphyxiate in the tank, they knock, deafeningly and persistently. The window-

unit air conditioners drown out their banging, representing the infiltration of Western 

capitalists, but the men die in protest, in action, showing a readiness and an attempt to 

survive even if it means getting caught. According to Yaqub, when Ṣāliḥ made his film, 

“Palestinian political groups had become key players in Arab leftist politics and were 

engaged militarily in demanding Palestinian rights,” and this shift made Kanafani’s 

ending “no longer relevant.”106 In Audebert’s assessment, the end of Men in the Sun 

emphasizes that “nothing is dictated by some insurmountable fate,” and in the end when 

the men do not knock it shows that they have a choice in the story. Audebert argues that 

“nothing is irreversible because the heroes can save their own lives until the very last 

minute by deciding to take action.”107 However, in Ṣāliḥ’s adaptation, even the choice to 

knock on the side of the tank does not save the men from their fate. In fact, it illustrates 

that the current clamoring is not loud enough to drown out the influence of Gulf oil and 

Western dollars. Revolution is not about one choice, but about continual choices and an 

ongoing uprising against the hegemony of occupation as well as economic and cultural 
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control. Images represent an important first step in the transformation of power relations 

between Western imperialists and Arab nationalists. 

Ṣāliḥ’s ending also connects the film to other examples of “Third Cinema” and 

global anti-capitalist and anti-colonial movements. The final scene depicts Abū al-

Khayzurān as he drops the three men’s bodies onto a heap of garbage in the Kuwaiti 

desert. As the camera pulls back, framing their three scorched and naked bodies, Abū 

Qays’s hand is raised and frozen in time as if he’s trying to make a fist, a symbolic 

revolutionary pose. His half-formed fist fills the center of the frame against the backdrop 

of Kuwaiti oil fields in the distance, a visual referent for the effects of Western 

intervention. Stripped of their clothes and their belongings by their Palestinian brother, 

the three men are left unburied atop a pile of trash, as the text reappears at the bottom of 

the screen, “And my father once said, a man without a homeland will have no grave in 

the earth, and he forbade me to leave.” Demanding an image of revolution rather than one 

of defeat, the final image rebukes Palestinian and Arab complicity in Western 

imperialism, and The Dupes envisions the end to the story where “individual salvation” is 

placed above the “collective problem”: there will be “no grave in the earth” and no place 

in the archive.  
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Figure 30. Still from the final scene of The Dupes (al-Makhdū'ūn), 1972. 

The Price of Individual Salvation 

At first glance, The Dupes and al-Nader have little to say to one another, and as I 

argue above, they articulate the political chasm between Syria and Lebanon in the 1960s 

and 1970s as well as the discordant relationships between Arab nations and the United 

States during this period. However, each represents a similar process, one that uses visual 

media to express nationalist desires through a relationship with other nations. The Dupes 

articulates a vision of pan-Arabism and a critique of its failures to incite revolution and 

unification throughout the region, and al-Nader exhibits a departure from Arabism to 

promote Western ideals and propaganda and to affirm the uniqueness of Lebanon 

amongst other Arab nations. Demonstrating two different futures for “the Arab nation” in 

relation to the rest of the world, each archives an instance of state interests disseminated 
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through moving image and through critique of the present state of the nation. The Dupes 

projects instances of hypocrisy, where commitments to the Palestinian cause appear as lip 

service by surrounding Arab nations, countries that trade nationalism for politics and give 

into Western desires for Middle East oil and access. Al-Nader stages critique through 

comparison, where U.S. progress and technology are set alongside the Lebanese nation’s 

failure to modernize, represented by its host’s numerous visits to sites of industrial 

production and space technology, in the first case, and to historical ruins and provincial 

landscapes, in the second. When read together, these two examples show opposing 

responses to the effects of colonial intervention in the twentieth century, one a refusal of 

Western discourse and the other an appeal thereto. Unfolding different aspects of 

experience, The Dupes and al-Nader archive the possibilities of the future as they draw 

on their present, the historical moment of their construction, which saw both global 

challenges to capitalism, fascism, and imperialism as well as the consolidation of wealth, 

power, and land.  

Yet, The Dupes and al-Nader require circulation and migration. Their very 

condition of possibility relies on Western nations: al-Nader is produced with U.S. 

funding through the USIA, and The Dupes screened in the West and put Ṣāliḥ on the 

radar of European and American film aficionados. Al-Nader parades the innovation of the 

United States for its Arabic-speaking audience, and numerous episodes provide visual 

referents for U.S. mechanisms of force, from scientific research to military strength. In its 

format, the show not-so-subtly recommends that the Lebanese government stay on good 

terms with the United States, lest it feel the wrath of U.S. stealth fighters. The Dupes 
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rallies against migration and the West, suggesting that rootedness is necessary to win the 

fight against Western imperial control. Yet the film relies on transnational migration and 

circulation; Ṣāliḥ’s migration from Egypt to Syria to work with the NFO marks one level 

of migration, and the exhibition of his film marks another. But as the film moves through 

European and American film networks, how do its images change? What do they lose in 

migration? As Bouzid argues, “seeking refuge in the West is dangerous.”108 It risks losing 

the specificity of Arab images and undermines the engaged political projects of 

filmmakers like Ṣāliḥ. Further, such migrations are dangerous because they do not 

provide refuge, but instead become another instance of enfolding, consuming, and 

domesticating Arab images, and as Bouzid fears, “then we would have let the defeat 

which had given rise to some spectacular creations be the undoing of any such works in 

the future.”109 

In the final shot of The Dupes, the looming presence of oil refineries in the 

background hangs over the dead bodies of the three Palestinians. Their choice to emigrate 

for “individual salvation” appears as a threat to the history their bodies might otherwise 

tell, as they lie, stripped of their identities. Western imperial histories have no place for 

these three men. The historical record of the men and women they represent threatens to 

disappear, and The Dupes identifies this threat and attempts to incite Arabs to take 

control of their history by recognizing their complicity in Western hegemony. As 

Marwān indicates, migration is giving up, it is “moving backwards”: migration performs 

the archive of Western desire and expansion into the Middle East, a desire which leaves 
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three Palestinians without a home, without a grave, and without identity as their bodies 

rot on a pile of trash in the unforgiving desert sun. As I discuss in the next chapter, 

similar images—those that depict the annihilation of Arab communities and bodies—will 

become part of the Western archive and hegemonic control of the Middle East, as such 

images continue to be produced and consumed for Western audiences and deployed in 

“humanitarian projects.”  
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Chapter 4 
Formatted to Fit Your Screen: Digital Media, Festival Films, and the Syrian War 

 
To act is to share in the community of actions recorded as images. 

 
—Susan Sontag, “Regarding the Torture of Others”1 

 
 Visibility is a trap. 

 
   —Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish2 

 
 

In a review of Silvered Water, Syria Self-Portrait, Jay Weissberg describes what 

viewers should expect in the documentary film: “young men viciously beaten and 

humiliated by soldiers; unarmed protestors shot and killed; murdered children in their 

caskets.”3 A regular reviewer of Middle Eastern cinema—documentary and narrative—

Weissberg describes several brutal scenes for his readers after viewing Silvered Water’s 

premiere at the Festival de Cannes in 2014. In his tagline, Weissberg calls the film “a 

necessary, often unbearable documentary that bears vital witness to the horrors of Syria’s 

civil war.” 4 In many ways, his portrayal accurately describes the film and sufficiently 

warns readers about the violence it presents, but his review provokes several questions 

about the relationship between the film and the spectator. The first is his reference to the 

Syrian conflict as a “civil war.” In 2014, when this film first screened, the war had been 

complicated by the intervention of various countries and organizations in the Middle 

East, Europe, and the United States. Therefore, calling it a “civil war” feels like an 
                                                

1 Susan Sontag, “Regarding the Torture of Others,” The New York Times Magazine, May 23, 2004. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2004/05/23/magazine/regarding-the-torture-of-others.html. 

2 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (New 
York: Vintage Books, 1995), 200.  

3 Jay Weissberg, “Cannes Film Review: Silvered Water, Syria Self-Portrait,” Variety, May 16, 
2014. http://variety.com/2014/film/festivals/cannes-film-review-silvered-water-syria-self-portrait-
1201183212/. 

4 Weissberg, “Cannes Film Review.” 
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attempt to attribute the violence to Syria and Syrians rather than account for the 

international and geopolitical realities of the conflict, realities that might implicate some 

its western viewers. Second, his tagline assumes that the documentary, and with it the 

image more generally, is able to “bear witness” to the situation on the ground. His 

reading of the film does not account for the filmmaking process that shapes the “reality” 

of any documentary project and it presumes that the representation of an event is real 

enough. Perhaps more significantly, though, Weissberg suggests that the film, rather than 

the spectator, bears “vital witness” to Syria’s war, and viewing becomes linked to the 

film itself rather than its audience at Cannes. Weissberg’s use of the term “vital” 

performs the practice of seeing as if from inside the film, and playing on the dual 

meaning of “vital,” his reading implies that Silvered Water’s witness is both essential and 

lively. Representing “the horrors of Syria’s civil war” bears necessary witness to that 

experience, and Weissberg’s review positions the film as capable of energetically 

grasping the reality of Syria’s violence. The film provides a container for the 

“unbearable” images of Syria war, which for Weissberg is akin to “witness[ing]” and 

putting on display a “selective unfolding” of the situation in Syria, a narrative that 

corroborates Western viewers’ “experience” of the Middle East. Thus, when Weissberg 

positions the film as “witness” to the brutality of Silvered Water’s images, this assertion 

certainly raises the question, for whom: the spectator, the film, or Syrians?  

Silvered Water, directed by Ossama Mohammed and Wiam Simav Bedirxan, edits 

together found footage, mostly from cell-phones, collected from various civilians and 
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soldiers living in Syria.5 As an aesthetically complex documentary circulating at 

prominent film festivals amidst international concern about the “humanitarian crisis” in 

Syria, the film provides a telling case study in the ways contemporary images of Arabs 

and the Middle East are consumed and interpreted. Indeed, its use of critical self-

reflexive techniques that confront and negotiate ingrained modes of interpretation is the 

basis for my exploration in the pages that follow. I begin my analysis with Weissberg’s 

review, because it highlights key aspects of the discourses that shape the reception of 

cinematic representations of Syria, in particular, and Arabs and the Middle East more 

generally, especially when those images are exhibited at festivals. The film presents a 

stock pile of what Sonia Tascón calls “humanitarian images,” images that make the film 

feel like the brutal truth for the spectator, because they present endless repetitions of 

violence. Presenting the humanitarian crisis in Syria, Silvered Water’s images are read in 

the West as an unmediated look at events on the ground. For Tascón, such images 

reproduce an idea that “people from the non-affluent world [are] experiencing persistent 

and consistent violence or disaster; emergencies or catastrophic situations of deprivation 

and displacement; war, unrest, and genocide.”6 Tascón calls this the “humanitarian gaze,” 

a mode of viewing that “reflects and reproduces geopolitical power, as much as [it] 

shapes the spectator of visual activist material.”7 Thus, when Weissberg’s reading of the 

film takes agency away from the filmmakers, and instead, places it with the film, he 

                                                
5 Silvered Water, Syria Self-Portrait, directed by Ossama Mohammed and Wiam Simav Bedirxan 

(2014; Cannes: Doc and Film International).  
6 Sonia Tascón, “Watching Others’ Troubles: Revisiting ‘The Film Act’ and Spectatorship in 

Activist Film Festivals,” Activist Film Festivals: Towards a Political Subject, eds. Sonia Tascón and Tyson 
Wils (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017), 26. 

7 Tascón, “Watching Others’ Troubles,” 26. 
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reiterates this act of viewing, one that proposes an unmediated view into Syria’s war by 

insisting that the spectator will “bear witness” through the film’s authentic images. 

However, consumed by mostly western audiences, the film can only enter dominant 

discourse, where circulating images of Syria’s violence take actual events and transform 

them into a performance of war for festival attendees. While the film critically engages 

its own flawed form, Weissberg’s review appropriates the suffering of everyday Syrians 

for the spectator, where the palatable and recognizable form—the documentary—

converts instances of war into an art film traded on the global market of world cinema. 

Framed by Weissberg’s review, the fragments of Syria’s war coalesce in Silvered Water 

as a new form of orientalist myth, where Aladdin and his lamp are transformed into the 

oppressed and his bombed-out apartment building. The imperial imaginary reduces the 

Arab to dictators and victims, and photographs of the unending violence done to brown 

bodies displace the images of magical jinn. Further, what Weissberg suggests is 

“necessary” about these images folds back into a capitalist model, one where the images 

of Syrian death become part of the entertainment industry.  

Circulation on festival networks undermines the revolutionary possibility of such 

films, whose self-reflexive presentation always already suggests a kind of resignation to 

that fact. The hopeful declarations of Third Cinema theorists that “Third World film 

culture provides a critical theory particular to Third World needs” become subsumed by 

capitalist modes of film distribution, drawing films into the local space of the festival and 

what Bill Nichols calls the “humanist coloration of a great family of man.”8 Put 

                                                
8 Bill Nichols, “Global Image Consumption in the Age of Late Capitalism,” East-West Film 

Journal 8, no 1 (January 1994): 69.  
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differently, the festival makes its submissions equal in the eyes of the spectator, rendering 

the film as evidence of a universal cinematic language, like the universal message of the 

folktale. Silvered Water becomes “necessary” for its ability to translate and decode the 

specificity of Syria’s war into a coherent collection of images that reproduce the crisis for 

distribution across international lines.  

Festival distribution and exhibition strip the film of its critical apparatus, a 

process in which the reviewer often participates. Weissberg makes the film a mere 

“witness” to the unbearable scenes of Syria’s war; this film is meant for international 

consumption and it is meant to show international audiences the real situation of Syria’s 

violence. Reviewing Silvered Water, Fionnuala Halligan writes that the film shows 

“agonising images onscreen – from beatings to executions to the bodies of dead children 

[images that] should not, in theory, be surprising: we know, or ought to know, what is 

taking place there.”9 The film, as Halligan situates it, gives the western festivalgoer what 

they expect: Syrian death. We know what is taking place there. In their reviews, 

Weissberg and Halligan take agency from Silvered Water by suggesting that meaning is 

an essential quality of the image. The film “bears witness” to the “unbearable”—and 

through this the viewer sees what they already know. Coded by its documentary form, the 

film trades Syria on the global market of world cinema. However, it also presents 

something even more sinister, a closed loop of circulating violence, not within Syria, but 

within circulation and cinema itself. With a recognition that Syrian death is nothing more 

than entertainment for non-Syrian audiences, the film’s images do not just “bear 

                                                
9 Fionnuala Halligan, “Silvered Water: Syria Self-Portrait,” Screen Daily, May 14, 2015, 
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witness,” but instead demonstrate the ways that seeing is already predetermined by media 

production.  

In Kaori Shoji’s review of Silvered Water before its theatrical release in Japan in 

2016, she compares the film to Alain Resnais’ Hiroshima, Mon Amour, as the translated 

Japanese title of the film insists on this connection: Silvered Water, Syria Self-Portrait is 

rendered Syria, Mon Amour by its Japanese distributors. By making the film relatable to 

its audience, this title draws connections between the destruction of Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki at the end of the Second World War, the fetishization of Resnais’ New Wave 

film, and the contemporary situation in Syria: a catastrophic and ongoing war causing 

many to seek refuge elsewhere. Yet, Kaori tells her audience, “Silvered Water is without 

doubt a harrowing experience — but for anyone fortunate to be in an industrialized 

nation, it’s an essential one.”10 Kaori insists that viewing is “essential,” and Weissberg 

calls the film “necessary.” For Kaori, viewing is “harrowing” and “essential” for the 

western viewer, and the change in title elaborates on why. By recalling Hiroshima, the 

Japanese distributors of Silvered Water demonstrate that Japan has moved past the 

devastation of war brought by U.S. bombs, and now, counting itself among the 

“industrialized nations,” audiences in this country can partake in the “harrowing 

experience” of viewing violence, chaos, and death from a distance. While her review 

presents a glimmer of hope for Syrians and Syria with this oblique reference to Japan’s 

successful recovery 70 years after the Second World War, her gesture toward this 
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possibility for Syria’s future is overshadowed by her appeals to the necessity of viewing 

its violent present. 

In Kaori’s review of the film, the spectator plays a more central role in the process 

of authentication. She writes, “no matter how hard you brace yourself, the film will shred 

your nerves, wring your heart dry and leave you enveloped by a sadness so pervasive 

you’ll be left speechless.” You should “brace yourself” and be prepared to enter a world 

of pervasive sadness, but if you live in an industrialized nation, it is “essential” to 

experience this film. For Weissberg, what is “necessary” in the film is the veritable 

archive of images of Syria’s war. For Kaori, Silvered Water serves as an essential 

reminder of difference between the Middle East and the “industrialized nation[s].” Each 

review makes clear that the film is a “harrowing experience,” one that is necessary to 

maintain a certain panoptic view of how the other lives. 

In this chapter, I focus on the “humanitarian crisis” at international film festivals, 

the primary screening network for Middle Eastern cinema. Specifically, I look at how 

circulation of documentary cinema, and in particular, of contemporary films about the 

Syrian war, struggles to overcome the racist and essentializing perspectives of the 

“humanitarian gaze” produced by what Peter Bloom calls the “colonial media 

apparatus.”11 Many films, Silvered Water included, attempt to draw attention to the ways 

in which cinematic techniques produce views of “reality” that are fundamentally western 

and imperial, only to be thwarted by networks of distribution, where world cinema finds 

meaning only in reception. I do not focus on the war itself or its representation, but on 
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how and why documentary films about war screen for limited and specialized audiences 

at international film festivals. I argue that Silvered Water, and films like it, gain 

recognition from the global community not because viewers connect to their images, but 

because the films promote a counter-identification that highlights and maintains a 

difference between the viewing “West” and the dying Middle East—that is, as much as 

they try to undo the “world” of world cinema created at and by the festival, their images 

are often folded back into the very world they critique upon viewing. Coupled with the 

dynamics of international and regional film festivals, these depictions of war and crisis 

undermine the archival practices of such events and their histories in the production of 

world cinema. I track the ways that images of violence, suffering, and death from places 

like Syria travel across global markets to local theaters and how they are traded and 

passed from festival to festival, screening venues that serve as forums for the spectacle of 

the humanitarian crisis: exhibitions that generate profits for the festivals rather than the 

filmmakers and events that breed a view of the “world” as one that can be regulated by 

image production.  

This chapter focuses on Silvered Water to think through what makes its 

“unbearable” images “necessary” for industrialized audiences. Considering the 

relationship between the festival and its archive of war images, my reading of 

contemporary Syrian documentary film aims to sketch out a method for thinking about 

world cinema’s reliance on reception at international film festivals. I argue that in the 

practice of collecting films in a festival program, into the singular space and time of the 

festival’s run, as well as alongside the larger archive and networks of current and past 
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screenings, a fixed mode of interpretation emerges: a form of viewing that follows each 

film as it travels to smaller festivals and a practice of looking that repeats colonial 

impulses.  

Integral to this argument is an analysis of the methods of collection and 

remediation in the festival network which reproduce what Bloom calls the “colonial 

media apparatus,” an addendum to “the cinematographic apparatus” that calls attention to 

the imperial gaze embedded in cinema’s history and practice.12 As Bloom argues in his 

work on French colonial documentary, spectators view images from colonized or 

formerly colonized places through an ethnographic lens, one that positions the space and 

people depicted as in need of humanitarian aid. This type of viewing and filmmaking 

creates the mechanisms through which we see the “humanitarian crisis” more generally: 

images of suffering and violence put on display to justify international and imperial 

interventions, the crisis folded into   

the media flow of victimization, the throbbing head, bulging eyes, and shrunken 

body of the victim [that] cries out for help to the consuming individuated Western 

subject, who can pay for a life by choosing to donate income that would otherwise 

be spent on the frivolity of attending the opera, installing a swimming pool, 

etcetera.13 

As Bloom argues here, the “figure of the geographically remote ‘victim’” maintains 

difference between the spectator and those onscreen, “fram[ing] humanitarian action in 

opposition to the culture of consumptive gluttony,” transforming the “Third World” crisis 

                                                
12 Bloom, French Colonial Documentary, ix 
13 Ibid.  
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into a cause for the Western viewer. While the archive is always political when viewed 

from the outside, the circulation of Syrian documentary presents a collection of images 

that come to define its current war and inextricably connect the nation to violence.  

The case of contemporary Syrian documentary cinema and its success on festival 

networks provides an opportunity to recognize the formal structures of war 

documentaries as key forces in world cinema’s networks of reception. As the logic of 

crisis comes to define the non-Western world onscreen, documentaries exchange images 

and new media experiences, reinserting imperial frameworks into the larger collection of 

photographs, films, and encounters—what I call the “crisis” documentary, and what 

Tascón calls the “activist film,” exhibits a singular instance of violence or struggle, one 

that is located in the space and time of the festival, and one that reproduces a particular 

view of the “world” in world cinema. For “crisis” documentaries, the international 

festival and its distribution networks produce a springboard of viewing, which, on the one 

hand, determines what is and what is not considered important “cinema,” and significant 

“crises,” and on the other, uses filmic representations to stand in metonymically for the 

“terrible things that happen” in the world by producing a way of seeing the crisis, 

entering it into historical record, and selling it to upper-class, mostly-white cinephiles. 

To examine these ideas, I look specifically at two feature films that circulated 

widely in Europe and the United States—Silvered Water, Syria Self-Portrait and 

Mohammad Ali Atassi and Ziad Homsi’s Our Terrible Country, which follows well-

known Syrian intellectual Yassin al-Haj Saleh and photographer Ziad Homsi as they 
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travel from Damascus to Raqqa before fleeing to Istanbul.14 Both films document Syria’s 

war and those who flee its violence, and both use methods of remediation, a form of 

adaptation, to critique dominant modes of viewing “the crisis” as an imperial vestige, a 

“First World” way of seeing the non-Western parts of the world, and in particular, the 

spaces inhabited by Arabs and Muslims. I look at how these films’ formal techniques 

deal with representations of violence and how each contends with the reality of reception 

rather than the reality of war and migration. For this reason, I work through prominent 

theories about the image and images of war and discuss how images of violence are 

linked to the “colonial media apparatus” and the process of making documentary cinema. 

I consider the audience for these films, an audience of journalists, critics, intellectuals, 

and upper-class members of European and American states, viewers whose cinematic 

curiosity or cinephilia becomes entangled with a desire to view “authentic” 

representations of crisis and to experience a kind of collective empathy with those in the 

theater, a kinship that I argue is created through embedded practices of looking and 

making cinema that reproduce and are subject to orientalist and colonial frameworks.  

I discuss contemporary Syrian documentary and its circulation as part of a larger 

system of visual surveillance, a panoptic viewing that exemplifies Michel Foucault’s 

statement that “[v]isibility is a trap,” particularly for those with limited access to 

capital.15 Under the guise of cultural exchange, I argue, Western viewers consume images 

and media from Syria through an imperial frame, where “photogenic wars in remote parts 

of the empire bec[o]me diverting entertainments, serving to ‘neutralize class struggle and 

                                                
14 Our Terrible Country, directed by Mohammad Ali Atassi and Ziad Homsi, performed by Yassin 

al-Haj Saleh (2014; Marseille: Bidayyat Audiovisuals).  
15 Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 200.  
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transform class solidarity into national and racial solidarity.’”16 A crisis documentary is 

viewed as “photogenic” when its images reproduce dominant ideas about struggling 

nations, like Syria, because such images make “national and racial solidarity” of the 

spectators in “industrialized nations” visible. Drawing on Shohat and Stam’s observations 

about “the imperial imaginary” as a structural part of the global cinematic apparatus, I 

examine the ways in which Silvered Water and Our Terrible Country take up Syria’s 

current crisis and stage a self-reflexive critique of visual networks of distribution that 

display and disseminate images from “struggling” nations. Focusing on the formal and 

restrictive techniques that confront international practices of exhibition by presenting the 

entrenched processes of self-surveillance characteristic to media production and the 

colonial or “humanitarian” gaze, I argue that these films perform for international film 

festivals. The films expose how viewers engage with these films, and how festivals 

exploit, archive, and create the desire for violent images. International festivals function 

as distribution networks for political documentaries like Silvered Water and Syria, Self-

Portrait, but they also operate as sites of surveillance, where festival programmers act as 

global image managers and determine what is made visible in the lives and conflicts of 

those living in “crisis zones.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                

16 Ella Shohat and Robert Stam, Unthinking Eurocentrism: Multiculturalism and the Media 
(London: Routledge, 1994), 100.  
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Images of Death in the Colonial Media Apparatus 
 

Violence against those who are already not quite living, that is, living in a state of 
suspension between life and death, leaves a mark that is no mark. There will be no 

public act of grieving.  
 

- Judith Butler, Precarious Life17  

In Regarding the Pain of Others, Susan Sontag discusses Virginia Woolf’s Three 

Guineas, and the author’s “revulsion” at war-time photographs. Woolf’s text reproaches 

those who proclaim that their work will bring war to an end while continually producing 

more violence: “The photographs are not an argument,” Woolf claims, “but those 

certainly are dead children.”18 According to Woolf, photographs of war used as 

propaganda by the Spanish government in Spain do not make rhetorical arguments, but 

instead represent facts of war and circulate gruesome images of death and destruction. 

However, Sontag argues that Woolf’s gripe is not “any less conventional in its rhetoric, in 

its summations, rich in repeated phrases” than those of the war-mongers she condemns.19 

Rather, in their reliance on the image as factual record, Woolf’s comments on 

“photographs of the victims of war are themselves a species of rhetoric. They reiterate. 

They simplify. They agitate. They create the illusion of consensus.”20 What Sontag 

isolates calls attention to the discourse that extends from images of violence. Using 

Woolf’s essay to ground her claim, Sontag demonstrates the ways that we engage with 

the pain and death of others in photographs, and shows how these images become tied to 

the very rhetoric that creates and reproduces violence: they “reiterate” and “simplify.”  

                                                
17 Judith Butler, Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and Violence (London: Verso, 2004), 

36.  
18 Virginia Woolf, Three Guineas (Orlando, FL: Harcourt, Inc., 1966), 10-11.   
19 Susan Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others (New York: Picador, 2003), 6. 
20 Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others, 6 
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Sontag categorizes Woolf’s outrage about the reality in the images of “certainly 

… dead children” as discursive. Rather than offer an alternative to the war photographs 

that incite her to write, Woolf’s agitation reproduces similar effects to the images she 

condemns. Images of war repeat the narrative of violence, and create an “illusion of 

consensus” for those who see the representation of this violence, because they insist on a 

type of viewing that produces a false sense of solidarity among viewers. Similar 

solidarity is produced by viewing documentary film, as Jill Godmilow argues in an 

interview from 1997. “The documentary film knits us into a community of “we,” she 

argues, “a special community by dint of our knowledge and compassion.” Now that “we” 

have seen these images, we feel that “we” are “part of the solution” rather than the 

problem.21 There is a “consensus” among the viewers, particularly those who see images 

like the ones Woolf critiques, because it makes the audience or viewer feel a kind of 

comradery and effectiveness by seeing the violence on display. For the viewer, seeing 

these images feels like an authentic experience of witnessing, which creates an “illusion” 

of experience rather than experience of discourse. In her reading of Woolf, Sontag 

demonstrates the ways that images of war and violence confirm and normalize the 

position of war through an “illusion” of shared experience among audience members. For 

Syria, and the entire region of Southwest Asia and North Africa, such “illusions” emerge 

in documentary films and repeated media coverage of the region, which present 

oversimplified understandings of geopolitical interests, colonial histories and presents, 

and the business of war. “Consensus” suggests that we are, in some way, all in this 

                                                
21 Jill Godmilow and Ann Shapiro, “How Real Is the Reality in Documentary Film?” History and 

Theory 36, no. 4, Theme Issue 36: “Producing the Past: Making Histories Inside and Outside the Academy” 
(1997): 83.  
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together—that the victims of war and its distant viewers all recognize the pain and 

suffering represented by these images. In the festival world, this “consensus” determines 

Silvered Water’s value on a global market, a “necessary” viewing experience for distant 

spectators watching violence onscreen and reveling in its elsewhere.  

Sontag’s notion of consensus revises Virginia Woolf’s intimation that images 

present unmediated access to reality. Here, it is useful to quote Woolf at length: 

Those photographs are not an argument; they are simply a crude statement of fact 

addressed to the eye. But the eye is connected with the brain; the brain with the 

nervous system. That system sends its messages in a flash through every past 

memory and present feeling. When we look at those photographs some fusion 

takes place within us; however different the education, the traditions behind us, 

our sensations are the same; and they are violent. You, Sir, call them ‘horror and 

disgust’. We also call them horror and disgust. And the same words rise to our 

lips. War, you say, is an abomination; a barbarity; war must be stopped at 

whatever cost. And we echo your words. War is an abomination; a barbarity; war 

must be stopped. For now at last we are looking at the same picture; we are seeing 

with you the same dead bodies, the same ruined houses.22 

Woolf distinguishes between a “you,” soldiers and war makers, and a “we,” the general 

population who witnesses war from afar. Implicitly, she also makes a distinction between 

the Spanish and the English and between men and women, reinforcing discourses about 

national and gender identity. She argues that the photograph makes what is distant and 

unimaginable to the layman manifest—it produces a “consensus” about “horror and 
                                                

22 Woolf, Three Guineas, 10. 
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disgust,” regardless of the past memories through which one’s brain and nervous system 

send these violent images. According to Woolf, photographs of war lead their distant 

audience to the same conclusions as those on the front lines: “War is an abomination; a 

barbarity; war must be stopped.”  

However, in Woolf’s “consensus,” one that stems from the same rhetoric that 

supports incitement to war in the first place, the author takes the “we” to whom she 

speaks for granted, and as Sontag suggests, “No ‘we’ should be taken for granted when 

the subject is looking at other people’s pain.”23 The “we” that Woolf situates is similar to 

the “we” of Godmilow’s spectator and the “we” of the festival audience, a theater of 

cinephiles whose situations are likely as far removed from Syria’s war images as Woolf’s 

was from the wars whose violence she condemns. Woolf’s assumptions about how 

images are understood by individual viewers presume that images of war capture its 

essence, as if looking bestows a direct and universal type of knowledge.    

Indeed, Sontag argues that in “[i]nvoking this hypothetical shared experience, 

(‘we are seeing with you the same dead bodies, the same ruined houses’), Woolf 

professes to believe that the shock of such pictures cannot fail to unite people of good 

will.”24 For Sontag, the question of audience also feels unconvincing: “Who are the ‘we’ 

at whom such shock-pictures are aimed?” What ‘we’ do these images expect to unite? 

Sontag suggests that rather than form a united front against the violence displayed in war 

photographs, the images “are a means of making ‘real’ (or ‘more real’) matters that the 

                                                
23 Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others, 7.   
24 Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others, 6 
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privileged and the merely safe might prefer to ignore.”25 These images preserve the 

privilege of the viewer, and when positioned in relation to the archive of images from 

conflict zones in the Middle East, for example, images that inundate the modern-day 

viewer, they become part of the cycle of consumption, another display that confirms a 

place of everyday violence and death of bodies that do not matter. Unnamed deaths, 

unknown victims of torture, unidentified brown bodies as they bleed out onscreen for 

horrified Western audiences that watch these scenes as if they are on repeat, never 

considering whether the body onscreen existed before or after the spectacle of its brutal 

end. “No matter how hard you brace yourself,” Kaori tells her audience, “the film will 

shred your nerves, wring your heart dry and leave you enveloped by a sadness so 

pervasive you’ll be left speechless.”26 Certainly, these images evoke “horror and disgust,” 

but does this count as reality or as a “species of rhetoric”? 

In her work On Photography, Sontag suggests that photographic “images are 

indeed able to usurp reality because first of all a photograph is not only an image (as a 

painting is an image), an interpretation of the real; it is also a trace, something directly 

stenciled off the real, like a footprint or a death mask.”27 The photograph, unlike other 

forms of art, bears a trace of the reality depicted, and the cinematic image, which includes 

movement and sound, produces a kind of “reality effect” that “usurps” the ability to view 

reality outside of its representation. These two technologies determine, in many cases, 

how we see and understand our world.  

                                                
25 Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others, 7 
26 Kaori “The ‘Silvered Water’ of ‘Syria Mon Amour.’” 
27 Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York: Picador, 1977), 154.  
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John Berger’s dialogic response to Sontag in “Uses of Photography” reminds 

readers that in the twentieth century, during the interwar period, “the photograph became 

the dominant and most ‘natural’ way of referring to appearances. It was then that it 

replaced the world as immediate testimony.”28 He continues: “It was, in the capitalist 

countries, the freest moment of photography: it had been liberated from the limitations of 

fine art, and it had become a public medium which could be used democratically.”29 

Berger’s proposal highlights a “public” and even “democratic” mode of capturing, 

viewing, and coming to know the world, a way of seeing and understanding that links 

representations to reality and replaces the “world” or the real with a series of 

representations instigated by the image’s assumed immediacy. Released from the 

clutches of fine arts, the medium proliferates, and photography becomes more accessible 

to modern consumers. For Berger, the “democratization” of photographs draws together 

governmentality and capitalist modes of production and consumption by insisting on a 

process of looking that is linked to both freedom and ownership: a political economy 

sustained by the relationship between producing an image, looking at one, and consuming 

its content.  

However, Berger challenges the idea that one looks and consumes freely—

explicitly in regard to photographs and implicitly in regard to capitalist democracies—by 

noting the photograph’s susceptibility for use as propaganda. Instead, he suggests that the 

practices of looking construct the medium itself, and while the photograph begins as a 

new technology, one capable of capturing and archiving “the real,” it also produces 

                                                
28 John Berger, About Looking (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980), 48.  
29 Berger, About Looking, 48. 
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“immediate testimony” and redefines ways of looking at photographs, and subsequently 

the world. In fact, photographs have “replaced the world” and the way in which viewers 

engage with “the real.” Berger writes, “now instead of offering new choices, 

[photography’s] usage and its ‘reading’…[become] habitual, an unexamined part of 

modern perception itself.”30 Therefore, in Berger’s assessment, photographs and 

representations of reality become more real than the real. 

Moreover, drawing on Sontag’s observations, Berger connects the process of 

looking at images to flows of capital and the complementary spread of democracy. 

Consequently, the countries that wield economic and ideological power determine the 

process by which photographic technologies and their attendant archives make meaning, 

and images of dead migrant bodies on the beach are consecrated by their reception––not 

by the consequences of globalization and foreign intervention in countries like Syria.31 

The meaning is usurped by its circulation and reception rather than by its effects or 

consequences. Taking his claims a step further, Berger suggests that while images 

structure the way we see our world, “photographs in themselves do not narrate. 

Photographs preserve instant appearances. Habit now protects us against the shock 

involved in such preservation.”32 While photographs might preserve the “appearance” of 

                                                
30 Berger, About Looking, 49. 
31 See discussion of Peter J. Bloom and Robert Stam and Louise Spence’s work below for more 

details on how these same practices of looking, those that Berger ties to flows of capital and the spread of 
democracy, are connected to imperialist desires and ideologies. While I do not make explicit connections 
between Berger and Sontag, the juxtaposition of their thought through a reading of specific films and 
photographs here should evoke congruencies, as they are connected not only to embedded practices of 
looking that emerge from cinematic techniques and the “colonial media apparatus,” but also in constituting 
images through networks of Western reception.  

32 Berger, “Uses of Photography,” 51. 
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that which gets caught in the camera’s lens, the photograph itself does not provide 

meaning. Sontag makes a very similar point. She argues that  

To an Israeli Jew, a photograph of a child torn apart in the attack on the Sbarro 

pizzeria in downtown Jerusalem is first of all a photograph of a Jewish child 

killed by a Palestinian suicide-bomber. To a Palestinian, a photograph of a child 

torn apart by a tank round in Gaza is first of all a photograph of a Palestinian child 

killed by Israeli ordnance…. And all photographs wait to be explained or falsified 

by their captions. During the fighting between Serbs and Croats at the beginning 

of the recent Balkan wars, the same photographs of children killed in the shelling 

of a village were passed around at both Serb and Croat propaganda briefings. 

Alter the caption, and the children's deaths could be used and reused.33  

While the photographs might suggest a different narrative, embedded ideologies and 

histories are not easily undone by photographic proof—the reality contained within the 

image often only corroborates those stories we already believe to be true.  

Judith Butler’s response to the 9/11 bombings of the World Trade Center in New 

York, and, in particular, her reading of then-mayor Rudy Giuliani’s reaction to the 

condolences of a Saudi prince, contains echoes of Sontag and Berger’s contentions that 

photographs do not speak for themselves, but instead supply proof for a “truth” we 

already believe. In Precarious Life, Butler references Giuliani’s refusal to accept a $10 

million donation from Prince Alwaleed to the Twin Tower Fund, because Alwaleed 

criticized Israel’s ongoing occupation of Palestine and the United States’ refusal to 

acknowledge the “slaughter” of Palestinians. Giuliani argued that “there is no moral 
                                                

33 Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others, 10.  
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equivalent to” the 9/11 attacks, insisting that Alwaleed was “absolutely wrong” and his 

condolences suspect. Butler uses this example to demonstrate that “it was not possible 

[for Giuliani] to hear both views at the same time,” that the United States’ support of 

Israel’s ethnic cleansing in Palestine cannot be seen alongside the loss of life in the 

attacks of 11 September 2001. This, according to Butler, is “because the framework for 

hearing presumes that the one view nullifies the other, so either the claim of grief or the 

offer of help is considered disingenuous. Or, what is heard is that the failure of the United 

States to offer a balanced approach to the Palestinian cause provides a justification for the 

attacks.”34 However, as Butler contends, Giuliani’s beef lies with Alwaleed’s use of the 

term “slaughter” to refer to Israel’s approach to Palestinian lives, a word that drew too 

many equivalences between the victims of September 11, and the Arabs in Palestine. 

Giuliani’s interpretation of Alwaleed’s gestures demonstrates an inability to “hear” this 

similarity, to render the lost lives of Palestinians as comparable to the lost lives of 

Americans, as this relation disrupted a deeply-rooted sense of “self” by undoing the 

luxury of the binary and drawing the “other” into an uneasy position of likeness. A few 

pages later, Butler asks if Palestinian “deaths are not considered … real deaths … [and 

their] lives not grievable, because they are Palestinians, or [is it] because they are victims 

of war?”35 

Butler’s questions isolate an important distinction between the specificity of 

Palestinian lives and the general view of bodies under attack, while also illustrating that 

they are one and the same. The deeply entrenched imperial rhetoric that connects these 

                                                
34 Butler, Precarious Life, 13.  
35 Butler, Precarious Life, 35-36. 
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two pointed inquiries is not easily undone. As Bloom argues about the French colonial 

documentary, the “footage of suffering people … justifies French colonial humanitarian 

intervention.” That is, “visual representations of an anarchic, pre-civilized state of being 

justified colonial intervention in the name of biopolitics of civil and social rights.”36 To 

demonstrate how this dynamic mediates both policy and rhetoric, Shohat and Stam 

examine the Persian Gulf War, which began in 1991, and how it served as an occasion to 

justify colonialist military intervention. They suggest that the war was popular with 

Americans because it “was prepared by a long intertextual chain: crusading anti-Islamic 

tales, captivity narratives, the imperial adventure novel, [and] the ‘manifest destiny’ 

western.”37 Drawing connections between embedded genre conventions and the 

“Eurocentric tendencies of the media apparatus,” Shohat and Stam claim that during the 

first Gulf war “an orientalist and imperialist imaginary was reactivated for the ideological 

purposes of the warrior state. The Gulf War was presented as macro-entertainment, one 

with a beginning (Desert Shield), a middle (Desert Sword), and an end (Desert Storm), all 

undergirded by a fictive telos: ‘the New World Order.’”38 Justifying America’s 

involvement in Iraq—the lead-up, plan, and execution—with the guise of saving the 

victims in Kuwait from a dictatorial Arab ruler, Saddam Hussein, offered an occasion to 

unveil “the Gulf war mini-series,” a TV-drama that distorted America’s imperial project 

into a media event.39  

                                                
36 Bloom, French Colonial Documentary, vii-viii.  
37 Shohat and Stam, Unthinking Eurocentrism, 125.  
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid.  
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Shohat and Stam’s reading recalls Bloom’s discussion of the “colonial media 

apparatus” and its deployment in French colonial documentary. Writes Bloom: 

[T]he colonial media apparatus is at once a corpus of films and a sensory 

machine. It shifts the cinematographic apparatus, as a discourse, away from 

origins and vanishing points. Instead of focusing exclusively on the analytic 

parameters of the camera, perspective, and the invention of cinema, colonial 

imagery and myths continue to be recycled as media representations that enact the 

structure of distorted political objectives, encoding otherness as new forms of 

technological illusionism.40 

Shohat and Stam similarly argue that cinema’s emergence becomes linked to an 

“imperialist ordering of the globe under a panoptic regime.”41 Reminiscent of Berger’s 

claims, the imperialist imaginary frames the way we see other parts of the world, like 

Syria or Palestine, and those who live there. “New forms of technological illusionism,” to 

invoke Bloom’s terms, fold this way of seeing into emerging discourses and media forms.  

Critiquing popular discourses that positioned Islam in the Middle East as a 

televisual threat to capital and the West, Edward Said discusses the ways in which media 

sources “determine how we see the rest of world,” where the “we” comprises the West, 

the First World, or the Occident.42 In order to demonstrate the claim that “our” worldview 

is constructed by the news media and expert opinions, he takes representations of Islam 

as his primary example, arguing that “[i]nsofar as Islam has always been seen as 

                                                
40 Bloom, French Colonial Documentary 198. 
41 Shohat and Stam, Unthinking Eurocentrism, 125. 
42 Edward Said, Covering Islam: How the Media and the Experts Determine How We See the Rest 

of the World (New York: Vintage, 1997), 4. 
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belonging to the Orient, its particular fate within the general structure of Orientalism has 

been to be looked at first of all as if it were one monolithic thing, and then with a very 

special hostility and fear.”43 He argues that unlike other aspects of the developing world, 

Islam “seemed never to have submitted completely to the West,” and as oil-rich nations 

in the so-called Muslim world became more important to the global economy, Western 

powers viewed Muslim nations as a force with which to reckon.  

In terms of visual representation, though, Said suggests that the West’s fear of 

Islam takes a turn after the Iranian revolution and the establishment of the Islamic 

Republic, particularly in response to the Iran hostage crisis. Said argues that “an 

unprecedented number of shows on the crisis” aired night after night on U.S. television 

networks, and, according to Hamid Naficy, as “the press and television news competed 

for the juiciest scoops on Iran… Iran was converted into a commodity.”44 Even the 

“crisis,” Naficy argues, is subject to capital’s culture industrial complex. Similarly, 

Shohat and Stam suggest that “the Gulf war scenario had the elemental, childlike charm 

of the fable, the awesome pyrotechnics of apocalypse, and the didactic impulses of 

allegory. With this war, an already powerful media apparatus became ‘wedded’ to 

another apparatus of the gaze—that of military simulation and surveillance.”45 Thus, 

bound to ways of seeing and producing images, war zones and humanitarian crises are 

commodified and circulated as fact, screened, and sold to a distant audience. 

                                                
43 Edward Said, Covering Islam, 4.  
44 Hamid Naficy, “Mediawork’s Representation of the Other: The Case of Iran,” Questions of 

Third Cinema, ed. Jime Pines and Paul Willemen (London: British Film Institute, 1991), 232.  
45 Shohat and Stam, Unthinking Eurocentrism, 125.  
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In “Regarding the Torture of Others,” Susan Sontag’s “sequel” to Regarding the 

Pain of Others, she addresses photographs more recent than those that so upset Virginia 

Woolf. In this essay, Sontag interrogates the U.S. government’s responses to the 

photographs of torture taken at Abu Ghraib, images captured by U.S. soldiers stationed in 

Iraq during the post-September 11 invasion. In what had been one of Saddam Hussein’s 

most infamous prisons, these U.S. soldiers photographed and mocked their torture and 

harassment of Iraqi prisoners. Sontag’s reflection reconsiders her thesis on Woolf, as she 

argues that in response to the Abu Ghraib photographs, George W. Bush’s administration 

“[displaced] the reality onto the photographs themselves. The administration’s initial 

response was to say that the president was shocked and disgusted by the photographs—as 

if the fault or horror lay in the images, not in what they depict.”46 The reality of these 

images, the U.S. soldiers’ gleeful faces alongside tortured bodies, was “displaced” and 

critiqued as if the images themselves carried a kind of significance that overshadowed the 

white supremacist and imperialist ideology that led to the events depicted.  

These pictures offer a different reality than those in Woolf’s discussion in Three 

Guineas or in Sontag’s response thereto: images of death, torture, and violence 

normalized to a degree that the new war photograph became an instance of mockery, a 

vacation-like photograph of tortured prisoners as a backdrop for the smiling soldier. As 

Sontag argues, “the pictures taken by American soldiers in Abu Ghraib … reflect a shift 

in the use made of pictures—less objects to be saved than messages to be disseminated, 

circulated.”47 Each soldier “in his or her own reality show” sending home messages of 

                                                
46 Sontag, “Regarding the Torture of Others.” 
47 Sontag, “Regarding the Torture of Others.” 
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hate and violence as part of their everyday experience, a part of a reality contained with 

the image itself, as Bush’s administration would like to believe. Instead, the photographs 

represent a more sinister moment of self-surveillance, where soldiers in the process of 

breaking the Geneva Conventions incriminate themselves and U.S. military strategy 

overseas with no consideration for the bodies they torture.  

Just as Sontag found herself updating Regarding the Pain of Others to include 

post-9/11 American military intervention and the advent of new media forms—i.e., 

reality television—the theoretical framework presented in this chapter also begs revision. 

It feels like an outdated apparatus for considering contemporary Syrian documentary 

forms and methods—i.e., cell phone footage circulated via social media. However, the 

framework matches the outdated modes of film circulation and representation at the 

festival, an “international” event that upholds imperial logics through strict ideas about 

what counts as cinema. While we cannot assume that all festivals are organized by 

middle- to upper- class white curators, as there are large and small, regional, thematic, 

and international festivals across the globe, as Nichols reminds us, the fact remains that 

“the festival circuit allows the local to circulate globally, within a specific system of 

institutional assumptions, priorities, and constraints.”48 And those priorities and 

constraints determine how we see and what we see from particular parts of the world, 

framing even the way we view and monitor death and violence from afar. 
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The “World” of the International Festival 

 Summing up the Festival de Cannes in 2017, Peter Bradshaw argues that the 

event’s theme was enforced from outside: the elite world of the festival was subjected to 

the same dramas as those presented in the global news. In his article printed in The 

Guardian, just days after the 2017 international festival began, Bradshaw claimed that 

this year’s Cannes had its overriding theme imposed from without: terrorism. The 

festival was widely and solidly shocked by the news from Manchester, and the 

director Thierry Frémaux made an affecting speech from the Palais stage about 

the need to stand firm with that city and asked for a minute’s silence. Delegates 

were coming up to Brits all the time and expressing their sympathy. Cannes had 

had its own scare earlier in the week: a stray bag spotted in an empty auditorium. 

In went security staff with dogs, a reminder of how convulsed France has been by 

terrorist outrage.49 

In his opening lines about the festival, Bradshaw refers to the bombing of the Manchester 

Arena during an Ariana Grande concert on May 22, 2017, which killed 23 people and 

wounded hundreds more. While he does not mention the perpetrator, Bradshaw’s piece 

invites his reader to imagine the sinister figure, the terrorist himself, an image that can be 

conjured without looking at Cannes’ program or the numerous articles about this specific 

bombing. Readers of The Guardian know what the Manchester bomber looks like, they 

know where he grew up and have seen images of his mother. However, even without 

                                                
49 Peter Bradshaw, “Cannes 2017 Verdict and Awards Predictions: A Festival of Sorrow, Strength 

and Middle-class Woes,” The Guardian (May 2017), 
https://www.theguardian.com/film/filmblog/2017/may/27/cannes-2017-roundup-and-awards-predictions-a-
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these details, any regular reader of The Guardian will likely envision a young brown 

Muslim man, possibly with a beard, whose claimed allegiance to some group of Islamic 

extremists cultivated within him a misguided rage directed at European and American 

cities and citizens. In this way, the figure of the terrorist becomes concretized and 

imagined as a continual threat to non-Muslim spaces. 

From Bradshaw’s suggestion, it seems that Cannes in 2017 was forced to take up 

the image of the terrorist, even if the films competing did not. Bradshaw’s summary of 

the festival imposes the repeated image of the terrorist, the produced image of the threat 

of Islam, into the world of elite cinematic spectatorship at Cannes. Further, by 2017 

France had a troubled relationship to Muslim refugees from Syria, not to mention its 

ongoing racism against North African migrants, sentiments that stem from before the end 

of French colonial rule. Bradshaw’s description lacks self-reflexivity, as his general use 

of the term “terrorist” seems limited to the ideas about terrorism circulating in Western 

media, where brown violence enters affluent spaces and affects white bodies. The 

limitations of this worldview, one that Cannes purports to undo with its international 

collection of films, are based on a model that presumes that seeing and circulating the 

image provides a certain level of control over its content.  

Cannes has made its name by being a space for independent and national cinema 

from Europe and the United States as well as from countries like Iran and Syria, places 

that in the global imaginary “create” terrorists like Salman Abedi, the Libyan Brit who 

“travelled to Syria and bec[a]me radicalised before returning to the UK to cause carnage 
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at a gig in the city where he was born.”50 A response to a loss of control, Bradshaw’s 

frustration calls attention to the “world” of world cinema at a festival like Cannes, one 

that is curated and maintained by industry professionals, being undermined by global 

crisis. As the outside world disrupts the center of non-Hollywood cinema, a space that 

generally determines what is and what is not worth watching, the festival’s world 

reiterates and determines already circulating stories from places like Syria and projects 

these stories on large screens.    

 Interestingly, many festivals’ roots are geopolitical; for example, Cannes was a 

European attempt to gain some control over global images in response to the dominance 

of Hollywood cinema and to carve out a space for national cinemas within circulating 

networks of film. According to Marijke de Valck, international film festivals emerge “in 

the period preceding World War II and the immediate post-war era that brought together 

the necessary incentives to initiate their development, which would later expand to a 

global phenomenon.”51 De Valck argues that while European and world cinema develop 

to a certain degree in opposition to Hollywood’s authority in the film industry, the split 

between American—represented by the Academy Awards—and European—circulating 

on festival networks—filmmaking really functions to maintain the dominance of Western 

cinema over the flow of global images. Indeed, as de Valck notes, Cannes emerged as a 

result of British, French, and American efforts, which “joined forces against the fascist 

                                                
50  Martin Evans, Victoria Ward, and Robert Mendick, “Everything We Know about Manchester 

Suicide Bomber Salman Abedi,” The Telegraph, May 26, 2017. 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/05/26/everything-know-manchester-suicide-bomber-salman-abedi/. 

51 Marijke de Valck, Film Festivals: From European Geopolitics to Global Cinephilia 
(Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2007), 14.  
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dominance of the film festival in Venice.”52 Often even referred to as “Hollywood’s 

licentious French mistress,” Cannes, and the international film festival more generally, 

positions itself as the arbiter of taste in world cinema, the center that determines a certain 

kind of film’s life, death, or obscurity. 

In her discussion of “world literary space,” Pascale Casanova offers a brief 

history of world literature that echoes that of the international festival. She argues, 

international literary space was formed in the sixteenth century at the very 

moment when literature began to figure as a source of contention in Europe, and it 

has not ceased to enlarge and extend itself since. Literary authority and 

recognition—and, as a result, national rivalries—came into existence with the 

formation and development of the first European states.53 

In a similar way, national cinemas gain prominence in the inter- and post-war eras, when 

Hollywood and American dominance rise from the ashes of European devastation. 

Similar to the history Casanova tells, while the concept of world literature emerges in the 

mid-1800s, when Europe’s colonial ventures were thriving, it is in the wake of 

“decolonization [that] countries in Africa, the Indian subcontinent, and Asia demanded 

access to literary legitimacy and existence as well.”54 Casanova’s reading of world 

literature presumes that non-Western writers can only claim “access” to the provenance 

of literature after colonial encounters with the West. Relying on a Eurocentric definition, 

Casanova implies that non-Western writers did not produce what might count as 

                                                
52 de Valck, Film Festivals, 15.  
53 Pascale Casanova, The World Republic of Letters, trans. M.B. DeBevoise (Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 2004), 11. 
54 Cassanova, The World Republic of Letters, 11.  
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“literature” until after colonization.55 In Archaeology of Babel,56 Siraj Ahmed critiques 

such connections between literary production and colonization; and he wonders if 

contemporary scholars of world literature “understand … literature to be spatially and 

temporally bounded,”57 after a reading of Derrida’s claim in Demeure that “‘when we say 

literature[,] we speak and make ourselves understood on the basis of a Latin root.’”58 The 

word “literature’s” Latin root implies a link between European history—the assumed 

inheritors of Graeco-Roman traditions—and literary writing.59  

A similar narrative emerges in regard to world cinema. Most accounts of non-

Western cinema mark their beginning in a moment after decolonization, when film 

production increases by non-Western filmmakers in previously colonized spaces. It is 

true that during colonialism many colonized nations gained access to filmmaking 

equipment and training from their former colonizers, but countries like Egypt and Syria 

began making films in the late 1920s. Still, as borders were redefined and new nations 

emerged, so did new national cinemas, and it was not long before they came knocking at 

the door of the Palais to be “legitimated” by international film spaces and circulation. In 

                                                
55 See Aamir A. Mufti, “Orientalism and the Institution of World Literatures,” Critical Inquiry 36, 

no. 2 (2010): 458-493; Aamir A. Mufti, Forget English! Orientalisms and World Literatures (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 2016); Shaden M. Tageldin, “One Comparative Literature?” ‘Birth’ of a 
Discipline in French Egyptian Translation, 1810-1834,” Comparative Literature Studies 47, no. (2010): 
417-445. (see 419-421); Shaden M. Tageldin, Disarming Words: Empire and the Seduction of Translation 
in Egypt (Berkeley, CA: The University of California Press, 2011), 118-122.  

56 Others have made similar arguments about Casanova’s work in regard to conceiving world 
literature as centered in the West. See Aamir Mufti  

57 Siraj Ahmed, Archaeology of Babel, 21. 
58 Jacques Derrida, Demeure quoted in Siraj Ahmed, Archaeology of Babel, 21. 
59 See Jeffrey Sacks, “Latinity,” CR: The Centennial Review 9, no. 3 (2009): 251-286.   
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this schema, the festival is the authority, the center through which cinema must be 

received to be “consecrated,” as Casanova describes it, and deemed “worldly” art.60  

Casanova characterizes the space of world literature as not only Eurocentric but 

also sacred, as implied by her use of the term “consecrated.” In his influential article on 

the “order” of the international film festival, André Bazin suggests that these events also 

have a sacred quality to them. He states that when “viewed from the outside, a Festival, 

and in particular the one at Cannes, seems the very epitome of a worldly affair.”61 He 

claims that “its history is comparable … to that of a religious Order; full-fledged 

participation in the Festival is like being provisionally admitted to convent life.”62 The 

experience of looking at cinema becomes ritualistic: each shot subject to the dogmas of 

“the Festival’s” program, an international selection of films judged and deemed 

“worldly” based on their “admittance into the ‘religious Order’” and codified by their 

place of reception. Films that screen at Cannes—along with their audiences, prizes, 

jurors, and critics—are all drawn into the festival’s “world,” economic relationships and 

cultural capital collected in a particular moment and space and added to an emerging 

archive of global cinema. 

The “world” at Cannes, as Bazin describes it, inscribes order in the process of 

looking at cinema and at the world inside and outside the festival. From parties, red 

carpets, tuxedos, and high heels to “reserved seats” and “narrow entryways,” the Festival 

de Cannes feels more like a regimented, “hard-working retreat, with cinema as its 
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unifying spiritual focus,” “a world where order, rigor, and necessity reign.”63 Of course, 

Bazin writes from the perspective of a critic, and consequently, his description of the 

festival as work likely captures his particular experience of the event. Bearing this in 

mind, the “world” at the festival as Bazin describes it captures the politics and economics 

of an event that is often positioned as the center of cinematic expression, but like 

Casanova, he assumes the center of the world is European. Unaware of the Eurocentric 

“world” he constructs, Bazin suggests that this European festival becomes the space of 

order and rigor in which non-Western cinema must be “consecrated” in order to be 

admitted into the archive of world cinema. Reaching beyond the task of the critic, Bazin’s 

description of and disdain for Cannes delineates the limitations of this model of “world 

cinema.” 

Bazin observes “the festival [as] an echo … of people from around the world who 

come from different cultures, different backgrounds, different styles, who make films.”64 

On the surface, he reiterates the image of a “worldly affair,” a transnational meeting of 

people and languages and philosophies linked by a common interest, film. But the 

“echo,” as repetition with a difference, is one that picks up the festival’s transmission and 

reverberation across cultures and nations, archiving the specific event—the films, the 

attendees, the awards, the outfits—as well as contributing to the official canon of world 

cinema. Moreover, it positions the world as “echo,” as a reverberation of the images 

screened at the festival. Cannes is “an echo” of all the images and people who come 

together from around the world to participate in the event; it is an archive of its own 
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occurrence. But it also transmits the world as “echo,” projecting an image of the world as 

one that is contained within the space of the festival, within the definitions of “world” 

exhibited on its screen. The festival is not an institutional archive as such, because it does 

not contain a collection of data housed at one central location for use only on the 

premises, but it indexes important cinematic examples and images in a similar way. The 

international festival compiles an exclusive list of “world cinema,” where admittance into 

the festival determines a film’s worldliness. Yet unlike institutional archives or canons, 

the festival’s collection moves, as its material objects and subjects circulate and 

proliferate, like a traveling exhibition that registers each screening, accumulating images, 

places, and time.  

The emergence of digital film technology has transformed this archival function 

of the festival in the last several years. In the last decade, film prints, film cameras, and 

film projectors have become novelties, as the technologies of shooting and screening 

cinema have shifted to digital files, cameras, and projectors. Today, festivals and theaters 

receive films as downloadable links or DCPs (Digital Cinema Packages), high- or low-

quality digital images shipped on hard drives, flash drives, or file transfers. Open source 

software even exists to convert low-resolution digital files into screenable DCPs, the 

industry standard for high-quality digital screening. Not only does this technology cut 

down on shipping costs for distributors, theaters, or festival organizers, it also makes 

archiving actual prints of films screened in a particular place possible. In the past, storing 

prints of films either meant having space and climate control for 35mm prints or a system 

for organizing DVDs or VHS copies, reproductions that are well below industry 
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standards for screening. Now, film exhibitors and distributors can preserve digital films 

on a hard drive, store small zip files on a thumb drive, or retain large DCP files in the 

cloud.  

Addressing the shift to digital media and its effects on archival processes in terms 

of aesthetic possibilities, Wolfgang Ernst writes, “A radical metamorphosis of the 

aesthetics of storage is taking place in the media-technical field, which demands models 

for dealing with a new kind of dynamic memory.”65 The festival theater and program 

become one kind of archive for transforming cinematic modes, at once creating, 

exhibiting, and preserving. This is true of both international and regionally specific 

festivals such as a Middle Eastern, Latin American, or European film festival, which 

organize a world that Bazin contends operates much like “a religious order,” where a 

symbolic representation and crystallization of “world cinema” are archived and defined. 

However, a second archive emerges from the festival context, one made up of material 

and/or digital copies of films that have screened in the festival and are subsequently 

stored in theater basements and Dropbox accounts, various catalogues of the “world” as it 

appeared in a particular moment of time and space, and was carried into the larger image 

of “world” constituted by the event’s tenure. The films screened become part of an elite 

group of films; their images proliferate with each screening or lie dormant to be 

rediscovered at a future date. Yet, included in this collection of films are the rejected 

films as well, the screener DVDs, VHS tapes, and digital links and downloads submitted 

to or requested by the festival organizers or theater management during the process of 
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programming, those that did not make it into the official annals of “world cinema” 

archived by festival circulation. The trace of these films, those excluded by the “world” 

of the festival, haunt the archive, an unrepresented part of the world whose visions of 

global community have been left out of the canon.  

As Bill Nichols argues in “Global Image Consumption in the Age of Late 

Capitalism,” festival films “circulate, in large part, with a cachet of locally inscribed 

difference and globally ascribed commonality. They both attest to the uniqueness of 

different cultures and specific filmmakers and affirm the underlying qualities of an 

‘international cinema.’”66 While major international festivals increasingly distinguish 

themselves by premiering politically relevant films, especially those documentaries that 

highlight a major world crisis of the contemporary moment, these films also demonstrate 

“local difference” and ascribe a global commonality to image production and 

consumption. They affirm that the world can and must be represented and circulated on a 

global market and that media images provide the framework for understanding the world 

as an interconnected system. However, they also maintain the necessary level of 

difference and “uniqueness” of the world’s many cultures.  

In a similar argument, Dina Iordanova suggests that besides the official film 

markets that accompany some of the big festivals and that remain the domain of 

film industry professionals and clear-cut distributors, there is the informal but 

increasingly networked and efficient system of international flow through festival 

links, where a small film from an obscure source is picked up by a succession of 

festivals and shown consecutively in various countries, thus getting truly global 
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exposure, even if this exposure does not bring along measureable financial 

gains.67  

In addition, globalization and a switch to digital formats has made foreign cinema more 

accessible and relevant across Europe and the United States, and an increasing number of 

small festivals that highlight particular regions or themes have popped up almost 

everywhere. This means that films remain relevant for longer periods, screening first at 

major festivals and then circulating between hundreds of smaller events across the globe 

beyond their first or second year. With an increase of international film festivals, the 

archive of world cinema expands, and the arrival of regionally specific festivals provides 

a forum for more obscure samples from various places across the globe. This expansion 

of the festival circuit has a dual effect on international films that depend on festivals for 

circulation, like those from Syria or other Arabic-speaking countries that have little 

chance of commercial distribution in countries like the United States. On the one hand, it 

provides a market and a screening audience for films outside their country of production 

or origin. On the other, it leads to films that are made specifically for these international 

festival audiences, made to circulate globally rather than to be screened locally. Often 

films that are censored in their home countries are screened readily at European and 

American festivals, and a similar market exists for non-Western literary works, which 

encourages authors to either write in or have their texts translated into English in order to 

promote wider circulation.  
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In the case of world cinema, Kenneth Turan argues that festivals make film 

circulation possible—success in this market determines whether or not a film will be seen 

at all. 

Festivals have become, in effect, what Piers Handling, head of the powerful 

Toronto Film Festival, has called “an alternative distribution network. A lot of 

work only gets shown now at festivals. A lot of foreign-language film that would 

get distribution ten years ago doesn’t get seen anymore.” France has been 

especially assiduous in using festivals around the world to get its cinema seen, 

and it’s impossible to imagine the current rage for Iranian films without the 

intense exposure these works have gotten at Cannes, New York, and elsewhere.68  

The international festival becomes essential, as without it many films would remain 

unseen. This fact has multiple effects, and a film like Silvered Water offers a typical 

example. Unlike Iranian and Egyptian cinemas, films from other Middle Eastern 

countries hold little cachet on festival networks. Their images, common in the news 

media, especially after the Iran-Contra Affair in the 1980s, were rarely seen even in 

international festivals. However, in the post-9/11 age of the “humanitarian crisis,” the 

desire to know more about the Middle East and to keep watch on its developments has 

led to an increase in media circulation from this region of the world.  

The combination of fewer films and the outsize influence of major festivals offers 

a narrow, often awkward, and charged space for films produced in the Middle East. In the 

case of Silvered Water, for instance, premiering at Cannes highlighted the unevenness 
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between the origin of the film’s funding, France, and the origin of the film’s content, 

Syria. While offering a prestigious international platform to a Syrian film, the Cannes 

premiere perpetuates a narrative of economic and cultural dependency, suggesting that 

Middle Eastern films must reflect, speak to, or help define the West in some way in order 

to circulate globally: a cinematic update to the long history of Orientalism, which Said 

defines as “discourse … by which European culture was able to manage—and even 

produce—the Orient politically, sociologically, militarily, ideologically, scientifically, 

and imaginatively during the post-Enlightenment period.”69 Dependent on Euro-

American support and viewers, images of the Middle East begin and end in the West, like 

an echo or reflection in a two-way mirror—it only goes one direction. What the Western 

spectator sees in a film like Silvered Water is a reflection of the world that repeats and 

confirms what they already imagine as the reality of places like Syria––a reality wholly 

produced by a recurrence of images. “Alter the caption,” Sontag suggests, and the image 

“could be used and reused.”  

Initiatives like Cinephilia Bound perpetuate this level of determination. The 

project, sponsored by French nonprofit Maison des Scénaristes and organized by Arab 

American filmmaker Darine Hotait, accepts applications from emerging and prospective 

filmmakers from eighteen Arab countries (as well as Turkey and Iran) to travel to Cannes 

for the international festival. While in attendance, those chosen meet with industry 

professionals, discuss their ideas with a script consultant, and learn about filmmaking 

while marketing their current projects to distributors. This type of outreach allows access 

to funding for filmmakers from countries in the Middle East and North Africa, places that 
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do not always have the infrastructure or financing to make films. However, it also puts 

the decision of what gets made and what does not in the hands of European distribution 

and production companies, and thus, transforms the festival from a site   

of reception and consumption to one of production as well.70  

In her work, Arab Cinema Travels, Kay Dickinson tracks this incredible reliance 

of “Arab” cinema on foreign financing and international distribution. She remarks, “The 

very same transport and communications networks created by capital and peopled by its 

subjects also allow films to circulate (or not) around the globe.”71 The categorical marker 

stands out in Dickinson’s observation, as “Arab cinema’s” existence relies first on the 

visibility of “Arabs” as a homogenous group of people. The films produced by “Arab” 

filmmakers must speak to concerns framed by the “imperial imaginary,” as it is these 

“networks and flows” that maintain their existence. In order to be seen and to circulate, 

Arab cinema must first account for its “Arab-ness,” a position that not only connotes a 

kind of existence in the world, but also a particular relationship to flows of capital that 

cannot be separated from a colonial past and a “backward” present.  

Dickinson makes a related argument about the theme of travel and migration in 

Arab cinema and literature, suggesting that movement across borders is always riddled 

with representational pitfalls. Appropriately, she ties this trope to the circulation of Arab 
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cinema on the global market, demonstrating its subjection to the ideas that precede its 

arrival. On this point, she queries,  

When Arab films do get to travel, do they subsequently become ambassadors, 

underpriced merchandise, rallying cries from refugees or tourist board 

advertisements? Their journeys become a multidimensional and complex 

paradigm to consider from within the power relations that dictate not only how 

Arab cinema is made and reaches us, but also how “strangers” or newcomers 

might watch it… If Arab films and their makers are usually packaged up and 

herded round in groups—as exclusive guests when they win festival prizes or as 

migrant workers, say—then what terms of encounter delineate these experiences 

for all of us?72 

Dickinson rightly demands to know what kind of visibility and “encounter” Arab film 

circulation produces. How are Arab filmmakers seen and what does their work 

communicate to the screening public, to the festivalgoer? Marketed as if it might offer 

some kind of authentic experience otherwise unavailable to the viewer, Arab cinema and 

its “makers are usually packaged up and herded round in groups” to represent contested 

landscapes and oppressive regimes, the survivors of unending violence that indexes and 

maintains difference for the spectator. In order to think about what Arab cinema does in 

international sites of reception, Dickinson urges her reader to see the “multidimensional 

and complex paradigm” that determines its journey and to consider “the power relations 

that dictate not only how Arab cinema is made and reaches us, but also how 

‘strangers’…might watch it.” Often positioned in relation to cinema from countries with 
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major filmmaking industries, Arab cinema’s quality and depictions are lauded for their 

novelty or their ability to feel like cinema that is produced in the West. Dickinson, 

however, equally highlights the relationships of power that produce and consume Arab 

cinema.  

 What Dickinson describes as the situation of Arab cinema could also apply to 

many examples of non-Western cinema caught in the networks of world cinema. For 

example, in “Marginal Cinemas and Mainstream Critical Theory,” Julianne Burton-

Carvajal argues that to make “an impact outside their domestic sphere, Third World films 

have to rely on a mediating agency—an advocate in the guise of a film critic, historian, 

scholar, or other certified ‘expert’ with media access.”73 In the context of Arab cinema, 

the international film festival serves as this “mediating agency,” making images of life in 

the “Third World” visible to viewers outside their country of origin. Casanova observes 

that literature from periphery must go through a process of “consecration” in order to 

enter the space of world literature, and Burton-Carvajal notes that in order to be seen, to 

be considered part of the archive of world cinema, films must circulate within the 

designated networks of distribution. Undoing the “oppositional” or “revolutionary” 

potential of Third cinema, festivals subsume its attempt to resist fetishization by 

mainstream image networks, and these international events function as sites of 

surveillance where the lure of cinematic success and visibility negates the possibility of 

films from countries like Syria to speak on their own terms.  
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Syria’s “Self-Portrait” on International Screens 

Silvered Water, Syria Self-Portrait opens with sound: a slow drip against a black 

screen, followed by an utterance from a soft voice speaking Arabic, “shāhadtuhu.” 

Transcribed in the subtitles as “I saw it,” the phrase more closely translates as “I watched 

it,” or “I witnessed it,” and its meaning refers to the film’s images of life, torture, and 

death, various glimpses into Syria’s conflict, which began in 2011. Presented as a series 

of impressions with intertitles that appear without any semblance of chronology, Silvered 

Water addresses the spectator’s inability to see what the narrator sees, mobilizing “sight” 

as a privilege, a gesture that disrupts audience expectations of a documentary film about 

Syria’s war and its refugees. Significantly, the film locates “seeing” as if it is always in 

the past tense—“I saw [or watched] it”—and possessed by a viewing subject within the 

film rather than one inside the theater. It produces a kind of witnessing that mitigates the 

spectator’s view of the images, even when the screen is completely blank.  

The film’s present, subject to the authority of the camera or the temporality of the 

festival screen, merges with its spectacle, drawing attention to the voyeuristic gaze of the 

viewer and monitoring the film’s content through a manipulation of its form. Among 

other techniques, in the opening sequence, this effect occurs through voiceover and 

discontinuity between sound and image, a practice that destabilizes the certainty of both 

looking and listening. The “self-portrait” emerges as a representation that is always 

mediated and predetermined by geopolitics and festival policies, and the film’s events 

unfold as a looped image that continually circulates and resurrects Syria’s self-

determination in a space and time both in and outside the film.  
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As the narrator sees through the blackness of the film’s opening, Silvered Water 

connects the act of looking to production and consumption. The familiar ding associated 

with receiving a Facebook message cues the first images of film, offering the 

disassociated dripping sound a visual source. A shaky camera reveals a leaky faucet 

amidst indistinct rubble, an inanimate object out of context and framed by chaos. The 

image appears as if it was brought to the screen by the social media platform and its 

instant ability to transmit and archive digital forms. The film presents “seeing,” 

“viewing,” and transmitting Syria’s war as its main subject matter. The viewer’s 

experience of Syria is situated as a type of looking that is always mediated by its form 

and its method of transmission, an encounter with the medium and the cinematic 

apparatus rather than war itself. 

Mohammed and Bedirxan worked collaboratively between France and Syria to 

make the film. The two met on Facebook and used social media to share footage and 

ideas while Mohammed lived in exile in France and Bedirxan worked as a teacher, and a 

budding filmmaker, in Syria. Silvered Water is a collection of YouTube videos and 

online postings, recordings shot and shared by dozens of Syrians and edited together with 

Bedirxan’s footage from the Syrian city of Homs. In France, Mohammed compiled this 

footage, juxtaposed images, and added chapter titles to shape the film. He determined the 

order and repetition of specific scenes and incorporated sound in silent moments and vice 

versa. Mohammed’s narration, presented as an exchange with Bedirxan and the other 

Syrians left behind, and also as a discourse on the necessity and function of cinema, gives 

the audience a frame through which to consider the relationship between images and war, 
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between moving pictures and life, and between transmission and death. Evidenced in its 

opening sequence, rather than directly documenting Syria’s contemporary struggle, 

Silvered Water takes visibility as its primary subject, signaling a type of restricted 

filmmaking premised on the unrepresentability of reality. The blackness of its first 

moments acts as a buffer between the audience and the lives portrayed in the film. As for 

spectators, denied access to Syrian lives or struggles, they must witness representation 

marked as such.  

As a refugee himself, Mohammed’s exile is the film’s condition of possibility. For 

the filmmaker, Syria can now only be experienced through picture and memory. The 

frame placed around the images mimics the director’s distance from the war, and through 

a carefully constructed cinematic apparatus, it also reproduces this experience for the 

audience. Mohammed “left Syria on May 9, 2011, the anniversary of the day Nazi 

Germany surrendered to the Soviet Union. Destination: Cannes, not with a film, but as 

witness and repository of images.”74 The filmmaker becomes an archive, a “repository of 

images.” In 2011, he traveled to Cannes to participate in a panel discussion where he 

demanded the release of Syrian political prisoners. As a result, he received several death 

threats, making it impossible for him to return home. Since then, he has watched his 

country destroyed from his new home in Paris. A filmmaker by trade, he felt compelled 

to tell the story he witnessed through YouTube videos and other online platforms, which 

became possible when he heard from Kurdish-Syrian filmmaker Bedirxan. Living in the 

occupied city of Homs, she sparked the project by reaching out to Mohammed for 

                                                
74 Weissberg, “Cannes Film Review.” 
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filmmaking advice; what followed was an exchange across international lines and the 

conversation that drives Silvered Water.  

In 2014, the film brought Mohammed back to Cannes for its premiere. It was the 

only Arab film at the elite international festival that year, and one of only a handful of 

Syrian films to ever screen as part of the event. It was not up for an award at the festival, 

but the urgency of its message made the case for its inclusion.75 Since screening at 

Cannes, the film has screened all over the world: Bergen, Turin, Yamagata, London, New 

York, Jihlava, Istanbul, Valdivia, Minneapolis, Basel, and dozens of other cities. Silvered 

Water was an official selection at the Toronto International Film Festival (2014), at the 

Arab Brazilian Film Festival (São Paulo 2015), at the Viennale (2014), and at Locarno 

International Film Festival (2014), to name only a few. During its two-year run, Silvered 

Water has screened in a variety of international festivals, including human rights, 

diaspora, and documentary festivals, and it has been promoted through special 

screenings. While the film certainly establishes a need for foreign intervention in the 

Syrian war and refugee situation with its devastating footage of death and destruction, its 

destination, the festival, makes it “necessary” viewing. Silvered Water’s poignant and 

topical content guarantees a successful run in international screenings, but its attention to 

cinematic technique and emphasis on aesthetics draw attention to this market in which it 

circulates.  

Silvered Water’s critique of cinematic production develops in the sequence that 

follows the film’s establishing shot of the grainy footage of a leaky faucet. The screen 

                                                
75 Nick Vivarelli, “Cannes: Syrian Director Talks ‘Silvered Water,’ Filming Revolution on Cell 

Phones,” Variety, May 17, 2014. http://variety.com/2014/film/festivals/cannes-syrian-director-talks-
silvered-water-filming-revolution-on-cell-phones-1201184769/. 
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reverts to blackness before the sound of a woman humming enters the dark frame. As her 

voice slowly fades into silence, a single word is printed on the black screen: “Sūrīyā.”76 

Her disembodied voice metonymically stands in for the country and for hope, and after a 

moment of silence, her loud exhalation calls forth new life: out of the black screen, the 

picture of a squirming newborn emerges. When the narrator’s voice cuts through the 

silence, he tells the audience “I saw it,” and the voice and image combine to pronounce 

“Syria” through the darkness, in the rubble, and in everything that goes unseen. “I saw 

it,” it says, I saw Syria in the videos of the brave “new filmmakers” who live in a state of 

suspension between seeing and death; “I saw it,” he claims, “Syria” as it confronts loss 

and imagines a new beginning from the ashes.  

In the scenes that follow the woman’s exhalation, the audience learns through 

voiceover and editing that in violence “cinema began.” The low-quality footage of a baby 

who cries as its umbilical cord is cut materializes from the blackness of an empty screen, 

an image that we later realize is also a metaphor for Syria’s cinematic entrance onto the 

festival scene. After an edit, the baby’s cry forms a sound bridge with the image of an 

almost-naked teenage boy, framed in the shape of a smartphone’s camera. Edited together 

with the footage of the infant, the film positions the boy in a state of arrested 

development, as his image becomes visually linked to the newborn. As further evidence, 

he sits huddled in an almost fetal position in the corner of a small space wearing only his 

underwear. There is no sound, but the story is clear. It shows the boy kissing the foot of a 

leg, decked out in military fatigues as it kicks him repeatedly against the wall.  

                                                
76 English translation: “Syria” 
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As this action continues, another man, this one dressed in a plaid shirt, enters the 

frame and assaults the teen with a long white baton. The scene remains muted, but the 

text that follows articulates the boy’s offense.  

After a school day, this boy wrote on a wall “the people want to topple the 

regime.” He was detained. His nails were pulled out. This happened in Dar‘a. His 

family ran to the officer demanding his release. “Forget him,” the officer said. 

“Go make yourselves a new one! If you can’t, send your women here—we shall 

help you.”  

Printed in white letters on a black screen in Arabic, French, and English, these statements 

appear against the backdrop of a droning white noise and they contextualize the scene 

that will repeat in fragments throughout the film. The text lays the groundwork for the 

encounter between the boy and the regime and it draws a connection to the rhetorical 

tropes of the Arab Spring with a borrowed slogan from the Egyptian and Tunisian 

uprisings in 2010 and 2011: “the people want to topple the regime.” Moreover, it recalls 

the story of the missing teens in Dar‘a, whose writing on the wall was the impetus for 

Syria’s uprising. However, this scene situates the boy’s torture as a repetition of the war’s 

violence, and perhaps more candidly, it marks the impossibility of a revolutionary 

cinema. Represented by the military fatigues of the torturer and the very act of torture 

itself, the state enters the grainy footage of Silvered Water as an oppressive mechanism, 

one that thwarts the boy’s revolutionary gesture and the possibility of the revolutionary 

image. As a result, the film does not aim to represent the individual struggle of the boy, 

but to critique the limitations of production and discourse. In this scene, the state uses the 
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same practices as the people and undermines their political imagination by making state 

power visible through the tools of exposure used by everyday Syrians and filmmakers: 

cell phones, cameras, social media. The film also gestures toward itself as part of the 

colonial media apparatus, contributing to the narrow ways in which audiences see such 

images of violence and torture. The filmmakers understand that the low-quality images of 

this boy’s torture gesture toward the real, toward the unrehearsed use of a smart phone to 

capture the scene. Including such a scene, then, in a film that critiques the ability of the 

camera to capture the “real” does not posit this scene of violence and death as if it stands 

in as the raw material of life in Syria, because the “reality” of this scene is not the boy’s 

suffering, it is the medium itself. Forwarding a theory that the medium is the message, the 

filmmakers identify the failure of this episode of torture: images like this one circulate 

widely without a call to action from international viewers. Regardless of its actual 

occurrence, it is simply archived as one of many images of Syria’s war. 

Similar to its exiled director, Mohammed, Silvered Water serves as a “repository 

of images,” and rather than signify some truth about Syria’s war, it unfolds as a 

performance of the Syrian narrative: an archive and a projection that calls attention to the 

colonial function of cinematic technique, here registered both as “illusionistic narrative” 

and montage. In this scene, it is made clear to the viewer that the tortured boy will not 

return to his family; this is his final scene. Perhaps more sinister, the soldier’s threats 

extend beyond the image and include the boy’s family with a veiled reference to rape, 

inserting violence into reproduction, the reproducibility of human life and the 

reproducibility of images. In her discussion of the “poor image,” Hito Steyerl argues that 
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“the poor image is an illicit fifth-generation bastard of an original image,” which gives it 

a freedom to reach beyond representation to a kind of “visual becoming.”77 Steyerl’s 

argument puts faith in the poor image, especially one that generates from the copy rather 

than the original. Her reading explodes the need for an original, placing meaning into a 

spiral of “upload[s], download[s], share[s], reformat[s], and reedit[s].”78 Similarly, in 

Silvered Water, a kind of reedited upload—the boy as a copy of the newborn, the birth of 

violence and the birth of the image, and the boy as a repeated fragment of torture, the 

dominant narrative bound to the archive—does not represent Syrian struggling, but calls 

attention to the repetition of its images and forms. In the scene of torture, it is language 

that implies what image cannot, insisting that the boy’s torture incites more shock than 

sympathy, read as reference to the continual violence in the Middle East. The Western 

audience does not see the boy’s individuality, but merely another instance of state 

violence and torture, and the film repeats this scene throughout. In this, it represents the 

violence inherent in the practice of image and archive making. Silvered Water compels 

the audience to contend with death as an aesthetic practice, a repetition that displays the 

horrors of war, while also wresting the image from its representational duty.  

As the soldiers casually suggest the family forget their son and go make 

themselves a new one, human reproduction signifies both a threat and an aesthetic. As a 

threat, the film locates what terrifies Western viewers the most, the reproducibility of 

Syrian lives and culture, as even in the face of torture and war, the newborn baby 

suggests that Syrian life might persevere. As an aesthetic, the film uses montage and poor 

                                                
77 Hito Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image,” e-flux 10 (November 2009), https://www.e-

flux.com/journal/10/61362/in-defense-of-the-poor-image/.  
78 Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image.” 
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quality images with varying aspect ratios to produce discontinuity when its fragments are 

seen together. The film mimics the process of human reproduction and recreates it 

through a repetition of shots and cuts, gestures that show how sexual reproduction is 

entangled with social reproduction. The placement of the image of the newborn in the 

film, alongside the scene of torture, suggests that this child’s fate is bound for a similar 

end. But as part of the film’s aesthetic, Silvered Water trades the boy’s life for a more 

universal image of reproductive violence, and the film invites the audience to imagine 

this boy’s death and rebirth: a demonstration of the endless unfolding of images that 

depict failed revolutions in the Middle East. The filmmakers try to highlight the fact that 

the boy’s life and its reproduction onscreen are deployed as part of the film’s aesthetic 

practice rather than an essential quality of Syria’s “self-portrait,” thus presenting these 

images with the awareness that the embedded colonial media apparatus in film inscribes 

any depiction of Syrian life, and also with the anticipation that the film’s images will 

become subject to the European and American festival managers and distributors who 

have taken up the task of determining what western spectators see as authentic 

representations of Syria’s war.  

As a repository of images that must account for its critique of the cinematic 

techniques that undermine its practice, Silvered Water both replicates and exposes Syrian 

violence. As part of this process, the image of the tortured boy positions two related 

embodiments of the Arab “other”: the oppressor and the oppressed. Both subject 

positions reiterate the dialectic that maintains Western hegemony, supplying the images 

“necessary” for interventionist policies and force. However, by including and repeating 
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the boy’s image, the film simultaneously refuses and affirms the possibility that brown 

lives and deaths are frivolous, easily created and lost with little disturbance to the 

universe, similar to commodities bought, sold, and discarded. The soldier’s assertion 

gives a nod to the value of human life under a dictatorial regime and under capital—and 

in death, the same message resounds. As General William Westmoreland states in Hearts 

and Minds, an American documentary about the Vietnam war that premiered at the 

Cannes film festival in 1974, “The Oriental doesn’t put the same high price on life as 

does a Westerner. Life is plentiful. Life is cheap in the Orient.”79 While his comments 

refer to the Vietnamese and the long U.S. war with their country, his sentiments apply 

here as well—to yet another “Orient.” The justification for international wars and 

intervention covers its tracks with a desire to save the other from themselves, to bring 

Western moral values and capitalism, a system of values, to non-Western spaces. 

However, Westmoreland’s comments imply the business of war itself—that is, the profit 

generated by military intervention, and the strategic and monetary value of war weighed 

against the value of human life. The value of Syrian life for the Western viewer of a film 

like Silvered Water lies in Syrian death; such death generates the need to reproduce war 

and colonial intervention by creating an instance of visual representation that repeats 

Westmoreland’s narrative: “Life is cheap in the Orient.” This insistence, that “Oriental” 

life is less valuable than the life of the spectator who watches brown bodies die onscreen, 

repeats the implied other half of the narrative: the viewer’s life is worth more. For this 

reason, and with the film’s confrontational and self-reflexive aesthetic, Silvered Water 

                                                
79 Hearts and Minds, directed by Peter Davis, performed by Tin Chan, Chau Diem, Ngo Dinh 

Diem, William C. Westmoreland (1975; New York, NY: Rialto Pictures, 2004). 
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calls attention to the audience by attempting to refuse passive viewing. The film contends 

with the superficiality of the individual life, as each viewer is obliged to consider the 

value and meaning of their own lives in relation to the bodies onscreen.  

 Silvered Water addresses the ways that representations of life in Syria will be 

folded back into a dialectical relationship with the film’s Western viewer. The film 

refuses the process of grieving for lives whose meaning and value are overdetermined by 

repeating images of war and death. Instead, Silvered Water posits a new beginning as the 

narrator attests that “cinema began” against the transitional black screen inserted in the 

film after the boy’s torture, as if cinema’s formal practices and circulation were always 

already tied to violent encounters. From birth, death, and violence, cinema emerges as if 

reborn, but this is not a liberation of the image. The boy’s torture and subsequent death 

are trapped by what they signify to the Western viewer because of the very process of 

filmmaking, and the film, attempting to show the aesthetic face of reproducibility, 

gestures toward the carceral aspect of the boy’s image: all he can signify is the endemic 

violence that Western viewers conventionally attribute to the Middle East. In this 

moment, sound, separated from its image, returns to the theater: the audience hears the 

cries of the baby as their cord is cut alongside the image of the teenager being tortured. 

The parallelism in this scene draws attention to the similarities between the beginning 

and end of life; the cut cord references the film’s cut to the next scene, a visual act of 

severing the first breath from the last. Here, cinema is determined by the convergence of 

life and death, where the original and its copy overwhelm the first minutes of the film—

all that follows is repetition. The film removes the feeling of distance between the 
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audience and the leg that indiscriminately kicks its target, because the very act of viewing 

forces spectators to consider how witnessing the violence onscreen makes them complicit 

in its production. 

Indeed, Silvered Water offers death and torture in a stream of unending violent 

scenes as it calls out to its audience at Cannes. An extended scene on a train, with what 

appears to be filmmaker Mohammed’s image reflected in its windows, includes a 

voiceover about taking the film to the elite festival. This moment has multiple effects: for 

the viewer at Cannes, it names them and involves them in the process of production both 

metaphorically and literally. For the viewer at each subsequent festival, it situates the 

screening as part of a larger network of film festivals, where screening the “necessary” 

images of death in Syria becomes explicitly tied to their circulation. Moreover, Silvered 

Water’s unrelenting scenes of war become the film’s condition of possibility. In an 

interview, Mohammed describes seeing the YouTube video of the tortured teenager, 

suggesting that this video “really set things off … This is my ‘primitive scene.’ In this 

instance, the image serves as an archetype of violence, but also helps to spread violence 

… that scene found its way into the film and was one of the triggers of the Syrian 

revolution.”80 His words, both on- and off-screen, act like the “explicit performatives” of 

J. L. Austin’s theories on language and action. Describing this type of speech act, Austin 

argues that “the uttering of the words is, indeed, usually a, or even the, leading incident in 

the performance of the act.”81 Silvered Water’s utterance builds out from the scene of the 
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teenager, and the image of the boy performs and proliferates; the scene is simultaneously 

the origin of filmmaking and of violence, but it also repeats both, mythologizing and 

codifying as it records. In effect, the Syrian revolution and cinema begin together, 

(re)situating cinema’s origin in trauma. Witnessing—as a spectator or a filmmaker—does 

not undo the trauma of cinema’s origins, or the experience of Syria’s war; instead, it 

repeats the violence. As its only recourse, then, Silvered Water must expose the 

impossibility of a revolutionary cinema by attempting to put the racist and colonial 

practices of filmmaking on display, a colonial process that is completed through 

spectatorship.  

Mimicking cinematic violence through formal practice, Silvered Water situates 

the particular scene of torture as it bursts forth alongside new life in a way that distorts 

the audience’s relationship to the images of Syria’s war; the goal is not humanization of 

the boy, but instead the image is repeated as a demonstration of cinematic violence. As 

Paul Virilio argues, “war can never break free from the magical spectacle because its 

very purpose is to produce that spectacle: to fell the enemy is not so much to capture as to 

‘captivate’ him.”82 Silvered Water emphasizes the constitutive links that Virilio draws 

between war and cinema by restating the relationship as inseparable—violence becomes 

cinema’s “primitive scene.” Virilio suggests “there is no war … without representation,” 

while Silvered Water contends, there is no representation without war. 83 

Mohammed and Bedirxan’s film amplifies the complicated chain of 

representation tied to a country like Syria, whose Arab and Muslim residents are already 
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villainized in the media and always struggling for some semblance of self-representation 

that is not positioned against unfavorable Western stereotypes or linked to a threat. It also 

plays on the unfortunate and popular understanding of everyday life in a place like Syria 

as the crucible of violence in the modern world. Perhaps more importantly, then, this film 

about war attempts to extract the violence out of its war images, to reimagine how these 

photographs of violence from the Middle East might use destruction as a source of 

disruption to the aesthetic expectations of the viewer, even while repeating and 

reproducing this aesthetic. As an updated version of Virilio’s connections between 

cinema and war, Silvered Water includes the digital image and reinserts Syrian cinema 

into the archive of world cinema, grounding its position as one that participates in a 

history of aestheticized violence, rather than geopolitical failure. 

Situated as Silvered Water’s “primitive scene,” the sequence of the tortured boy 

refuses to be read as derivative; the film’s collection of images demands a different mode 

of viewing. Moreover, by calling it the “primitive scene,” the narrator recalls Freud’s 

discussion of the “primal scene” and Deleuze’s re-reading of it in relation to cinema.84 

For Freud, this scene emerges from a childhood trauma as the child witnesses the parents 

engaged in sexual activity. In dealing with the subsequent trauma of this moment, one 

creates fantasy, images that combine life and history. Freud’s primal scene relies on the 

past to create an image of the present, culling both individual experience and the 

experience of ancestors into the production of fantasy. Deleuze adds to this configuration. 

He rereads the “primitive scene” through the cinematic apparatus, which layers the past 
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May 1897. See The Complete Letters of Sigmund Freud to Wilhelm Fliess 1887-1904, trans. and ed. J. M. 
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and the future into the present moment: “to film what is before and what is after ... 

[p]erhaps it is necessary to make what is before and after the film pass inside it in order to 

get out of the chain of presents.”85 Rather than indexing past, present, and future 

diachronically, as a series of present moments that will become past and lead to the 

future, Deleuze argues that the temporality of the image can be mapped synchronically. 

Defined as “time-image,” this translates into the cinematic as an experience where past, 

present, and future overlap, a gathering of time.86 In Mohammed’s film, this process 

becomes visible with the image fragment of the teenage boy, a refrain that continually 

repositions individual scenes in the film as always in relation to cinema’s beginning and 

becoming.  

Significantly, Mohammed’s film locates its “primitive scene” as one that is 

generative and past tense: the narrator declares “I saw it” from the outset of Silvered 

Water, pulling history, traumas, and experiences from the past into the fantasy that 

manifests onscreen. Yet, in relation to time, the image also archives the present—a new 

awakening of Syrian cinema and documentary aesthetics—as well as the future of 

cinema: the “poor quality” digital image transmitted across space and time over wireless 

signals and viewed through digital screening technology. This type of visibility—

simultaneously fleeting like a Snapchat, yet eternally stored in the historical record of 
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cyberspace—ceases to concern itself with representing the real and instead locates a 

cinematic practice allied with the emerging digital archive. In the process, Silvered Water 

links developing definitions of world cinema to digital modes of collecting images, 

updating methods of global circulation to the new media age.  

A film like Silvered Water presents a model of storage that parallels the shift in 

the festival archive, as it collects digital fragments into one film, one space, one partial 

image of the Syrian war, rather than a document of the entire event. Each fragment in its 

archive suggests an alternative story of Syria—a fictional archive, perhaps—an 

incomplete visual record of the war and of the nation—an archival process that leaves 

space for creation and other “worlds.” Put differently, Silvered Water offers a filmic 

instance of transforming the “aesthetics of storage” by culling digital images transmitted 

across cyberspace and demonstrating a kind of production involving both chance and 

careful curation. In order to be among the “1001 Syrians” responsible for the film’s 

footage, Mohammed, the exiled filmmaker, would have had to come upon the video. He, 

like the festival organizer or programmer, gathered, selected, and rejected footage from 

across Internet streaming sites and images submitted to him through social media 

platforms, like Bedirxan’s footage, which according to the film’s narrative, he received 

via Facebook. The process of filmmaking becomes part of a digital network of cell phone 

videos, text messages, Instagram posts, and YouTube clips, all captured in one take by 

amateur filmmakers living amongst Syria’s violent scenes. Placing them together 

transforms them into an archive of Syria’s war with the possibility of global circulation.  
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In Surviving Images, Kamran Rastegar conceptualizes transmissions from Iran in 

a moment of active protest in a similar way. In his discussion of the media captured in the 

wake of the 2009 presidential elections there, Rastegar claims that 

mobile-phone video recordings came to play a defining role in producing 

narratives of the events on the ground, especially in the absence of more 

traditional modes of news reporting. Discrete acts of defiance and repression were 

captured by cameras discreetly angled by street-level passersby, or held furtively 

out of apartment windows. These scenes, when uploaded for viewing across the 

globe, acted as powerful gestures of witnessing, despite appearing to be lacking in 

analysis or context. 87   

In Silvered Water, Syrians employ this practice of rogue journalism, witnessing and 

archiving images of violence and oppression intended for cyberspace through the lens of 

discreetly-placed camera phones or fearlessly-posted videos. What they capture provides 

the frame through which to engage with their images both literally, as Silvered Water’s 

footage is often presented in the shape of a smart phone’s screen, and also 

metaphorically, as shooting video in a war marks a “powerful gestur[e] of witnessing.” 

Rastegar suggests that the transmission of “events on the ground” through “mobile-phone 

video recordings” inscribes meaning in the image produced. “Despite appearing to be 

lacking in analysis or context,” the images, in the shape of a mobile phone’s screen, carry 

meaning in their form. The context emerges through a process of amateur collection, by 

the “discrete acts of defiance and repression” and in the actions of the “passerby” or the 
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besieged apartment dweller. The very act of collecting and transmitting war-time 

photographs from the Middle East folds the images back into the dialectic of self/other—

the living West positioned against the dying Middle East—because it displays itself as if 

it is the authentic and raw footage of “events on the ground.” The mark of the mobile 

phone indexes the medium, the ever-changing cell phone technology, by blending images 

of various resolution and quality into the same frame. Silvered Water, a collection of cell-

phone footage, serves as a clear example of this self-reflexive mode of filmmaking, 

highlighting the dramatic shifts in cinema technology.  

Since the outbreak of war in Syria, journalists’ limited access to the conflict has 

made it “necessary”—à la Weissberg’s formulation and also against it—for ordinary 

citizens to capture resistance on video. Like the uploaded web images from the aftermath 

of Iran’s 2009 election, the assembled footage in Silvered Water covertly records and 

transmits the situation on the ground, making the internal struggle visible to the global 

community. However, whether this footage is seen on YouTube—like the viral video or 

image—or edited into a film like Silvered Water—meant for a festival audience—the 

process of spectatorship is a passive act of consumption juxtaposed with an Amazon.com 

shopping list or a comedy film from Sweden—depending on the place of viewing. The 

viewer does not need to take part in, nor concern themselves with, the revolutionary act 

of filming in a war zone—theirs is the luxury that comes with looking. Silvered Water’s 

style calls attention to the transgressive force of the image; cinema in practice offers a 

kind of freedom, as the untrained cinematographer takes control by capturing the digital 

image before releasing it into the ether of transmission. Yet this articulation of 
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“freedom,” one that relies on capital’s endemic trajectory toward “progress” defined by 

technological advancement, reverberates in Silvered Water when Bedirxan suggests 

“what you see isn’t as it was.” What the spectator sees is another “humanitarian crisis,” 

not the situation on the ground for what it was, and what they cathect to is really the 

“technologies of disaster,” the emergency state displayed in still photographs and viral 

videos. 88 What the spectator sees is an apparatus of technique and viewing, missing both 

instances of time archived in the photograph: the past, “what was seen,” and the present, 

“its frame.”   

The repetitive nature of aestheticized war on film reproduces a mode of viewing 

that promotes a kind of counter-identification in all viewers, be they Western, Arab, and 

even Syrian. Through the cinematic apparatus and through conditioned modes of viewing 

cinematic techniques, films position spectators to engage with the images onscreen, to 

identify and/or dis-identify with certain characters and actions. Therefore, even if viewers 

have experienced the events depicted in a narrative or documentary film, they identify 

with the spectator position rather than with the people depicted in the film. These events 

might trigger their own memories of similar events, but even memory presents itself as 

cinematic—in all three senses—in our hyper-visual world. For example, in Liliana Dulce 

Marinho de Sousa’s documentary film The Art of Moving (Germany / Turkey, 2016), the 

filmmakers follow a group of Syrian activists who have fled to Turkey amidst growing 

threats in Syria from both the violence of war and the backlash that greets their satirical 

web series Daya al-Taesh, which mocks ISIS militants as well as Bashar al-Assad’s 
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regime. In the film, one of the activists, Maen, watches a video of Syria’s violence on 

Facebook, a video similar to the death scenes in Silvered Water, a scene of violence so 

familiar that de Sousa avoids showing its images directly. Instead, the screen of Maen’s 

laptop reflects his face as he views the video, and he utters a sympathetic expression in 

English, “So sad.” This scene demonstrates that the violence onscreen, the images that 

Weissberg calls “necessary,” only need to be referenced for the audience to “see” what 

Maen sees. Through the experiences of the film’s internal spectator, Maen, a maker of 

media himself, The Art of Moving does not show Syria’s violence, but instead follows the 

young Syrians as they struggle to make Daya and live illegally inside Turkey’s borders. 

Yet as Maen views Syria’s violence on social media, similar to the ways that a Western 

viewer might take in knowledge of the current war zone, this character is marked by the 

violence: its scenes reflect on his face. When Maen watches the Facebook video in The 

Art of Moving, the scene demonstrates the way that any spectator distant from the 

violence engages with war’s images—through a look of concern that vanishes with the 

film’s cut to the next scene. It is notable that Maen responds to this violence in English; 

this moment of code-switching alludes to the apparatus of viewing Middle Eastern 

violence—a mechanism that “unwittingly suture[s the viewer] into a colonialist 

perspective.” Maen is an exception to the rule and this is demonstrated through his role as 

spectator. His utterance in English, “So sad,” is a linguistic marker that connects Maen to 

the viewer rather than the viewed. 

Silvered Water archives the kinds of images viewed by Maen on a computer 

screen: undifferentiated violence from the Syrian revolution. Rather than presenting a 
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narratively organized film about Syrian suffering, the film attends to the visual archive of 

war: the media used to capture and transmit the particularities of violence as well as a 

representation of this media, the images that speak to an audience and repeat the pictures 

of war expected from a documentary about war in general, and about the Middle East in 

particular. While the film cannot outpace stereotypes and iconographies that have come 

to signify countries like Syria in the global imaginary, what is invisible in the film, the 

apparatus of filmmaking and distribution, rises to the surface, direct emissions and 

discrete traces behind the surface of exhibition, circulation, and geopolitics. 

To represent the circulation of the film and the images it contains, Silvered Water 

presents itself as a dialogue between filmmaker Bedirxan and the viewer, her camera 

becoming a recurring protagonist. She states, “in Homs, clocks have no hands. I have a 

story.” As she speaks, the camera shows images of carrier pigeons on a roof through a 

slightly cracked door. In the background, the viewer can hear the ding of a Facebook 

message received, representing the mode of exchange, messages circulating on a global 

interface and mediating what the audience sees. The juxtaposition draws a link between 

technologies of communication—the camera, the Internet, the pigeons—forging 

connections between spaces and temporalities often read as uneven. Moreover, the 

limited view of the rooftop pigeons, through a small crack in a heavy door, indexes all 

that is lost in translation, all that cannot be scrawled onto a note and sent in a bird’s 

talons. What the audience “sees isn’t as it was”; what they see is a set of images mediated 

by processes of looking and recording. 

In a move that continues this self-reflexive take on mediation, the film explicitly 
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displaces the role of the director and producer. Mohammed asserts from the outset that 

Silvered Water is not his alone, nor is it France’s. Instead, the film is a collaboration with 

Bedirxan and the brave Syrians who posted their stories online. It is their collective 

footage which captures protests, destruction, torture, fear, and anger in Syria. Silvered 

Water deliberately removes the function of the film’s director, replacing him with a 

figure who acts more like an editor-in-chief or an interpreter of the film’s final result. In 

this move, the film attempts to undo the notion of a single archive, drawing the process of 

production into alignment with the practice of viewing—the director’s anxiety about his 

role in the process aligns his viewing with the spectators’, insisting on the film’s 

cinematic process and not its factual representation of Syria’s war or its refugees. The 

film does not cast off the vision of the brilliant artist at the helm, but instead emphasizes 

the ways that the director projects his ideas and fantasies onto the image and combines 

those projections with a process of collaboration, a collective work whose existence 

depends on the transmissions and recordings of Syrians on the ground. In fact, 

Mohammed describes this process in an interview from 2014: “For all the people, 

demonstrating against Assad was an explosion of cinema. People screaming ‘Freedom! 

Freedom!’ and filming for the first time … It was a revolution of cinema, of images, of 

expression.’”89 For Mohammed, the revolution redefines cinema as a collective act and 

not the vision of the auteur: a redefinition similar to that of the proponents of Third 

Cinema elsewhere. While he might have the final word on the film’s shape and content, 

the goal of cinema is linked to protest, and its expressive possibilities to a direct cry for 

“freedom.” Mohammed’s call for filmmaking as a collective act demands an alternative 
                                                

89 Vivarelli, “Cannes: Syrian Director Talks ‘Silvered Water.’” 
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archive and insists on a revision to the technical practice of production, a call that is made 

manifest in the circulation of the film’s final form.  

Bedirxan’s position in the film illustrates the collective process of the 

documentary as archive through multiple layers of restriction and mediation. Her filming 

is essential to the project since Mohammed lives in exile and is unable to film Syrian life 

himself. Because of this material limitation, the film’s viewpoint is doubly restricted. 

Bedirxan’s point of view shapes and frames the images she captures, which make up 

much of the second half of the film. Then, Mohammed’s editing, arrangement, and 

narration determine how the audience sees Bedirxan’s footage, self-reflexively 

emphasizing the inherent mediation of images. Yet, Bedirxan’s view of Syria relies on 

this remediation as well—without Mohammed’s participation, her images might go 

unseen. The particularity of Syria received in a Western theater compounds the effects of 

mediation on meaning. These images are produced by and for an audience who are 

inundated with images from the Middle East as a continual warzone and site of human 

rights violations. 

Bedirxan’s role in the filmmaking process also mediates Western expectations 

and challenges the images of death that are so often linked to war zones by showing life 

amidst the rubble. In his review of Silvered Water, Weissberg argues that “Bedirxan 

shoots a lot of scenes with children, always an incongruous notion in bombed-out cities 

where life, at least young life, isn’t supposed to exist.”90 Where audiences expect death, 

she shows life. In one of the film’s most jarring moments, a child carrying a flower 
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wanders the streets alone at a relaxed pace while Bedirxan’s camera tracks his joyful 

steps along a broken road. The two pass by demolished buildings, broken fences and 

unending piles of rubble; the child strolls through the streets to the distant sound of 

gunfire and bombs in a scene where death reigns supreme. His closeness to death is 

apparent through his surroundings, and yet his life archives the possibility of something 

else. 

Juxtaposing life with death, several scenes in the film pronounce the death toll in 

Syria’s streets. In these moments, the narrator speaks English, as if he directs the action 

on screen: “Take one,” “take two,” “take three,” and so on. While the camera cuts 

between images of dead young Syrians, their bodies, their faces, and a man clutching the 

corpse of his dead child, the spectator hears a cell phone vibrate in the background, as if 

to drive home the point that these are the images transmitted from Syria. This is what the 

camera captures: death. Photographs and videos of death are sent like everyday text 

messages, filmed by the same phones that transmit them out into the ether of international 

reception. The telephone, once a signpost of modernity, transforms into the smart phone, 

a mobile device readied for consumption of media and commodities, as well as the 

technological advancement that makes filming in Syria possible. Calling out for 

individual “takes,” the film cites each death as a mere rehearsal of the desired scene, an 

endless succession of takes in pursuit of an impossible shot. But it also presents death as 

staged by the director. Placed alongside the images Bedirxan shoots of children, which 

stage the vibrant survival instinct of the Syrian child, Mohammed makes the deaths of 
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actual Syrians perform the function of death for the Western viewer. In this performance 

of death, then, Bedirxan’s footage can perform a challenge and an antidote to war.  

Rather than rely solely on the images and their production, Silvered Water 

visualizes something beyond its cell phone images, found footage, and cinematic practice 

to advocate for a type of cinematic experience that uses images of war and destruction to 

present a political and aesthetic fact—namely, that the circulation of death creates the 

very possibility of cinema in Syria. In fact, if cinema and war begin together, as the 

beginning of Silvered Water suggests, then Syrian film has been constituted by the 

mobile devices that shoot each segment of the film, while also broadcasting the images to 

a screen far removed from the unending war. Discussing the work of Bedirxan, 

Mohammed states that “the whole cinematic language, with its close-ups, wide-angle 

shots and tracking shots, was being reinvented. It was a moment of truth, a moment close 

to death, a moment of urgency that desperately needed to be expressed.”91 The necessity 

“expressed” by Mohammed is not the same necessity described by the Western film 

reviewers. Here, the director gestures toward a type of realism as “urgency,” a mode of 

filmmaking that does not rely on some trite appeal to the real, but instead to cinema’s 

claims on the real. The “moment … desperately needed to be expressed,” and expression 

lies in “cinematic language.” What is being reinvented is not “truth” as such, but the 

mechanisms of mediation—“the whole cinematic language”—and reality. The mode of 

representing the real, situated in the very apparatus that determines it, cinema, is being 

transformed, and its modes of representation challenged by a distortion of the ontological 

relationship between reality and its representation.  
                                                

91 Silvered Water press materials. 
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The dominant narrative, one that diminishes life in countries like Syria through 

overdetermined representations of suffering and war, clutches the images distorted by 

Mohammed and Bedirxan’s film. Syrians, read against a backdrop of violence, suffering, 

religious fanaticism, or rebellion, have been rendered merely oppressed or oppressor by a 

century of discourse and decades of degrading images; an entire population dehumanized 

by increasing global Islamophobia and anti-Arab ideology and policy. In fact, it is this 

kind of life that Judith Butler calls “precarious” when she argues that violence against 

those “who are not quite living … leaves a mark that is no mark.”92 Instead, they leave a 

trace. Even for Syrians dying onscreen in front of sympathetic, liberal international 

audiences, “there will be no public act of grieving.” Mohammed and Bedirxan’s frame 

anticipates this interpretation and insists that representation relies more on technology 

and circulation than on reality. What is “precarious” about life in Syria is the “suspension 

between life and death,” but any attempt to authentically “represent” life in Syria can 

only display the processes of mediation and reproduce the ever-present representations.  

By calling attention to the filmmaking process, Silvered Water removes the 

generous buffer between the spectator and the spectacle, and calls attention to the human 

element of the cinematic process, making Arab lives visible through modern technical 

practice. In this frame, Syrians become participants in the production of images rather 

than enemies to it. The narrator speaks to the audience, providing a kind of authenticity, 

but more importantly, acknowledging the “1001 Syrians” who risked their lives to share 

what they saw: videos of violence and war that position them as viewers and creators of 

the world they inhabit, rather than mere victims of it. Recalling and countering Woolf’s 
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claims, Mohammed argues that “A dead body itself doesn’t say anything … so you have 

to reconnect it to the movement of time and life.”93 Mohammad and Bedirxan’s film does 

not allow death to speak through images of life as the latter might appear in the child’s 

flower or his stroll, but instead through the connections the film makes to the experience 

of movement and time of the digital photograph. Making continual gestures to Facebook 

and other social media through sound and image, the film signifies life in media, not in 

Syrian bodies; life appears in the archive’s transmission, not in the particularity of Syria’s 

war.  

The film, however, must reconcile between life in media and mediated 

transmissions, and the life that emerges offscreen, that which is unrepresentable by film 

and its networks of circulation. Silvered Water is not a film about migration, but it 

represents the motivations of millions of Syrians to leave their homes and seek life 

elsewhere. The film transforms death into life and into a new vision of the world. That 

vision is emphasized in the image of a dark street, where streetlights cast the only light in 

the scene, and where a cameraman shouts into the night, “The world is not yours alone! 

There’s a place for all of us! You don’t have the right to own it all!” Behind his shaking 

camera, which films the empty street and the sound of occasional gunfire, the unseen 

filmmaker calls out to the regime and to the viewer to recognize his right to life, to his 

street, and to his world, but what his life, world, and rights look like, these cannot be seen 

onscreen. Simultaneously accounting for its own circulation and production, the film 

positions itself as an art film, a revolutionary cinema rendered incapable of its revolution 

by the closed loop of festival networks and foreign reception. 
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Migrating Images from Our Terrible Country 

While programming the Twin Cities Arab Film Festival (TCAFF) in 2014, an 

annual event held in Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A., and a festival with which I worked 

as curator and director, we were faced with a decision that comes up each year: how to 

balance the “humanitarian crises” currently circulating about the Arabic-speaking world 

with narrative comedies and dramas that recognize the complexities of Arab life across 

the globe. Of course, the problematic nature of programming this event repeats every 

year, and the problem lies in its very nomenclature: What does “Arab” mean in this 

context? How do we determine which national cinemas to include, which languages to 

showcase, which wars to highlight?  

In 2014, one instance was clear: Syria’s war would take center stage. And in that 

year both Silvered Water and Mohammad Ali Atassi and Ziad Homsi’s film, Our Terrible 

Country, premiered at international film festivals. Each was up for consideration in the 

TCAFF, because each highlighted Syria’s war, covered the brutality of the Assad regime, 

and attempted to deal with the complexity of the now international “humanitarian crisis” 

that afflicted the nation and its fleeing refugees. In the end, we chose to screen Our 

Terrible Country, avoiding the “unbearable” violence of Silvered Water’s edited footage, 

and creating a space where something else appeared “necessary” in regard to Syria’s 

conflict, or so we thought. 

Our Terrible Country begins like any good action film: it immediately blurs the 

line between filmmaker, subject, and spectator and creates tension through shaky camera 

movement and grainy footage. In its opening sequence, the documentary presents a scene 
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straight out of a Kathryn Bigelow film, like The Hurt Locker (2008) or Zero Dark Thirty 

(2012), films that use similar cinematic tricks to amplify the anxiety and ambivalence of 

U.S. military personnel as they carry out covert operations in “hostile territories” filled 

with veiled threats, like Iraq and Afghanistan. However, unlike these Hollywood 

blockbusters, Our Terrible Country does not position unnamed Arab characters as 

iconographic props and backdrops to narratives of imperial struggle, but instead opens 

with a group of young Syrian men under siege, each of them armed with a rifle and 

dressed in street clothes as they duck behind the remains of a bombed-out building in the 

city of Douma. The makeshift battalion attempts to take down a sniper in a tower across 

the way and the camera focuses on one of the film’s protagonists and filmmakers, Homsi, 

who is among the men besieged. When the situation resolves, Homsi photographs the 

ragtag bunch of fighters, the average-looking, untrained, young and middle-aged civilians 

forced to take up arms and defend their streets.  

In the next sequence, Homsi sits in front of the camera, his face cut off by the top 

of the frame, holding a rifle in one hand and wearing a shabby kufiyah around his neck. 

The filmmaker discusses the battle, which lasted four days and nights, and in the 

background, there is only rubble and ruins of the city. Homsi explains, “When you’re 

holding a gun and a camera, you often have to put down your camera; sometimes you 

have to fight.” Linking the gun and the camera in this way, as interchangeable tools of the 

filmmaker, the film presents the intertwined nature of violence and the image.  

In the press kit, the official synopsis of Our Terrible Country posits questions that 

hover above the film’s action and setting: “how [does one] make a film on violence 
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without directly showing or reproducing it… [without] inflicting the violence a second 

time?”94 These questions get at the very heart of my discussion in this chapter, as they 

begin from the premise that the very process of filmmaking cannot be disentangled from 

the country’s violence and from violence in general. Moreover, the sentiments presented 

recognize the link between reality and representation, reiterating Virilio’s suggestion that 

“there is no war…without representation.” Indeed, Our Terrible Country cannot move 

outside representation.95 Since it cannot make a film about violence without reproducing 

and re-inflicting its effects, Our Terrible Country approaches its task as goal or ideal. The 

film tracks filmmaker Homsi, 24, and Syrian intellectual and dissident Yassin al-Haj 

Saleh, 52, as they trek across Syria to ISIS-occupied Raqqa. Throughout the film, the two 

form a bond as they travel with a group of young men on a treacherous journey. On the 

road, they spend much of the film discussing Saleh’s activism and membership in the 

Syrian Communist Party in the 1980s. Imprisoned for his early beliefs from 1980 to 

1996, Saleh encourages the young Syrians to avoid prison at all cost and he discusses his 

fear of ending up in prison again. For many, Saleh serves as the “voice of conscience” in 

Syria’s current revolution, likely because, as he wrote in The Times in 2011, he “tri[es] to 

cover the revolution intellectually and speak about aspects not addressed by analyses of 

the political situation.”96 In Our Terrible Country, Saleh’s writing enters the visual 

situation on the ground through poetic interludes and functions to frame the 2011 

revolution for both young Syrians and the viewer. Significantly, it is in this way that Our 

                                                
94 Our Terrible Country press materials (Marseille: Bidayyat Audiovisuals, 2014). 
95 Yassin al-Haj Saleh, “The Regime Cannot Be Trusted,” The Times, November 19, 2011, 
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Terrible Country presents the revolution not as a brutal power grab, but as an uprising 

motivated by political ideas, a distinction that shapes the film’s aesthetic form. Presented 

as a narrative of travel and eventual exile, the spectator follows Homsi and Saleh’s 

developing relationship, compelled to experience their escape to Istanbul as if it occurs in 

real time even though the film provides very few details about their actual migration 

north. Instead, the viewer comes to know Syria’s war through a solemn and waning 

revolutionary spirit: a narrative of loss, separation, and ideology.  

Perhaps it for this reason that this film received less critical attention than Silvered 

Water. Our Terrible Country also circulated on festival networks and carried its story 

across many international lines, but it was featured at about half as many festivals, and it 

didn’t premiere at a major fest like Cannes or Toronto. It did screen in countries like 

France, Germany, Portugal, Brazil, and the United States, but, unlike Silvered Water, it 

also screened in Jordan, Turkey, and Morocco. Part of the reason for this discrepancy 

might have something to do with the fact that, besides the film’s opening sequence, Our 

Terrible Country shows little death and destruction that isn’t filtered through the 

perception of Homsi, the filmmaker, and Saleh, an intellectual; their experience of 

Syria’s violence is discussed through close-up shots and emotional monologues. If this 

avoidance of direct representations of death is, in fact, related to its lesser popularity on 

the international festival circuit, then perhaps the festival seeks out a kind of immediacy 

located in the violent and scattered images of Bedirxan and Mohammed’s Silvered Water, 

where spectators feel like an eyewitness to Syria’s death and violence, rather than a film 
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like Our Terrible Country, where the reality of death is displaced by a monotonous image 

of war and the intellectual revolution.  

Our Terrible Country presents the viewer with a more contemplative scene—one 

that is not all-consumed by violent images, but instead papered-over by Saleh’s words. 

For example, before making the journey to Raqqa, the camera follows Saleh through the 

streets of Douma and captures civilians maintaining the roads and cleaning the rubble 

from the streets. Saleh and his wife participate in this action, drawing the spectator into 

the process of rebuilding and carrying on in the face of war. Instead of an unending war 

zone, the bombed-out city stands in as the backdrop for revolutionary thought, and rather 

than show death, Saleh merely tells the viewer, “You won’t find a place where life and 

death are in closer proximity.” The scene draws attention to the ways in which 

international audiences create and even participate in the violence themselves, as they see 

the effects of war, rubble, but are left on their own to imagine the cause—an image that 

might look more like Silvered Water. In fact, as Saleh stands next to a tent and explains 

its use—a site for washing corpses for burial—the film also shows a group of young men 

playing soccer in a square, a juxtaposition that disrupts the spectacle of war. The film 

withholds death and violence, and the images incongruously represent the links between 

war and cinema through the calm and ironic smile of Saleh.  

As Our Terrible Country continues, the camera tracks Saleh’s movements 

through the streets of Douma, a seemingly casual stroll that maps easily onto the 

sequences that follow. On the road to Raqqa, Saleh walks through the empty desert with a 

similarly composed gait, a political dissident wandering alone across the rocky terrain of 
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the back roads as his voiceover ponders memories of adolescence in Syria. In the 

background, the viewer can hear Assad’s air force fly overhead, and Saleh’s narration 

ends with the harsh reality that their destination, Raqqa, is now controlled by ISIS. The 

subtlety of the film’s form, a convergence between sound and image, pronounce the 

contested landscape across which Saleh ambles, and the repetition of his movements 

renders war a game of politics. Such images of movement come to represent mass 

migrations of Syrians and other refugees of war, and while they may offer the viewer a 

restricted view of the war’s violence, they present a metonym of the war’s effects.  

In Our Terrible Country, dead refugees, abandoned life vests, and dirty children 

feel just beyond the frame, as the reality of Homsi and Saleh’s border crossings and 

eventual exile recall the narrative of loss and separation that dominates the stories of 

refuge. In fact, migration serves as the documentary’s condition of possibility, as both 

filmmakers and their subject flee from Syria’s burned-out buildings, rising death toll, and 

proxy wars. Evidenced by Homsi’s shifting position in the film, as circumstances on the 

ground continue to draw him into the film’s action, Our Terrible Country blurs the 

distinction between cinematic production and its realization. Homsi, co-director and 

photographer, has an uncertain role in the film’s creation, because he also participates in 

much of its action, a move that makes Our Terrible Country even more effective, because 

it depicts the violence in Syria as one that engulfs not only borders and nations, but also 

the very subjectivity of its civilians and image-makers. This is intensified in the film by 

the unseen capture of Homsi. In an abrupt shift in location, Saleh and Atassi––the film’s 

co-director, who is generally only witnessed through the lens of his camera—show up on 
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the streets of Istanbul without their young friend and cameraman. The audience learns 

later the reason for Homsi’s disappearance; he was captured by ISIS while moving 

between cities across enemy territory. ISIS, a group that dominates global discourse 

around Syria, occupies only a marginal space in the film’s narrative, but its presence 

shapes every encounter that follows, because the audience expects to hear stories like this 

one.  

However, averting the expectation of the viewer, Our Terrible Country gestures 

toward an exit from the global narrative of Syria’s war and compromised landscape, 

because Homsi escapes and the film refuses to take up his capture as a major plot point. 

There are no witnesses to Homsi’s seizure or detention. Instead, the spectator only hears 

about it when he eventually makes his way to Istanbul and joins Atassi and Saleh. When 

he arrives, the discussion focuses more on the question of home and country, rather than 

on Homsi’s experience as a captive. Mediating the global reception of ISIS through 

circulation, Our Terrible Country intervenes into an existent and developing archive, that 

which links “terrorism” and fundamentalism to Islam and the Middle East more 

generally.  

In Our Terrible Country, however, this threat is both actualized and averted by 

the successful migration of the film’s protagonists. Of course, while the easy transition 

from Syria to Turkey marks a certain level of privilege for the film crew and their 

subjects, this class distinction has little effect on the Western viewer who sees Syria as a 

homogenous landscape of victims and fundamentalists, oppressed and oppressors who 

need international support in order to overcome the evils inherent to their lands and 
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practices. Instead, the film attempts to tell a story of the exception, where three men, 

Homsi, Saleh, and Atassi, become refugees in another country. However, the film begins 

with the gun-toting image of Homsi in his ratty kufiyah, and Our Terrible Country 

imagines a scene that might undo this popular image of the Arab “rebel” or “terrorist” by 

making Homsi a character with whom the audience identifies as the film continues. But 

when Homsi is captured by unseen “terrorists,” the audience likely imagines his captor as 

a man who looks much like Homsi at the film’s start––a young Arab with a rifle wearing 

a kufiyah. At once, the film reimages the figure of the young Arab “rebel” and repeats the 

Western audience’s expectation of the “terrorist.” The first figure is the revolutionary 

filmmaker, who dons a kufiyah as a symbol of international resistance; activists and 

revolutionaries worldwide wear kufiyahs to protests and demonstrations as the Middle 

Eastern scarf has become linked to the Palestinian cause and transformed into a general 

marker of revolution, like a Che Guevara hat. Conversely, Homsi’s kufiyah evokes the 

image of the terrorist in the Western imaginary, and the gun in his hand contributes to 

this reading. For the western audience, though, both images—the revolutionary or the 

terrorist—present a threat to the world outside Syria: both suggest a disruption to the 

status quo. As an Arab taking political action inside Syria, where various political actors 

take up arms and migrate for multiple reasons, Homsi is flattened when exposed to the 

Western audience. 

In her book, States of Emergency: Documentaries, Wars, Democracies, Patricia  

Zimmermann argues that filming on the ground in a warzone changes “the relationship 

between filmmaking and subjects … from a strategy of representation to a strategy of 
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transaction, a moving across different spaces, domains, discourses, actions, politics, and 

subject positions.”97 The “state of emergency” demands this tactical shift; it reorganizes 

the power of the image to move across discursive, geographical, and geopolitical 

boundaries, making exchange across borders possible. Moreover, Zimmermann suggests 

that “rather than exclusively representing those … marginalized by dominant culture in 

the modality of the visual, these on-the-ground works function within a different political 

agenda: they operate more as transcriptions across and through technologies of 

representation to inscribe political action and active spectator positions within the work 

itself.”98 The viewer is, as Zimmerman suggests, drawn “into direct encounter with the 

filmmaker,” and in this schema, the viewer becomes an active witness-made-participant 

through technologies of representation and the cinematic process rather than merely a 

voyeur watching from afar.99 

Zimmermann’s claims about the transactional nature of cinema made in crisis are 

compelling, as she suggests a kind of relationship between documentary filmmaking and 

reality that moves outside the framework of representation to one of exchange, a method 

that promotes a certain level of agency for the subjects and a type of participation for the 

audience. Yet, images taken in a war zone act as “transcriptions across and through 

technologies of representation to inscribe political action,” a visual index for the 

possibility of global involvement. While this paradigm feels productive, as it creates 

subjects and spectators that are actively engaged with the events on the ground, the 
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images of nations in “states of emergency” instead expose Bloom’s “colonial media 

apparatus,” which embeds a colonial engagement with documentary footage and 

promotes a kind of viewing that “mak[es] the colonies visible … [by] diagnosing 

invisible agents that can be detected only by technologies of vision and know-how.” 100 

According to Bloom, these “techniques of magnification … rend[er] the invisible visible 

as part of a … social and moral imperative to transform the colonial landscape.”101 Not 

only do the images of suffering produce a justification for colonial intervention, but they 

virtually transform the landscape of the colonies, archiving the social and moral 

imperative of the West with regard to the “Third World.”  Likewise, Stam and Spence 

argue that “just as the camera might … be said to inscribe certain features of bourgeois 

humanism, so the cinematic and televisual apparatuses, taken in their most inclusive 

sense, might be said to inscribe certain features of European colonialism.”102 It is not 

merely the images that are called into question, but the gaze of cinema itself. Whether or 

not Our Terrible Country succeeds in dismantling the “colonial media apparatus” or 

reproduces the structures of looking at images from the Middle East, the film attempts to 

use the camera to flip the script and represent oneself.   

When the image of Homsi shifts from that of a kufiyah-wearing cameraman to 

that of a freed ISIS captive wearing a leather jacket on the streets of modern Istanbul, he 

feels more relatable as a character, but the spectator is not quite able to connect to his 

image due to the slippery slope of insurgency presented at the film’s opening. A similar 
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moment that feels almost like cathexis appears in the form of a very long and strange 

scene near the end of the film, where Homsi, Saleh, and Atassi argue with an Arab man 

over the price of falafel. In this moment, the audience paradoxically feels connected to 

the migrants as they laugh at the stereotypically Western representation of a man 

shouting in Arabic and swindling his guests. Through this awkward scene, Our Terrible 

Country reinserts the imperial imaginary alongside the relatability of Syrian migrants.  

Colonialist representation did not begin with cinema, but preceded its gaze, its 

lens focused on an ideological position rooted in colonialist perspectives. At the 

beginning of the chapter I cite Bloom’s discussion of the “colonial media apparatus,” 

which I recall here to consider how it appears in the films of those under various forms of 

neo-colonialism. Bloom argues that  

the colonial media apparatus is at once a corpus of films and a sensory machine. It 

shifts the cinematographic apparatus, as a discourse, away from origins and 

vanishing points. Instead of focusing exclusively on the analytic parameters of the 

camera, perspective, and the invention of cinema, colonial imagery and myths 

continue to be recycled as media representations that enact the structure of 

distorted political objectives, encoding otherness as new forms of technological 

illusionism.103 

Through the technological apparatus of producing cinema, the representation supersedes 

the images onscreen and the markers of violence stand out as the reality of Syria. 

Stretched across time and appearing from the lenses of multiple cameras, the migration 

narrative, like the meme, repeats, and its meaning is transmitted as a copy of a copy.  
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In Our Terrible Country, Istanbul becomes the space of collection—a border 

space between Europe and the Middle East, between Islam and modernity, and between 

life as a refugee and death in Syria. When Saleh and Atassi are reunited with Homsi in 

Istanbul, the relationship between the men has deepened, but we only see Homsi and 

Saleh onscreen. Atassi, likely holding the camera as he does through most of the scenes 

shown in the film, records Homsi and Saleh as the two cry together in a crowded 

restaurant in Istanbul. A medium shot captures them sitting on the same side of a booth. 

Homsi chain smokes and says:  

I’m going to get my mother out. I’m going to get my brother out. I’m going to get 

my father out. Because they can’t live inside. People who want to live should get 

out. They shouldn’t stay inside … because inside there’s death…. We used to 

have one enemy: the regime. Now we have a thousand enemies. Add to that the 

enemy inside us, which we don’t know, which we need someone to tell us to fear.  

For the filmmaker, there is no option: he must fight, either with images or a gun, even in 

the face of death and “a thousand enemies.” Because of the closeness of the shot—the 

two men huddled together in a booth crying, smoking, lamenting those left behind—the 

camera positions the spectator sitting across the table from Homsi and Saleh. Syria’s 

death and destruction are mediated by cigarettes and introspection, an image of exile and 

migration and of the impossibility of return. Rather than reproduce the violence onscreen, 

the film attempts to humanize the characters, to show the struggle for life as one that 

might overcome the “enemy inside.” However, the terms of the film have already been 

set: from the opening encounter between Homsi, the camera, and the gun, the grainy 
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footage of a neighborhood as it rallies to defeat a persistent sniper, the film does not trade 

the camera for the gun, but instead, fortifies the link between the image and the weapon, 

a link that reverberates throughout the film. 

Through its refrain of return, Our Terrible Country archives an overwhelming 

desire, palpable in the final sequences, to change the meaning of its terms, to recreate 

one’s “terrible country” in the image of another form of nation. The film ends with Saleh 

walking through a wooded area on a hiking trail in Istanbul. He tells the audience: 

I don’t know exactly what I will do in exile. I have long felt uneasy about this 

word. It seemed like mockery coming from those who remained in the country. 

Today, its meaning might change to include our overwhelming experience, the 

experience of uprooting, escape and dispersal, and the hope of return. I don’t 

know what I’ll do, but I am part of this great Syrian exodus, and of this Syrian 

hope of return. Even though it resembles a slaughterhouse today, this is our 

country, we have no other. And I know that no country will be kinder to us than 

this terrible country. 

The shots that accompany this monologue parallel earlier shots of Saleh walking on the 

rocks and sand of the desert. At the end of the film, surrounded by green plant life as he 

walks among blooming shrubs and flowering trees, the writer speaks of return to the 

“terrible country” called home. His words seem to contradict the mise-en-scène as he 

speaks of being “uprooted” while surrounded by the branches of enormous trees, whose 

roots in Turkey’s soil no doubt run deep. Having witnessed the violence through the eyes 

of the filmmaker, Homsi, and the film’s subject, Saleh, the spectator identifies with the 
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characters and relationships that have developed on screen, not with the violence of 

Syria’s war. Violence is never directly shown onscreen, only alluded to by the stories 

Saleh and Homsi share with the audience. These stories are told through close-up shots, a 

device that draws the spectator to connect to the human element of the refugee crisis, to 

figures who are struggling to survive and eventually return home. Thus a kinship amongst 

viewers might develop in the local theater, rejecting Middle Eastern violence onscreen in 

the hopes of replacing it with humanity. Nonetheless, the connections between the 

spectator and the subjects who participate in the narrative and filmmaking process do not 

create the viewer’s only access to the world presented inside the film; this world has 

already been given, and it limits the potential to transform the image.  

 In 2015, Mizna’s Arab Film Festival, for which I served as curator and director at 

the time, screened Our Terrible Country instead of Silvered Water because it refused 

overt violence—it did not reproduce the deaths of brown bodies for its mostly white 

Minnesota audience. However, in reality, the violence implied by the film’s form, its 

opening, and the monologues of its subjects allows the viewer to imagine the scenes that 

might produce a critique of Silvered Water. Trapped in a cycle of circulation and 

representation, it would appear that Our Terrible Country’s self-conscious attempts to 

undo violence by refusing its representation do little to uproot the embedded associations 

that accompany the film’s subject matter. In fact, the relationships that develop 

throughout the film, through the close-up shots of Homsi and Saleh, present a narrative of 

migration and escape, another well-worn story about Syria’s conflict. Like Maen’s story 

in The Art of Moving, Homsi and Saleh’s stories reflect the violence of Syria’s war by 
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making their humanity visible, and “visibility is a trap.” The festival draws spectators to 

the film by screening a film about Syria’s crisis. Audience members come to watch a 

documentary that presents the human side of Syria’s ongoing violence, a “necessary” 

view into our modern world, and one that reproduces the stories we already know.  

Both Silvered Water and Our Terrible Country present the Syrian war through 

palpable and self-reflexive examples of the archive as image. Rather than present a 

narratively organized film about Syrian suffering, each film attends to the visual archive, 

the media used to capture and transmit the particularities of violence and representation. 

These films cannot outpace stereotypes and iconographies that have come to signify 

countries like Syria in the global imaginary, and instead attempt to show the limits of 

communication technology by exposing the apparatus of filmmaking and distribution. 

 In “The Storyteller,” Benjamin describes alienation in the modern world by 

distinguishing between the lost form of communication found in storytelling and 

contemporary modes of information exchange. He argues: 

Every morning brings us news from across the globe, yet we are poor in 

noteworthy stories. This is because nowadays no event comes to us without 

already being shot through with explanations. In other words, by now almost 

nothing that happens benefits storytelling; almost everything benefits 

information.104 

In Syria, Saleh attempts to make sense of the war and he works to translate its meaning to 

the people by creating an image of the revolution through writing and speaking––through 
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story. In the film and in exile, though, his ability to tell a story crosses international 

borders and its image becomes “shot through with explanations”; Syria’s story has been 

pre-determined. The filmmakers and their subject might tell their stories to international 

audiences, but since, as Benjamin argues, “the communicability of experience is 

decreasing,” stories like Bedirxan’s, Saleh’s, and Homsi’s, for example, are heard not as 

experiences of war, but as information about refugees and Middle East violence and 

oppression. Regardless of whether one feels pity or fear at the sight of the migrating 

Arabs, their story adds another image to the archive of Syria’s crisis.105 A similar and 

more familiar instance from the archive of refugee images is the still photograph of Alan 

Kurdi, the young Syrian boy found dead on a beach in Bodrum, Turkey. This image went 

viral in 2015 and caused a momentary stir in the global news cycle. The horrific image of 

a dead Syrian child alone on the beach presents an end to the migration story: the 

revolution and its refugees will not survive. Kurdi’s image and the films discussed in this 

chapter provide information to western audiences about the brutality of Syria’s war and 

confirmation that revolution is not possible. Like the novel, according to Benjamin, 

“what draws the [viewer] … is the hope of warming his shivering life with a death he” 

watches onscreen.106 

In his essay “Future City,” Fredric Jameson famously asserts “that it is easier to 

imagine the end of the world than to imagine the end of capitalism. We can now revise 

that and witness the attempt to imagine capitalism by way of imagining the end of the 
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world.”107 Films are symptomatic of a culture’s fears and anxieties. For decades in 

Hollywood and on television, we’ve witnessed films about climate change, endless war, 

terrorist threats, nuclear fallout, machine rebellion, cyborgs, rogue meteors: dozens of 

apocalyptic visions fill our screens both big and small, and doomsday feels as if it is just 

on the horizon. We watched as the United States invaded Iraq and destroyed the 

country’s infrastructure, twice. We watch Israel bomb Gaza, Russia bomb Syria, Trump 

drop the “mother-of-all-bombs” on Afghanistan. From the safety of our screens, 

Americans and Europeans watch as the non-Western world burns, a reality that creeps at 

an increased pace into the streets of Paris, London, and New York. Even when disaster 

strikes in the familiar spaces of the west, we sit glued to our screens, experiencing the 

violence through the mediation of our visual entertainment devices. The world feels as if 

it’s on the brink of total destruction, and rather than fight for change, we wait. We cannot 

imagine a solution to the world’s ongoing issues without imagining an end to capitalism, 

an image that cannot be conjured except by imagining capitalism itself as the end of the 

world. Individual agency is stifled. Protest seems futile. Revolution feels impossible in a 

world dominated by capital.  

In “The Storyteller” Benjamin argues that modern culture has excised death from 

daily life. Once a “public process,” death in capitalist modernity “has been pushed further 

and further out of the perceptual world of the living.”108 Even though films present death 

in spades—Hollywood in its violent fictions and documentaries in their violent 

“realities”—these deaths, as Butler reminds us, “leav[e] a mark that is no mark. There 
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will be no public act of grieving.”109 In this chapter, I argue western spectators watch 

films from places like Syria to keep tabs on life there, on what these films archive about 

Syria in the global imaginary, and on how they confirm that violence “still” reigns in the 

underdeveloped parts of the world for the festival audiences. But in the milieu of 

apocalyptic visions, films about violence elsewhere, about revolutions stirring in the 

Middle East, Africa, or Eastern Europe, provide a lost sense of hope to the alienated 

western spectator. Of course, it’s comforting for westerners to watch others die onscreen, 

to think “thank god that’s not me”110—but it’s also comforting to think that revolution is 

still possible somewhere in the underdeveloped world, as such revolutions feels 

impossible to imagine under Western capitalism. The documentaries about revolutions 

elsewhere present a fantasy for the west—one in which revolutionary change might 

overhaul what feels like a sinking ship. In this way, archiving the death, torture, and pain 

of others provides a twisted sense of optimism and the festival provides a space to 

manage it. In the epilogue, I conclude Archival Frictions with a film that tackles 

“Doomsday” as an archival process, a documentary that offers a brighter future for Syria, 

while also responding to capital’s bleak picture for humanity.  
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Epilogue 
Also Known as the Doomsday Archive 

 
So long as there is agriculture there is continuity of life.  

 
––Walid al-Yousef, Wild Relatives1 

 
All we have to do is not react as if this is a full-blown crisis. All we have to do is keep on 
denying how frightened we actually are. And then, bit by bit, we will have arrived at the 
place we most fear, the thing from which we have been averting our eyes. No additional 

effort required. 
 

––Naomi Klein, This Changes Everything2 
 

Jumana Manna’s documentary Wild Relatives opens with a steaming mound of 

earth—dirt, coal, or volcanic ash piled in an indistinct landscape as the drone of a 

machine, what sounds like a train running on a track, gets louder and louder. After a cut, 

the audience feels as if they sit atop some kind of cart zooming down a long, dark tunnel, 

the source of the first scene’s sound no doubt. Dust and dirt fly everywhere. Men and 

women dressed in reflective and protective clothing drill into the earth to collect rock 

fragments. They work mostly in the dark; light is only available through their headlamps 

and the bright headlights of the squat vehicles they use to navigate the narrow space. 

With no explanation, only images to orient the viewer, a cut replaces this scene with a 

very different image of the natural world, a shot of green plants that grow high above a 

low-angled camera. Now in a very different outdoor landscape, the camera pushes its 

way through various kinds of plant life—grasses, wheat, and leafy greens, tall, lush, 

alive, and vastly different from the dust heap that opened the film. The crackle of the 
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cameraperson’s footsteps on the ground and the brush of the encounter between the lens 

and the tall stalks and leaves feel reminiscent of the sounds one might hear on a walk in 

nature. But the shifting camera refuses an idyllic scene and the tall plants seem like actors 

in the film rather than landscape as they appear to jump out of the way of the camera. The 

movement of the frame defamiliarizes the role plants play in everyday life; the vegetation 

seems to leap out of the ground––the shrubs look uncomfortable and foreign in their 

environment rather than rooted in place. The juxtaposition of these scenes with the pile of 

earth and the dark tunnel creates an image of the natural world that oscillates between 

destruction and growth, linking industrialization—marked by the extraction of coal—and 

agricultural production. 

As the camera captures these “wild relatives,” Palestinian director Manna’s 

voiceover contextualizes these vastly different sequences. Wild Relatives, she states, “is 

an account of twelve months in the lives of people from Lebanon, Syria, and Norway, 

who engage with the land in various ways,” and who have been affected by global 

changes in climate and agriculture.3 The film traces “encounters” between these 

seemingly disparate countries and peoples through a “transaction of seeds,” following the 

migratory path of the smallest part of a plant from Syria to an archive on a small island 

just south of the North Pole to a valley in the shadow of Gibran’s Mount Lebanon. In the 

broadest sense, the film depicts the aftermath of an event that took place in October 2015, 

when seeds were withdrawn from the Svalbard Global Seed Vault (SGSV) for the first 

time and were sent to Lebanon and Morocco to “re-establish the natural diversity in 
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Syria.”4 As its name suggests, the SGSV stores the world’s seeds and it lives deep inside 

a mountain under a layer of permafrost—next to the coal mine shown in the opening of 

Manna’s film––accessible only by the tunnels and tracks dug into the natural landscape 

of the Svalbard archipelago, a collection of islands in the Arctic controlled by Norway.5  

In this archive of the world’s seeds, history and science come together and create 

several narratives about the salvation of human existence through its dependence on the 

natural world. In Wild Relatives, Manna’s film complicates and explores the many 

frictions and fictions that emerge from the global seed archive, in part, through an image 

of Syria that upends reductive narratives in circulation about Arabs and the contemporary 

Middle East. As an aesthetically challenging documentary film, Wild Relatives withholds 

information from its audience, opting for a mode of “storytelling,” to borrow from 

Benjamin, that refuses to provide “information” about its subjects. Instead, the film 

confronts the viewer through slow and deliberate arrangements of its archive of images: a 

montage of scenes which include images of Syrian refugees smoking, dancing, and 

collecting seeds in Lebanon; hands hard at work removing a seed from a plant stem; 

women sorting and counting seeds before packaging them into vacuum-sealed aluminum 

bags; and images of a scientist and a priest discussing the intricacies of their disciplines’ 

doomsday prophecies in Svalbard. Through its own practice of collecting image 

fragments, the film reflects on its own archival process, presenting multiple types of seed 
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banks––local and global––within the film, an instantiation of competing local and global 

archives within the film. Manna’s film picks up on the question that Saleh poses at the 

end of Our Terrible Country, as the writer contemplates what he will do in exile other 

than be consumed by western audiences as a refugee, one among many Syrians displaced 

by his “terrible” land. As a metaphorical answer to the question of exile, Wild Relatives 

reconsiders the possibilities of the refugee story by creating an archive of refugee seeds, 

disavowing the narrative of unending violence in Syria by representing how Syria’s 

situation fits into a larger global narrative of destruction and rebirth. Manna’s film shows 

refugees among the lush plant life of Syria as it grows in a valley of Lebanon, and Wild 

Relatives asks the audience to envision their own desire to witness the death of Syrians 

and the end of the world.  

These divergent historical energies contained within the film exemplify the 

ambivalent nature of archive as image that I have pursued throughout this project. 

Archival Frictions presents various glimpses of the multiple ways that Arabs, particularly 

from Syria and the Levant, have been represented and represent themselves to global 

audiences in fiction and nonfiction writing and film in the twentieth and twenty-first 

centuries. The case studies I have examined produce several instances of what I call 

archive as image, a cinematic projection of history onto the past that produces what 

Mulvey might refer to as coherent, “illusionistic narratives,” on the one hand, and 

complex, self-reflexive instances of what Benjamin calls “montage,” on the other. I 

began with an interrogation of the most prominent archive of Arab American history, the 

Faris and Yamna Naff Collection at the National Museum of American History, to set the 
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stage for these two distinct images through the two moments of Arab immigration to the 

United States that she posits: pre-First World War and post-1967. In Chapter 1, I 

extended this reading of narrative versus montage to the friction between Khalil Gibran’s 

work—both visual and written—and the fictional discourse that defines the author. 

Ameen Rihani and his encounter with the Arabian Peninsula took center stage in Chapter 

2, as I re-read his Book of Khalid alongside his travel writing as a combined archive of 

the cosmopolitan nature of the Arab. In Chapter 3, I took up the growing transnational 

tensions of the post-1967 Arab as this figure is represented and produced by 

internationally funded Arab cinematic and televisual production. Deploying the Arab as 

image in U.S. and Syrian archives, I noted the friction between national and Arab 

identity, which crystallizes around the representability of Palestine in The Dupes and its 

disavowal in shows like al-Nader. In Chapter 4, I looked at the contemporary productions 

of Syrians in documentary cinema that repeat images of Arab death on festival screens, 

noting how films circulate through international festival networks, which function as 

archives and mechanisms of surveillance. Now, in these brief concluding remarks, I look 

at Wild Relatives to position the Syrian crisis alongside the effects of global capitalism on 

developing nations, and I read Manna’s film as a project that imagines what an 

alternative image of Syria’s war and Arab life might look like. 

Wild Relatives begins in the Svalbard archipelago, once a center of coal 

production in Europe and now home to the Svalbard Global Seed Vault, sometimes 

referred to as the Doomsday archive. The SGSV is by definition a global effort—an 

archive that could function to reboot human life by recreating plant life in the aftermath 
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of some catastrophe. The Arctic seed bank opened in 2008 as a response to climate 

change and growing fears related to global food security and the imminent threat of 

environmental disaster. The seeds in the bank belong to the country that deposits them 

and, since its inauguration, Syria is the only country that has had to reclaim some of its 

seeds from the archive. According to Arjun Wadhwa, an industrial engineer who writes 

about the vault as an ominous “Final Backup” of human history, the Syrian seeds were 

removed from Svalbard because of the violence in Syria. War in Aleppo nearly shut 

down the operation of a prominent research facility in the city, a farm that was part of the 

International Center for Research in Dry Areas (ICARDA). In 2015, the ICARDA farm 

and lab based in Aleppo moved most its operation to the Beqaa Valley (often rendered 

Bekaa or Biqā‘ in English) in Lebanon to “begin the work of replenishing Syria’s crop 

diversity.”6 Reframing the work of Gibran and Rihani, who attempt to maintain the 

national and cultural affiliations between burgeoning Syrian and Lebanese states, 

Manna’s film situates these two nations as “wild relatives,” similar enough in climate to 

nurture one another’s seeds even in the face of political conflict. 

In response to this unfortunate situation, Wadhwa argues that “one can only 

remain hopeful that at some time in the future, more back-ups can be produced and 

returned to Svalbard to protect Syria’s interests forever.”7 Wadhwa’s reading of the 

SGSV presents a decisive narrative about the vault’s significance to the future of 

humanity: it preserves that which is necessary to maintain links between our global past 

through potential food production in the future. Yet the SGSV and thinkers like Wadhwa 
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present an ahistorical understanding of Syria within the globally imagined space of the 

seed vault’s archive, one that uses science to make Syria legible. In this configuration, the 

seed becomes “information,” which Benjamin describes as a form of communication that 

is “understandable in itself”––defined by its use, the seed requires no explanation. The 

SGSV and the act of withdrawing Syria’s seeds as a result of crisis “com[e] to us ... 

already … shot through with explanations.”8  

Moreover, Wadhwa implies that saving the seeds and returning them to the 

climate controlled conditions of Svalbard’s underground vault will “protect Syria’s 

interests forever,” intimating that the nation’s historical rootedness generates, quite 

literally, from its land. In its war-torn state, Syria’s “interests” must be protected by 

comparable nations—other Arab countries with similar soil and climate—that might 

safeguard Syria’s ability to reproduce itself, its landscape, and its food supply when, and 

if, the fighting stops. Syria extracts its seeds and attempts to rebuild its environment 

through the soil of others, an act that seems to complete the image of violence in the 

country, as the war now appears to emanate from Syria’s soil, and its effects extend 

beyond its people to its land, plants, and reproduction. Recalling the moment in Silvered 

Water when the soldiers threaten the young Syrian boy as well as his mother’s ability to 

reproduce life, Wadhwa’s reading presents a similar threat by implying that the land of 

the Fertile Crescent, the birthplace of agriculture, is no longer capable of sustaining life. 

He has moved beyond concern for Syria’s human refugees, and instead highlights the 

importance of the nation’s migrating seeds, and his hope that they will return to the 

archive. Wadhwa does not seem troubled by the idea that the seeds, or the people will 
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ever return to Syria; he is only interested in the genetic material of Syria’s seeds as a 

necessary aspect of global survival. The story of the Svalbard seed vault echoes 

Wadhwa’s narrative, because it uses science to back up the dominant representation of 

Syria discussed in the previous chapter, and it insists that even Syria’s plants need saving 

from their home soil. In these representations, Syria’s seeds, not its people or culture, 

hold vital information that must be protected—they hold the genetic material that reaches 

back to the beginnings of human agriculture, after all. 

Further evidence of this narrative emerges in Wild Relatives when a scientist who 

manages the SGSV argues that Syria’s seeds are not archived only for Syria, but for 

restoring the world after global disaster. She contends that “if things, you know, work 

around the world as they should, then we shouldn’t need to take seeds out…. But, of 

course, as we all know, because of the situation in Aleppo that needed to be done.” In the 

scientist’s account, “the situation in Aleppo” represents something broken in the world, 

something that is not acting as it should. The SGSV is a “security deposit” for the world, 

she argues, and “we hope” that it never needs to be used. While the situation in Aleppo 

might suggest a broken world, it also provides an example of the seed bank’s purpose in 

action: seeds were successfully extracted, replanted, reproduced, and returned to the vault 

as this scene in Wild Relatives depicts. The “situation” in Syria marks a moment of proof 

of the necessity of or need for the seed bank, and its ability to work “as it should” on a 

small scale. But the idea that the SGSV might replant the earth in the event of global 

disaster appears unimaginable, even from within the narrow halls of the seed vault that 

has attempted to archive the entire world. As Fredric Jameson suggests, “it is easier to 
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imagine the end of the world than to imagine the end of capitalism.” However, “we can 

now revise that and witness the attempt to imagine capitalism by way of imagining the 

end of the world.”9 The impossibility of representing global capitalism is contained 

within the film’s depiction of the seed archive’s failure. While the seed bank attempts to 

store some potential to revive the world after total destruction, this hopeful story quickly 

falls apart. The attempt to store and maintain the world’s plant life in the present to save 

the world after nuclear fallout or climate catastrophe, for example, represents a fantasy, 

one that cannot be realized, or even properly thought, on a global scale. Producing a 

dialectic between the global and the local, the film confronts the global fantasy of science 

and revolution as the displaced seeds struggle to survive. Witnessing a powerful image of 

global progress––the ICARDA crates arrive in Svalbard from Lebanon and Morocco to 

replace what was lost in Syria’s war––the scientists celebrate. All is not lost.   

The celebration, however, is completely uncontextualized. As the scientist 

rebukes Syria for extracting its seeds, and Wadhwa presents the Syrian war as a 

microcosm of the world’s future destruction, neither tackle the larger historical context 

and imperial projects that contributed to the country’s war, drought, and massive human 

and agricultural displacement. For example, neither of them account for the effects of the 

“Green Revolution” on traditional agrarian societies, like Syria. Beginning in the 1950s, 

the “Green Revolution” emerged from corporate global powers who determined a plan to 

increase agricultural productivity in “Third World” countries by introducing technology 

                                                
9 Jameson, “Future City,” 76. See also Fredric Jameson, The Geopolitical Aesthetic: Cinema and 

Space in the World System (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1992), where Jameson explains 
that imagining the totality of global capitalism manifests in cinematic representation as “conspiracy” and as 
a failure of the cinematic apparatus.  
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to traditional farming practices. Ironically, this revolution was not actually “green,” as it 

decreased biodiversity and increased the use of chemical fertilizers worldwide, and led to 

the loss of indigenous, heirloom, and ancient seed varieties that had been grown in rural 

communities for centuries and possibly millennia. Author and environmental activist 

Vandana Shiva argues that “the Green Revolution was based on the assumption that 

technology is a superior substitute for nature, and hence a means of producing growth, 

unconstrained by nature’s limits.”10 This imperial intervention in traditional farming 

communities in developing nations was meant to produce abundance by making farming 

more efficient, but instead it produced scarcity and “ecological destruction,” destruction 

like the droughts and other environmental disasters that pushed Syrian farmers from rural 

communities into cities causing tensions and job shortages in the years leading up to the 

Syrian war. According to Zofia Cielatkowska, a reviewer of Wild Relatives, “the Green 

Revolution led to multilayer effects; it transformed large parts of the world from 

‘traditional agrarian societies to market-oriented, state-coordinated commodity 

producers,’ pushed millions of agricultural producers into unemployment, and caused 

erosion of biodiversity. The film shows these various effects on a macro and micro 

scale.”11  

Wadhwa and the scientists at Svalbard present a narrative of the world as if it is 

united under the homogenous empty time of capitalist modernity, which subsumes both 

nature and history under the control of human agents. Such images employ Syria as an 

                                                
10 Vandana Shiva, The Violence of the Green Revolution: Third World Agriculture, Ecology, and 

Politics (Lexington, KY: The University Press of Kentucky, 2016), 15.  
11 Zofia Cielatkowska, “The Seed as an Archive: On Jumana Manna’s Wild Relatives,” 

Contemporary Art Stavanger, February 19, 2019, https://www.contemporaryartstavanger.no/the-seed-as-
an-archive-on-jumana-mannas-the-wild-relatives/. 
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anomaly to the global order, while also using its situation as an example that proves the 

rule: controlling the natural world will lead to human salvation. Rather than see Syria’s 

situation as part of the process of global capitalism, the salvation narrative of the SGSV 

sweeps the causes for Syria’s conflict into the pile of coal dust on Svalbard island. 

Applying Jameson’s observations to the SGSV demonstrates that this collection of the 

world’s seeds produces yet another failed attempt to archive the image of global 

capitalism––rather than provide security for the world, the seed bank merely presents 

capitalism’s archived image and the failure of global capitalism to fulfill the promise of 

food security. 

In its attempts to show the significance of global/local encounters and its own 

potential as an archive, Wild Relatives presents a counternarrative to the institutional 

discourse of the SGSV and Wadhwa’s reading of it. Manna’s film begins with a critique 

of the “Green Revolution,” stating that “there was a time when farmers never thought 

about buying seeds. They saved grains from season to season, selecting and adapting 

their own varieties. Then, in the early twentieth century the development of industrial 

agriculture transformed farming practices and seed circulation.”12 In an effort to show a 

history of agriculture that was once outside the reach of capitalist modernity, the film 

situates an idyllic image of the provincial past, in a world where seeds merely produced 

new plants and fed communities. While the scientists at the SGSV value the seed for its 

information, Wild Relatives presents the seed’s ability to transmit life and memory. In 

Lebanon, the filmmakers interview an employee at ICARDA who maintains the 

company’s databases and keeps track of all the details of the seed’s accession from 
                                                

12 Cielatkowska, “The Seed as an Archive.” 
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collection to distribution to multiplication and storage. He suggests that keeping track of 

genotypic data helps us to understand the history of the plants, and he uses the example 

of wheat, a grain associated with the Levant and the agricultural practices of ancient 

Mesopotamia, often cited as the birthplace of agriculture in the Neolithic age. He claims 

that wheat seeds contain a complex narrative of the past, consisting of more genes and 

mutations than a human being. After his statement, the camera holds on the image of a 

single wheat seed suspended in some kind of clear, smooth jelly. A cut takes the viewer 

into a storage space, where metallic bags of seeds sit in metal boxes on metal shelves; the 

room is grey, silver, and sterile—it feels unnatural and manmade even without any 

human actors in the scene. This juxtaposition in the film suggests and reinforces the idea 

that wheat was here before us, and rather than save us, it will be here after us. 

Returning to “The Storyteller,” we find that Benjamin distinguishes between the 

story and information through the metaphor of the seed and produces a similar narrative 

where the seed appears unconcerned with human history. However, he uses this metaphor 

to discuss the history of Egypt written by Herodotus as a narrative that does not explain 

itself to the reader, but instead leaves space for interpretation. “After thousands of years,” 

Benjamin argues, Herodotus’ “story of ancient Egypt is still capable of provoking 

astonishment and reflection. It is like those seeds of grain that have lain for centuries in 

the airtight chambers of the pyramids and have retained their germinative power to this 

day.”13 The seeds remain intact even as the culture ceased to exist thousands of years ago. 

This, of course, is the promise of the seed that informs the SGSV’s hopeful narrative of 

human salvation, but Benjamin uses this metaphor in a way that critiques the vault’s 
                                                

13 Benjamin, “The Storyteller,” 148.  
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understanding of the seed. Benjamin employs a metaphor of the seed that links it to the 

practice of storytelling rather than the modern scientific reading that maintains that its 

value lies in the information it contains. In this allegory, the power of the seed is not in its 

ability to produce more of the same, but instead in its power to germinate and reimagine 

the past and the present. 

The global archive—the Svalbard seed vault—stores a historical record of the 

world’s food in the contemporary moment through seeds whose genetic data reach into 

the ancient past and also through seeds that have been manipulated and transformed by 

industrial agriculture. In this way, the seeds themselves undo a narrative of the natural 

world untouched by human intervention. Even in its earliest iterations, agriculture has 

archived human encounters with nature rather than nature itself. The collection of data at 

the SGSV means to stop time and perhaps to stop the catastrophic effects of human 

manipulations of nature. Based on a fantasy of human salvation, the vault insists that both 

the present moment and its natural world can be recalled and restored at a future moment 

to reproduce the world as it is now. However, this archive’s snapshot of the world sees 

the future from the vantage point of an unending chain of homogenous empty time, 

where each moment is interchangeable with any other, suggesting that time in the archive 

captures a moment, uncontextualized and untainted by other historical moments, past, 

present, or future. It operates as if preservation is a value, and foolishly imagines a world 

in which humans will be able to plant seeds and begin again after destroying the world as 

we know it.  
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Wadhwa’s article restates the value of preservation inherent in Svalbard’s archive. 

He argues that 

Svalbard exists to protect the future of humanity, and it is perhaps a tad 

unfortunate that phrases like “Doomsday Vault” and a “Post-Apocalyptic World” 

are often used in most mentions of the seed vault. The reality though is that 

advancements in agriculture are struggling to keep pace with climate change, and 

one doesn’t really know how many of the crops that are staple food for many 

cultures today, will exist to survive the coming challenges that mother nature will 

throw at us. And while one hopes that deposits outnumber withdrawals in the 

years to come, it is provisions made today to safeguard our future that will 

ultimately pay rich dividends. In a world where the only certainty is an uncertain 

future, it is imperative to secure crucial resources against any eventuality.14 

Employing neoliberal logic and language about the global investment in the seed bank 

and the “rich dividends” it will provide for the future, Wadhwa insists that we must hold 

onto the current mode of agricultural production as a safeguard against the impending 

collapse of our world. The narrative insists that when humans destroy the planet, we can 

start again by accessing the archive of seeds—that nature will be waiting in crates to be 

reproduced in whatever world might come. Nations will access their seeds and rebuild 

agricultural life and with it a link to the historical civilizations that planted roots on their 

land. Wadhwa laments the negative associations that accompany the “Doomsday Vault,” 

but this narrative acknowledges an awareness that industrial farming encouraged by 

capitalist development is headed for destruction, so we must begin the process of 
                                                

14 Wadhwa, “Svalbard Global Seed Vault: The Final Backup,” 17.  
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conservation now, so that someone “will exist to survive the coming challenges that 

mother nature will throw at us.” In other words, humans will win the fight against nature 

through preservation. 

 Syria—in dominant representations like those glimpsed in Wadhwa’s article and 

in the words of the Svalbard scientist in Wild Relatives—represents “doomsday” on a 

small scale, a microcosm of the importance of the vault in action and a justification for 

quickly reproducing the seeds to replace those removed. Even if the nation might be 

unable to recreate or reimagine its own seed archive, the surviving countries nearby 

might salvage its land and landscape by remaking a record of its history in seeds. Human 

refugees, and the lives of those Syrians who remain in country, feel expendable in this 

narrative because they cannot be preserved, vacuum sealed, and stored deep beneath the 

earth’s surface to be called upon when the world is lost. Yet, as Benjamin, through 

allegory, and the databases of ICARDA, through hopeful metaphors, suggest, the history 

of the seed is longer and bigger than human survival, even though its very existence 

hopes to maintain human life in the future when nature revolts.  

For Wadhwa, Syria provides a warning to the rest of the world, but for Wild 

Relatives, the reproduction of Syria’s seeds presents an alternative version of Syria’s 

history. The film represents Syria not as an example of the broken world, but as a part of 

the global picture of fear and destruction. Rather than put Syria’s war on display, Wild 

Relatives offers an alternative to the usual images associated with the Middle East and 

positions Syria as a global player. The film, as Cielatkowska argues, presents scenes that 

are “happening in the present [yet] people appearing in the documentary often refer to a 
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world which no longer exists, or to the world which will soon cease to be.”15 While she 

reads this disjuncture as a reason for the construction of a “Doomsday vault,” I read the 

incongruity between the past and present as a moment in the film that imagines a 

different future from our own present through a recognition that the old world, whatever 

that might have been, is already lost. Disrupting the insistence on preservation and 

conservation, Wild Relatives presents an alternative archive, one that reimagines the 

relationship between Syria, a country in a state of emergency, and the rest of the world, 

by following the seeds to the humans that plant them. The act of catharsis, the 

documentary as a call to humanitarian action, is refused, and the only human refugees 

who appear in Wild Relatives are not shown as uprooted in shabby refugee camps or as 

victims of violence, but instead appear settled and rooted alongside the plants of their 

nation, replanted and reproductive in Lebanon. Confronting the “colonial media 

apparatus,” Manna’s film disavows the image of dying Syrians in exchange for an image 

of life, a complicated vision of what life means through the migration of modern seed 

varieties produced by industrial and small farms to compete on a global market and feed 

the world. Sure, this image evokes the end of the world, but it does not position Syria as a 

representation of this end; it puts that narrative back on the unrepresentable effects of 

global capital. Rather than lingering on Syria’s war as the instigator for the seeds’ 

upheaval, Wild Relatives critiques the processes of a capitalist modernity and its colonial 

intervention and presents them as culpable, not only for Syria’s war, but also for their 

global effects on land, food production, climate change, and historical conservation. 

Rather than imagine a return to the archive or a return on an industrial investment, the 
                                                

15 Cielatkowska, “The Seed as an Archive: On Jumana Manna’s Wild Relatives.” 
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seeds in Manna’s film set down new roots, and produce new seeds, all the while 

attempting to revise the narrative of Syria’s fall. What becomes visible in Manna’s film is 

a story of global encounter, where the neoliberal fantasy of scientific salvation exposes 

the complicity of Western audiences and consumers in the destruction of non-Western 

spaces in the name of global necessity.  

As an archive itself, Wild Relatives tells a story that exposes the roots of the 

“doomsday” prophecy implied by the preservation and conservation of the vault. 

According to Cielatkowska, who also argues that the SVGS functions like an archive, the 

very idea of “‘preservation’ and ‘conservation’ have understandably been tainted with 

ambiguity since the era of exploration by primarily European powers in the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries.”16 Conservation as a virtue became linked to European 

traditions as colonists attempted to overrun native lands and ways of life to support the 

economic and political interests of the colonizing country. Reinforcing the difference 

between Europeans and the colonized, colonial methods replaced the historical narratives 

of the natives with the official records of the colonizers, tracking and conserving the 

relationship of power, a process that simultaneously erased the stories that gave voice and 

history to the colonized. Elliott Colla’s discussion of the Egyptian Sculpture Room in the 

British Museum historicizes the value of conservation as it appears in the colonial 

encounter. He writes:  

Like air, this value permeates the Egyptian Sculpture Room but is impossible to 

see in itself. Its effects, however, are everywhere—from the cleanliness of the 

                                                
16 Jumana Manna, quoted in Cielatkowska, “The Seed as an Archive: On Jumana Manna’s Wild 

Relatives.” 
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floor and lack of dust on the sculptures to the neatness of the displays and care 

with which the objects are treated. Conservation implies not just the act of 

preserving the objects from material decay, but also the cultivation of good 

administration as a virtue in itself.17  

Positioned as colonial “virtue,” conservation was a necessity, one that supported the 

removal of Egyptian sculptures, for example, from the dusty deserts of Egypt to be 

maintained and protected in the pristine museums of the colonial power; the British 

Museum puts this “value” on display. The idea of conservation, similarly “permeates” the 

very existence of the SGSV, as it takes preservation and conservation of the world’s 

seeds as a worthy goal: one that suggests that the world cannot be trusted with the land 

that generates its food, so its seeds should be collected and stored under the not-so-

permanent permafrost of the Arctic.  

 Wild Relatives calls into question the virtue of conservation on display in the 

Svalbard seed vault. Manna mentions that, ironically, the vault lives in the same 

mountain from which Norwegians extract coal, which the film puts on display in its 

opening sequence. The irony lies in the vault’s purpose, a global response to climate 

change caused, in part, by the historical legacy of this Arctic landscape; the vault holds 

seeds for possible global disasters caused by environmental destruction that was 

intensified by the industrial revolution, which demanded copious amounts of coal. The 

irony is also translated into the story told by a delivery man and farmer named Yousef, 

who drives a van in Lebanon between the ICARDA facility and the airport, transporting 

the first crates of seeds to replace those that were retrieved from Syria’s stock in the 
                                                

17 Colla, Conflicted Antiquities, 6. 
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SGSV. We learn that Yousef also owns an orchard, where his family has grown fruit 

trees for generations, and where his aging father continues to work tirelessly to scrape 

together a harvest to sell to local consumers. Yet, Yousef sees this as a failing venture—

there is no money in agriculture. Instead, he argues that the refugee business is more 

profitable than farming, where cheap foreign imports compete with local produce.18 The 

crops of his grandparents are unknown to new generations—they have been replaced by 

commodities from abroad, produced from foreign seeds that have spread across the globe 

and displaced local varieties. Yousef gestures toward the commodification of both food 

and refugees, and he points to an unspoken aspect of films that depict Syria’s conflict and 

violence as a global fantasy of revolution: films are part of an economic system and their 

information and humanitarianism are only valued if they turn a profit. The narrative of 

apocalyptic allegory presented by Syria’s displaced farmlands and its doomsday 

prophecy are replaced by the reality of capitalist depravity—everything can be bought 

and sold.  

 To counter this narrative, Wild Relatives includes the story of a Syrian farmer, 

Walid al-Yousef, who has lived in Lebanon as a refugee since the start of Syria’s war. He 

keeps a local archive of heirloom seeds, preserving the varieties and exchanging them 

with other local farmers and gardeners. In brown paper bags in a small shed, al-Yousef 

labels and maintains heirloom seeds through organic farming traditions. He describes his 

                                                
18 The profit from displacement and harboring refugees comes in many forms. Granting asylum or 

housing refugees can bring a boon of international aid to fund and supply camps and local businesses often 
make a killing selling high-priced necessities to refugee populations. In some countries, the “refugee 
business” includes buying and selling refugees to work as domestic laborers or sex workers, and most 
refugee populations are unprotected by national laws, which leads to many instances of exploitation, where 
refugees are paid meager wages to do difficult and undesirable work, i.e., trash collection and manual labor. 
In the United States, prosecuting asylum seekers often benefits private prisons and security companies. 
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practice of using nettles to protect plants from diseases, and he explains that his compost 

is the best in the world: “it cannot be valued in money.” Creating another instance of an 

archive within the archive of the film, Wild Relatives produces the local, organic version 

of Svalbard’s global collection of seeds, and the film gestures toward another possibility. 

The image of al-Yousef’s organic garden and small-scale seed archive provide an 

example of Syrian life finding a way, outside the limits of corporate farming and a 

capitalist modernity. Al-Yousef works in his small “house of seeds,” where he uses 

various sized jars and a random collection of tools to sort his heirloom varietals. This 

seed house is the definition of a grassroots archive: it presents an image that stands in 

stark opposition to the organized shelves of the SGSV and ICARDA’s Lebanese facility. 

Al-Yousef’s archive trades in vacuum-sealed pouches for wrinkled paper bags and old 

pickle jars, and he joins forces with other local farmers to trade and preserve heirloom 

varieties through small-scale exchange of seeds and farming practices. While the film 

shows that al-Yousef’s story might easily fold into the larger narrative of the seed vault, 

his collection inserts a friction into the narrative of the “Doomsday” vault, because he 

does not wait for the end of the world. Instead, he pieces together Syria’s present through 

fragments and imagines a different future. 

Wild Relatives does not rely a singular version of the archive as image, but 

instead, layers infinite archives into filmic space and opens our often limited definitions 

of the archive. The film challenges us to ask, What counts as an archive and what do we 

do with the material it contains? In this project, I have attempted to read across stories 

and information from sources that are not traditionally referred to as archives in a proper 
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sense, and I have done this in order to consider the process of writing and storing history 

in relation to dominant representations of Arabs/Arab Americans. My practice certainly 

oscillates between the two modes of cinematic image I present––I have deconstructed 

some narratives to erect others, and I have liberally used the process of montage to bring 

together unlikely sources in order to read them together in the present. In the end, I hope 

that I have inserted more frictions into the dominant stories about Arabs in our present, 

but I cannot deny that I have also relied on and reproduced my fair share of fictions. My 

project does not aim to limit the possibilities for viewing the Arab or the archive as an 

image, but it does strive to make space for alternative modes of imagining history in 

hopes of imagining a present and future that has more space for friction.  
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